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While new printers with impressive specifications are introduced on an almost daily basis, only
time will tell the true quality of the product. Over the past 2 years our customers have continued
to buy the DS180 printer, not only because of its impressive performance and competitive price,
but also because of our outstanding track record for product reliability and customer support.

We have continually improved on the performance of the DS180 by incorporating such
enhancements as dot addressable graphics, 6 user-selectable print sizes and a 2000 character
buffer. These features coupled with 180 cps printing, parallel and serial interfaces, adjustable
tractor feed and over 40 other programmable features, make the DS180 one of the most versa-
tile matrix printers available today.

Before you select your next printer, why not take a look at a time-proven performer—the
Datasouth DS180.

The DS180 printer is available nationwide through our network of sales/service distributors.

data computer corporation
P.O. Box 240947 • Charlotte, NC 28224 • 704/523-8500

Telex: 6843018 DASOU UW



APPLE TRS
Percom Data Corporation has one hard disk drive system for just about ALL personal computers

including of course . . . IBM-PC. APPLE' It, and TRS-80\ Percom Data's innovations

with 5
1

. " Winchester technology mean that for most personal computers . . .

having a reliable hard disk system is as easy as hooking up a cable.

A Percom Data PHD will interface with your present system . . . and your future system

so if you do change computers, you can still keep your most important investment . . .

your Percom Data Hard Disk Drive.

Because Percom Data helped create the industry standards of today . new designs in software

and hardware will make your selection of a Percom Data Hard Disk Drive pay off

tomorrow through system compatibility.

A Percom Data PHD works to capacity because we take the time to correctly develop interface

software to your computer which leaves no performance holes for you to fall into.

Percom Data knows software functionality is the key to hardware performance.

Today, Percom Data PHD supports a variety of software to match your computer:

IBM -PC, PC DOS 1.1 OR 1.0

CP M-86 , CONCURRENT CP M-86

APPLE , DOS 3.3, CP M
TRS-80 MODELS III & I, DOPLUS, LDOS

IMAGINE . . . Percom Data Winchester 5 1 >" technology ... for today's computers .

and tomorrow's.

To receive an informational booklet describing Percom Hard Disk Systems, or to determine if we
have a system for your computer call our

Hard-Line Hot-Line at 1-800-527-1222.

Wo will also give you the name of a nearby authorized Percom Data Dealer.

Dealer inquiries are welcome.
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Expanding Your Peripheral Vision
DRIVES NETWORKS SOFTWARE
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PUBLISHER'S REMARKS By
Wayne Green

Trench Warfare
In the Low-End
Battle

The Low-End Battle

So far, Radio Shack has tried its best to

steer clear of the throat-cutting on low-

cost computers. The Shack has responded
to some degree, with price cuts and with
the release of a cut-down model of the
Color Computer as a holding measure
against Commodore.
One of the main sufferers has been

Timex, which has had to continually

drop the price of its 1000/ZX-8 1 to keep it

competitive with the VIC-20, which has
many more features. The suffering of

both Atari and Texas Instruments, caused
mainly by Commodore, was big news.
That's a good war to avoid, as long as it

doesn't lose too much of the computer
market.

But how long can Radio Shack stay out
of the war and still have customers com-
ing into its stores? In the long run, there

may not be any way to avoid the price-

cutting wars.

One approach to solving this prob-

lem—and it hasn't seemed to occur to

any of the combatants—is a move in a dif-

ferent direction. I haven't seen any signs
of this by any of the manufacturers trying

to outsmart the others. It's been trench
warfare—d la World War I.

Ifone of the firms were to come up with
a major improvement in its system—
with a feature that none of the oth-

ers have—it would give that firm a tre-

mendous advantage for a few months.
Eventually, the others would copy the

improvement and be back on equal
ground—unless number one then came
out with another innovation to regain the
lead.

I modestly bring this up because I have
such a series of incredible innovations in

mind. Yes, I've contacted the firms and
let them know that I have a brainstorm
that could save their bacon.

One of the main things I do for a living

these days is to come up with innovative

ideas. Some firm is going to bite on this

idea, and that company could well be the

winner of the low-end microcomputer war.

A Winner

So what's going to happen with the new
Model 100? This computer is a winner,
and we know that other major firms will

be out there with strong competition—
and soon. I've seen predictions that

Radio Shack will be able to sell the 100
with 24K for around $299 retail and still

make a profit.

Apparently, we're going to see some
larger LCD screens soon, with 80 charac-
ters by 24 lines promised. I'm wondering
if Radio Shack is going to keep up with
what obviously are going to be rapid
strides in knee-top computer technology.

The 100 is almost exactly what I de-

scribed as the computer of the future in

my talks to ham and computer groups
seven years ago, so I was delighted, but
not surprised, when Radio Shack an-

nounced it. My 100 goes everywhere
with me—it even went around the world
a few weeks ago. It allowed me to write
letters, editorials and memos while in

flight, while waiting for flights, in cars
and taxis, and even while sitting beside
hotel pools in Bahrain and Amman.
A computer that's this handy has to at-

tract a lot of competition. Can Radio
Shack stay on top of the market in fea-

tures and price ... or are we going to see

a bloodbath in the knee-top field like we
did with the low-end computers?
Speaking of the 100, ifyou read the fine

print of the instruction manual for the
100, you'll see that there is a way to com-
pletely wipe out the memory in one in-

stant. Well, I managed to find it without
the help of the manual, thus wiping out
my daily schedule for the next week—

a

rather long address list, a couple of major
business proposals and a few other des-

perately needed files.

While I'm hashing over the future, let's

give some thought to the predicament Ap-



pie is in today. The folks at Apple sure

have their hands full coping with disas-

ters. There was the Apple III disaster—

a

couple of years of development work blown

by poor management. More recently, we

saw the Lisa announced with great hoopla,

only to be scuttled by the wrong price, an

inability to run software and a severe

case of foot-shooting by Apple's Mac-

intosh development team. In essence,

it suggested customers wait for their

computer, which would cost a quarter of

the price and do almost as much as Lisa.

Boom!
If that isn't enough, now we learn that

IBM has pushed Apple out of the business

market. That stands to reason when one

looks at the two systems side by side. It's

a little late in history to sell a stack of

computer equipment all tied together

with cables. IBM is killing both Apple and

Radio Shack in this market—and it's the

largest market.

That isn't all, folks. With more than

100 Taiwan copiers of the Apple shipping

about 50,000 pseudo-Apples a month, Ap-

ple is rapidly losing sales in Asia, Africa,

the Pacific and even Europe. The com-

pany's economies of scale are hurting by

this loss of around $200 million in sales

to Taiwan. And, yes, there is a simple an-

swer to the problem—again one of out-

smarting the foe instead of trying to wear

him down with endless legal battles. I've

been to Taiwan, I know what has to be

done and how to do it, and, yes, I wrote to

Apple—and got zero answers.

Getting back to the low-end again, we
have Atari, TI, Commodore, Timex and,

perhaps, Coleco in the fight. As of this

writing, TI got knocked for a loop . took

a terrible loss and could opt just to give

up as it has with its other ventures into

consumer marketing.

Atari is in a state of confusion. People

are quitting or being fired everywhere

and no one knows what's going on. No one,

as far as I have seen, has the guts to make

any decisions for fear of being fired.

Maybe by the time this reaches print, the

company will have its act together, and

some new models will be released.

Timex has been battered, too. It an-

nounced that the TS-2000 is months be-

hind—quality problems, I hear. The TS-

1000, being no real match for the VIC-20,

has lost heavily in sales, even at give-

away prices. Add the Timex disasters in

watch sales, and you'll have headaches.

The big winner has been Commodore,

with its VIC-20 and 64 systems. Its econ-

omies of scale gained through substan-

tial overseas sales made the difference.

On the low end, it's a global market—and

don't forget it. Radio Shack's weakness

overseas has certainly been a factor in

preventing a further lowering of the Color

Computer's price. Its sales in Asia, Afri-

ca, the Middle East and South America

are insignificant.

I'm wondering what firm, if any, will be

interested in my block-buster innova-

tion. It'll probably be Commodore, since

they need it the least. That really would

be the crushing blow for Atari, TI and the

rest. Maybe no one will go for it—in which

case someone else will eventually think

of it and everyone will say, good grief,

why didn't anyone think of that before?

Horn-Blowing

Question: Who conceived of and started

two of the three largest consumer maga-

zines in America?

Folio, the publishing industry magazine,

called the other day to let us know that 80

Micro was third in size in the country in

1982! First was Byte, which we started in

1975 and which is now run by McGraw-

Hill. Second is Vogue, which I did not

start.

80 Micro's ranking isn't bad for a

magazine about a single product, eh?D

THE EDIT MODE
Back in 1978, when Microcomputing

was still Kilobaud, Dennis Brisson, then

a beat reporter for the Monadnock Led-

ger, came on board as an editorial assis-

tant. In 1980, he was promoted to man-

aging editor, and he held that post until

our September 1983 issue.

Time for those Dusty Bootheels

To Be a-Wanderin'

Fortunately for Wayne Green, Inc.,

Dennis is still with the company, but

with a different publication. Now he can

be found down the hall from Microcom-

puting headquarters, in a tiny editors'

-

lounge-turned-office, where he's spear-

heading RUN. Scheduled to premiere this

November, RUN will cover the Commo-
dore-64 and VIC-20.

In Dennis's five years with MC, the

magazine experienced two name changes

and several personnel changes. The mi-

cro field was growing rapidly all along—

it still is—and MC changed with it.

Through it, Brisson managed to keep MC
a quality publication.

Even in these days of computer mags

and rags popping up all over, MC has kept

a steady circulation (it's currently at

more than 100,000) under Dennis's lead-

ership. And recently, MC was rated

among the nation's top 400 magazines

by Folio.

We wish Dennis the best of luck in his

new venture. The same goes for MC As-

sistant Editor Swain Pratt, who's also

moving to RUN. Given the popularity of

Commodore machines, and given Den-

nis' track record, RUN figures to be a

sprinting success.

Supplement That Income

The fact that RUN is a system-specific

magazine won't hurt its marketability.

That seems to be the trend— if you own
an Apple or a VIC-20 or whatever, you're

more apt to invest in a magazine that

deals exclusively with your system.

The only problem with that is that it

makes it tough for you to keep up on the

whole micro field. You need to supple-

ment that income of system-specific in-

formation with a general-interest publi-

cation. Microcomputing will continue to

fit the bill.

We think MC readers who own Com-

modore machines will make the most of

RUN, but we hope you'll continue to look

our way for general articles, information,

applications, programming tips, reviews,

new releases and even cartoons . .

If you have any suggestions, com-

plaints or ideas, let us know. Drop us a

line at Microcomputing, 80 Pine St., Pe-

terborough, NH 03458.

In this Issue:

As alluded to earlier, the microcom-

puting field has undergone dramatic

changes in the last five years. The micros

of the early days are virtually antiques to-

day. Micro technology boomed, and the

field went through a revolution, if you

will. Micros have come a long way (baby).

We attempted to depict this revolution

of sorts on this month's cover. Heath is

typical of how micros have evolved.

From the bare-bones approach of the H8
to the more sophisticated H89 to its latest

and most impressive entry, the HI 20,

Heath has changed with the times.

Although Radio Shack, IBM, Apple and

Commodore get plenty of attention (and

rightfully so). Heath is the quintessential

pioneer and survivor. It has learned from

being.

To learn more about Heath's powerful

HI 20, turn to p. 50. MC author Martin

Moore details the HI20 construction pro-

cess this month, and next month, he'll

dig deeper into the features of the HI 20.

Moore also revisits the H89 and dis-

cusses how this computer remains a con-

tender as the micros battle it out.

L.C.

D.M.
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OVERVIEW By Frank J. Derfler

The IBM PC's
Missing Link

Give Your IBM
A Slice of Apple

With the Quadram

This month, I've got some reviews and
pieces of news that should be interesting

to many different microcomputer users.

We'll look at a spectacular system from
Kaypro—the Kaypro 10, and we'll ex-

amine a clever way to allow your IBM PC
to take a byte out of an Apple: the
Quadram Quadlink.

But first, let's catch up on some news
about July's feature and about the infor-

mation utility industry.

Okidata + IBM
In July, I wrote about the Okidata Mi-

croline 92 and 93 printers and gave some
hints on how they can be interfaced with
WordStar under CP/M. You IBM PC users
should know that Okidata has released a
ROM set allowing the Microline printers

to use the command set of the IBM (Ep-

son) System Printer. The Plug'N Play kit

is available through Okidata dealers

(phone 800-OKIDATA); it costs $49.95.
The substitution of two chips gives the
Okidata printer the ability to respond to

programs using the IBM System Printer

codes for graphics, like 1-2-3. The Plug'N
Play kit makes Okidata/IBM software in-

terface problems simply go away.

Source and CompuServe
Things have been quiet with the infor-

mation utilities. Most of the activity has
been directed into specific areas; the last

"big event" we had was the opening of
the Source's new computer center.

Staff members at the Source are work-
ing hard to attract corporate users for

their system. They need to get customers
onto their new dedicated equipment dur-
ing the prime-time workday periods. The
folks at CompuServe have a use for their

computers during the day (service bu-
reau/remote computing), so they contin-

ue to make their service more appealing
to private users.

CompuServe's latest contribution to

the electronic cottage is a second power-

8 Microcomputing, October 1983

ful encyclopedia service. CompuServe is

now offering Academic American, pub-
lished by Grolier Publishing, as an extra
cost service. This electronic encyclope-
dia has a database of nine million words
you can search using 27,000 subject en-

tries. You can type in all or part of a word
you want the computer to find and the sys-

tem will create a menu of all articles contain-

ing the word. You can either skim through
the articles or stop and examine them.

I believe that an electronic encyclopedia
is one of the best marketing tools an infor-

mation utility can have. A sales person
can make a good argument for an elec-

tronic encyclopedia based on economics,
utility and benefit to the entire family.

CompuServe has offered the World
Book Encyclopedia for nearly a year, and I

know my family has used it extensively.

The service is fast, easy to use and authori-

tative. I'm sure we're ahead financially by
using the electronic system instead of

buying the hardcover books. The cost-per-

access of an electronic system is low com-
pared to the cost of buying the books
yourself.

The people at the Source have talked

about putting an encyclopedia on-line for

several years, but they have never done it.

CompuServe now has two different ency-
clopedias with slightly different formats.

On the other hand, CompuServe's elec-

tronic mail is barely useable, while the
Source offers an excellent system. If one or
the other would combine both fea-

tures—research information and elec-

tronic mail—they would gain a strong
competitive edge.

The latest feature from the Source is in

line with its corporate need to develop
business among businesses. The Source
has developed Stockcheck, a new service

that provides the latest price quotation
and other information on your portfolio of
stocks. This service has particular appeal
to investors in today's fast-moving
markets.

If you're interested in electronic ency-
clopedia services from CompuServe, call

800-848-8990. If you'd like to know more

about the Source's Stockcheck feature,

call 800-424-9494.

IBM Bytes Apple!
Quadram Corp. has become well-

known for its IBM PC add-on boards. One
of its latest products is a board for the PC
that actually gives it the full capabilities

of the Apple II and Apple II Plus systems.
An IBM PC with the Quadram Quadlink
in one of its slots can read and write Ap-
ple II disks and run the majority of Apple
II software.

The Quadlink board inserts into one of
the expansion slots on the IBM PC or XT.
It connects internally both to the speaker
and to the IBM floppy disk controller. A
separate external connection routes the
output of the IBM video board through
the Quadlink. The Quadlink provides the
connection for the standard IBM monitor
or for an RGB color monitor.
The board itself contains a 6502 pro-

cessor, 80K of RAM, input/output con-
trollers and video circuitry. The RAM is

loaded with the monitor and DOS from a
disk drive. This configuration gives you
64K of useable RAM.

The Spooky Part

When you enter the Apple mode,
Quadlink takes over control of disk opera-

tion and video presentation. For all prac-

tical purposes, you have an Apple II com-
puter. The really spooky part is that you
can start a program working in the IBM
mode, jump over to the Apple mode and
work on a program there, and jump be-

tween the two active and working pro-

cessors with a single keystroke.

Quadlink can move text and data files

between IBM and Apple disk formats,

thereby serving a useful role in house-

The author can be contacted at PO Box
691, Herndon, VA 22070.



holds and businesses having both kinds

of machines.

I have a Quadlink in my PC and it

works well. I've run many Apple com-

munications, word processing and ap-

plications programs without a glitch. I do

have one Apple program I don't run on

the Quadlink; it uses a special joystick

port plug to prevent duplication.

The Quadlink has a joystick plug, but it

is on the card and located in such a posi-

tion that, once you plug the joystick in,

you never want to unplug it again. If you

have an important program that uses

this copy-protection technique, you'll

probably have to choose forever between

using that program and using the

joystick.

The Quadlink package comes com-

plete with connecting cables and in-

tegrating software. It carries a retail price

of $680.

If you want more information on Quad-

link, contact Quadram Corp. at 4357

Park Drive, Norcross, GA 30093 (phone

404-923-6666).

Kaypro 10
Microcomputing gave you an in-depth

review of the Kaypro II portable com-

puter in December 1982. I still think this

system represents the best hardware/

software value in the market today. But

the transportable market is getting

crowded. The knee-top machines (Epson

HX-20, Tandy Model 100) are chal-

lenging the transportables, and the chal-

lenge will get really serious when the

knee-toppers start to use the 256K RAM
chips just coming into the market.

Kaypro is up to meeting this challenge.

Its logical move is to provide a product

that continues to have the best cost/fea-

ture ratio while offering even greater im-

provements in performance. This prod-

uct is the Kaypro 10.

The 10 has the same fine display and

keyboard as the Kaypro II; these human
interface points are among the best in the

industry. And it adds a feature that

makes the machine both unique and val-

uable—a ten-megabyte hard disk.

Large hard disk storage devices are val-

uable as we move toward the era of data-

base management, function generation

and easy-to-use applications software.

Large help files, graphics menus, user-

query languages and other modern soft-

ware features eat up storage space. As

the price of storage devices continues to

drop, programmers will use ever-larger

overlays and data files and users will ex-

pect ever-increasing sophistication.

These factors all point toward the need

for a fast and large storage capability.

The Kaypro 10 has the capability you

need to meet future database and appli-

cations software requirements. All of this

capability comes with a large collection

of software and a low price: $2795.

Physically, the Kaypro 10 doesn't look

The Quadlinkfrom the Quadram Corp. gives the IBM PC the ability to read and write

Apple II disks and to use Apple programs. The board contains a 6502 processor and

its own system memory. Video and disk controller circuits interface the Apple

operating system into the PC's hardware.

much different from the II. It shares the

same cabinet, but it has only one slimline

floppy disk drive, as opposed to the two

full-sized drives on the II. A single red

light on the panel tells you when the hard

disk is working. An attractive and func-

tional chrome-plated ball swings out

from the bottom of the machine to prop it

Circle 344 on Reader Service card.

n
BYTtW

DAISY WHEEL
PRINTER

Full Olivetti
typewriter
warranty
U.L.
Listed

NOW

plus shipping

FEATURES
• Typewriter operation with nothing to disconnect • io. 12 or 15 characters per

inch switch selectable • Portable with carrying case • Entire interface mounted

internally in the Olivetti Praxis 30 typewriter • Underlining • Cables available for

most computers • Service from Olivetti dealers • Centronics compatible parallel

input • Built in self test • Cartridge ribbon • 2nd keyboard switch selectable.

WYT E WR ITER
125 NORTHVIEW RD., ITHACA, NY. 14850

(607) 272-1 132

J
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Circle 285 on Reader Service card.

Drawattentiontoyourself.
(Write a program for the IBM Personal Computer.)

Let your imagination take wing.

Think charts. Graphs. Shapes. Images.

Use originality, creativity and color in programs

that entertain. Educate. Organize. Analyze. And
programs that get down to business.

Maybe you've written software like that. Or

perhaps you're thinking about it.

If so, consider this.

\bu could draw attention to yourself by writing

programs^ the IBM Personal Computer on the

IBM Personal Computer. Because all our advanced

features (see the box at right) make it faster and easier

to do so.

Enhanced BASIC already in ROM, for example,

has graphics commands already built in.

And if you write a program using our Advanced

BASIC, you'll find the DRAW command
particularly appealing. It's virtually a separate

graphics language within a larger language.

Put your visual together with both the

characters and symbols in ROM for a simultaneous,

text-and-graphics mix.

Have musical accompaniment as well.

It's easy, because BASIC controls the built-in

speaker with a single command.
Utilize the ten, programmable

function keys. Try F3 to paint.

F4 for lines. F5 for circles. Or
F6 for boxes.

IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS

User Memory
64K-640K bytes

Microprocessor
16-bit, 8088

Auxiliary Memory
2 optional internal

diskette drives, 5W
160KB/180KB or
320KB/360KB
per diskette

Keyboard
83 keys, 6 ft. cord

attaches to

system unit

10 function keys

10-key numeric pad

Diagnostics
Power-on self testing

Parity checking

Display Screens
Color or monochrome
High-resolution

80 characters x 25 lines

Upper and lower case

Operating Systems
DOS, UCSD p-System,

CP/M-86t

languages
BASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN,
MACRO Assembler,

COBOL
Printer
All-points-addressable

graphics capability

Bidirectional

80 characters/second

18 character styles

9x9 character matrix

Permanent Memory
(ROM) 40K bytes

Color/Graphics
Text mode:
16 colors

256 characters and
symbols in ROM

Graphics mode-.

4-color resolution:

320h x 200v

Black & white resolution:

640hx200v
Simultaneous graphics &

text capability

Communications
RS-232-C interface

SDLC, Asynchronous,
Bisynchronous protocols

Up to 9600 bits per second

L

Remember that these function keys make your

program more "friendly" to the user and, therefore,

more appealing to us.

In fact, if you're interested in licensing your

software, we could be interested in publishing it.

We could also be interested even if it runs on

another computer. Ifwe select your software, we'll

ask you to adapt it to our system.

So if you think your software is close to

picture perfect, consider sending it in.

For information on how to submit

your completed program, write:

IBM Personal Computer,

External Submissions, Dept. 765 PC,

Armonk, New York 10504. ^==^^

The IBM PersonalComputer
Atool for moderntimes

For more information on where to buy the IBM Personal Computer, call 800-447-4700. In Alaska or Hawaii, 800-447-0890.

tUCSD p-System .s a trademark of the Regents of the University of California. CP/M-86 is a trademark of Dig.tal Research, Inc.
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The Kaypro iO persona/ portable computer with ten-megabyte hard disk memory.

up for operation. The keyboard is free to

be placed on your lap or in any other com-
fortable position.

Electronically, the main surprise in the
Kaypro 10 is an improved graphics capa-
bility. The screen is divided into 100 ver-

tical and 160 horizontal pixels. These
picture elements can be addressed indi-

vidually to create charts, graphs and
game elements.

The screen display can provide reverse
video, underlining, blinking characters
and protected fields. These capabilities

have many uses in both the design and
display of data entry forms and reports
and in remote data processing.

The major question that people ask
about the Kaypro 10 is how well the hard
disk travels. In the past, hard disk drives
have had a reputation for poor reliability,

particularly when they were moved.
The head on a Winchester technology

disk literally flies over the fragile media.
If the head should crash into the media, it

would destroy any existing data as well
as the ability to read and write in that lo-

cation. Even if the disk has no power ap-
plied, the head still can bounce against
the media and create damage.

The Kaypro 10 has a utility program
called Safety that withdraws the head to

a safe position for movement. Users of the
10 probably should run this short pro-
gram whenever they shut down the sys-
tem, and certainly before they move it. If

you take this simple precaution, you
should have no special problems with the
Kaypro 10.
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Hard Disk and CP/M

Ten megabytes is a lot of space. You
can put a great deal of data onto a disk of
that size. Actually, the disk system on
the 10 has two five-megabyte platters, so
the system looks at it as two separate
five-megabyte drives (A and B). This ar-

rangement puts an upper limit on the
size of a single data file. If you have a six-

megabyte data file, you need something
bigger than a 5V4-inch hard disk.

It's tough to keep track of the files

you'll build up on even a five-megabyte
logical disk. The Kaypro 10 uses a Z-80
processor and the CP/M eight-bit oper-
ating system. CP/M has limited directory
capabilities; if you tried to do a DIR on the
usual assortment of files in a five-mega-
byte space, you would have a lot of confu-
sion. CP/M provides the "User" cate-
gories to give you a way to logically

arrange files.

The CP/M User command gives you
further subdivisions of the hard disk into
areas you can define. These User areas
really can be for separate users, or they
can be for separate functions. For in-

stance, you can put all of your word pro-
cessing files under User 1 and all of your
spreadsheet activities under User 2. As
you move between drive A and drive B,
you remain in the same user area. This
means you can conveniently back up
critical files between the two sections of
the hard drive, or you can use one drive
for data and the other for programs.
However, the small drawback to user

areas is that you have to remember

where you put each file. I found that
nothing beats a 3 x 5 card taped to the
front panel of the machine to help you re-

member the relationships between func-
tions and user areas. This is crude, but
effective.

The Software

You almost need the Kaypro 10's hard
disk drive to hold all of the software that
comes with it. I'll briefly describe the se-
lection to give you some idea of the value
you receive in the initial purchase price.

First, Kaypro provides the Perfect Soft-
ware family. This includes Perfect Writ-
er, Perfect Speller, Perfect Filer and
Perfect Calc. These programs use the
same commands and share the same file

structures.

Perfect Writer is a particularly power-
ful word processor with split-screen pre-
sentations and many other features.

Perfect Speller gives you a 50,000-word
dictionary, and Perfect Calc has a useful
memory management capability that
can allow it to create and manipulate
large spreadsheets.

Another spelling checker. The Word
Plus, is also included. This checker has
unique rhyming and look-up capabili-
ties. ProfitPlan, a spreadsheet with pow-
erful mathematic functions, is also on the
disk. Two Basic compilers, Microsoft
Basic 80 and Kaypro's version of S-Basic,
can take care of your programming
needs.

Finally, there are some simple game
programs that can demonstrate the 10's
graphics capability.

That selection of software certainly
ought to give you a good start in the ap-
plication of the Kaypro 10 to your per-
sonal or business activities.

A 10 for Value

Kaypro has had a great deal of
experience in the production of portable
microcomputer systems. It's been an
aggressive company in getting some ini-

tial bugs out of the Kaypro II.

The 10 has benefited from that ex-
perience. It's the combination of a proven
design and the latest developments in
hard disk technology. The 10 gives you a
complete integrated package with all

hardware and software at a price that
others charge for the hard disk alone.
For more information, or for the name

of the dealer closest to you, contact
Kaypro at PO Box N, Del Mar, CA 92014
(phone 619-481-3424).

The Future
The near-term development of prod-

ucts in the microcomputer industry will

be driven by larger memories and more
elegant software. Follow along with us
and keep track of the developments.

If you want to contribute on new prod-
ucts you're developing or marketing,
drop me a line.



Circle 197 on Reader Service card. Circle 396 on Reader Service card

The Cadillac ofSpelling Checkers!

ELECTRIC WEBSTER
The Complete Proofing System

50,000 Word Dictionary

Displays Correct Spellings

Hyphenates Automatically

Grammar & Style Checker

BYTEK's SECOND GENERATION
UNIVERSAL (E)PROM

PROGRAMMER—SYSTEM 15

Features:
Bipolar PROMS.
Micros— (8741, 48, 49, 51, 55A)

I/O—6 baud rates, 13 formats including

Intellec, Textronix and Motorola.

EPROMs, (2708, 27256)

Gang option— programs eight at once.

Remote control standard

$695

Affordable: TRS-80 $149.95

CP/M $209.95

Hyphenation $ 49.95

Grammar $ 49.95

PROGRAMS
OVER 250

DEVICE TYPES

*!*»«• ' fc

w CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARE
Post Office Box 61 1 1 Albany, California 94706 • (415)524-8098

FUNCTIONSrui>i^MWi>io CRC-RAM
DISPLAY DEVICE DATA LOAD DATA
EDIT RAM DATA COMPARE F

DEVICE PROGRAM FILL MEMO
TYPE SELECTION BLOCK MO>

COMPARE FIELDS

FILL MEMORY FIELD

BLOCK MOVE
DIAGNOSTICS
and more.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS CORP
4089 S. Rogers Circle #7 Boca Raton. FL 33431 Tel(305) 994 3520

Circle 148 on Reader Service card.

Controlled Data Recording Systems, Inc.

For Heath/ Zenith89 & 90 Computers

One
Controller
for 8" and

5.25" drives

Now be able to run standard 8" Shugart

compatible drives and 5.25" drives (includ-

ing the H37 type) in double and single

density, automatically with one controller.

Your hard sectored 5.25" disks can be

reformatted and used as soft sectored

double density diska The FDC-880H
operates with or without the Heath hard

sectored controller.

$495

1 2 Megabyte Winchester System $2995

ANNOUNCING THE FDC-H8

Double density 8" and 5.25" controller for

the H8 Computer.

Has all of the capabilities of our popular FDC-

880 H controller with added features

Contact:

Ol
CDR Systems, Inc.

7210 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 921 1

1

Telephone: (619) 560-1272

5-20 day delivery-pay by check, C.O.D., Visa, or M/C
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WHATS NEW BIG BLUE ?

Program
Enhancers

By Thomas V. Bonoma

Databases
For Every
Occasion

Getting Personal

The major new program I promised you
is done, and it's available through the
Freeware concept. It's called Desktop, and
it uses 1-2-3 to make the manager's desk a
message-minder, appointment calendar,
client-tracker, memo-writer and scratch-
pad, all electronically. More below.

We'll have notes from the life of a beta-

tester with the new dGraph from Fox and
Geller, and in addition, a report on its fine

dBase II program writer, QuickCode. We'll

also have our usual array of reviews for

database software, graphics programs,
utilities, games and more.

New Database Programs
dGraph and QuickCode for dBasic n
One of the problems with dBase II, as a

seasoned mainframe programmer put it,

is "that you just never can get it to do
what you want. It's all in there, but you
just try to make it work!"
Fox and Geller has introduced two fine

programs, dGraph and QuickCode, to do
most of the work for you. I've helped
shepherd dGraph through three beta
revisions, and I can vouch that it's a
program you'll want to own if you're a
dBase user.

dGraph should be thought of primarily
as a graphics query system for dBase files.

Say you want a bar (or pie, pie/bar or line)

chart of your database "software," and
that you want it sectioned by dBase II, by
retail price and by type of software. There
are ten software types, from (W)ord pro-

cessing, (DJatabase and (F)inancial to

miscellaneous (H)ardware you've bought.
Say you'd like to get a report by type and
price of program, perhaps broken by less

than $100 and more than $100. With
dGraph, the problem is simple. You boot
the system, and in a very friendly way tell

dGraph what dBase file to use, what kind
of chart you want to draw and what to

name the data files it creates. Then you
jump over to the "dBase Connection."
This dGraph option lets you tell the
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system that you want it to count (you can
also average, sum and do other
calculations) the entries in your database
by price range (enter Range and then the
constraints) and by type (enter List and
then the ten types). dGraph examines
your dBase file, does the counting and
puts the information on the screen or on
any one of a number of printers, like the
NEC, Prism or Epson (see Fig. 1 for

"exploded" pie/bar charts of our report).

That's not all dGraph will do—not by a
long shot. Most important for you to

know is that it's a stand-alone graphics
generator in addition to its dBase abil-

ities; you don't need dBase to run it.

However, since it does only black-and-
white charts on printers (although plotter

support is coming, says Jake Geller), I

think its main usefulness is in making a
competent but somewhat unfriendly

DBMS program a truly useable graphics
report system. Second, there are a lot of
dGraph options I can't explore fully here.
For instance, you can get inverse plots of

any graph (white on black), both on the
screen and the printer. And, you can put
up to three charts on a single sheet of
paper (see Fig. 1 for two on a page).

Furthermore, you can type in a text file

to appear at the bottom of each chart with
your explanatory text, and dGraph will

add it. It also will print the system date on
the graphs if you want.
As for shortcomings, dGraph requires

that you manually switch to your color

monitor before running the program, an
unnecessary inconvenience, and it doesn't
give you a disk directory to remind you of
previously created charts. These features
will be added in the next revision, I'm
told. An outstanding program!
QuickCode is another useful program

for dBase users. It automatically writes
dBase programs that will allow record-
ing, editing, rearranging of information
displayed, adding of new records, writing
of a MailMerge-compatible file for mass
mailings and generating of mailing la-

bels. You can make QuickCode's opera-

tion as automatic (it will make all of the
decisions for you) or as manual (it will

write the bulk of custom coding applica-
tions) as you wish by turning its automat-
ic pilot on or off.

Essentially, you design the screen layout

you want your dBase files to have, and
QuickCode will do the rest There is even
provision in record to add, edit and report
generation functions to allow you to spec-

ify dBase kinds of selective searching,

such as telling the program to generate a
report only on word processing software

costing less than $500.
While it's potentially even more useful

than dGraph, I didn't find QuickCode to be
as error-free as its cousin in revision 1.2

(this was not a beta-test version). When I

generated programs, I often got label and
report dBase programs that had syntax er-

rors and would not run. Other files worked
perfectly, however. Nonetheless, I'd rec-

ommend QuickCode highly if you're a
dBase II user. It takes what is normally a
one-day job, setting up a simple database
and manipulating its reports, and makes it

doable in an evening. You can't beat that!

Both programs are supported with ex-

cellent manuals that are lucid and useful,

though in no way "light" reading. Both
have on-line help of a primitive but work-
able variety. Both are available now, and
from my interactions with Fox and Geller,

user support should be superb.

Cardbox, Data Design,
9base and More
Cardbox (either DOS, 64K, one disk) is

one of those programs that makes you
wonder why they sell it until you use
it—then you wonder how you survived
without it. Cardbox is an electronic card
index that's amazingly simple to use,
works with English commands (such as

Address correspondence to Thomas V.

Bonoma, 45 Drum Hill Roaa\ Concord,
MA 01 742.



Add) and isfast It was highly praised in

InfoWorld's recent review, and no

wonder! Draw a form on the screen (a line

drawing is supported) with headings for

each field you want. Enter data from the

forms, and retrieve data on the forms.

The useful thing is that you're allowed

as many multiple forms for your data-

base as you want. It can create a mailing

label form, for instance, that takes only

some of the information from your

"Rolodex" file to write letters. In addition

to this forms flexibility, Cardbox really

shines in the areas of searching and sort-

ing. It has a number of commands that

allow you to include or exclude records in

a searched set on the basis of criteria, and

you can apply such inclusions and exclu-

sions repetitively to "shape" your ex-

tracted records to your needs. The pro-

gram records and can show you the "his-

tory" of your searches, so that you can

modify it, change it or even undo it.

The documentation is about the best

I've seen, with a complete tutorial and

well-written reference manual, all boxed

with the disk in a (what else?) cardbox.

The program is menu-driven at all points,

has extensive recovery capabilities in case

you destroy your data file, and has provi-

sions for "exporting" its files in ASCII for-

mat useable by other programs.

Since it runs under DOS and is so dog-

gone simple, Cardbox has an almost un-

bounded range of applications for any

task that does not require mathematical

manipulation, but rather the tracking of

word-type data. Its indexing functions,

for instance, are simple and effective,

allowing you to index (depending on how
you set up the application) by only last

names in a multiple name field, by

keywords and, generally, by any infor-

- 100

ltll

1
N

mation that you can enter on the cards.

It's truly a worthwhile offering for the

PC; it suffers only from a "tacked-on"

conversion style in the documentation,

which was written for CP/M users (the

function keys are used, though).

Unusual Approach

Data Design (128K, two dual disks,

either monitor, optionally, a modem) is a

competent but unusual approach to

DBMS. Its documentation, for instance,

is a general coverage book of DBMS de-

sign, and it "features" the program in the

sense that you get to learn from the

authors as they create it, you learn a

great deal about data structures and

different ways to do things and, maybe,

you find out more about DBMS than you

want to know. (You don't, for example,

get to the program until chapter 3 of the

documentation. The first two chapters

make up a general tutorial on, strange to

say, data design.)

The program itself is provided on three

disks, and it includes sample data. It is an

exceptional programming job in that

Data Design's "standard" features in-

clude menu-driven commands, multiple

forms (like Cardbox) on the same data-

base, interactive help on-line, interactive

browse and modify capabilities, arithme-

tic/numbers capability, multiple keys,

security passwords and built-in back-up

and data-recovery capabilities. That's

not to mention a report generator that

allows summing, averaging, computing

minima and maxima and the like, or the

coup de grace—built-in telephone com-

munications for two people, each using

Data Design.

Data Design uses the concepts of

"tables" and "forms." The table is field

definition, which can be numeric or text

data. Once the data structure is defined,

you can create custom forms for input

and output of your data. So, as in the case

of Cardbox, you can create a mailing list

form using only part of the data in a

much more extensive file. You can even

include a form letter in your forms, and

get a simple mail-merge capability.

Contrary to most sample applications

supplied with database programs, Data

Design's example files are useful for

teaching and changing to customize

them to your needs. Its Mail system, for

instance, lets you maintain a customer

mailing list that also posts billing and

payment transactions to each account.

Memos, billed as an electronic mailing

system, combines Data Design's features

with the phone subsystem built into the

program.

Finally, last and best. Calendar is a

nice appointment-tracker, with a limited

billing system built in so that you can

charge those people who use up your

time!

Data Design is a most competent pro-

gram that runs somewhat slowly (it looks

to be coded in Basic), but that teaches a

lot about data design and represents a

generally well-done implementation with

useable sample files. Get a demonstration.

Qbase, from the Versaform people, is

Versaform's "baby brother." At half the

cost of that outstanding DBMS program, it

provides certainly more than half the

functions.

Like its big brother, Qbase runs under

Pascal, is integrated fully with the PC
function keys and has a broad-ranging set

of automatic filing and data-checking

features that make data entry as error-

free and easy as can be.
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Fig. 1. An 'exploded pie-bar" graph generated by Fox and Geller's dGraph.
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By automatic filing, I mean that you
can tell Qbase to put today's date in the
Date field automatically, for instance, al-

though you can override manually if you
like. By checking, I mean you can tell it

that any entries other than Consulting,
Training or Other are illegal for text en-
tries, or that taxes of more than $100
don't make sense and should be rejected.
For quick numeric computations on the
screen, Qbase has an on-board calculator
that lets you extract form information,
manipulate it and refile it on the form, all

under program control.

All in the Family

The major difference between Qbase and
its older brother is that Versaform allows

multiple-column-rype entries (much like an
invoice form) for each record. Qbase
doesn't support this facility, which the
average user doesn't need unless he's do-
ing inventory, sales or other business
management jobs.

Another difference between Versaform
and Qbase is in the programs' respective

report generation abilities. Qbase has all

the "normal" reporting functions (such
as full sorting, selection and totaling

abilities, subtotaling by field and selec-

tion by logical relation), but the fancier

"printer forms" of Versaform that allow
you to mass-produce invoices are not
there. Qbase, though, includes a good
mailing label generator.

Like its brother, Qbase is one of the
best DBMS programs on the market. Its

use of a non-DOS operating system,
Pascal, means that you'll have to plan
your applications carefully, and that

you'll have to be sure that your word pro-

cessor (Qbase has a great file export facili-

ty) is PowerText or another Pascal-based
one. If it isn't, you'll have trouble in-

tegrating Qbase with other programs you
might like to use.

Aside from that caution, Qbase is a
cheap way to get 75 percent of Versa-
form *s excellence at less than half the
price.

Imagine a Sensible Solution

Imagine a dBase system that wouldn't
do anything unless you wrote programs,
with no default operations, in compiled
Basic, in addition to writing .COM files.

That's a little unfair, but it's not a bad
description of The Sensible Solution. You
have to learn more than 200 new com-
mands (picked by number, not by name),
such as SEL.SCN and GOTO.TOF, to use
in writing programs that will drive your
DBMS input from screens.

The downside of all this is an awesome
complexity that would scare almost
anybody but a mainframe white socker
away from The Sensible Solution. The
upside is that The Sensible Solution's
"executive" program keeps track of all

variables, screens and commands, and
can often "know" when to help you out
during the creation of subsidiary files
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(such as a payment one) to support a
main file (such as a customer one).

The Sensible Solution seems to func-
tion well if you're willing to wade through
all of the complexity to learn it; I wasn't.
Although the documentation is written
with a sense of humor and an eye to com-
puter neophytes, the tutorial alone takes
90 single-spaced pages and makes using
dBase look simple!

On the other hand, this system is far

more customizable for the applications
developer than is dBase, and it doesn't
have some of the constraints discussed in

a recent BYTE review of that system.
With The Sensible Solution, we find a com-
bination statement compiler, screen editor,

program writer and DBMS that only the
user can decide if he can operate. You'll

want a long demonstration and, if you
can arrange it, a weekend loan on this
one before deciding.

Info Information

Info is a program from the Starware
people. Now, you get what you pay for,

and $39 doesn't buy you so much in our
world of bloated software prices. But, if

your application requires five lines of
data entry or less, or if it falls into the
categories of monthly bill tracking,
name/address file, personal diary, ap-
pointments, insurance records, mort-
gage/loan records or inventory, Info may
be for you.

The program is preconfigured to handle
any and all of these applications, and
does so (within the five-line limit) well
overall. On-line help is available, and it's

fast. In addition, you can train Info to

handle almost any other filing job you
have. No calculated fields or complex
search abilities are in this package.
Rather, it has just a plain old Basic pro-

gram that doesn't do nearly as much as
PC-File, for example, but is absolutely
nonintimidating for the first-time user.

Like all of Starware's packages, the writ-

ten documentation is thin and poorly
produced. But the help available on the
disk more than makes up for it.

Graphics
PFS:Graph is a graphics program that

has as its main virtue full integration

with PFS:File and the soon-to-be-released

PFS:Write. However, it also works well as
a stand-alone system. It handles the usual
array of line, bar and pie charts, but
nothing more sophisticated (such as text
ones or overlays). It outputs on a wide
variety of peripherals, including four
brands of plotter and the Prism color

printer. The program is fully integrated

with the PC's function keys, a real plus.

And, like all PFS products, the documen-
tation is intelligent well-written and clear.

Unlike some packages, PFS:Graph al-

lows you to have not just labels, but nu-
meric or date partitions on the x-axis of a
graph. You can get your data from a .DIF

file (VisiCalc, 1-2-3 or other programs
output in this form), from PFS files with a
nice set of inclusion/exclusion criteria and
from the keyboard. One-hundred-forty-
four data points can be displayed on one
chart—a minor restriction; up to 36 x-y
pairs can be entered—a more serious one.
The program does a nice job on area

charts (where you want an area filled in
under a line), and does a yeoman job with
legends, titles, colors and patterns. While
it's not as sophisticated as Chartman,
Graphwriter or BPS Business Graphics, it

gets the job done.

The real worth of this competently
designed program will be clearer when we
see the PFS:Write program and learn how
the whole four-program package is meant
to work together. But, judging it alone,
PFSiGraph gives good value for the
money.

As the PC matures, we begin to see pro-
grams that add CAD-like abilities to the
PC's "normal" graphics functions. PC-
Draw and Metagraph are two such pro-

grams. PC-Draw is useful for flowcharting,

organization chart preparation, forms
design, office layouts and architectural or

mechanical design jobs. It has lightpen
support (you buy the pen, they support it),

and it uses a series of predefined and user-

definable symbol tables to give users an
interactive drawing system that is fast,

useful and useable.

Multiple fonts are supported for "un-
usual" lettering, and PC-Draw is sup-
plied with a flowcharting symbol set for

software design, an electrical design set

and a text menu for alternative text en-
try. As Fig. 2 (reduced) shows, you're not
limited in any way by 8V2 x 1 1 paper, but
you can design your chart in "pages"
that the system prints for later paste-up.

PC-Draw is easy to use, and very easy
to use with a lightpen. It supports
expanding, reducing and rotating of
symbols and drawings and creates cir-

cles, arcs and ellipses at will. You
wouldn't mistake it for one of Computer-
vision's $350,000 CAD systems, but it's

a real start on the PC, and it's well-coded.

Output can be sent to a number of print-

ers, such as the NEC and Okidata, but not
to a plotter or color printer as of this

writing. The manufacturer claims that
the HP7470A will be supported "in the
future."

Metagraph, in a lot of ways, is about
half PC-Draw and half PFSrGraph. Pri-

marily, it's a business graphics charting
system, but it offers significant elements
of freehand drawing, symbol manipula-
tion and a "sketchpad" with capabilities

not unlike PC-Draw's. As with Chartman
and other business graphics systems,
Metagraph is forms-driven. You fill out
forms pertaining to your graph's appear-
ance, and the program draws it in either

medium- or high-resolution mode.
Metagraph uses a number of increas-

ingly complicated menus that you don't
need to access in order to produce stan-
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dard charts and graphs. However, if you
wish, you can get as fancy with legends
and titles as you'd like. I found data entry
from the keyboard somewhat awkward
and provision for importation of files

from other formats overly complicated,
although Metagraph supports Super-
Calc, dBase and its own file formats.

In addition to the usual line, pie and bar
charts, Metagraph has a facility for creat-

ing maps or drawings of geographical
areas, and it has a good scatterplot facil-

ity. It can also handle horizontal bar
charts, and it can plot multiple graphs
per page.

Among its graphics options is the
ability to choose the thickness of the lines

with which Metagraph draws (like a paint-

brush choice), to grid the chart and to

choose how patterns drawn will be filled.

Once a chart has been drawn, you have
complete control over its size and position
on the page; for example, you can invert it if

you like upside-down bar charts.

Pretty Up Your Charts

This is only half the story, though, for

Metagraph supports a basic and advanced
level sketchpad that lets you "pretty up"
your charts in a number of ways. The

best way to think of the sketchpad is as a
set of tools: a ruler for drawing lines; a set

of pens with different colors and tips;

shapes with different colors and patterns
to fill in areas of the pad; two text fonts
(italic and standard); and erasers, scis-

sors, files and glue. Oh, there's also an
enlarger for making your patterns larger

or smaller.

All of these features can be used alone
(to make drawings) or on graphs (to cus-

tomize them). So, with Metagraph (though
there are no predefined symbols), you
can quickly create the kinds of drawings
depicted in Fig. 2 and generate business
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LINE REVENUE SYSTEM
Fig. 2. An illustration ofPC-Draws symbol abilities.
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graphics as well.

Metagraph seems to work well and of-

fers an array of options astounding in its

extent. The program offers on-line help
on demand, a big plus. The written docu-
mentation, while 300-plus pages thick, is

not as useful as it should be, nor is it

clearly written.

For example, the program supports the
HP plotter as well as NEC and IBM print-

ers for output, but it took me almost a
half-hour to find the particular appendix
that told me how to configure the plotter.

Additionally, in choosing line types
(DOS 2.0's Basic enhancements let you
do this), there is no explanation either in

2580 LOCATE TITBASE-3, 18,0: PRINT CHRH214) FUNS CHRK183) ' with LOCATE turns cursor off

2590 PRINT TABI18) CHRII186);:C0L0R 1S.0.-PRINT N R D FREQUENCY ANALYSIS ';:C0L0R 7,0:PRINT CHRK186) '

OK lit
h either adapter

2600 PRINT TAB (18) CHRK211) FRM CHRK189)

2610 RETURN

2620
'

2630 ' Error handling

2640 IF ERL= 1000 AND ERR=53 THEN RESUHE 1030

2650 IF ERL=1000 AND (ERR=52 OR ERR=64) THEN ERRHS6$=FLNHI+' is not an acceptable file naie':L0CATE 6,8:G0SUB 2750:RESUHE 1080
2660 IF ERL=1000 THEN ON ERROR 60T0

2670
'

2680 IF ERR=53 AND ERL=1240 THEN ERRHS6l='No .TIT files on drive *LEFT» (FLMff , 1 ) : LOCATE 17,8:G0SUB 2750: RESUHE 1190
2690 IF ERR=71 AND (ERLM240 OR ERL=1260> THEN ERRHS6$='The disk drive door isn't closed. Close it.": LOCATE 17,8:G0SUB 2750-RESUH
E 1190

2700 IF ERL=1260 AND ERR=53 THEN ERRnS€$=FLNH«+" does not exist":L0CATE 17,B:60SUB 2750:RESUNE 1190
2710 IF ERL=1260 AND (ERR=64 OR ERR=52) THEN ERRHS6«=FLNHI+- is not an acceptable file naie':L0CATE 17,8:60SUB 2750:RESUHE 1190
2720

'

2730 ON ERROR 60T0 * If the error handling routine can't handle it, a nonal error lessaqe is printed
2740

'

2750 IF C0LR THEN COLOR 20, ELSE COLOR 31,0

2760 PRINT ERRHS6I;: COLOR 7,0 * Prints unite or red blinking error esq.

2770 FOR 1=1 TO 3000:NEIT I:RETURN

2780
'

2790
'

Subroutine to deterune adapter and lake choices

2800 TRUE=-1:FALSE=N0T TRUE

2810 DEF SE6 - IHBOO0 ' Honochroae display leiory segient address

2820 60SUB 3220 ' Check if teaory exists at this address

2830 IF LOCATED THEN HASH0H0=TRUE

2840
'

2850 DEF SE6 IHB800 ' Color graphics board display tetory segient address

2860 60SUB 3220 ' Check if leMry exists at this address

2870 IF LOCATED THEN HASC6A TRUE

2880 DEF SE6 ' Restore segient back to norial (BASIC data space)

2890
'

2900 IF (NOT HASC6A) AND HASHONO THEN C6A=FALSE: RETURN ' Honochroie adapter

2910 IF HASC6A AND (NOT HASHONO) THEN C6A=TRUE:60SUB 3030:RETURN ' Color graphics adapter

2920 IF (HASC6A AND HASHONO) THEN 60SUB 2960: RETURN

2930 BEEP: END ' Should never happen, but who knois

2940 '

2950 ' Honochroie and color graphics adapter choice

2960 CLS:60SUB 2570: LOCATE 12,12: PRINT "Press 'V to use color lonitor, 'H' for your lonochroie display."

2970 LOCATE 14,12,1:CH01CEI=I»UTH1)

2980 IF INSTRCCcHi",CHOICEI)=FALSE THEN BEEP:60T0 2970 ' Incorrect entry

2990 IF CH0ICEI="C" OR CH0ICEI="c" THEN 60SUB 3100 ELSE G0SUB 3160

3000 RETURN

3010 '

3020 ' Color or bin display choice mth color graphics board

3030 CLS:60SUB 2570:L0CATE 12,14:PRINT "Press T for a color display, 'B' for black and white"

3040 LOCATE 14,14,l:CH0ICEt=lNPUTf(l)

3050 IF INSTRCCcBb-.CHOICED^FALSE THEN BEEP:60T0 3040 ' Incorrect entry

3060 IF CH0ICEf="C* OR CH0ICEI="c" THEN C0LR=TRUE ELSE COLR=FALSE

3070 RETURN

3080
'

3090 ' — - Switches to Color 6raphics ( "C.BAS" IBM dealer deio)

3100 CLS:NIDTH 80: DEF SE6=0:P0KE tH410,(PEEK(IH410) AND IHCF) OR IH20

3110 WIDTH 40:SCREEN 1:SCREEN 0:NIDTH 80:L0CATE ,,1,6,7

3120 C6A -" TRUE ' Set for Color Graphics Adapter

3130 RETURN

3140
'

3150
'

Sutches to Honochroie CB-BAS" IBN dealer deio)

3160 CLS:NIDTH 40:DEF SEG=0:P0KE tH410,PEEK(tH410) OR M30
3170 NIDTH 80:L0CATE ,,1,12,13

3180 C6A FALSE ' Set for IBN Honochroie

3190 RETURN

3200
'

3210 ' Heiory test subroutine —
3220 ' Two tests ire lade with different values. Heiory location is restored to original value

3230 ' Adapted froi a routine by Hill Fastie, Creative Computing, June 1982

3240
'

3250 LOCATED FALSE

3260 0RI6VAL = PEEK(0) ' Read original value

3270 ' Test 1

3280 TESTVAL • 0:P0KE 0, TESTVAL: TRIALVAL=PEEK (0)

3290 IF TR1ALVAL=TESTVAL THEN FIRSTTEST=TRUE ELSE FIRSTTEST=FALSE

3300 ' Test 2

3310 TESTVAL = 255: POKE 0, TESTVAL: TRIALVAL=PEEK(0)

3320 IF TR1ALVAL=TESTVAL THEN SEC0NDTEST=TRUE ELSE SEC0NDTEST=FALSE

3330
'

3340 LOCATED^ IRSTTEST AND SECONDTEST ' Both tests oust be true

3350 POKE 0, 0RI6VAL ' Restore original value

3360 RETURN

This portion of Tom Bonoma's Wordnew4.bas program was inadvertently omitted
from the listing in the August 1983 issue of Microcomputing (p. 15). Wordnew4.bas
is a word frequency analysis program adapted by Bonoma and modified by Peter
Baenziger.
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the documentation or the on-line help of
what number means what; the Basic 1.1

user won't even know what they're talk-

ing about here. There is no index for the
manual; it poorly supports what is a good
program.

Other Stuff
You'll notice I seldom, if ever, review

telecommunications programs in this

column. That's because I've never found
a program I thought could compare to

Andy Fleugelman's PC-Talk, an abso-
lutely outstanding program.

Well, it took the Hayes people to do it,

but Andy's got some competition, and at

only twice the price! Smartcom II is a fine

program that automatically does just

about every telecommunications job you
could ask of it. After booting it and
configuring it correctly, you can get to

the Source command prompt with pre-

cisely three keystrokes. The program
does the modem set-up, dials the num-
ber, logs you in, gives your password and

Hayes' Smartcom II

is just awesome,

and, at $60,

is a bargain.

even responds to the initial Source menu.
You never touch the keyboard.
What it can do with the Source, Smart-

com can do with any other service; you
have 26 at your fingertips (menu-driven)
at one time. The program also has provi-

sions to download, upload and print files

for you, and it allows parameter changes
on everything from answer on ring 2 to

delay character transmissions by vari-

able amounts. A full set of macros is sup-

ported for your on-line needs so that Alt

+ A can become POST C R IBM, for in-

stance, to get you to the IBM classifieds

on the Source.

You can configure your system in any
way you'd like, and the program will

even issue a full set of reports about how
you've configured it, who to dial when
you tell it to and what it will do. A good
troubleshooting guide is provided in the

manual, as are a set of BBS phone num-
bers across the country. If that isn't

enough, there is an outstanding on-line

help facility as well.

The program is just awesome, and, at

$60, is a bargain.

Spell-It

Even better in terms of value (if that's

possible) is Spell-It, from Berzurk Sys-
tems. For $30, it rivals the best spell-



checkers out there, and works with a

wider variety of word processors than

most.

Spell-It carries a 41,000-word diction-

ary (not very big), is not copy-protected

and shows errors in sentence context so

that you can make modifications. Your

input file is automatically updated.

Spell-It is supported by several auxil-

iary dictionaries of proper names, con-

tractions and the like, and all of the

utilities to pack files and maintain the

dictionary file. It works with WordStar,

EasyWriter 1.1 and II and Volkswriter, as

well as many other programs. It can be

configured to run in color, and it has good

documentation

.

Playing Games

The closest thing to arcade-quality

games I've seen for the PC is from

FastNFun Video. Schultz's Treasure is

an all-graphics maze adventure that

doesn't use words or "N,"
44

S," etc., but

instead shows you the maze, the

monsters and your tools. With seven

levels of difficulty, I've never made it out

with the gold, even in level I. It's an in-

teresting game. So is Ultralight Com-
mand, a shoot-'em-up with gliders,

enemies bombing your boats and

outstanding graphics and sound.

Both games require a 64K machine,

one drive and a color board. Both work

either with the keyboard or a joystick.

Ultralight has actual voice transmissions

from the PC speaker, with no additional

hardware needed.

I'd also recommend Flipperball from

Cypress Software. It's a solid pinball

The "Big Blue" Black Book
Prices, Addresses of this Month's Featured Products, Companies

Cardbox ($250)

Micro-Technical Products

123 N. Sirrine. #106

Mesa, AZ 85201

Data Design ($239)

Insoft

10175 S.W. Barbur Blvd.

Suite 202B
Portland, OR 97219

dGraph ($295)

QuickCode ($295)

Fox & Geller, Inc.

604 Market St.

Elmwood Park, NJ 07407

Flipperball ($29.95)

Cypress Software

PO Box 8715
Coral Springs, FL 33065

Graphmagic ($89.95)

Mathemagic ($99)

International Software Marketing

Suite 421, University Building

120 E.Washington St.

Syracuse, NY 13202

Info ($39.95)

Starware

2000 K St.

Washington, DC 20006

Metagraph ($250, average)

Graphicon Software

399 Sherman Ave.

Palo Alto, CA 94305

PC-Draw ($250)

MicroGrafx

8256 Vista Drive

Dallas, TX 75243

PFSrGraph ($140)

Software Publishing Co.

1901 Landings Drive

Mountain View, CA 94043

Qbase($189)
Applied Software Technology

170 Knowles Drive

Los Gatos, CA 95030

Schultz's Treasure ($34.95)

Ultralight Command ($39.95)

FastNFun Video

United Systems Corp.

600 E. Baseline Road

Tempe, AZ 85282

Smartcom II ($60)

Hayes Microcomputer Products

5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.

Norcross, GA 30092

Spell-It ($29.95)

Berzurk Systems

1434 Parker St.

Berkeley, CA 94702

The Sensible Solution ($695 single user)

($995 multiple user)

O'Hanlon Computer Systems

1 1058 Main St.

Bellevue, WA 98004

WordPerfect ($495)

Speller ($145)

Sorter ($95)

Satellite Software International

288 W. Center St.

Orem, UT 84057
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Computer Shopper pages aren't slick because they

were designed for one purpose; to put buyers in

touch with sellers at the lowest possible cost. This

resulted in bargains on new and used equipment and

software.

Individuals nationwide are able to list their pre-

owned items for only a few dollars. This created hun-

dreds of classified ads in over 100 big 1 1x14 pages.

And to make sure there were enough buyers for

advertisers, the subscription price was set low, too!

So strike your first deal by taking advantage of

the low subscription price, 12 issues for $10. That's

a $13.40 discount off the newsstand price. Money

back guarantee. For faster service (MasterCard and

VISA) Call 305-269-3211.

camPureR shoppbr
407 S. Washington Ave. • P.O. Box F569

Titusville, FL 32781
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DOUBLE YOUR 5 1/4
"

FLOPPY DISK S.S.

STORAGE WITH THE

'MAXIMIZED
Pays for itself on average of ten

uses. Complete with template,

easy to use. Satisfaction guar-

anteed or money back.

Send today!

GATEWAY MAXIMIZER
PO. BOX 2671 • SOUTH BEND. IN 46680

PHONE: 219-287-3808
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FOR THE VIC-20*

• Four 8 Bit Input Ports

• Interrupt Capability

• Four 8 Bit Output Ports

• Watch Doq Timer

1010 CONTROL INTERFACE BOARD

The 1010 Control Interface is a small board which plugs into the VIC-

20 s expansion port and provides 32 input bits and 32 output bits It allows

the VIC to interface with the real world for measurement and control ap-

plications

The 1010 Interface allows very cost effective systems to be configured

for data acquisition, energy measurement & control, automated test, and
laboratory automation The VIC with the 1010 Interface, can now be used

to automate many tasks that were previously cost prohibited

Order yours today 1

"VIC-20 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines Inc

1010 Control Interface $169 00

1901 Double Ended 36" Cable $7 50

1902 Single Ended 36" Cable $5 00

Terms: Check, MO. VISA, or MC In US and Canada add $4 per order for

shipping Others add $8 per order US funds only TX add 5% tax Shipped

from stock to two weeks

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
S10 Oxford Park

Garland. TX 75043 (214) 270-8393
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B.E.M. SBC5A/B 6502
Single Board Computers
with Multi-Speed and

Multiprocessor features.

.y

A map-controlled clock circuit

gives the BEM-SBCA/B a handy
twist-two speed operation that

can be changed instantly in

response to a processing task.

Both computers have one
USART (2651) and one VIA
(6522). Memory capacity will be
for the SBC5A 2-16K byte RAM
and 4 64K byte EPROM and for

the SBC5B 2-40K byte RAM and
4-16K byte EPROM. Multi-
processor features are optional
for both cards. Fully buffered
and decoded. Fully expandable,
but also suitable for stand alone
applications. Price S259.00 in

standard version (2K byte RAM.
1MHz)

The B.E.M. Modular Eurocard
Program consists of a wide
range of Microprocessor
application cards like:

* Single Board Computers with
6502 or 6809 CPU
Universal Eprom Programmer
Board for most 5V EPROM'S from
1Kx8 up to 16Kx8 including some
EEPROM'S $198.00

* Add-On Data Acquisition
Modules, plug directly in socket of

free VIA(6522) or PIA(6520). gives
the user 16 analog channels of 10-

bit resolution $69.00
Above mentioned module also
available with two additional 8-bit

DAC's (AD588) $145.00
* Add-On Real Time Clock
Modules, plug directly in socket of

free VIA(6522). with battery back-
up $79 00

Also available:
* Static Ram Cards
* Dynamic Ram Cards
* CMOS RAM Cards
* Combination Cards (EPROM/RAM)
* Various I/O Cards
' Serial/Parallel Cards
* Controller Cards for Floppy Disk
Drives and Digital Data Recorders

* Video Controller Card
High Resolution Graphic System Cards

' A/D and D/A Converter Cards
* 6502 and 6809 Development Systems
For more information: call or write

lllkpm
M SYSTEMS

K & P Microsystems
RD #6, Box 219-G

Greensburg. PA 15601 (412) 838-9793
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game that has few frills, but it's darned
tough to master.

Before we turn to Desktop, let me tell

you about two revisions that have come
to my attention.

Version 1.7 of Graphmagic and Mathe-
magic are now on the streets, and they
now support RAMdisks, hard disks and
the 8087 coprocessor. Additionally, the
programs allow data input from dBase
and SuperCalc files, making two good
packages even better. And, from SSI In-

ternational is revision 2 of its nearly
perfect word processor, WordPerfect.
What's new here? Well, the older NEC

series of printers is now supported,

which is important to me since I own one.
A spelling-checker is now included (op-

tionally) with WordPerfect, as is a sorter

to select records from merge files (e.g.,

name and address files) for form letter

generation. It's hard to believe they did
so much to a package that needed so lit-

tle! Now, if they'd only support true pro-

portional printing . . .

Desktop

Desktop is just that—a program meant
to be left on the manager's desk to orga-

nize his day. It requires that you own the

Lotus 1-2-3 program; that's what it runs
under. The program is completely menu-
driven, and it makes extensive use of

macros and other devices in a way com-
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pletely transparent to the user to al-

low automated entry of appointments,
messages, client-tracking and memo-
and letter-writing. A "Scratchpad" area

for spreadsheets and graphs is supported
as well.

When you enter Desktop, you're shown
a menu that allows you to enter one of the

five applications shown in the program
or to read the instructions (they're on
line at all times). The main menu can be
rerun at any time by hitting two keys. All

printing is controlled by a print menu,
and you can find messages and appoint-

ments automatically via a "find-it"

menu.

The message board allows the user to

enter the categories of messages, date,

person, matter, address and whether the

message has been "cleared" or dealt

with. Entry is accomplished with two
keystrokes that automatically invoke a
macro to automate the date and the other
required entries. The user can search the
messages list from another menu and
find all messages that deal with "consult-
ing," for instance.

The appointments and client work-
spaces operate similarly, but with differ-

ent headings and layout for the different

purposes. Desktop always drives the
manager toward action; no appointment
is concluded until some action results

from it, and the spreadsheet reflects this

fact. For client-tracking, the date, time
spent with the client, matter and
resulting action are recorded. All of these
entries are accomplished automatically
with macros.

The memo- and letter-writer allows
short compositions (two to three pages)
from within 1-2-3, with semi-automatic
justification of entered text. The program
automatically dates the memo and sup-
plies required headers and footers, as it

does for all printing jobs.

Finally, Scratchpad is an "open area" in

which spreadsheets can be constructed
and graphs plotted at will. Alternatively,

the manager may wish to use this area to

take notes.

Desktop is supported with a sample
data file and a documentation file in addi-
tion to its on-line instructions. It is being
marketed under the Freeware concept.

That is to say, users who would like the
program should send no money, but a
formatted disk and prepaid return mailer
to Microcomputer Management, 45
Drum Hill Road, Concord, MA 01742,
and they will receive the program and
documentation free.

If the program is useful to them, they
are asked to send a $20 donation to the
author. This will register them as own-
ers, and assure their notification of future
revisions. Alternatively, users may send
the $20 donation directly, and we'll sup-
ply the disk as well as pay the mailer cost

and freight.

As they say, "What have you got to

lose?"D
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FFT* - SCOPE on TIMEX
• Dual channel a Cursor a Trigger a Averaging a High ree printout.
Resolves up to 75Khz. High speed program on EPROM.
*Fast Fourier Transform for spectrum analysis w/ magnitude & phase data.
Uses TS1000, 16K RAM, TS2040 printer, and our A/D -I- D/A board.
EPROM card with A/D + D/A Board and complete documentation $275.

FFT EPROM alone, 256 points, in Z80 . Two 271 6's or one 2764 & docs . . . $75.

Not Just For Timex: 8+8 channel A/D + D/A Board.
Connects to CBM64, APPLE, TRS-80, Jupiter Ace, others. Connects to micro-

processor buss to give you higher speeds and ease of programming.

Fast: 200K samples/sec with Z80A A/D convert time 1.6us.

Easy to program: One PEEK chooses the channel, starts the conversion and
gets the data. Routines provided. Many on board options such as the ability to

switch select the decoding address anywhere on the memory map. 8 bit

resolution converters; routines for higher resolution. Manual w/software.

Low cost: Assembled and tested $1 95. Cable $15. Box $15.

Other peripherals for Timex: Buffered Buss/Development Board kit $65; Con-
nectors; software.

Please call or write for FREE CATALOG.

(omputerjfontinuum
301 Sixteenth Avenue
San Francisco, CA 941 18 (415) 752-6294
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Business
Software
A||fl|A|^Q If you have written soft-

^m%^H l\»rl ^9 ware to be sold to sales

or marketing people in businesses, and if you think

your software should sell for $2,500.00 or more, we
can help you sell it.

Our company sells high ticket software through

the use of a national sales force. If your software

needs to be demonstrated or requires face-to-face

contact to be sold, our concept of selling software

may be just what you need.

Write to us! Don't send us your program or disk!

Instead, describe your program. Tell us what it

does, who needs it, and why. Tell us if your program
is complete now. Is it documented? What language
have you used? What computer did you use to devel-

op the program? What computers will it run on? Have
you tried to sell your software? What happened?
Write today to:

SALES, TRAINING AND MARKETING CORPORATION
P.O. Box 146, Leonia, NJ 07605

DATA TRAC C-06, C-12, C-24

From the leading supplier of Computer EJ5n!J?r.nnv
Grade Cassettes, new, longer length C-12's

bTORAGE CADDY

(6 minutes per side) provide the extra few
feet needed for some 16K programs.

<<^> Premium 5-screw shell with leader
Ni^ —BASF tape

<<^> Internationally acclaimed.^"^ Thousands of repeat users.

<^^ Error Free • Money back Guarantee

Holds 12

cassettes w/o boxes
Includes edge labels

and Index card

# 500 C-12's—380 each •» labels

Shipping $17. 500 add 4c

500 Boxes 13c ea. • shipping $10. 500

TRACTOR FEED
• DIE-CUT BLANK
CASSETTE LABELS

BASF Qualimetric Flexi-Disc— Lifetime Warranty.

5 1/4" Single Side. Double Density, Soft-Sectored.

NEW! MICRO CASSETTES in convenient short lengths.
MC-10
MC-20
MC-30

Same superior tape in premium shell

WITH LEADERS. Supplied complete with
box (fits Epson & Sharp micro drives)

_ Call: 21 3/700-0330SSKESTT1

ORDER \\mail TO: VORK lO'Comouterware
NOW . . .L/9525 Vassar Ave. #M .Chatsworth. CA 91311
tm m mm mm urn ORDER FORM at m m —
ITEM 1 DOZEN 2 DOZEN TOTAL

C-06 700 1300
C 12 750 1400
C-24 9 00 17 00

Hard Box 2 SO 4 00

Blank labels 300/100 2000/1000

Storage Caddy @ $2 95 ea Oty

Flexi-Disc 26 95/10 120 00' 50

MICRO CASS. 1 DOZEN 2 DOZEN
MC-10 16 50 ] 32 50

MC 20 |
18 00 ] 34 50

MC30 19 00 ] 36 00

SUB TOTAL
Calif residents add sales tax

SHIPPING/HANDLING Any quantity (except 500 special) 3 50
Outside 48 Continental States— Additional $1 per caddy
per doz cassettes, per doz boxes, per 10 discs

TOTAL
Check or MO Charge to

enclceed Credit Card VISA Q MASTERCARD
PLEASE SEND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

Card No

Each std cassette

includes two YORK 10

labels only Boxes are

sold separately We
prefer to ship by UPS
as being the fastest and

safest If you need ship-

ment by Parcel Post.

check here Q
NOTE Additional

charges outside 48

Continental States

Shipments to AK. HI.

and USA possessions

go by Priority Mail.

Canada & Mexico-
Airmail.

All others— Sea Mail

#M

Exp.

Name

Address

City State/Zip

Signature Phone
Computer make & model Disk? (y/n)
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PEI-POURRI By Robert W. Baker

Exterminating

Basic Bugs

A Few Tips

On How to Get
Errorless Programs

Debugging Hints
It's inevitable. After you've spent all

that time copying a program from a mag-
azine or writing a program from scratch,

it usually doesn't work right the first

time. It happens to the best of us, no mat-

ter how hard we try to think of every flow

through a program, or how carefully we
type in the program. Mistakes are bound
to happen, and finding them is not al-

ways easy.

Whenever a program doesn't do what
it was intended to do, there are two kinds
of errors that could be causing the prob-

lem. The first is the typing error, which
occurs while you're entering the pro-

gram. The second is the logical error,

where the program just doesn't do what
you intended, even though Basic doesn't

detect or report an error.

Typing and Programming Errors

Typing errors usually are easy to find.

You'll catch most syntax errors the first

few times you try running a newly en-

tered program. Basic will indicate that a
syntax error was found and show where
it occurred.

Other programming errors usually are

caught by Basic when the program is

run. The error message displayed gener-

ally will flag the type of error and the line

where it was detected.

The error descriptions in the Commo-
dore manuals should give you a clue as to

what caused the error. Just as before, list

the line in question and carefully recheck it

Some errors, however, indicate only
where the error was caught—not where it

was caused. If you see an Out Of Data er-

ror message, it will indicate the line

where the Read occurred, but the real

problem might be in your Data state-

ments. You might have omitted some of

the data, quotation marks or the separat-

ing commas. Or you could have tried to

read too much data.

If a particular error message doesn't

seem to make much sense, look for lines

with related commands elsewhere in the
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program. For example, A Bad Subscript

Error might be due to a wrong DIM
statement.

As I said before, most of the problems

caused by typing errors usually are easy

to find. However, consider the case where
you've mistyped a variable name some-

where in your program. Basic won't

catch the error, since it doesn't know you
really meant X = 123, instead of Z = 123.

The program will run without displaying

any error messages, but odds are that the

program will not run correctly. How do
you find this kind of problem?

Sprinkling Print Statements

The procedure I usually follow is to

generously sprinkle print statements

throughout a program to display the val-

ues of key variables. You might even
want to include a short description of the

value and the line it's being reported

from. Then, by analyzing the values dis-

played, you can sometimes spot a prob-

lem area and take a closer look at the

lines in question.

Another idea is to insert a stop com-
mand at various points in the program to

halt program execution and to return to

immediate mode. From the keyboard,

you can then display or change variables,

list program lines, continue execution

and so on.

Keep in mind that you cannot continue

execution once you edit any line in the

program. If you make a change any-

where, you must restart the program,
since all variables are lost. Be especially

careful when listing program lines; if you
hit the return key with the cursor posi-

tioned on any program line, Basic will

think you've edited that line!

This is all well and good if you have
some idea where the problem exists. Re-

member—you cannot edit a program and
then continue execution. This means the

stop or print commands you need for de-

bugging have to be inserted before you
run the program. You normally won't be
able to add extra debug commands after

you start running the program.

Also, you'll have to remember where
you put all your debug statements, so

you can delete them later. It's easy to

forget or overlook one.

An even better method is to use condi-

tional debug lines like:

100 IF DF=1 THEN PRINT "X = ";X:

STOP

200 IF DF = 2 THEN PRINT "Y = ;Y:

STOP

300 IF DFMO THEN STOP

By testing the value of a special debug
flag (like DF above), you can conditional-

ly print variable values and/or stop pro-

gram execution at selected points in the

program. (Remember—you can change
the value of variables and still continue

execution as long as you don't edit the

program.) Each time you hit a debug
stop, you can easily change the value of

the debug flag to select the next debug
point desired.

Besides being able to dynamically

change your debug tactics while execut-

ing a program, this method has one other

big advantage. With the right conditional

tests of the debug flag, you can even
leave your debug statements in your fin-

ished program. If you suspect problems
in the program at some future time, all of

your previous debug tools will still be
available. This assumes, of course, that

you have enough memory space to keep
the debug statements in the program,
and that the added lines don't adversely

affect the execution speed of the program.

To make things easy, I would suggest

Address correspondence to Robert W.
Baker, 15 Windsor Drive, Atco, NJ
08004.



OMMODORE
(more power than Apple II at half ine price)

64 COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE

SALE
$139.00*

170K DISK DRIVE $179.00*
TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $119.00 *

( * with software savings applied)

WE
HAVE
THE
BEST

SERVICE

WE
HAVE
THE
LOWEST
PRICES

COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER $139.00
You pay only $239 00 when you order the power-

ful 84K COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER! LESS the

value of the SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we
pack with your computer that allows you to

SAVE OVER $100 off software sale prices!! With

only $100 of savings applied, your net computer
cost is $139.00!! LESS a $49.50 BONUS PACK of

30 programs on tape or disk we give you ab-

solutely FREE!!!

170K DISK DRIVE $179.00
You pay only $279.00 when you order the 170K
Disk Drive! LESS the value of the SPECIAL
SOFTWARE COUPON we pack with *your disk

drive that allows you to SAVE OVER $100 off

software sale prices!! With only $100 of savings

applied, your net disk drive cost is $179.00.

LESS a $49 50 BONUS PACK of 30 disk pro-

grams we give you absolutely FREE! !

!

TRACTION FRICTION PRINTER $119.00
You pay only $219.00 when you order the Com-
star T/F deluxe line printer that prints 8 1/2x11
full size, single sheet, roll or fan fold paper,

labels etc. 40, 66, 80, 132 columns. Impact dot

matrix, bi-directional, 80 CPS. LESS the value of

the SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON we pack

with your printer that allows you to SAVE OVER
$100 off software sale prices!! With only $100 of

savings applied your net printer cost is only

$119.00.

80 COLUMN BOARD $149.00
You pay only $149.00 for this 80 Column Board

when it is purchased with a COMMODORE 64

Computer or a Disk Drive or a Printer or a

Monitor. If purchased alone the sale price is

$169.00. Included with this board is word pro-

cessor pack, electronic spread sheet and mail

merge data base on two tapes. List $249.00.

(Disk add $10.00).

EXECUTIVE
WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE

SCRIPT 64 EXECUTIVE WORD PROCESSOR is

the finest available for the COMMODORE 64

Computer! THE ULTIMATE for PROFESSIONAL
wordprocessing application. Featuring simple

operation, powerful text editing with a custom-

ized word dictionary, complete cursor and in-

sert/delete key controls, line and paragraph in-

sertion, automatic deletion, centering, margin

settings and output to all printers. Included is a

powerful MAIL MERGE When used with THE
COMPLETE DATA BASE PACKAGE. List $99.00.

Sale $79.00. Coupon Price $52.00. (Disk only).

SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON

We pack a SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON
with every COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER-
DISK DRIVE-PRINTER-MONITOR we sell!

This coupon allows you to SAVE OVER
$100 OFF SALE PRICES! $200$300 sav-

ings are possible!

!

(example)

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
COMMODORE 64

Nmim List Coupon
Executive Word Processor $99 00 $52.00

Complete Data Base $89 00 $46.00

Electronic Spreadsheet $89 00 $46.00

Accounting Pack $69 00 $32.00

Total 52 Word Processor— Plus
Tape $69 00 $37 00
Disk $79 95 $4200

Total Text 2.6 Word Processor-
Tape $44.95 $26.00

Disk $49 95 $26 00

Total Label 2 6 $2495 $12.00

Disk $29 95 $15.00

Quick Brown Fox Word
Processor $69 00 $40.00

Programmers Reference

Guide $20.05 $12.50

Programmers Helper $69.00 $40 00
Basic Tutor $29.95 $15.00

Typing Tutor $29 95 $15.00

Sprite Designer $16.95 $10.00

Medicinemen $1995 $12.00

Weather War II $19.95 $12.00

Music-Maker $19.95 $12.00

EDU-Pack $2495 $13.00

3D Maze Craze $2495 $13.00

Professional Joy Stick $2495 $12.00

Light Pen $39.95 $20.00

Deluxe Dust Cover $ 8.95 $ 4 60

land many other itarns)

Writs or call for

Sample SPECIAL SOFTWARE COUPON!

PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE
EXECUTIVE QUALITY BY TIME WORKS!

The Cadillac of business programs

for Commodore 64 Computers
Item List 'SALE
Inventory Management $89.00 $69.00
Accounts Receivable $89.00 $69.00
Accounts Payable $89.00 $69.00
Payroll Management $89.00 $69.00
Cash Flow Management $89.00 $69.00
Sales Analysis $89.00 $69.00
General Ledger $89.00 $69.00
(•COUPON PRICE $59.00)

VIC-20
(a real computer at the price of a toy)

s77.00*
4080 COLUMN BOARD $99.00 *
VOICE SYNTHESIZER $69.00*

(
* with Cassette and Gortek purchase)

VIC-20 COMPUTER $77.00
You get the Commodore VIC-20 Computer for

only $77.00 when you buy at sale prices: The
Commodore Data Cassette for only $69.00 and
the Gortek Introduction to Basic program for on-

ly $19.95. TOTAL LIST PRICE $302.95. SPECIAL
PACKAGE SALE PRICE $165.25.

40-80 COLUMN BOARD $89.00
A fantastic price breakthrough for VIC-20 owners
on this most wanted accessory!! "Now you can
get 40 or 80 Columns on your T.V. or Monitor
Screen." Plus we add a word processor with

mail merge, electronic spread sheet, time
manager and terminal emulator!! These PLUS
programs require 8K or 16K RAM memory. (Disk

add $10.00).

VOICE SYNTHESIZER $59.00
Votrax Based. Make your VIC-20 COMPUTER
TALK! Has features equivalent to other models
costing over $370.00. You can program an
unlimited number of words and sentences and
even adjust volume and pitch. You can make
adventure games that talk! A must for enhanc-
ing your programming creativity and pleasure.

60K MEMORY EXPANDER $59.00
Sixslot — Switch selectable — Reset button —
Ribbon cable. A must to get the most out of

your VIC-20 Computer. Includes FREE $29.95

adventure game.

8K RAM CARTRIDGE $39.95
Increases programming power 2 1/2 times. Ex-

pands total memory to 33K (33,000 bytes).

Memory block switches are on outside of cover!

Includes FREE $16.95 game.

16K RAM CARTRIDGE $69.00
Increases programming power 4 times. Expands
total memory to 41 K (41,000 bytes). Memory
block switches are an outside cover! Includes

FREE $29.95 adventure game!

!

12" GREEN SCREEN MONITOR $99.00
Excellent quality GREEN PHOSPHOROUS
VIDEO MONITOR with antiglare, 1920 characters

(80 characters x 24 rows). Save your TV! a must
for fito column word processors. PLUS $9.95 for

VIC 20 or Commodore 64 Cable.

12" AMBER SCREEN MONITOR $119.00
Premium quality AMBER VIDEO MONITOR With
antiglare, (80 characters x 24 rows), exceptional-

ly clear screen, faster scanning, 1000 lines.

PLUS $9.95 for VIC 20 or Commodore 64 Cable.

• LOWEST PRICES • 15 DAY FREE TRIAL • 90 DAY FREE REPLACEMENT WARRANTY
• BEST SERVICE IN U.S.A. • ONE DAY EXPRESS MAIL • OVER 500 PROGRAMS • FREE CATALOGS

| Add $10.00 for shipping, handling and insurance. Illinois residents

J
please add 6% tax. Add $20.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO, HAWAII

I

orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO OTHER COUNTRIES.

j Enclose Cashiers Check, Money Order or Personal Check. Allow 14 days

J
for delivery, 2 to 7 days for phone orders, 1 day express mail! Canada
orders must be in U.S. dollars. VISA — MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

Circle 398 on Reader Service card.

CMTpppD ES <WELOVEOURCUSTOMERS >

BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 312/382-5244 to order
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using debug values other than zero for

triggering debug events. Then, if the de-

bug flag is not defined and it defaults to

zero, the debug statements will not be ex-

ecuted. To start a debug session, simply
define the flag from the keyboard in im-

mediate mode and use a goto statement
to start the program. Whenever you use a
run statement, the debug flag will default

to zero and will not affect the program.

Where to Insert Debugs

The only hard thing is deciding where
to insert debug commands within your

program. You might try the beginning of

each major portion of the program, sub-

routine entries or exits, beginnings and
ends of loops or even the middle of a loop.

It all depends on how the program was
written and what kind of a problem
you're trying to find.

For really tough problems, a number of

trace utilities are available from different

sources. These programs normally dis-

play each line number as it's executed so

you can follow the flow of your Basic pro-

gram step by step. Fancy versions may
even display variable values or have oth-

er special features.

Trace utilities are powerful debugging
tools and can be extremely useful. On the

other hand, it can take quite a while to

trace any sizable program.

Commodore-64
Screen Editor

Here's a handy utility that can be

merged with your own programs to pro-

vide a professional and standard method
of prompting for user data. The Screen

Editor program allows the definition and
editing of data fields that are input

through the display screen. Screen

design and the input and editing of data

have always been the more difficult tasks

facing the Basic programmer. With this

program it's not only easier, but it's ac-

complished with the speed of assembly

language programming.

The Screen Editor uses three types of

fields for the purpose of data entry. Al-

phanumeric fields enter data from left to

right and can offer field editing if desired.

These fields are enclosed by square or angle

brackets. When square brackets (( . . . ]) are

used, all characters from the keyboard

are legal input except commas, slashes

and dashes, which are passed over for

easy editing by the Screen Editor pro-

gram. When angle brackets (< . . . >) are

used, any character may be input from
the keyboard.

Numeric fields are entered from right

to left and are displayed within parenthe-

ses. Commas and decimal points dis-

played as part of the field definition are

Circle 1 1 1 on Reader Service card.

CP/M
FOR YOUR COMMODORE' C-64

TM

• Run All CPM* Formated Software

• Supports 5%" or 8" Disk Drives

• Z-80, Disk and DMA Controller on
Interface Card

• Plugs into the Commodore 64' Expansion
Port

• Uses Soft Sectored IBM 5/4 " and 8" Format
Disk Drives

Interface Card cnnOO
with 8" Disk Drive OW
Interface Card viOOOO
with 5'/," Disk Drive **&&

Interface Card G/IO00
without Disk Drive \5h&

• Commodore 64 is a registered trademark of

Commodore Business Machines, Inc

" CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research. Inc

To Order
Phone (913) 827-0629
825 N. 5th Street

ENGINEERING, INC. Sahna, Kansas 67401

Circle 283 on Reader Service card.

80 COLUMNS!
25 LINES!

A FULL PROFESSIONAL
DISPLAY FOR

Commodore 64
with

Screenmaker
Screenmaker is a video display generator

module that plugs into the expansion connector

of the Commodore 64.

y/ WORD PROCESSING
y/ CALCULATIONS
v/ BASIC PROGRAMS
Screenmaker provides a B & W video signal

that connects to your video monitor to provide

a full 80 characters on each line. With Screen-
maker, Screen displays will appear the same
as the printer output. Trial printouts can be
eliminated. Word processing is easier. Forms
and reports can be set up faster. Screenmaker
features a bank switched memory, 40/80 video

switch, and a full character set including graphics

SCREENMAKER $1 79.95

Copy-WriterWord Processor. . . $ 99.95

SCREENMAKER/
Copy-Writer Package $239.95

(MICROTECH]
215-757-0284

P.O. Box 1 02
Langhorne, Pa. 19047

passed over for easy editing by the

Screen Editor.

The Screen Editor program adds a

number of commands to the Basic com-
mand list, each starting with an amper-
sand (&):

&B—Display bottom program status line.

&C—Change screen colors.

&E—Enter data entry/edit mode (allows

user to edit any field on screen).

&F—Edit a single field on the screen.

&K—Disable the Run/Stop key.

&L—Draw a horizontal line across the

screen.

&S—Enable the Run/Stop key.

&T—Display the top program status line.

These commands provide a quick and
simple interface with the assembVy lan-

guage Screen Editor program.
It's relatively easy to operate the

Screen Editor. Type the data into the

fields via the computer keyboard when
prompted. Any typed character that does

not comply with the rules of each particu-

lar field is ignored. The standard cursor

control keys can also be used to position

within fields, move from field to field and
insert and delete characters.

Built-in Mode
The Screen Editor program has a built-

in "control mode" routine. This routine

can be modified to produce status codes

on any key on the keyboard. The defined

codes are limited to four. To use the con-

trol mode, press the control key. The pro-

gram then displays "control mode" on
the bottom program status line. Hitting

one of the four defined function keys will

cause the Screen Editor to return a status

value in ST to the Basic program. The ST
value gives the Basic program easy ac-

cess to the status of the Screen Editor. To
exit back into the main program, press

the Commodore key.

The control mode has two preset op-

tions. These options are E and shift-Q.

The E key exits from Basic and loads the

first program found on the disk drive. A
Run also is pushed into the keyboard buf-

fer to assure the execution of the pro-

gram. The shift-Q resets the C-64; it

should be used with caution.

The Screen Editor stores the contents

of the screen fields entered by the user in

the string array SC$( ). This enables the

Basic programmer to process the data re-

turned from the screen editor. The pro-

grammer must define the array and fill it

with spaces to match the field lengths

prior to entering the data entry/edit

mode. The first field on the screen is

stored in array element zero, the second
field in element one, and so on.

GradeCalc
Tamarack Software recently an-

nounced a grade and attendance man-
agement package designed to free teach-

ers from many of the time-consuming
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tasks of record keeping. Grade filing and
reporting are set up in a flexible manner
to accommodate any teacher's existing

gradebook format.

With GradeCalc, the teacher has on file

all the raw grades and assignment infor-

mation. This file can average grades using

a variety of methods, ranging from per-

centage scores to symbolic (letter)

grades. In addition to averaging, a num-
ber of useful reports can be generated.

The teacher can obtain a cumulative

listing of missing assignments, grade

totals, averages and grade book listings.

GradeCalc also maintains attendance

records. The reports include cumulative

totals of attendance figures and problem

reports based on excessive absences or

other problems.

The GradeCalc package is available on

disk for the C-64 and the 40- and

80-column PET/CBM models, as well as

for several other systems. List price for

most versions is $29.95 retail.

For more information, see your local

dealer or write Tamarack Software,

Water Street, Darby, MT 59829.

Assembler Development
System
The Commodore-64 Macro Assembler

Development System is similar to the

corresponding package for the PET/CBM
systems. The software package allows

you to program in native 6500 series as-

sembly language code, directly on the

C-64. It provides a powerful macro as-

sembler, editor, two loaders and machine

language monitors, along with other sup-

port routines. The package requires a

Commodore disk, and you'll need a print-

er if you intend to do any serious assem-

bly language programming.

This package contains everything

you'll need to create, assemble, load and

execute assembly language code. The
package is directed toward the experi-

enced computer user who has some fa-

miliarity with the 6500 series and with

the operation of the C-64. It doesn't at-

tempt to teach how to program in as-

sembly language.

The editor is used to enter and modify

source files for the assembler. It retains

all of the features of the Basic screen edi-

or and allows automatic line numbering,
finding, changing, deleting within a

range and renumbering. The source file

can even be printed in a tabbed format

similar to that produced by the assembler.

The assembler uses standard MOS
technology mnemonics for the 56 in-

structions of the 6500 series processors

instruction set. Each line of source code

can contain an optional label, the instruc-

tion mnemonic and operand and com-

ments. Full line comments are also

allowed.

In addition, there are a number of as-

sembler directives for reserving working

storage, controlling the listing output, de-

fining variables and the program counter,

linking files and defining macros.

There are three output files generated

by the assembler. Each file is optional and

can be created through the use of one of

the assembler directives. The listing file

contains the program listing with errors

and the symbol table. The error file con-

tains all error lines and errors as included

in the listing file. The interface file con-

tains the object code as used by the loader

program.

A cross reference file can be generated

optionally by the assembler. This file is us-

ed to print a report showing all variables,

their declared values and all line numbers

in which each variable is used.

The interface file mentioned above does

not contain true object code. The assem-

bler produces portable output in an ASCII

The Assembler Development

System is directed toward the

experienced computer user who
has some familiarity with the

6500 series and with the

operation of the C-64.

format that cannot be directly executed.

This output must be loaded, using the

loader programs provided, before the pro-

gram can be executed.

Two versions of the loader are included

on the development disk; each is position-

ed in a different area of RAM. This allows

the user to load anywhere in RAM by us-

ing the correct loader. Hi Load starts at

location $C800, while Lo-Load starts at

$0800. Both are about 512 bytes long.

Once you've assembled and loaded

your assembly language program, you

can test and debug your program with

the help of two monitor programs. Again,

two versions are included—one for low

memory ($8000) and one for high memo-
ry ($C000). The monitor contains a mini-

assembler, a disassembler and various

commands to compare, fill, hunt, relo-

cate/transfer, load/save and display/

modify.

A copy of the DOS Wedge-64 program

is included for added convenience. A spe-

cial Boot All program will load and start

the DOS Wedge, the Hi-Loader and the

Editor, all at the same time.

These three programs reside in differ-

ent areas in memory, allowing their use

without having to reload before switch-

ing programs. The Assembler, however,

uses the same area as the Editor, so

source files can be lost if you forget to

save them to disk before loading the

Assembler.

Documentation with the package is ex-

cellent. The 60-page manual includes full

instructions, C-64 memory maps, com-

mand summaries and file descriptions.

As mentioned before, though, you should

have a working knowledge of assembly

language programming before attempt-

ing to use this package.

If you want to learn assembly language

programming, there are a number of

books currently available. Osborne/Mc-

Graw-Hill offers 6502 Assembly Lan-

guage Subroutines by Leventhal and
Saville, as well as 6502 Assembly Lan-

guage Programming by Leventhal. How-
ard W. Sams has a book called 6502 Soft-

ware Design by Scanlon, and Sybex sells

a book called Programming the 6502 by

Rodnay Zaks.

My personal choice would be the new
release from Compute! Books

—

Machine
Language For Beginners, written by
Richard Mansfield.

Computer Marketing
Computer Marketing Services, Inc., is

a marketing organization that distributes

products exclusively for the Commodore
line. Company president Dieter Am-
mann was director of application soft-

ware for Commodore before he began

CMS in 1981. Since its formation, the

company has been constantly adding

new products, including software and
hardware items for every Commodore
system.

VIC/64 Switch

The VIC/64 Switch allows you to set up
a multi-user VIC-20 or C-64 system with

up to eight systems communicating with

the same disk drive and printer. The
VIC/64 Switch connects to the disk drive

via the serial bus DIN cable. Cables for

connecting VICs and/or C-64s are

available in lengths from three to 12

meters.

The VIC/64 Switch scans all of the con-

nected systems for access to any periph-

eral unit. If more than one user wants to

communicate at the same time, the

Switch will put them in a queue in con-

secutive order. The search for another ac-

tive user is restarted when the bus has

not been in use for approximately a half-

second.

The VIC/64 Switch retails for $149.95.

PET Switch

The PET Switch is a similar product

that lets you set up a multi-user system
with up to 15 Commodore 4000 or 8000
series computers.

The PET Switch mother unit connects

to the disk drive with an IEEE/IEEE ca-

ble. The computers are then connected to

the mother unit via daughter units that

are available with cable lengths of 1.5 to

7.5 meters. Each daughter unit is plugged

into the IEEE port of the corresponding
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computer. The mother unit costs $275,
while the daughter units range from
$165 to $215.

Z-RAM
Madison Computer's Z-RAM board is a

dynamic add-on board that allows you to

run 96K programs on the Commodore
PET/CBM systems; it provides CP/M ca-

pability as well.

The Z-RAM mounts inside the Commo-
dore 4000 and 8000 series computers
and adds a Z-80A microprocessor along

with 64K of RAM. A serial port is also in-

cluded, along with software to run print-

ers with a standard RS-232 interface.

The board allows earlier versions of

CBM computers to function as 32K ma-

chines regardless of original memory ca-

pacity. In memory expansion mode, 32
mappings are available; using blocks as

small as 8K, 32K CBM machines are ex-

panded to 96K useable RAM. Now you
can run VisiCalc, WordPro-5 + , UCSD
Pascal, Wordcraft Ultra and a special ver-

sion of Silicon Office.

The Z-80A and 6502 microprocessors

run simultaneously at full speed. A copy
of CP/M version 2.2 is also available as an
option. This software emulates a Hazel-

tine 1500, which allows it to run most
CP/M software. The standard 64K expan-
sion board retails for $500, while the

CP/M option brings the price to $695.
For more information on these and oth-

er Commodore products being distribut-

Circle 98 on Reader Service card

Protective Custody
Your computer may be safe and
sound at home or office, but how
are you going to protect that major
investment when you move or
travel? Hard knocks and baggage
rooms can reduce your hi-tech

hardware to lo-tech junk in a
microsecond. Unless of course, you
have wisely secured a Flight Form
or C-Series case specifically

designed to protect computer
hardware. A tough outer shell

and thick foam interior holds and
protects your computer from the

pitfalls of travel and pratfalls of
handling. There's even room for

software and paperwork! We've
got one for most major computer
brands, or we'll custom build you
one. Prices start as low as $ 102 - a
pittance for protection! Visa & M/C
welcome. Cases, Inc., 13)02 Stone
N, Seattle, WA 98133
(206) 365-5210.

Cases, Inc.
See us at the Vegas Comdex Show!
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ed by Computer Marketing Services,

Inc., see your local dealer or write the dis-

tributor at 300 W. Marlton Pike, Cherry
Hill, NJ 08002.

VIC Banana Graphics
Cartridge

In combination with the Gorilla Ba-

nana printer offered by Leading Edge
Products' dealers, you can also obtain a

graphics cartridge for the VIC-20 and a

mating printer cable. With the special

graphics cartridge, you can use the Ba-

nana printer exactly like Commodore/
VIC printers. In fact, you get even more
with the Banana printer and graphics

cartridge combination.

Three Modes

There are three ways you can use the

Banana printer with the graphics cart-

ridge.

Emulation mode does just what you'd

expect— it emulates the functions of the

Commodore 1515 and 1525 printers. It

enables you to print in either uppercase
only or in upper/lowercase. In addition, it

will print the built-in Commodore graph-

ics symbols. On Commodore 1515 and
1525 printers, a number of special com-
mands can be embedded within the print-

er data. The Emulate mode will duplicate

all of these functions except one (inverse

alphanumerics).

Total Text mode is similar to the emu-
lation mode except that no Commodore
graphics symbols are printed. One of two
types of substitutions are made. If you're

printing a listing, the cursor movement
and color assignment symbols that ap-

pear within quotation marks in print

statements are printed as a three-charac-

ter mnemonic that describes the func-

tion. Thus, you might see <clr> instead of

an inverse heart representing clear-

home. This makes listings much easier

to read— and you don't have to remem-
ber what the graphics symbols represent.

All other graphics symbols are printed as

numbers that represent the CHR$( )

value associated with that symbol.
Transparent mode prohibits any inter-

pretation or translation of the data being

sent to the printer. All data is passed

along to the printer without intervention.

Emulation and Total Text modes both
interpret the information sent to the

printer and make the necessary substitu-

tions or conversions.

Each of the functional modes is entered

by specifying an appropriate secondary
address when opening a file to the print-

er. Each mode can be selected with or

without automatic linefeed at the end of

each line.

List price for the VIC Banana Graphics
cartridge is $29.95. For more informa-

tion, see your local dealer carrying Lead-

ing Edge Products.



Software
SOFTWARE DESCRIPTIONS

TPM (TPM. I) - $80 A Z80 only operating system which is

capable of running CP/M programs. Includes many features not

found in CP/M such as independent disk directory partitioning for

up to 255 user partitions, space, time and version commands, date

and time, create FC6. chain program, direct disk I/O. abbreviated

commands and more! Available for North Star (either single or

double density). TRS—80 Model I (offset 4200H) or II. Versafloppy

I. or Tarbell I.

TPM-II - S125 An expanded version of TPM which is fully CP/M
2 2 compatible but still retains the extra features our customers

have come to depend on This version is super FAST Extended

density capability allows over 600K per side on an 8" disk Availa-

ble preconfigured for Versafloppy II (8 or 5"). Epson QX-10.

Osborne II or TRS-80 Model II.

CONFIGURATOR I

This package provides all the necessary programs for

customizing TPM for a floppy controller which we do

not support We suggest ordering this on single den-

sity (8SD).

Includes: TPM-II ($125) Sample PIOS (BIOS) SOURCE

(SFREE). MACRO II (S100) LINKER (S80). DEBUG I (S80)

QED (S150). ZEDIT (S50). TOP I (S80) BASIC I (S50) and

BASIC II (S100) yn|1/ t9Rn
$815 Value RUW *£uU

CONFIGURATOR II

Includes TPM-II (S125) Sample PIOS (BIOS) SOURCE

(SFREE) MACRO II (S100) MACRO III (S150) LINKER

(S80). DEBUG I (S80) DEBUG II (S100) QSAL (S200). QED

(S150). ZTEL (S80) TOP II (S100> BUSINESS BASIC

(S200) and MODEM SOURCE (S40) and DISASSEMBLER

X Value NOW $400

MODEL I PROGRAMMER
This package is only for the TRS-80 Model I Note

These are the ONLY CDL programs available for the

Model I It includes TPM I (S80) BUSINESS BASIC

(S200). MACRO I (S80) DEBUG I (S80) ZDDT (S40) ZTEL

($80). TOP I (S80) and MODEM (S40)

$680 Value NOW $175

MODEL II PROGRAMMER
This package is only for the TRS-80 Model II

It includes TPM-II (S125) BUSINESS BASIC (S200)

MACRO II (S100) MACRO III (S150) LINKER (S80)

DEBUG I ($80) DEBUG II (S100) QED (S150) ZTEL (S80)

TOP II (S100) ZDDT ($40) ZAPPLE SOURCE (S80i

MODEM ($40) MODEM SOURCE ($40) and DISAS-

SEMBLER ($80) M
$1445 Value NUW •010

BASIC I S50 a 12K • basic interpreter with 7 digit precision

BASIC II - S100 A 12 digit precision version of Basic I

BUSINESS BASIC S200 A full disk extended basic with

random or sequential disk file handling and 12 digit precision

(even for TRIG functions) Also includes PRIVACY command to

protect source code fixed and variable record lengths simultane-

ous access to multiple disk files global editing and more 1

ACCOUNTING PACKAGE - S300 Written m Business

Basic Includes General Ledger Accounts Receivable/Payable

and Payroll Set up for Hazeltine 1500 terminal Minor modifica-

tions needed for other terminals Provided in unprotected source

form

MACRO I - S80 A Z80/8080 assembler which uses CDL/TDL

mnemonics Handles MACROs and generates relocateable code

Includes 14 conditionals 16 listing controls 54 pseudo-ops 11

arithmetic/logical ops local and global symbols linkable module

generation and more'

MACRO II • S100 An improved version of Macro I with

expanded linking capabilities and more listing options Also inter-

nal code has been greatly improved for faster more reliable

operation

MACRO III S150 An enchanced version of Macro II Internal

buffers have been increased to achieve a significant improvement

in speed of assembly Additional features include line numbers

cross reference compressed PRN files form feeds page parity

additional pseudo-ops internal setting of time and date and

expanded assembly-time data entry

OEVELOPER I

Includes MACRO I (S80) DEBUG I (S80) ZEDIT <S50>

TOP I (S80) BASIC I (S50) and BASIC II ($100)

$440 Value NOW SI 50

—OEVELOPER II

Includes: MACRO II (5100). MACRO III ($150). LINKER

($80). DEBUG I ($80). DEBUG II ($100). BUSINESS BASIC

($200). QED ($150). TOP II ($100). ZDDT ($40). ZAPPLE

SOURCE ($80). MODEM SOURCE ($40). ZTEL ($80). and

DISASSEMBLER ($80).

$1280 Value NOW $350

— DEVELOPER III

Includes QSAL (S200). QED (S150). BUSINESS BASIC

(S200) ZTEL (S80) and TOP II (S100)

$730 Value NOW S300

COMBO
Includes DEVELOPER II (S1280) ACCOUNTING PACK-

AGE (S300). QSAL (S200) and 6502X ($150)

$1930 Value NOW $500

LINKER - S80 A linking loader for handling the linkable

modules created by the above assemblers

DEBUG I - S80 A tool for debugging Z80 or 8080 code

Disassembles to CDL/TDL mnemonics compatible with above
assemblers Traces code even through ROM Commands include

Calculate Display Examine Fill. Goto List Mode Open File. Put.

Set Wait Trace and Search

DEBUG II S100 A superset of Debug I Adds Instruction

Interpreter Radix change Set Trap/Conditional display Trace

options and Zap FCB

6502X S150 A 6502 cross assembler Runs on the Z80 but

assembles 6502 instructions into 6502 object code 1 Similar features

as out Macio assemblers

QSAL S200 A SUPER FAST Z80 assembler Up to 10 times

Mster than conventional assemblers Directly generates code into

memoiy in one pass but also to offset for execution in its own
memory space Pascal like structures repeat until if then else

while do begin end case of Multiple statements per line

special register handling expressions long symbol names, auto

and modular assembly and more 1 This one uses ZILOG Mnemonics

QED S150 A screen editor which is both FAST and easy to

learn Commands include block delete copy, and move to a

named file or within text repeat previous command change

locate find at start of line and numerous cursor and window
movement functions Works with any CRT having cleat screen,

addressable cursor, clear to end of line, clear to end of screen, and
80X24

DISK FORMATS
When ordering software specify which disk format you would like

ZTEL - S80 An extensive text editing language and editor

modelled after DEC s TECO

ZEDIT - S50 A mini text editor Character/line oriented Works
well with hardcopy terminals and is easy to use Includes macro
command capability

TOP I - S80 A Text Output Processor for formatting manuals,

documents etc Interprets commands which are entered into the

text by an editor Commands include justify page number, head-

ing subheading centering, and more

TOP II S100 A superset of TOP I Adds embedded control

characters in the file page at a time printing selected portion

printing include/merge files form feed/CRLF option for paging

instant start up and final page ejection

ZDDT - S40 This is the disk version of our famous Zapple

monitor It will also load hex and relocatable files

ZAPPLE SOURCE - S80 This is the source to the SMB
ROM version of our famous Zapple monitor It can be used to

create yout own custom version or as an example of the features

of our assemblers Must be assembled using one of our assemblers

MODEM - A communication program for file transfer between

systems or using a system as a terminal Based on the user group

version but modified to work with our SMB board or TRS-80

Models I or II You must specify which version you want

MODEM SOURCE - S40. For making your own custom
version Requires one of our Macro Assemblers

DISASSEMBLER - S80 Does bulk disassembly of object

files creating source files which can be assembled by one of our

assemblers

HARDWARE
$.-|00 — SMB II Bare Board $50. System Monitor Board for

S-100 systems 2 serial ports. 2 parallel ports cassette inter-

face 4K memory (ROM 2708 EPROM 2114 RAM), and power
on jump When used with Zapple ROM below it makes putting

a S-100 system together a snap

Zapple ROM S35. Properly initializes SMB l/ll hardware pro-

vides a powerful debug monitor

IBM PC — Big Blue Z80 board $595. Add Z80 capability to your

IBM Personal Computer Runs CP/M programs but does not

require CP/M or TPM Complete with Z80 CPU. 64K add on

memory serial port, parallel port time and date clock with

battery backup, hard disk interface and software to attach to

PC DOS and transfer programs Mfr d by QCS
50% Discount on all CDL software ordered at the same time as

a Big Blue (and for the Big Blue)

APPLE II — Chairman ZBO $345. Add Z80 capability to your

Apple ll/ll Plus computer Runs CP/M programs with our

more powerful TPM Includes 64K memory add on (unlike the

competition this is also useable by the 6502/DOS as well as

the Z80) TPM QSAL assembler QED Screen Editor and Busi-

ness Basic Mfr d by AMT Research

Apple Special $175. Buy the Apple Z80 Developer at the same
time as the Chairman and pay only S175 instead of S325

— APPLE Z80 OEVELOPER
Includes 6502X (S150). MACRO II ($100). MACRO III

(S150). QSAL ($200). QED ($150). LINKER ($80). DEBUG I

($80) DEBUG II ($100). ZDDT ($40) and BUSINESS

BASIC ($200)

VALUE: $1250 NOW $325
$175 when purchased with AMT Chairman " Board

TPM

TPM-II

CODE

8SD

8DD

8XD

5SD

5EP

5PC

5XE

50S

5ZA

TPM INFO

CODE

NSSO/H

NSSD/Z

NSOO/H

NSDO/Z

TRS80-I

TRS80II

VI8

VI5

VII8

VII5

TRS80II

DESCRIPTION
8" IBM 3740 Single Density (128 bytes/26 sectors/77 tracks)

8" Double Density (256 bytes/26 sectors/77 tracks)

8" CDL Extended Density (1024 bytes/8 sectcr/77 traceks 616K)

Moslcr Card

5 25" Single Density (TRS80 Model I. Versafloppy

5 25" Epson Double Density

5 25" IBM PC Double Density

5 25" Xerox 820 Single Density

5 25" Osborne Single Density

5 25" Z80 Apple (Softcard compatible)

Tarbell I)

ORDERING INFORMATION:
VISA/MasterCard/C.O.D.
Call or Write With Ordering

Information
VBA

OEMS:
Many CDL products are available for

licensing to OEM's. Write to Carl

Galletti with your requirements.

Dealer Inquiries Invited

When ordering TPM I or II. in addition to Disk Format please specify one of the following codes

DESCRIPTION

North Star Single Density for Horizon I/O

North Star Single Density for Zapple I/O

North Star Double Density for Horizon I/O

North Star Double Density foi Zapple I/O

TRS-80 Model I (4200H Offset)

TRS-80 Model II

Versafloppy I
8"

Versafloppy I 5 25"

Versafloppy II
8" (XD)

Versafloppy II 5 25

TRS-80 Model II (XD)

Prices and Specifications subject to change without notice.

TPM Z80 CP/M. TRS80 are trademarks of CDL. Zilog. DRI and Tandy respectively

For Phone Orders ONLY Call Toll Free...

1-1800)458-3491
Ask For Extension #15

For information and Tech Queries call

(609) 599-2146

(Except Pa.)

Computer Design Labs
342 Columbus Avenue/Trenton. NJ 08629
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LETTERSTO THE EDITOR

Are Computers Funny?
I am putting together an anthology. I

would welcome contributions of comput-
er-related humor. The ordinary man's
disquiet about computers has sometimes
been expressed in contrived jokes that

bring the resented superiority of the

expert down to earth. How are jokes

changing with the spread of personal

computers?

I welcome anecdotes, biographical

notes, witty accounts, cartoons, parodies,

verse, self-deception and hoaxes. Espe-

cially sought are items that, while hu-
morous, also provide insight into chang-

ing attitudes or illuminate personalities.

Sources of contributions must be fully

identified.

Robert L. Weber
104 Davey Laboratory

University Park, PA 16802

Will Microcomputing Run
From Commodore?
The entire staff of Microcomputing is to

be congratulated for the quality maga-
zine that it puts out. I subscribe to it for

$80 per year (I live in Tegucigalpa, Hon-
duras, Central America) because it gives

good, general coverage on a variety of

systems, and it isn't 60 percent adver-

tisements.

I hear that you're coming out with a
VIC-20/C-64 magazine this fall. I hope
that won't result in an absence of VIC-

20/C-64 articles from the pages of

Microcomputing.

Tom Pruett
Tegucigalpa, Honduras

Thanksfor the kind words.

Yes, Tom, Wayne Green, Inc., will be
publishing a Commodore magazine. It

will be called RUN and should premiere
in November. However, you'll still be
able to find a slew of Commodore ar-

ticles, as well as our monthly Commo-
dore column, in the pages of Microcom-
puting.

Editors

Readers Unite

As a newcomer to computing, I have
been reading Microcomputing regularly

and I would like to be put in touch with

I other readers who have similar interests
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or problems and would be willing to

assist me.
I have acquired a previously owned

Zenith-89 with three disk drives (5V4-inch

single-sided, single-density hard sector)

with CP/M.

My special interests/problems are:

• Basic-E: This is a public-domain com-
piler and interpreter that I have recentiy

obtained. The documentation that I have
is sketchy, so I need to locate a Basic-E

user's manual or other documentation
for Basic-E that will allow me to under-
stand the use of this language.

• Cobol: I am a neophyte Cobol program-
mer and I would like to communicate
with someone who has implemented
Cobol on a microcomputer, particularly

the Z-89.

• IDS-460 Printer: I would like to hear

from someone who is using or has used
this particular printer. I am especially in-

terested in learning how to utilize the

graphics capability of the IDS-460.

Any assistance your readers can give

me would be greatly appreciated.

William F. Fowler
4014 Hillwood Court
Beltsville, MD 20705

What Do You Do
With Your Portable?

I am writing a book about portable and
briefcase-size computers and hope that

your readers can help me. I'd like to hear

from owners of portables about how they

use them, how they like them and what
advice they'd give to potential buyers.

I'm particularly interested in stories

about occasions when a portable com-
puter proved to be particularly useful—or
useless. Humorous anecdotes would be
particularly valuable.

Robert A. Deckert
PO Box 267

Palm City, FL 33490

Make That $180
Thank you for mentioning our

program in your August issue. We espe-

cially liked the sample printout on page
13 (Fig. 2).

We would like to bring your attention,

though, to the section headed The "Big

Blue" Black Book on page 14. Beside our
program name you listed the price as be-

ing $80 instead of $180. We haved re-

ceived calls from people who have read

that section and they are disappointed to

find the price, although quite reasonable,

is $100 more than they expected.

Themis Darre
Soft Craft

Los Angeles, CA

Looking for a List

My work frequently involves com-
parison of various hardware combina-
tions and the software available to per-

form specific tasks. I am finding with

disturbing frequency that there is ap-

parently no method of finding and evalu-

ating all relevant application software

packages developed to run under a given

vendor's operating system. I would like

to have access to a list of those applica-

tion packages, utilities, support tools,

menu drivers. . .that are available for

and compatible with a given operating

system on given hardware. To date I have
not found such a list.

Is anyone aware of any service or com-
pany that provides lists of software avail-

able by vendor or by operating system?
Any assistance would be appreciated.

Timothy V. Hibbs
9900 Osuna Road, NE

Albuquerque, NM 87111

Pen Pals Wanted
I own a Timex-Sinclair computer and I

would like to communicate in writing

with other owners.

Chris Elsasser
Box 635 Rt. 2

Camilla, GA 31730

Dying to Diet

I'm trying to find information on a com-

puterized scale for dieticians.

When a foodstuff is placed on the scale,

you type in the name of the food. The
CRT then shows a complete listing of the

foodstuff values, such as calories,

amount of proteins, fat and carbohy-
drates. Other things listed include the

total sodium, potassium and other items

contained in the food.

Do any of your readers have informa-

tion on the name of the computer, the

manufacturer and the address?

Donald W. Koza, M.D.
1171 E.Idaho Ave.

St. Paul, BIN 55106



Tfte Si 1 1 :i Baft »A*
Your source for software and books

at substantial savings!

More programs, more projects,

more ways to use your micro
for home, hobby, and business!

Select any 6 books

for only $2.95 when you join
(values to $1 28.70)

XpM-YS.*

K

THE QflNT BOOH C*

campuTER
BQFTLURRE
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1295
List $16.95
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1398
List $16.95

*******A.\Wm*+

1369
List $21.95

INVESTMENT
ANALYSIS®
MICROCOMPUTER

1455
List $15.95

1111
List $15.95

1479
List $19.95

1195
List $13.95

ffK
UTOZ
BOOK Of
COMfUTMl nflUTT

fey C»rt TawM«n<
ft M«H Miiter

335
List $14.95

OCOMOTEB

HEUHHS

i^fl

cowcem m
WMTAL

ELECTRONICS
IBM

PERSONAL COMPUTER

1333
List $16.95

campuTEB
GBRPHC5

<!>!li £S reeilj-tQ-run
programs «^n«v«-

1531
List $17.95

•MMMMMM
1496

List $17.95
1535

List $16.95

«WMMK
in; i hi

sm & bond
wmm mm mm

IC

MAOilNf

1

ASSEM8l¥
UNttMft
-ROCRAMMlNC

*^

1062
List $14.95

1478
List $19.95

1276
List $15.95

1251
List $16.95

1199
List $18.95

1389
List $15.95

1160
List $13.95

Basse

84SIC gsgfish Dictionary

for tfee *ppie,

PCTand !8S 88

1521
List $17.95

1205
List $16.95

1533
List $17.95

1637
List $26.95

1513
List $19.95

1473
List $19.95

1466
List $17.95

1468
List $18.95

1050
List $13.95

1396
List $14.95

1485
List $21.95

7 very good reasons to try

The Computer Book Club®
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

• Reduced Member Prices. Save 20% to 75 % on books sure

to increase your computer know-how
• Satisfaction Guaranteed. All books returnable within 10

days without obligation
• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections—mains,

alternates, extras— plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year

with dozens of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
• "Automatic Order." Do nothing, and the Main selection

will be shipped automatically! But . . . if you want an Alter-

nate selection— or no books at all—we'll follow the instruc-

tions you give on the reply form provided with every News
Bulletin
• Continuing Benefits. Get a Dividend Certificate with every

book purchased after fulfilling membership obligation, and

qualify for discounts on many other volumes
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo-

tions, plus special discounts; on software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's

editions filled with useful, up-to-the-minute information.

®
Tfta Scrnputar Ench Blub
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Please accept my membership in The Computer Book Club®
and send the 6 volumes circled below, billing me $2.95 plus

snipping and handling charges. If not satisfied, I may return

the books within ten days without obligation and have my
membership cancelled. I agree to purchase 4 or more books

at reduced Club prices (plus shipping/handling) during the

next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter.

335 1050 1062 1111 1160 1195 1199
1205 1251 1276 1295 1333 1369 1389 1396

1398 1455 1466 1468 1473 1478 1479
1485 1496 1513 1521 1531 1533 1535 1637

i

Name Phone

Address ..

City

_ ZipState .

Valid for new members only. (Orders outside U.S. or Canada must be prepaid in

International Money Orders in U.S. dollars. Canada must remit in U.S. dollars.)

This order subject to acceptance by The Computer Book Club*. KL-1083
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CP/M for the 80s
The Lobo MAX-80 offers you TRS-80 compatibility and the CP/M
operating system. The system sells for $820, and no matter how

you compute value, it's worth the price.

By Frank J. Derfler, Jr.

Finally—a CP/M operating system
that TRS-80 owners can get into.

The Lobo MAX-80 (from Lobo Sys-

tems, Inc., 358 S. Fairview Ave., Go-
leta, CA 93117; 800-235-1245) is capa-

ble of running the large library of soft-

ware designed for TRS-80 models I

and III. By spending $69 for the op-

tional LDOS operating system (which
is often used to replace the standard
TRS DOS operating system on Radio
Shack products), MAX-80 owners will

be able to run most programs written

for the TRS-80. And the MAX-80 will

generate all of the same graphics as

the TRS-80; it'll even operate in the

enlarged character mode.
An excellent selection of software is

available for the TRS-80, and if you've
already made an investment in this

area, the Lobo provides you with a

way to bridge the gap between TRS
DOS and CP/M. You can use your old

programs and files under LDOS and
still use software from the huge
number of available CP/M programs
to perform other functions.

The MAX-80' s ability to run TRS-80
software isn't the only feature that

makes it so valuable. Its flexibility

does, too.

Flexibility

Some excellent microcomputer sys-

tems in the sub-$2000 range are avail-

able, but most give up one major feature

to stay at that price range: flexibility.

The Osborne, Kaypro and Morrow
Micro Decision have no real expan-
sion capabilities, aside from their

built-in serial and parallel ports. They
are integrated units with no flexibility

in hardware configuration. The MAX-
80 is designed to change and grow.

Lobo Systems began in business by
marketing disk drives. This lineage

shows up in the MAX-80' s ability to

use a large variety of disk drives si-

multaneously—with no change in the

disk controller hardware. The MAX-
80 has interfaces built in for both
5V4-inch and eight-inch disk drives.

The controller is capable of reading
and writing in single- and double-
sided and single- or double-density

disk formats.

The system reads and writes the
IBM standard 3740 single-density

eight-inch disks commonly used for

CP/M machines, and it reads and

77ie Lobo MAX-80 system features attractive design, excellent flexibility and low price. Pictured here are

the Lobo MAX-80 computer, Amdek monitor, dual 5V4-inch disk drive unit and 8.3-megabyte hard disk

with 1155K floppy disk.
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writes the Osborne, Xerox and
Omicron 5Vi-inch disk formats. So you
can exchange data and text files with
many CP/M machines simply by
swapping disks. As a result, the
MAX-80 makes an excellent transla-

tion machine for moving files be-

tween different formats quickly and
easily.

The Lobo system will handle both
new and old technology. Lobo makes
hard disk drives for the MAX-80, so if

you have a lot of data, you can plug its

five- or 8.5-megabyte hard disk and
controller into the system. If you have
disk drives left from an older TRS-80
or an S-100 bus system, the Lobo
MAX-80 can probably be used with
them, too.

Pricing

Lobo's pricing scheme contributes

to its flexibility. The basic computer is

contained in an attractive cabinet that

houses the keyboard, CPU, 64K of

RAM and all interfaces. The CPU is a

Z-80 running at the unusually high

speed of 5 MHz. In addition to the disk

controller, the interfaces included in

the system are two RS-232C serial

ports, a parallel printer port and an ex-

pansion bus port.

The basic machine includes a video

generator that needs only a monitor to

provide a full 80-character-per-line

monochrome display. It can repro-

duce the same graphics set as the TRS-
80 Model I or III. This basic system

costs $820 and represents a remark-

able value at that price.

The other pieces of the MAX-80
come in separate stand-alone units

that are flexible and attractive. A
5%-inch disk drive system with two
single-sided, 40-track drives (180K per
disk) is $690. If you want four times

the storage at only twice the price, you
can get two double-sided, 80-track

drives (720K per disk) for $1175.

Two eight-inch drives able to handle
577K per disk sell for $1185. But, in

another smart marketing move, Lobo
offers you twice the storage for only a

25 percent increase in price. You can

get two double-sided, double-density,

eight-inch drives with 1155K per disk

storage for $ 1485.

The Winchester technology hard
disk systems come in various combi-
nations with and without floppy disk

drives. The five-megabyte disk starts

at $2100. You can do the math to fig-

ure out which alternative gives you
the most bytes per buck, but the point

is that Lobo has a system for nearly ev-

ery need—plus the ability to grow to

meet new needs.

RAM On—To 128K

Lobo has put another feature on the

MAX-80 to give you even more to

think about. For $95, a second 64K
block of RAM is included; it can be

used as a RAM disk or as part of a

bank-switching system. Bank-switch-

ing gives the CPU the ability to move
quickly between different 32K blocks

of memory while executing a pro-

gram. This is much faster than reading

the data in and out of memory as it is

needed.

The Lobo was designed for

flexibility and expansion. It can

be configured as a machine for a

computer hobbyist, or it can be

used to handle large chores . . .

A RAM disk uses extra RAM memo-
ry to store data exactly like a disk

does. The operating system thinks a

RAM disk is a fast mechanical device.

A RAM disk is many times faster than

a typical floppy disk and at least twice

as fast as a hard disk. However, you
must use caution with a RAM disk,

because if the power goes off or if the

system resets, you'll lose everything

in RAM. Frequent saves are a must
when you use a RAM disk system.

The bank-switching software was not

available for the Lobo at the time I

wrote this review, but the RAM disk

worked well. It's addressed as disk 1

(you can have A-H as various me-
chanical drives). The 5 MHz speed of

the CPU enhances the operation of the

RAM disk and makes it the disk of

choice if the files you're using will fit

into 64K.
I wish Lobo would figure out a way

to squeeze yet another row of 64K
chips into the MAX-80 so the RAM
disk could use 128K. If it did, I could
keep both a large program with over-

lays (like WordStar) and a large text

file in the RAM disk. This would elim-

inate the need to use the slower me-
chanical disk drives, except during

saves and start-up.

The Lobo was designed for flexibili-

ty and expansion. It can be configured

as a machine for a computer hobbyist,

or it can be used to handle large

accounting and inventory chores for

serious business applications. At both
extremes and all points in the middle,

it offers an excellent cost/capability

ratio.

Performance

I like the design, performance and
ease of use of the MAX-80. The disk

drive cabinet is square and boxy, but
it's well-proportioned. The computer/
keyboard system is attractive and has

some nice design features.

The keyboard has an appealing

touch, and the arrangement of the

keys is excellent. The return and shift

keys are extra large, the arrow and
control keys are easy to use and the

number pad has a separate enter key.

I appreciate the fact that the colon is

The rear view of the Lobo MAX-80 shows its capability for expansion. The standard system can provide

two serial ports, a parallel printer port, separate ports for 5V4-inch, eight-inch and Winchester hard disk

drives, and an expansion bus similar to the bus on the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model I. The only drawback

to this extensive capability is that it can lead to a clutter of cables that spoil the otherwise clean design of

the system.
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Circle 342 on Reader Service card.

Grandma 9

s

Software

CLUBLIST: Granny uses this program to keep track of

her quitting club. Records names etc., dues expiration;

prints out roster. 8K Version up to 25 members, 16K

Version 90. $11.95

MATH DRILL: This one is so all the younguns can

practice their ciphers. 3 levels of difficulty on all four

arithmetic operations. $9.95

MORSE CODE: Drills user in code recognition $9.95

AMORTPR1NT: Compute payment amount & print an

amortization table. $9.95

If you want a program list or have a dandy program for

sale write to Grandma's.

Grandma's Software

Box 1105

San Bernardino, California 92402

California folks please add 6% for sales tax.

Circle 134 on Reader Service card.

BASIC COMPILER
NOW ONLY $40!

BASIC COMPILER $20
• SUPPORTS INTEGER RE Al AND STRING DATA
• .". SIAIl MINI TY( •

• .1 Nl HATt Sh
• HUN llMt tlBHAHv AVAHABl'

• UANUAl ONLY ShiREf OWTH SOFTWAI
• Wt (JUIHI S ASSt MBl (Ml

ASSEMBLER/LINKER $10
•

• l INK I t)i TOH ,i IBRAHY St AW.H ( APABIl II •

• •
•••

I HI I
-'All ABl I

J

JiRESCP

DOR API

- • •'.'. HI v

•• • • •

I/Vlii

• I'lNCi HANOI INC. AND -
'

MASS SHIPME NTS A[)f. . TA<

MAr • PAYABU

JV SOFTWARE
PO. BOX 684- NEWTON, MA 02162

*• ol Digit. i l"<

API', F* Ol Apple Compute' lot

Circle 5 on Reader Service card.

LEARN COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING THE

EASY WAY -
This Video Tape

Collection Makes It

Possible

Introduction to Basic
Intermediate Basic
Introduction to Pascal
Intermediate Pascal
Special - two or more

$39.95 ea.
$39.95 ea.
$39.95 ea.
$39.95 ea.
$34.95 ea.

Specify VHS or BETA format
Add $3.00 shipping per tape

5% tax in Florida

Mastercard or Visa accepted

KISKO
Rt. 1 , Box 787A

Micanopy, FL 32667
(904) 466-3038

a lowercase character. You need this

so frequently with CP/M that shifting

can become a real nuisance. The sys-

tem reset key is easy to reach, but it is

not likely to be activated accidentally.

"El lobo" is Spanish for "the wolf/'

and the Lobo logo is a baying wolf.

The eye of the wolf on the MAX-80
lights up when the power is on. That

doesn't help to move the 0s and Is, but

it does add appeal.

The $175 monitor sold with the

Lobo system is made by Amdek. Its

A Capsule Look
At the Lobo MAX-80
Manufacturer

Lobo Systems, 358 S. Fairview, Goleta, CA
93117.

List Price

$820

Standard features

Z-80B CPU; 80x24 screen format; 640

x

225 graphics resolution; SASI interface; two

RS-232C serial ports; Centronics-type paral-

lel printer port; expansion bus; 64K RAM,
expandable to 128K; 5Vi-inch disk size.

Popular Options

LDOS operating system; hard disk drive;

monitor.

Proportions

Nineteen pounds; 3*/2 x 17 l/2 x 10 inches.

Operating System

CP/M 2.2.

Documentation
Operating manuals and technical documen-

tation.

green screen offers impressive reso-

lution.

Lobo did a good job of integrating

the CP/M operating system into its

computer. Easy-to-use set-up, disk-

formatting and communications utili-

ties are provided.

The documentation I received with

the Lobo was marked "preliminary,'

but it was useful just the same. I was
particularly impressed because the

machine came with technical data

sheets on the disk drives and input/

output ports. Everyone may not need

this kind of information, but I like get-

ting schematic and pictorial diagrams.

The MAX-80 manual even has ex-

ploded-view drawings that make it

easy to see relationships of subsys-

tems, as well as locations of the major

components.
The language used in the MAX-80

manual is clear and friendly, and the

instructions are complete without be-

ing overly technical.

Since this is supposed to be a critical

review, I should comment on two dis-

crepancies. One should be corrected,

but the other is built into the design.

First, when you're entering com-
mands in CP/M, there is no way to

erase an improper entry. Neither the

delete key nor the back-arrow key

work at this level. That should be fixed.

Second, because the MAX-80 has so

many I/O functions built into its key-

board system, the back of this other-

wise attractive unit can become a

mass of round and flat cables. I can't

think of an easy way to change this— it

comes with the design—but by the

time you add all of the disk, RS-232C,

printer and power cables, the system

loses some of its appeal.

Marketing

Lobo has made two important mar-

keting decisions on the MAX-80.
First, the only way it's being sold is

Whether you use a

spreadsheet or a dart

board to make decisions,

the Lobo MAX-80 should be in

your field of contenders.
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directly by Lobo through phone or

mail order. You can't run down to the

local computer store to see one. Sec-

ond, the price of the MAX-80 doesn't

include piles of software.

Lobo Systems has been in the busi-

ness of direct selling for several years.

It maintains toll-free telephone num-
bers for sales and service, and it pro-

vides help both in configuring your

system and operating it when you get

it set up. Obviously, direct marketing
reduces the number of people making
a profit on each system and allows Lo-

bo to charge the end user less. You
have to decide if you can get along
with help over the phone or if you
need to have your hand held more
closely.

A Value for You?

There are many ways to compute
value. You can numerically compute
bytes per buck, or you can subjective-

ly weigh aesthetics and dealer sup-

port. Whether you use a spreadsheet

or a dart board to make buying deci-

sions, the Lobo MAX-80 should be in

your field of contenders. It's a well-

priced and well-designed machine.



ease allow 6-8 weeks for delivery

i I want to start my own collection of Microcomputing

Check enclosed for $24.97 for one year

subscription to MICROCOMPUTING

DMC DVISA DAM EX Bill me

I understand that with payment enclosed or credit card order I will receive a

free issue making a total of 13 issues for $24.97.

Canada & Mexico $27.97/1 year only, U.S. Funds drawn on U.S. Bank.

Foreign Surface $44.97/1 year only, U.S. Funds drawn on U.S. Bank.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.
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&& 5EL6CTRIC
INTERFACE

Daisy wheel quality

without daisy wheel expense*
You need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer provides but the thought of

buying one makes your wallet wilt. The Selectric™ Interface, a step-by-step guide to

interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your microcomputer, will give you that

quality at a fraction of the price. George Young, co-author of Microcomputing

magazine's popular "Kilobaud Klassroom" series, offers a low-cost alternative to

buying a daisy wheel printer.

The Selectric™ Interface includes:

•step-by-step instructions

I ©tips on purchasing a used Selectric™

I •information on various Selectric models, in-

I
eluding the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041

I ©driver software for Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips

I ©tips on interfacing techniques I

With The Selectric™ Interface and some background in electronics, you can have a|

high-quality, low-cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included.

ISBN 0-88006-051-4 128 pages $12,97

Credit card orders call TOLL-FREE
1-800-258-5473. Or mail your order with

payment plus $1.50 shipping and han-

dling to: Wayne Green Inc. Attn: Retail

Book Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Dealer inquiries invited.

A Wayne Green Publication

Yes, I want The Selectric ™Interface. Enclosed is $ 12.97 (BK7388)

per copy plus $1.50 for shipping and handling.

MASTER DVISA DAMEX

Card # Expires

Signature

Name

Address

City

State and Zip

A Wayne Green Publication

All orders shipped UPS if complete street address is given.
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Introducing Software Digest.

New, super-fiiendly programs
On a disk. Ready to run.

Andyou wonthave toreadany

If you're like most personal computer users,

you're not using your computer as much as you
expected to.

\bu find the software too complicated.

Tbo much to read.

Tbo much to remember.

Tbo much new software to consider. And too

difficult to find out what works best.

A New Approach - SIMPLICITY.
Software Digest is a unique new monthly

publication designed to make things simpler and
help you get more out of your personal computer.

Here's how:

A. Each issue will include at least 4
programs on a floppy disk. We'll select

the most desirable programs out of

more than 20,000 now available. We'll

test them thoroughly. We'll make them
as easy as possible to use. And we'll

pay top dollar for the rights to give

them to you on disk. Ready to run.

B. There will be no technical

jargon in Software Digest. It will be
written in plain English—not for program-
mers, but for the typical personal computer user.

C. We will have a separate edition for each
major system. You won't have to wade through
programs or information for other computers.
What you get from us, you can use.

Why You Will Like Our Programs.

Thke word processing, for example.

Most word processing programs try to outdo

each other with a multitude of functions.
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But you need a word processing program
primarily for writing letters or memos.

And you'd like it to be simple.

So, on the disk in our first issue, one of the

programs we'll give you is a condensed word
processing program— without a lot ofcommands
or instructions— to make it easier to handle

your business and personal correspondence.

\bu can then save your complex word process-

ing program—with its profusion of commands
—for those less frequent occasions when you
have to write a multi-page report, or a book.

The practical programs you will receive on
Software Digest disks will be worth far

more than the small subscription cost.

And that's only a part of what
you'll find in Software Digest.

Three Major Bonus Features:

1. On each monthly disk, there

will also be a Software Sampler section,

where leading software publishers will

demonstrate what their programs can
do for you. You'll be able to run these

demonstrations as you please. Without
going to a computer store. And without
any obligation to buy any software.

2. The Software Reports section. A monthly
tabulation of user ratings of a wide variety of

software programs— to help you find out which
programs work well, and which ones don't.

3. The Software Guide section. An up-to-

date directory to help you find where to obtain

any specialized programs you may need. Plus a

cumulative index for your growing library of

programs on Software Digest disks.

Circle 139 on Reader Service card.



in every issue.

manuals.

Subscribe Now and Save 1/3.

The regular subscription fee will be a sur-

prisingly-low $15 per issue— including the

monthly disk.

If you sign up as a Charter Subscriber at this

time, your cost will be even less.

Charter Subscribers will be guaranteed a

special rate of only $10 per issue for the first year.

That's not much more than the cost of a

couple of blank disks.

But every issue of Software Digest will

include a disk chock-full of valuable programs.

Each Issue Must Prove Itself To You.

You will be billed for only one issue at a time,

not for a year in advance.

And you will be billed only after each issue

is mailed to you, not before. (The first issue will

be mailed in about 60 days.

)

You will have 10 full days to examine each

issue and try out the programs on the disk. If

you're not fully satisfied, just return it—in

which case both the charge and your subscrip-

tion will be automatically cancelled.

Send in your subscription today, while the

special Charter Subscription rate is in effect.

You'll save money. And you'll be able to build a

complete collection of Software Digest pro-

grams, beginning with the important first issue.

Software

Software Digest, Software Sampler, Software Reports and Software Guide are

trademarks of Software Digest, Inc.

IBM-PC; APPLE; CP/M and MS-DOS are trademarks of IBM Corporation; Apple

Computer, Inc.; Digital Research, Inc. and Microsoft Corporation, respectively.

NO-RISK CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

Software Digest

P.O. Box 10

Merion, PA 19066

Please enter my Charter Subscription to Software Digest, beginning with

the first issue. The Charter Subscription rate will be $10 per monthly

issue for the first year, and $15 per issue thereafter until further notice.

Bill me or charge my credit card account, as specified below, on a

monthly basis -only after each issue is mailed. I have the right to

cancel my subscription at any time. I also have the right to return any

issue within 10 days after receipt, in which case both the charge for

that issue and my subscription will be automatically cancelled.

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY

Name ——

.

Company (if applicable)

Address

City, State, Zip

Bill me. Bill my company (Purchase Order No.

Charge to my: Master Card QVisa \J Amencan Express

Card No.

Exp. Date Signature

IMPORTANT - SPECIFY YOUR COMPUTER MODEL BELOW

Minimum of 64K memory (48K for Apple models) and one 5V disk

drive required. If you don t have enough memory or a disk drive, your

computer dealer can easily add it to your system.

IBM-PC or XT

APPLE (Model

CP/M (Computer Name

CP/M-86 (Computer Name

MS-DOS (Computer Name

.) With CP/M Board

P. O. Box 1 Merion, PA 19066 ?J
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Hexing Your Timex'Sinclair

Ifyou want to program animated graphics on your
TS'1000 or ZX-81, machine code is the only way to go.

But using that tiny keyboard for decimal entry can lye a disaster.

In this article, Microcomputing authorJim Stephens
describes how to program in hexadecimal.

By Jim Stephens

If you've tried some neat, fast-

moving, animated graphics on the

Sinclair ZX-81 (and TS-1000) using Ba-

sic, you know there has to be a better

way. That way is called machine code.

The use of machine code is the only
reasonable method for handling ani-

mated graphics for a smooth and
flicker-free display on the ZX-81.

Once you decide to use machine
code, however, you'll find several

built-in problems associated with this

type of programming. ZX-81 design-

ers left out a machine code monitor;

10 REM "THIS IS A 6P CHARACTER SPACE THAT STARTS
WITH ADDRESS 4082"

20 PRINT "ENTER STARTING ADDRESS IN HEX"
25 INPUT AS
30 LET C=0
35 PRINT AS
40 LET X = 4096 * CODE A$ + 256 * CODE A$(2) + 16 *

CODE AS(3) CODE A$(4) -122332

50 PRINT "ENTER HEX INSTRUCTION"

55 INPUT 1$

60 IF 1$="" THEN GOTO 180

65 IF IS = "." THEN GOTO 120
70 LET C = C 1

80 IF C >8 THEN GOTO 150
85 PRINT IS; " ";

90 LET Y = 16 * CODE IS + CODE I$(2) -476
100 POKE X,Y

105 LET X = X + 1

110 GOTO 55
120 CLS
130 PRINT "ENTER LOCATION TO BE CORRECTED OR

LOCATION TO CONTINUE LOADING"
140 C

150 PRINT " "

160 LET C = 1

170 GOTO 85

180 STOP

Listing 1. Hexadecimal loader.

ZX-81 Basic accepts only cumbersome
decimal numbers, and using the tiny

original keyboard for decimal entry

can be slow and highly mistake-prone.

I've found that the most efficient

form of machine code entry is hexa-

decimal, which probably is a result of

using it extensively in the past. The
major manuals on the Z-80 instruction

set seem to prefer it also. The use of

hex will save about a third of the key-

strokes required when entering deci-

mal. The listings of hex code will

appear more readable because each in-

struction is only two digits in length.

Programming in Hexadecimal

Since ZX-81 Basic accepts only deci-

mal numbers, some conversion is go-

ing to be necessary before sending hex
code through Basic to memory. List-

ing 1 will accept the two-digit hex in-

structions and poke them into the
proper memory location. Lines 20-40
will assign the starting address, and
since mistakes can occur, an input of a

decimal point will give you the oppor-

tunity to return to an address that

needs correcting. Line 10 is a REM
statement of 60 spaces for holding

your machine code routine; this area

can be as long or as short as you wish.
The placement of machine code

within a REM statement has the ad-

vantage of being safe from over-

Object Source
Address
4082

Code Code

16 LD D,n

Comments
set space

4083 0A counter
4084 21 LD HL,nn set display
4085 9F file address
4086 42
4087 36 LD(HL),n load display
4088 80 with char.

4089 23 INC HL

408A 15 DEC D if not finished
408B 20 JR NZ, print another
408C FA char.
408D C9 RET return to basic

Listing 2. Simple print to screen loop.

writing; also, it won't move around in

memory as the Basic lines are added,

and it can be listed.

The address at the start of this space

is 4082 hex, or 16514 decimal. It's im-
portant to remember never to use the

instruction HALT (76h) in your code
because all loading, saving and listing

of the program will automatically stop

when a halt instruction is evaluated. A
null string will stop the loading.

To execute the code you have en-

tered, simply run the Basic line LET
N = USR 16514. This can be done
either from a direct command or from

Address correspondence to Jim Stephens, 2324

Dennywood Drive, Nashville, TN 37214.
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Fig. 1. Calculator keyboard matrix connections.

within a basic program using a num-

bered line. A short machine code rou-

tine is provided in Listing 2, a simple

print loop that demonstrates the speed

at which machine code executes. Re-

member always to end your code with

the return instruction (C9h) to get back

to Basic, or the program will either

crash or end up in an endless loop.

If you plan to use hexadecimal ma-

chine code extensively in your pro-

gramming, you'll want a hexpad.

This unique little keyboard can have

everything you need for fast, efficient

hex entry and can double as a

numeric keypad for those income tax

and budget programs.

Converting Calculator Keypads

You can purchase commercial hex-

pads from various sources, but the

cost is high. Surplus calculator key-

pads can be obtained and converted

for a fraction of what the hexapads

would cost.

The only requirement is that the

keypads have the extra memory
function keys. These memory keys

will become the hex characters A-F,

and the " = " key will serve as the

enter key. The decimal point key

should be left as is for use when the

keypad is used for decimal entry. The

memory keys can be painted over

and dry transfer letters applied for

the A-F characters. The new letters

can then be sprayed with clear lac-

quer to protect them from wear.

Connection to the ZX-81

To connect the surplus keypad to

the ZX-81, remove the keypad from

its enclosure and cut all common foil

connections to each key. This may re-

quire that the keypad be disassem-

bled, since most are copper-plated on

each side. Then "daisy-chain wire"

each set of keys, as shown by the wir-

D D D KB D N N
2 3 4 1 5 C C

I I I I I I I

SOLDER POINTS FOR
KEYBOARD RIBBON SOCKETS

i
ir- —

i

Fig. 2. Cable connector.

(oC
o o o

o o o

o o o o \ ^^
o o o \ v»y

KB KB D KB KB D D D02143678
FRONT VIEW

MINIATURE CONNECTOR (AMPHENOL
SIZE 25 OR SIMILAR)

Fig. 3. Solder side of ZX-81 printed circuit board.

ing matrix in Fig. 1 . These lines should

be extended by a ten-inch ribbon

cable connected to a 15-pin connector,

as shown in Fig. 2.

Remove the bottom of the ZX-81

case and solder a short length of rib-

bon cable to the original keyboard

socket connections, as in Fig. 3. This

cable should be no longer than five

inches, and it should be terminated by

a matching connector to the new key-

pad. Use as little heat and solder as

possible on the keyboard sockets, and

guard against static discharge. Static

could permanently injure your little

micro. However, the ZX-81 is durable

and forgiving if care is used.

Machine code programming is diffi-

cult and is recommended only for

those with a great amount of patience.

The addition of this little hexpad will

take some of the misery away, since

the difficulty of entering will be eased

considerably.

You'll find that you can learn ma-

chine code programming quickly—and

your new hexpad may give you that

little extra incentive you need.H

Circle 329 on Reader Service card.

IT'S SIMPLE. . .CALL AND SAVE MONEY!

Since 1978 1-800-841-0860
TELEMARKETING COMPUTERS

AND EQUIPMENT

TO SAVE YOU
MONEY!

FREE UPON REQUEST
•DISCOUNT PRICE LIST AND INFORMATION KIT

•COPY OF MFR S WARRANTY
PRICES AND PRODUCTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

WITHOUT NOTICE

TRS-80
COMPUTERS

'CALL

f FRANKLIN

ACE 1000 ACE 1200

'898 mk>m1588
MONITORS

AMDEK
TAXAN USI

CALL

FROM

PRINTERS
EPSON SCMTP-1
OKIDATA STAR

C.ITOH COMREX

commodore

64 EQUIP.

$CALL
CARDS
QUADRAM
MICROTEK
GRAPPLER+

GA. & INFO
912-377-7120

MicroManagement
Systems, Inc.

2803 Thomasville Road East

Cairo, Georgia 31728 n
TELEMARKET DEPT /
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Apple Goes to School

The author describes how he used his microcomputer to model a
school's energy-management performance.

By Stephen L. Canipe

I
bought my Apple II microcomputer
for pleasure and as a learning tool

for my daughter. Little did I realize

that I'd be using it to help get my doc-
tor's degree from Duke University,

but that's what happened. In my re-

search work I was able to combine my
avocation, working with computers,
with my vocation, which is working
for an electric utility.

Handling Repetitive Calculations

During my work for a doctorate in

school administration, I had several

courses in building design and in

energy management. Doing the energy
calculations in these courses by hand
(using the American Society for Heat-
ing, Refrigerating and Air-Condition-
ing Engineers [ASHRAE] book) made
me realize that the formulae used
were repetitive. And what is better

than a computer for handling repeti-

tive calculations?

So I proceeded to explore the idea of

utilizing a microcomputer in my
research, which was to develop a
practical way of allowing school ad-

ministrators to model a building's

energy performance.

Title

program

Building

Analysis

program

1

Btu/Sq. Ft.

program

Main Menu
program

Payback

program
Fig. 1. Flowchart for the entire package of sub-

programs in SRDAS. The Title program leads the

user into the Main Menu program. From the Main
Menu any of the four alternatives can be selected.

End
program

Engineers have little or no trouble

understanding what is in theASHRAE
Fundamentals Handbook. Unfortu-
nately, most people in the educational
community have no engineering train-

ing, so they can't possibly understand
the ASHRAE handbook. Most school
administrators don't even know it ex-

ists. My task was to help school ad-

ministrators and board members un-

derstand the energy consequences of

various actions they might take in up-
grading existing buildings or designing
new school facilities.

My dissertation research was not
designed to provide a total engineer-
ing analysis, but to enable an admini-
strator to make a few measurements
and come up with some potential cost-

saving energy conservation actions.

Reductions in energy and costs would
form the basis of all evaluations with-
in the program, which I called School
Retrofit Design Analysis System
(SRDAS).

Making it Foolproof

The first problems were in making
the program as foolproof as possible

and to reduce the number of entries

the user would have to make. I ac-

complished this ease of operation
through menus, with the user re-

quired only to press 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., in

accordance with the get command
from Applesoft Basic. Where the user
has to enter numbers—as for the roof

or window area—a statement is pro-

vided explaining the proper way to

Address correspondence to Stephen L. Canipe,

2301 E. Providence Drive, Matthews, NC 28105.
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Now NRI takes you inside the new
TRS-80 Model 4 microcomputer with
disk drive to train you at home as the
new breed of computer specialist!

NRI teams up with Radio Shack

advanced technology to teach you
how to use, program and service

state-of-the-art microcomputers...

It's no longer enough to be just

a programmer or a technician. With

microcomputers moving into the

fabric of our lives (over 1 million

of the TRS-80™ alone have been

sold), interdisciplinary skills are

demanded And NRI can prepare

you with the first course of its

kind, covering the complete

world of the microcomputer.

Learn At Home
In Your Spare Time

With NRI training, the programmer

gains practical knowledge of hardware to

design simpler, more effective programs.

And, with advanced programming skills,

the technician can test and debug systems

quickly and easily.

Only NRI gives you both kinds of

training with the convenience of learning

at home. No classroom pressure, no night

school, no gasoline wasted. You learn at

your convenience, at your own pace. Yet

_^g^ you're always

backed by the NRI

staff and your

Now training includes either the TRS-80 Model 4

Microcomputer with Disk Drive or TRS-80 Color

Computer with Computer Access Card; profes-

sional LCD multimeter; the NRI Discovery Lab; and

hundreds of demonstrations and experiments.

(TRS-80 is a trademark of the Radio Shack division of Tandy Corp.

)

instructor, answering questions

and giving you guidance.

TRS-80, Model 4 plus Disk Drive
to Learn on and Keep

NRI training is hands-on training

with practical experiments and demonstra-

tions. You not only learn to program your

computer, you learn all about it. . .how cir-

cuits interact. . . interface with other systems

. . . gain a real insight into its nature. Under

NRI's carefully planned training, you even

install a disk drive, verifying at each step

its operation.

You also work with a professional

4-fiinction, 3V2 digit digital multimeter and

the NRI Discovery Lab,® performing over 60

separate experiments. Both microcomputer

and equipment come as

part of your training for

you to use and keep.

Same Training

Available With
Color Computer The catalog is free .

NRI Offers yOU the |
The training is priceless,

nnnnrtiinitv to train with I
Please check for one free catalog only

opportunity to train witn D c uter E iectronics including

the TRS-80 Color Com- Microcomputers

DUter as an alternative tO Color TV. Audio, and Video System Servicing

thp Modpl 4 The same D E,ectronics^W Technology
tne Moaei 4. ine same n Digital {^,.0,^
technique for getting in- Communications Electronics • FCC Licenses

side is enhanced by using I '
Mobi,e CB " Aircraft * Marine

the new NRI-developed I

Computer Access Card. |

Only NRI offers you a |

choice to fit your specific i

training needs.

The Catalog is Free.

The Training is Priceless.

Get all the details on this exciting

course in NRI's free, 104 page catalog. It

shows all equipment, lesson outlines, and

facts on other electronics courses such as

Electronic Design, Industrial Electronics,

Video/Audio Servicing. . . 12 different career

opportunities in all.

Keep up with the latest technology as

you learn on the latest model of the world's

most popular computer. If coupon has been

used, write to NRI Schools, 3939 Wisconsin

Avenue, Washington, D.C. 20016.

NRI Schools

McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington. D.C. 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.

.All career courses

approved under Gl bill.

D Check for details

172-103

Industrial Electronics

D Basic Electronics

Small Engine Servicing

Appliance Servicing

Automotive Servicing

Auto Air Conditioning

D Air Conditioning. Heating.

Refrigeration. & Solar Technology

Building Construction

Name (Please Print) Age

Street

City State Zip

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council
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enter the data.

The SRDAS program is comprised
of three major subprograms (Fig. 1):

the Building Analysis program, the

Btu/Sq. Ft. program and the Payback
program.

Building Analysis allows the user to

conduct a modeling exercise for

energy upgrades to roof, walls, win-
dows, floors and infiltration sites in

the building. This analysis makes use
of numerous subroutines, and the

user can conduct several different

model runs without returning to the

initial subprogram menu.

Administrators will find

the preliminary analysis

made possible through

SRDAS and a microcomputer

both time and dollar saving.

The use of a data sheet (Fig. 2)

allows a record to be kept of the

various scenarios. Each of the anal-

yses within the Building Analysis sub-

program outputs the saving in Btu's

per hour. These results are summed
on the data sheet as well as within the

program, and a final figure is pre-

sented to the user when the option
"end" is selected from the menu.
When the Building Analysis subpro-

gram has been ended, the user returns

to the primary menu for SRDAS. At
this point, he may select either of the

other two programs or end the model-
ing session completely. If he selects

DATA SHEET
Building Analysis

1. Roof loss Insulation savings

a. type — built-up

pitched

b. type insulation (pitched)

c. dimensions (pitched)

d. dimensions (flat)

e. suspended ceiling (Y/N)

f. Rvalue of installed or proposed addition

2. Floor loss Insulation savings

a. slab-on-grade

b. crawl space _
dimensions

Rvalue of installed or proposed addition

3. Infiltration loss Insulation savings

a type wall (brick, wood)

b wall area

c. type window fit (loose, weatherstripped)

d. perimeter measure of windows

e. window caulking and condition

4. Wall loss. Insulation savings

a. wall area minus window area

b. Rvalue of proposed or installed addition

5. Window loss Solar heat gain Insulation savings

a. glass area facing: N

NE SE NW
W_
SW

b. type window: single glazed_

double glazed

storm window

6. Total Btu saved

(Fill in the lettered blanks before running the Building Analysis program.)

Fig. 2. Building analysis data sheet for recording British thermal units per hour in various scenarios.

Circle 204 on Reader Service card.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

g* 4 i 9 y Specify Soft

O /4 10 or 16 Sectors prices/10

MD525 1 side/dbl dens $24.90
MD550 2 sides/dbl dens 35.00
MD577 1 side/quad 96tpi 33.75
MD557 2 sides/quad 96tpi 44.50

fi"** Specify Soft or 32 Sector

FD34-9000 1 side/sgl dens 30.00
FD34-8000 1 side/dbl dens 33.00
DD34-4001 2 sides/dbl dens 41.00

Checks-VISA-MC-C.O.D./Add $2 Shipping
Call or write for our discount catalog.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
27204 Harper Ave., St. Clair Shores, Ml 48081

Phone: (313) 777-7780

DATALIFE • THE NAME IS THE PROMISE
THE WARRANTY IS THE PROOF
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Educational Software
For The COMMODORE

VIC-20

Wide Variety Of Subjects

Available For All Ages

FOR FREE BROCHURE WRITE:

Schoolmaster
Programming Company

P.O. Box 1 94, Pomona, CA 91 769

$5.95 INFO CARDS
User Comments

> Your chart is lust what i need

• Ten programmers are very happy with fhem

> I have tound MICRO CHART to be eicwatnl

> Thanks lor sending so promptly

> It a wen-organmd and very useful

> Found it most helpful

> I really found your MICROCHART a valuable loot

PLEASE INQUIRE ABOUT SUBSTANTIAL EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS

Colorful 8'.i11
plastic MICRO CHARTS deliver

data you need instantly

and virtually eliminate

the need lo stumble
through manufacturer manuals
and summaries Ineipensive

MICRO CHART summaries
save you unlimited time

and effort

4» •«^
at

H ttiv
I Instant access format

I Durable credit card plastic lasts
a lifetime

I 2 sided and incomparably com-
prehensive

I Perfect lor programmers and en-
gineers

I AM Hex data - no binary numbers
I Inexpensive - pays lor itself in |usl
days

I Clear and concise tables tor full

instruction set disassembly ASCII
base conversion effect on flags m-
equalities versus lumps interrupt
structure prnout cycle times dia-
grams notes and much more

I No unfolding or multiple page turning

(DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOMEl

The 54 7400 PINOUT card covers part-

number family-type description and prnout
in a new compact tabular format Virtually all

pans are covered

The BASIC ALGORITHMS card gives the core
of programs lor sorting searching plotting

and some math operations plus a 3 by 5 dot
matrm character set The algorithms are m
BASIC and designed tor easy conversion to

Assembly

Micro Logic Corp (201) 342-SS18
POB 174-vV Hackensack N J 07602

Please ship the MICRO CHARTS
selected below at IS 95 each with

your 14 day refund guarantee

Total Encloses -•»

'Overseas by air

$4 00 • Si 00 per card ta G^'

VOUR NAME

ivO*-

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
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Card # _
Signature

My Name
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Exp. date

State Zip

Please enter a one year gift subscription to:

Name
Address

Citv _ State Zip

Foreign Airmail please inquire. Canada or Mexico $27.97, 1 year only, U.S. funds drawn on

US bank. Foreign Surface $44.97, 1 year only, U.S. funds

drawn on U.S. bank. 63AB7B

MICROCOMPUTING
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Dirty Power
In

Ultra Quiet

Computer
Protection Iff%w

KLEEN LINE

Power OutKLEEN
LINE

8

CONDITIONER
Prevents:

• Computer Damage
• Brownout Interruptions

• Lightning Spike Damage
• Disruptive Line Noise

• Program Errors

Regulator • Filter • Suppressor

KLR-250A 250 Watt Load $291.95

KLR-250A-1S0 250 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets $346.95

KLR-500A 500 Watt Load $390.95

KLR-500A-1S0 500 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets $445.95

Shipping: $12.75 Land; $45.50 Air

Ask Your Local Dealer

IS?. Electronic Specialists, Inc.
1 7 1 South Main Street, Box 389, Natlck, Massachusetts 01 760

Toll Free Order Desk 1 -800-225-4876

MasterCard. VISA, American Express

S CM DAISY WHEEL
New Smith Corona TP-1

True letter quality printer for less than the cost of an

office typewriter! Priced $500 less than other popular

daisy wheel printers!

SALE PRICE:

$459

FEATURES:

it Friction feed

if 15 cps. 120 wpm
^ Changeable daisy wheels

^ Parallel or serial interface

if Compatible with R/S. Apple, etc

SUNLOCK SYSTEMS
4217 Carolina Ave

Richmond, Va 23222

AW1TJ0NAL PRINTER SPECIALS
Okyidata

RKSO $329
SOFT 429
VKSO 559
FXJ00 739

S2A $399
S3A 639
92 499
93 S49

Gem-tut

10 $319
10S 409
15 469
15S 559

CAtoh
851 OAP $399
1550? 699
V10-40 1149
FJ0-55 /595

WE WILL MEET ANV AVVERT1SEV COST IN-STOCK
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 800 368-9191

In Virginia call 804-321-9191

We accept MasterCard. Visa and CODs

MlCROCOMPi

vtc
evades
Space

Stufftheif
^Stocking

Give them what they need.

Microcomputing is a guaranteed hit with computerists. It's stuffed with information on:

*hardware and software reviews *new product reviews

* innovative computer applications

And each month Microcomputing extends the capability of their machines to help them grow

with the ever-changing world of computing.

new programs
* buyer's guides

For just $24.97, give a gift they'll use and appreciate every month.

Give Microcomputing.

YES, I'd like to give a year of MICROCOMPUTING for Christmas (12 issues/$24.97)

D Check Enclosed MC D VISA AMEX Bill me

Card#
Signature

My Name
Address _
City

Exp. date

State Zip

Please enter a one year gift subscription to:

Name
Address

City _ State Zip

MICROCOMPUTING
PO Box 997*Farmingdale, NY 11737

® Canada & Mexico $27.97, 1 year only, U.S. funds drawn on
US bank. Foreign Surface $44.97, 1 year only, U.S. funds

drawn on U.S. bank.

Foreign Airmail please inquire. 63AB7

All Christmas gift subscriptions will begin with the Jan. 1984 issue.
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1 -J •

BTA's MODEL 524 MULTIPORT
CONTROLLER is a code activated one
to four serial port expander — but that's

not all since it has separate and indepen-

dent UARTS, buffers and handshaking

each port can operate with a different

configuration, i.e. different baud rates,

stop bits, etc. These features also permit

two or more devices to communicate
with the 524 simultaneously

L«tt«r- quality

printer

High sp««d
printer

Terminal

Modem

Full duplex with EIA RS-232 protocol

Baud rates up to 19,200

Expansion to 16 ports by cascading

Peripheral ports may be configured
by user software

One year warranty

MODEL 524 $249.00
MODEL 524A $279.00
same as model 524 except has 256 byte

rx/tx buffers per port

MODEL 524 D $269.00
same as model 524, plus continuous poll-

ing of each peripheral device for data

transfer requests. The device is auto-

matically connected when its turn comes
up ON, BUSY and OFF messages are

sent to the peripheral device.

Other models available — Contact us or
your dealer for additional information

. BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES. inc.

HIGHWAY 603, RO. BOX 387
BAY ST LOUIS, MISSISSIPPI 39520

16011467-8231
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Btu/Sq. Ft., this subprogram is loaded

into memory, erasing all of the pre-

viously stored variables.

Subroutines within the Btu/Sq. Ft.

subprogram allow the user to deter-

mine how many Btu' s per square foot

are being consumed, as well as the

total administrative, operation and
maintenance costs per student for a

particular class. It thus allows a check
on electric utility bills.

Premodeling Preparation

This subprogram is useful to an ad-

ministrator in determining both the

current state of affairs with respect to

costs and a projection of future costs,

should proposed energy-saving mea-
sures be taken. A data sheet (Fig. 3) for

this section allows the user to prepare
information prior to the modeling
session.

When the option "end" is selected

from the Btu subprogram menu, the

user returns to the primary menu,
whence he may select the last subpro-
gram within SRDAS or quit the mod-
eling session. If Payback is selected,

the program presents a series of ques-

tions asking for current energy costs

for various fuels. A data sheet (Fig. 4),

filled out prior to beginning the pro-

gram, will enable easy data entry at

this point.

Additional questions concerning the

energy source for the Btu savings are

asked. By a simple entry process, the

user indicates the energy sources used

or considered in the building analysis.

Questions concerning interest rates

and life of the proposed addition also

are asked, so that analyses can be per-

formed using life-cycle costs.

Contemplating Energy Savings

Once the three subprograms have
been completed, the program ends
and the user is left to contemplate the

energy savings determined through
SRDAS. In a time of ever-tightening

budgets, school administrators will

find the preliminary analysis made
possible through SRDAS and a micro-

computer to be a saving both in time
and in dollars.

To conduct an energy analysis, an

DATA SHEET
Btu/Sq. Ft

1. Percent instructional use space

a. total square feet

b. area devoted to instruction

2. Daily student costs Professional Nonprofessional

a. central administrative costs.

b. total number of teachers

c. number of teachers in school

d. school service costs

e. average teacher cost salary

f. number of periods teacher teaches

g. number of students in class

h. transportation costs

i. total number of students in system

j. maintenance and operation costs

k. number of students in school

I. percent of instructional use space (see #1 above)

3. Energy costs (electric).

a. enter up-to-date kwh costs in lines 3700-3900 (base is Duke Power Co. as of 1 Aug. 1982)

b. kwh used

c. billing demand (kw)

4. Btu-sq. ft. Percent of national goal

(average monthly use of:)

a. electricity (kwh)

b. natural gas (ccf)

c. oil (gallons)

d. coal (tons)

e. LP gas (gallons)

(Fill In the lettered blanks before running the Btu/Sq. Ft. program.)

Fig. 3. SRDA program's data sheet for recording British thermal units per square foot.



Circle 316 on Reader Service card.

engineering firm may charge sever-

al thousand dollars. Utilization of

SRDAS can perform—for an invest-

ment of less than $20—a preliminary

analysis to determine whether or not a

proposed modification is feasible.

(While the program model was devel-

oped on an Apple II Plus, it had been
converted to run also on the IBM Per-

sonal Computer.)

DATA SHEET
Payback

1. Dollar savings

a. cost — electricity (kwh)

— natural gas (ccf)

— LP gas (gal)

b. Btu saved — electricity

— natural gas

— LP gas

oil (gal) _

coal (ton)

oil .

coal.

2. Debt service constant

a. interest rate

.

b. number of years of useful life

3. Amortization costs for added materials

a. difference in capital costs

4. Annual O & M savings Benefit/cost ratio.

a. yearly O & M for system A_

b. yearly O & M for system B.

5. Payback time for investment

6. Present worth of savings

7. Fuel savings with rising costs

a annual fuel costs system A

b. annual fuel costs system B

8. Total savings over payback

(Fill in the lettered blanks before running the Payback program.)

Fig. 4. Payback data sheet enables easy data entry of current energy costs.

PRESERVE
MICROCOMPUTING
WITH
BINDERS
& FILE CASES.
Keep your issues of Microcomputing handy and pro-

tected in handsome and durable library file boxes or

binders. Both styles are bound in dark blue leather-

ette with the magazine logo stamped in gold.

File boxes: each file box holds 12 issues, with spines

visible for easy reference.

$5.95 each, 3 for $17.00, 6 for $30.00

Binders: each binder holds 12 issues and opens flat

for easy reading.

$7.50 each, 3 for $21.75, 6 for $42.00

(USA postage paid. Foreign orders must include

$2.50 per item.)

Please state years desired (1977 to 1984).

Send check or money order to:

Jesse Jones Box Corp., P.O. Box 5120, Philadelphia,

PA 19141: please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

Sorry, no C.O.D. or phone orders.

Circle 45 on Reader Service card.

OWN A VIC?
NEED A PRINTER?
LOOKAT THIS!

Gorilla Banana 50 CPS 221 .00

STX-80 60 CPS Thermal 1 80.00

Gemini 10X 120 CPS .326.00

Gemini 15 100 CPS 490.00

Cable Brains Graphics Cartridge
For Gorilla Banana 27.00

Prices include UPS (brown) shipping in

continental U.S, AND printer prices include

TYMAC VBCPI buffered parallel printer cable.

(Prices apply to mail order only)

Ampersand
electronics

6065 Mission Gorge Rd. «66 • San Diego CA 92120

MODEM

No other acoustic modem
gives you all these fea-
tures at this low price.

The MFJ-1232 Acoustic Modem gives you a

combination of features, quality and performance

that others can't match at this price.

0-300 Baud, Bell 103 compatible. Originate/

Answer. Half/full duplex. RS-232, TTL, CMOS
level compatible. Use any computer. Cassette

tape recorder ports save data for reloading or re-

transmission. 6 pole active filter handles weak
signals. Carrier detect LED indicates adequate

signal strength for data recognition. Quality

"muffs" gives good acoustic coupling, isolates

external noise for reliable data transfer. Crystal

controlled. "ON" LED. Aluminum cabinet. 110

VAC or 9 volt batteries. 9x1 1/2x4 in.

Apple II, II Plus: software and cable for

modem, MFJ-1231, $39.95. Plugs into game
port. No serial board needed.

It's like having
an extra port

$7995

•-•,:«

MFJ-1240 RS-232 TRANSFER SWITCH. Swit-

ches computer between 2 peripherals (printer,

terminal, modem, etc.). Like having extra port.

Push button switches 10 lines (pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,

11,15,17,20). Change plug or cable to substitute

other lines. Push button reverses transmit-

receive lines. LEDs monitor pins 2,3,4,5,6,8,20.

PC board eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line inter-

ference. 3 RS-232 25 pin connectors. 7x2x6 in.

|Q5 MFJ-1108 AC POWER CENTER.
Adds convenience, prevents data

loss, head bounce, equipment damage.

Relay latches power off during power

transients. Multi-filters isolate equip-

ment, eliminate interaction, noise,

hash. Varistors suppress spikes. 3

isolated, switched socket pairs. One un-

switched for clock, etc. Lighted power,

reset switch. Pop-out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft.

cord. 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum
case. Black. 18x23/4x2 in. MFJ-1107,

$79.95. Like 1108 less relay. 8 sockets,

2 unswitched. Other models available,

write for free specification sheet.

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted,

return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).

One year unconditional guarantee.

Order yours today. Call toll free 800-647-1800.

Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order.

Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling.

CALL TOLL FREE . . . 800-647-1800

Call 601-323-5869 in MS, outside continental USA

MFJ ENTERPRISES
INCORPORATED

921 Louisville Road. Startcville, MS 39759
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Give Your VIC Some Character

Do you fancy some new characters for your VIC-20? If so, the

answer may lie with this easy-to-use character design program.

By R.V. Taylor

Have you ever thought about pro-

gramming some of your own
characters on your VIC-20? Well,

here's a simple program that lets you
do just that—quickly, easily and with
precision.

Step-by-Step Instructions

When you run the program, the first

screen you see will be the menu,
which has four listings:

A. Design Character
B. Select Character to be Changed
C. Program New Set

D. Restore Programmed Mode
The next step is to choose one of

these items from the menu. Since you
have not yet designed a new charac-

ter, or set of characters, you should
select item C—Program New Set.

It is important that you use this item
first, at tjjie beginning of a new set of

characters. It sets up a transfer of

character memory from the ROM to

the RAM, where you can use it.

Immediately the screen changes
and displays "Transferring Memory."
This will stay on the screen for a few
seconds, and then the menu will reap-

pear. You have just transferred 64
characters from the ROM to the RAM
for your use.

Your next step is to design the

character that you want, so press

A—Design Character.

The screen changes again. In the up-

per left-hand corner you will see a

matrix of 64 circles—eight rows of

eight. Below this matrix are more in-

structions. The first instruction will

100
110
120
138
149
1 50
160
170
1 80
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
230

Program Listing. Program to design characters on your unexpanded VIC-20.

REM**************
REM* SETUP FOR *
REM*PROGRRMMRBLE*
REM* CHARACTERS *
REM* BY *
REM*R.V. TAVLOR *
REM**************
GOTO200
pr i nt M^maimmmm trrmsferr i ng memory "

F0RI-7168T07679 : POKE I , PEEK< 1+25600) : NEXT
P0KE3S879.. 221
PRINT"M PROGRRM CHARACTERS "
PRINT" MENU"
PRINT" "

PRINT"WW R. DESIGN CHARACTER"
PRINT"BM B. SELECT CHARACTER
PRINT"WW C PROGRRM NEW SET
PRINT"W D- RESTORE PROGRAMMED
GETG* : IFG*« M "THEN230

TO BE CHANGED

MODE

read: "Design Character by Typing
(black ball) onto Matrix."

The circles that appear in the matrix

are the same circles that you can make
on your keyboard by holding down
the shift key and typing W. The black

ball is made by holding down the shift

key and typing Q. To design your char-

acter by typing the black ball over the

circles in the desired places, simply
move the cursor to the location that

you want.

After you have completed designing

your character, run the cursor below
the word "Ready." Follow the second
instruction, which reads: "Then type

CONT and Press RETURN."
The screen changes again. The ma-

trix, which contains your newly de-

signed character, stays intact, but a
column of figures—one for each row
of the matrix—appears at the imme-
diate right of this matrix. These num-
bers are the codes for your data in

creating your new character.

Now follow the instruction immedi-
ately below: "Type In Data On Line

770. Enter Line. Then RUN 600."

To do this, move the cursor up to the

line that reads: "770 DATA." Then
move the cursor to the immediate
right of the word "DATA." Type the

top number of the column of numbers
above, followed by a comma. Then
type the next number, comma and so
on until all of the numbers have been

Address correspondence to R.V. Taylor, 2124

Labette Manor Dr. #4-18, Little Rock, AR 72205.
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New JRT Pascal 4.0 compiles

twice as fast as version 3.0!

Why?-because new 4.0's

compiler's critical components
are fine tuned.

It's like balancing
each part of a stockcar's high-

performance engine; the parts

are still stock, but—balanced—
the engine runs much smoother,

faster.

And that's exactly what
happens with JRT 4.0. You might

call it high-performance Pascal.

Two ways fast.

Top features -I- top performance

made JRT 3.0 the hottest, fastest

compiling Pascal for CP/M*
systems.

Now 4.0 doubles that.

The only thing nearly as fast

is our delivery; within 48 hours

of receiving your check, your

4.0 is in the mail.

And it's available only by mail,

only from Blue Earth. $100.

JRT Pascal 4.0: facilities for formatting printed

reports; file variables & GET/PUT; dynamic
arrays; SEARCH procedures for fast table look-up;

extended CASE statements; random files to 8

megabytes with variable length records; 64K
dynamic strings; activity analyzer prints program
use histogram; enhanced 14 digit BCD Floating

Point arithmetic; true dynamic storage; advanced

assembly interface; fast one-step compiler-no link

needed; efficient compiler needs only 85K dis-

kette space; maximum program size is more than

200,000. lines; more than 200 verbal error mes-

sages; separate compilation of auto-loading exter-

nal procedures; no limits on procedure size,

nesting or recursion; graphing procedures; statis-

tic procedures; 190-page manual, 8" or 5W disk-

ette. (Optional: Utilities Disk #12 programs. One
neatly formats Pascal programs for printing, the

second is a disk/map repair utility. Requires JRT
Pascal system.)

Enclosed is my check for JRT Pascal 4 ($100).

4.0 manual only ($40). Utilities disk #1 ($50).

(California residents add 6% sales tax. Add 5% for shipping;

outside North America, add $25 for airmail. Checks must be
in U.S. dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank, made to Blue Earth.)

Send 8" SSSD diskette.

Send 5V4" diskette for Apple CP/M; Osborne.
(60K CP/M system required. *CP/M is a Digital Research TM).

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY.

STATE. ZIP.

BLUEEARTH
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR JRT PASCAL 4.0

1891 -23rd Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122 A
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typed in on line 770. Do not place a

comma after the last (eighth) number.
Now press the return key, type

RUN600 and hit the return key again.

Again the menu comes on the

screen. This time select item B—Select

Character to be Changed.
Another screen change occurs. At

the top of the screen the words "Input
Character to be Changed" appear, fol-

lowed by a question mark and a blink-

ing cursor. Now decide which char-

acter on your keyboard you want to

become the new character you have
just designed. Let's say that you have

chosen the letter P. If so, type the letter

P and press the return key.

(Once) you have

the mechanics behind you,

use your creativity

to think up

some fancy characters.

Now the screen shows your new
character in the upper left-hand cor-

ner. Near it is a number, which repre-

sents the starting position of this new
character in the screen memory. It is

merely for information and has noth-

ing to do with the execution of the

program.

Now type the letter P. You will

notice that each time you type it, your
new character will appear in its place.

Try typing some of the other charac-

ters on the board, and you will see that

they have not been affected.

That's All There Is

To return to the program to design

additional new characters, press the

run/stop key and the restore key. The
screen will be cleared. Now run the

program again to return to the menu.
This time do not press item C—Pro-
gram New Set. If you do, you will

erase your new character. To design
additional new characters, press A
and continue as before.

You press item D—Restore Program-
med Mode—when you leave the pro-

gram for some reason and wish to

return to your programmed characters.

That's it. Now that you have the

mechanics behind you, use your
creativity to think up some fancy
characters.
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Listing continued.

290
390
310
320
330
340
356
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
430
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
571
580
590
600
610
626
630
640
650
€<€>0

670
630
630
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
780
790
800

I FG*=" FT THEN340
IFG*="B"THEM610
IFOt- ,,C ,,THEN180
IFG$="D"THEN800
END
PRINT M3"
FORL=0TO7 : FORM=0TO7
PRXNT3FC<L>".0"
NEXT : PR INT"W ; NEXT
PRINT NmBOmMl<

PR I NT "MM DESIGN CHARACTER BV TVPING • ONTO MATRI>
PR I NT "W THEN TVPE SCONTH AND PRESS ^RETURNS"
END
V= 1 28
F0RJ-1T08
FORI=7680+22*JTO7680+7+22*.J
I FPEEK < I ) =8 1 THENX-X+Y
IFPEEK<I>»87THENX«X
V*V/2
NEXT
V»128
PR I NT "S3"

PR I NTTAB C 22*J-22 ) " »»»»fta»eiNir X J

X-0
NEXTJ
pr i nt "wmmmom"
FOR I 1 T022*9 : PR I NT " " ;

: NEXT
pr int"mmamuuM"
PRINT" TVPE IN DATA ON LINE770.
PRINT" THEN RUN 680.

"

PR I NT "770 DATA"
END
GOTO200
REM**************
REM*SELECT CHAR *
REM* TO CHANGE *
REM* ROUTINE *
REM**************
PRINT'TSINPUT CHARACTER TO BE CHANGED'
INPUTR*
PRINT'TXTA*
DOPEEK<7680>
SL=7168+8*DC
PRINTSL
REM**************
REM* PROGRAM *
REM* CHARACTER *
REM**************
F0RI=SLT0SL+7 : READA : POKE I , A : NEXT
P0KE36S69 , 255
END
PR I NT "rr : P0KE368S9, 255

it

ENTER LINE,

ATTENTION
FOREIGN COMPUTER STORES

MAGAZINE DEALERS
You have a large technical audience that speaks English and is in need of
the kind of microcomputer information the Wayne Green Publications
group provides.

Provide your audience with the magazines they need and make money at
the same time. For details on selling Microcomputing 80 Micro , Desktop
Computing , inCider, HOT CoCo , Instant Software and Wayne Green
Books contact:

SANDRA JOSEPH WORLD WIDE MEDIA
386 PARK AVE. SOUTH NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016

PHONE-(212) 686-1520 TELEX-620430



Circle 261 on Reader Service card.

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE/SOFTWARE
GTEK MODEL 7128 EPROM PROGRAMMER

Microprocessor based intelligence for ease of
use and interface. You tend the data, the
7128 takes care of the rest.

RS-232 interface and ASCII data formats
make the 7128 compatible with virtually

any computer with an RS-232 seriel inter-

face port.

Auto-select baud rate.

Use with or without handshaking.
Bidirectional Xon/Xoff supported.
CTS/DTR supported.

Devices supported as of DEC 82.
NMOS
2758
2716
2732
2732A
2764
27128
27256

NMOS
2508
2516
2532
2564
68766
8755

CMOS
27C16
27C32
C6716
27C64

EEPROM
5213
5213H
X2816
48016
12816A

MPUS
8748
8748H
8749
8741

8742
8751

Read pin compatible ROMS also.

Automatic use of proper program voltage
based on type selected.

Menu driven eprom type selection, no per-

sonality modules required.

(40 pin devices require adapter)

INTEL, Motorola and MCS-86. Hex formats.
Split facility for 16 bit data-paths. Read, pro-
gram, and formatted list commands also.

Interupt driven type ehead, program and
verify real time while sending data.

Program single byte, block, or whole eprom.
Intelligent diagnostics discern between
eprom which is bad and one which merely
needs erasing.

Gtek INC.

• Verify erasure and compare commands.
• Busy light indicates when power is being ap-

plies to progrem socket.

• Complete with TEXTOOL zero insertion

force socket and integral 120 VAC power
supply. (240 V AC/50HZ available also)

a High Performance/Cost ratio.

aaa Model 7128 PRICE $389.00 eee

MODEL 7128 SOCKET ADAPTERS
MODEL 481 allows programming of 8748,
8749, 8741, 8742 single chip processors.

Price $98.00

MODEL 511 allows programming the 8751,
Intel's high powered single chip processor.

Price $174.00

MODEL 755 allows programming the
8755 EPROM/IO chip

Prtca $135.00

MODEL 7128/24 - budget version of the
7128. Supports 24 pin parts thru 32K only.
Upgradable to full 7128 capacity.

Price $289.00

Non-expandable, very low cost models avail-

able for specific devices.
MODEL 7128 L1 for 2716 only $179.00
MODEL 7128-L2 for 2732 only $209.00

Also available from stock:
Eprom Erasers UVP model DE-4 . . $78.00
Avocet Systems Cross Assemblers $200.00
RS-232 Cable Assemblies $25.00
Programmable Devices call
Complete development systems . $3240.00

Post Office Box 289

Waveland, Mississippi 39576
(601)467-8048

Circle 235 on Reader Service card.

CP/M® x24VIDEO DISPLAY
for TRS-80* MODEL III

HOUDAY SPECIAL ONLY

*325.00
(Add '100.00 for 64K extended memory)

Y\

FEATURES OF VlD-80",

W/ CP/M«:
• CP/M OP System
• Read & write many disk

formats • including IBM PC,

Osborne I, KAYPRO II,

ZENITH, XEROX, etc.

• 80 x 24 Display ^^/
• UCSD Pascal - p System (optional)

• Model IV Compatible - Run TRS DOS 6.1 (optional)

• Read-Write-Run many of the thousands ofCP/M based business

and personal software packages
• 112K Extended memory option - set up as solid state disk

• Optional 5MHZ System speed up - Sprinter III™

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE. . .

- ORDER FROM STOCK TODAY -

Call or write today for a free full product brochure on Model 100 Micro

Drives, accessories, and Model I, HI and IV peripheral products.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.
vtsa'

HOLMES
ENGINEERING, INC.

5175 Green Pine Drive Salt Lake City, Utah 84107

(801) 261-5652 or 24 Hr. BBS (801) 268 1103

Call For Dealer Nearest

You
Dealer Inquiries Invited

One year warranty on ail

products.
Add shipping handling $5 00 U.S.
and Canada. Ail others add 15%.
Prices subject to change without
notice.

Commodore 64
and

VIC-20

- $"M
- S31 MK»«»' -J

Telecommunications
with a difference!

Unexcelled communications power and
compatibility, especially for professionals and
serious computer users. Look us over; SuperTerm
isn'tjust "another" terminal program. Like our

famous Terminal-40, it's the one others will be
judged by.

• UP/DOWNLOAD FORMATS -CBM, Xon-Xoff,

ACK-NAK, etc.

• DISPLAY MODES -40 column; 80/132 with

side-scrolling

• EMULATION — 42 popular terminal protocols

• FUNCTION KEYS-8 standard, 52 user-defined

• BUFFERS— Receive, Transmit, Program, and Screen

• EDITING — Full-screen editing of Receive buffer

• FILE CONVERSION -ASCII to PGM, PGM to ASCII

• PRINTING— Continuous printing with Smart ASCII

and parallel printer; buffer printing with other interfaces

or VIC printer

• DISK SUPPORT— Directory, Copy, Rename, Scratch,

etc.

• FLEXIBILITY— Select baud, duplex, parity, stopbits, etc.

Program options are selected by menus and function

keys. For maximum convenience, an EXEC file sets

options on start-up. SuperTerm may be backed-up for

safety Software on disk or cassette, with special

cartridge module.

Write for the full story on SuperTerm; or, if you
already want that difference, order todayl

Requires. Commodore 64 or VIC-20, disk drive or Datasette, and

compatible modem. VIC version requires 16K memory expansion. Please

specify VIC or 64 when ordering.

Just need UP/DOWNLOAD?
If you don't yet need SuperTerm's power, perhaps

Terminal-40 Plus (VIC) or '64 Terminal Plus is right for

you. \X/e took our top-rated, smooth-scrolling terminal

programs, added up/download, disk commands, and

even more convenience. Then we put them on disk for

fast loading, just like you wanted. Need we say more?

Only $49.95 (VIC version requires 8K mem exp)

P.S. Trade in your original Terminal-40 or '64 Terminal and
deduct $10.00.

VIC 20 and Commodore 64 are trademarks of Commodore Electronics, Ltd.

(816) 333-7200

MIDWEST
MICRO mc

Send for a free brochure.

MAIL ORDER: Add $1.50 shipping and
handling ($150 for C.O.D.); VISA/Mastercard

accepted (card# and exp. date). MO residents

add 5.625% sales tax. Foreign orders payable

U.S.S. U.S. Bank ONLY; add $5 shp/hndlg.

311 WEST 72nd ST. • KANSAS CITY • MO • 64114
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A New eneration

The H120 represents Heaths third generation of

vtS£ microcomputers. From the H8 to the H89 to its new 100 series,

Heath has changed with the times. In this first of a two-part

article, Martin Moore describes how to assemble the H120.

By Martin Moore

If you stop and think about it, per-

sonal computers are three genera-

tions old.

The first-generation machines were
those built for hobbyists. They used
a nonstandard bus structure (there

weren't any standards in those days);

they were generally limited to 8K (any
more was too expensive); and seri-

ous computer people thought they
were toys.

The second generation turned a few
heads. What's this? Up to 64K? A
real termimal? Honest-to-goodness

computing power? The change was
remarkable.

Personal computers started to achieve

a degree of respectability, particularly

when Radio Shack announced that it

was going to build and sell computers.
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At about the same time, a couple of

mavericks decided to start a company
called Apple (Apple?).

The personal computer business be-

gan to get serious. Computers were
being designed in garages and base-

ments. Software started pouring out of

the woodwork, and small business
firms began thinking about cutting off

that expensive time-sharing comput-
er. Those who watched the industry

stood back and said, "What's next?"

What came next were 16-bit micro-

processors, high memory, a wide
variety of enhancements—and the big

boys, DEC and IBM.

Tracing Heath's History

One way to look at the three genera-

tions of personal computers is to look

at the products offered by the Heath
Company.
Heath's first computing product

was the H8. The H8 was an 8080-

based computer that originally came
without memory (8K cards were ex-

tra). The computer was booted up
through switches on the machine's

front panel. The H8 didn't have a stan-

dard bus (although the S-50 bus was
gaining in popularity) and its operat-

ing system was Heath's own—defi-

nitely a first-generation computer.
The second generation was re-

flected by the H89 personal computer.
The machine was Z-80-based, held up
to 48K of RAM (16K standard), had a

single 5Vi-inch disk drive standard, a

decent keyboard and a built-in 80-

character by 24-line CRT. Although

Heath initially offered only its HDOS
operating system, it bowed to public

pressure and added the CP/M operat-

ing system soon after introduction.

In 1982, Heath anounced its entry
into the third-generation race: the
H100 series. The HlOOs contain dual

processors (an 8088 and an 8085); ex-

traordinary amounts of memory (up

to 756K); medium-resolution graph-

ics; double-density, double-sided Sc-
inch disk drives; and your choice of

two operating systems (MS DOS or

Address correspondence to Martin Moore, 2735

S.W. 229, Aloha, OR 97006.
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CP/M). It even has an S-100 bus for ac-

cessory circuit boards.

Over the years, Heath's computer
line has exemplified each stage of the

personal computer industry.

This is the first of a two-part article

describing one such third-generation

machine—the Heath H120. This

month we'll look at putting the kit

together. Next month we'll describe

what you've got once you've built the

H120.

What You Get. . .

If you order a Heathkit H120, what
you'll get on your doorstep are three

large boxes and one smaller box. The
large boxes contain the computer
hardware and manuals. The smaller

box contains the CRT.
I'm always a little nervous when I

open the CRT box, because it seems to

be the most fragile of all computer
components. I've had two shipped to

me, however, and both have arrived

safely.

A feeling of deja vu came over me
when I looked at the packing slip.

When I ordered an H89 several years

ago, everything was shipped except

the disk drive controller, which was
delayed by a month. The same thing

happened with the H120's disk drive

controller. Everything but the control-

ler was shipped on April 21, with con-

troller shipment promised by May 6.

As instructed on the outside of each
carton, I unpacked the "Open Me
First" box, got out the assembly man-
ual and then proceeded to check each

component for shipping damage.
These are the parts that come in

Photo 1. The H120's video driver board.

Photo 2. The disk drive controller board.
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the kit:

•Main circuit board—preassembled
and tested.

•Color video processor circuit board—
preassembled and tested.

•Switching regulator power supply—
preassembled and tested.

•Video driver circuit board—kit.

•Disk drive controller circuit board-
kit.

•Tandon disk drive.

• 12-inch CRT.
•Cabinet parts—including a steel

base and back panel, and structural

foam shell.

•Various hardware components-
nuts, bolts and screws.

As you can see from the list, only

two circuit boards have to be assem-
bled. Everything else is preassembled

and tested by Heath.

Getting Started

If you're going to be a good kit

builder, you'll have to do what Heath
recommends—read the manual first.

That's the easiest way to become fa-

miliar with the various parts you'll

have to assemble.

It almost goes without saying that

Heath delivers the finest assembly
manuals available. They've been in the

kit business for over 50 years, and they

know how to help you be successful.

Assembling the Video Drive Board

The first task in building the H120 is

assembling the video driver board
shown in Photo 1. This is a high-quali-

ty etched circuit board that's used to

drive the CRT. There are no static-sen-

sitive components on the video driver,

so you needn't worry about working
in a static-free environment. You can
put it together anywhere that you
don't have to worry about burn marks
from a soldering iron.

The video driver board is made up
almost entirely of transistors, resistors

and diodes, with a single integrated

circuit to be installed. If you've han-
dled a soldering iron before, you can
put this board together in about five

hours. If you haven't, give yourself an
extra hour or two for learning time.

One of the complaints I had when
assembling the H89 was that Heath
threw all the diodes in one sack and
made me use a magnifying glass to

identify the part numbers.
Well, they've fixed that problem.

Almost all the components, aside from
resistors, are bagged separately, so
you can identify them quickly. Even
the precision resistors are in a separate

bag, so you don't mix them up with



the five percent parts.

By the way, those precision resistors

were the only things that gave me
trouble. In the assembly manual,

when a precision resistor was called

for, they identified the part in a special

manner—except toward the end of the

procedure when they just called out a

100 ohm resistor.

At first, I thought I didn't have
enough parts to go around. Finally I

figured out that they didn't actually

mean any old 100 ohm resistor. They
meant a precision 100 ohm resistor.

The Disk Drive Controller

The disk drive controller board

(shown in Photo 2) handles communi-
cations between the computer board

and the disk drive. When completed,

the controller plugs into the S-100 card

cage, leaving four empty slots for fur-

ther expansion.

The controller board, unlike the vid-

eo driver board, is a double-sided cir-

cuit board. The board was apparently

designed on a CAD/CAM (Computer*-

Aided Design/Computer-Aided Man-
ufacturing) system, because the space

between the circuit runs is small.

CAD/CAM systems generally allow

circuit board designers and manufac-

turers to place a lot more circuitry on a

board than with the old hand-de-

signed methods. The tight tolerances

mean something to the kit builder.

They mean that it's easy to create

solder bridges (a link of solder be-

tween two circuit points that aren't

supposed to be connected).

Another drawback to the kit builder

is the fact that circuit runs are a lot

narrower; therefore, they're easier to

pull up when too much heat is ap-

plied. Make sure you use nothing

larger than a 15-watt pencil iron when
soldering on a board like this.

Components on the controller board

are made up almost entirely of inte-

grated circuits and capacitors, and

they're fairly easy to install. There are

a few coils used in the circuitry and

they can cause some problems.

Each coil is made up of a few turns

of varnished wire wrapped around a

ferrite bead. If, when installing the

coils, you set them right down on the

circuit board, a varnished portion of

the lead can get down into the hole.

Solder won't stick to a varnished sur-

face. So if you're not careful, you'll

wind up with a cold solder joint (one

that won't conduct signals).

There are three static-sensitive ICs

used in the controller circuitry. Heath

ships them to you in conductive foam

pads. When you handle the parts, fol-

low Heath's directions to the letter to

make sure that you don't blow the

parts with static electricity.

It took me about six hours to assem-

ble the disk drive controller board.

Once the board is assembled, you have
to build a small test board that you'll

use later to calibrate the circuitry.

When that's done (about ten minutes),

you set it all aside until you've got the

rest of the computer put together.

Bolting It Together

When you've assembled the video

driver and disk drive controller

boards, you're ready to start mounting

the circuit boards and other hardware

in the card cage. Well, almost ready.

The power supply used in the H120
is a switching regulator power supply.

Switching regulators are, by their very

nature, electrically noisy things. That's

the price you pay for light weight and

efficiency. The power supply that I

got needed a slight modification. The
power leads that went to the disk

drives were apparently noisy, and

Heath included a procedure to add

two ferrite beads to each set of leads to

quiet them down.
If you don't already know what fer-

rite beads look like, you'll have trou-

ble finding them in the kit. They
weren't identified. In my kit, the

beads were included with a small sack

of odds and ends in a small box inside

the big box that contained the shell.

Once found, the beads took about ten

minutes to install.

When you've got the power supply

modified, you're ready to start assem-

bling the computer. The base of the

H120 is steel, to provide strength and

to help block EMI (electromagnetic in-

terference)—the radiation that causes a

black line to run up and down on your

TV when your computer's on.

Onto this base goes the main circuit

board. The H120 is, for all intents and

purposes, a single-board computer.

The main board contains the 8088 and

8085 processors, 128K, I/O ports and

the S-100 expansion slots. The main
board is large (about 12 by 18 inches),

and comes packed in a conductive

plastic wrapper inside a foam-protect-

ed box all its own. The circuit board

mounts solidly onto the metal base.

Once the main board is mounted,

you place the color video processor

circuit board on top of the main board.

The color video processor board pro-

cesses only color video if you've

bought the color option (extra RAM,

Circle 94 on Reader Service card.
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ROM and a color CRT). The board
also processes the black-and-white
images if you haven't bought the color

option.

The metal back panel goes on next.

The back panel has 12 cutouts for

D-type connectors of various sizes, as

well as the brightness control and an
RGB (red-green-blue) output to con-

nect to a separate color monitor.
Heath has also included a built-in

lightpen connector for future use.

When the two circuit boards are

mounted and the back panel is in, you
begin cabling. Another difference be-

tween the H89 kit and the H120 kit is

how much effort you have to put into

building cables. When assembling the
H89, I probably put six hours into

building the interconnect cables and
suffered severely burnt fingers. For-

tunately, Heath fixed that problem.
The H120 kit doesn't require you to

build any cables at all. Everything is

done for you.

The main circuit board and color

video processor board are connected
with two ribbon cables that are easily

installed. The power supply goes in

next. The power supply, again be-

cause it's a noisy switching regulator,

is housed entirely in a metal box.

They've even stuck the cooling fan in-

side the power supply housing. There-
fore, all you have to do is mount the
power supply box in next to the circuit

boards. It's a tight fit.

At this point, you've got the base
completed, as shown in Photo 3.

The keyboard sits on two foam
strips. Then a lower housing fits down
over the circuit boards and keyboard,
and screws into place.

The CRT (either green, black-and-

white or color) and the disk drive are

mounted on the front bezel of the

H120 which, in turn, fits onto a sec-

ond housing (Photo 4). When the sec-

ond housing is in place and screwed
down tight, all that's left is the cover.

Assembly Summary
That, in a nutshell, is the assembly

process. Total time to assemble the kit

ran to about 12 hours.

There are some things about assem-
bling the H120 that I didn't like.

Whenever one piece of structural

foam attaches to another or to the met-
al base, you're required to screw them
together with hex-head screws. The
trouble is, the holes in the foam aren't

prethreaded, and it's difficult to get

the screws in.

At several points, I was applying so

much torque to the screw that I

thought I'd break the foam. Structural

foam is tough stuff, but not unbreak-
able. I'd suggest that Heath either use
metal inserts like they did with the
H89, or pretap the foam at the factory.

Another problem is with the hex-

head screws themselves. Like most
hex-head screws used in assembling e-

lectronic equipment, the things are

hard to get hold of. Screwdrivers slip,

and the head itself isn't tall enough to

accept a socket or nut driver very well.

But, structural foam aside, the qual-

ity of a Heathkit is in seeing if it works
the first time. After running some pre-

liminary resistance checks, I turned the

H120 on. I heard a beep followed by
some static crackling, and there was
the raster with the little hand pointing

to the right, just like in the manual!
Few things are as satisfying as know-
ing you did it right the first time. Or at

least thinking you did it right the first

time. Little did I know that trouble

loomed on the horizon.

Time for Calibration

There are two circuits that you must

calibrate before using the H120: the vid-

eo driver and the disk drive controller.

The video driver calibration is

straightforward. You simply adjust

the controls to create a symmetrical
image that's centered on the CRT.
The drive controller calibration is a

little tougher. In fact, the procedure
that Heath recommends can convince
you that you've made a mistake in as-

sembling the controller board.

Controlling the Calibration Crisis

The root of the calibration problem
is the fact that the disk drive controller

is able to store data on a double-densi-

ty disk. When you begin packing data

tightly on a disk, you need what's
called "precompensation" circuitry.

Precompensation allows the control-

ler to write data to the inner-most

track of the disk without getting se-

vere data compression. Part of the

precompensation circuitry is a volt-

age-controlled oscillator that's sup-

posed to create a 4 MHz square wave.
Heath's calibration procedure asks

you to put a volt meter on the voltage

input of the oscillator. Theoretically, if

you set the input voltage to +1.4V dc,

you'll get 4 MHz. To be fair, Heath
does warn you that the procedure is

difficult and can be messed up. The
procedure asks you to strap some
points on the circuit board, then adjust

a bias control. Then you add another

temporary strap and adjust the fre-

quency potentiometer until you get a

reading of + 1.4 V dc, which suppos-

edly causes the oscillator to output 4
MHz. I did that, but the drive didn't

Photo 3. The base of the H120.
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Photo 4. The Hl20's second housing holds the CRT.
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work. When I tried to boot the Heath
demonstration disk, I got an error

message that said I had a device
failure. So, back through the calibra-

tion procedure. It didn't work again.

Thinking that I had messed some-
thing up when building the circuit

board, I pulled the controller and
looked for bent IC pins or solder
bridges. The board was clean.

My frustration was just about peak-
ing when I looked at the schematic
for the controller board. I decided
that what I needed to do was measure
the frequency output of the oscillator

to make sure that it was generating

4 MHz.
I borrowed a frequency meter from

a friend, and put it on the output of the
oscillator. Three MHz! I double-
checked the input voltage. It was +1.4
V dc. It should have been right, but it

wasn't.

I decided to see whether I could
tune the oscillator to give me the 4
MHz regardless of the input voltage.

So, watching the frequency meter, I

adjusted the potentiometer until the
meter said 4 MHz. Then I went back
and checked the input voltage. It again

showed + 1.4 V dc!

It turns out that the oscillator can be
set to either 3 MHz or 4 MHz, and in

each case the input voltage will be
+ 1.4Vdc.
Heath has a philosophy (and gener-

ally a good one) of not requiring any
equipment more sophisticated than a
volt/ohm meter to assemble its kits. In
this case, however, I would argue
with them. I think the only reasonable
way to set the precompensation oscil-

lator is with a frequency meter or os-

cilloscope. I'm afraid Heath will get a
lot of telephone calls on this one ask-

ing why the disk drive doesn't work.
Once the oscillator was properly ad-

justed, though, the demonstration
disk booted with no problem.
Remember the calibration circuit

board that had to be built? Once
you've got the controller precompen-
sation circuitry generally working,
you have to do some fine tuning. The
calibration circuit board connects
to drive controller. Then you're re-

quired to boot the system with either

Z-DOS or CP/M, and then to initialize

a blank disk.

During the initialization process,

you adjust another potentiometer to

fine-tune the circuit. This procedure

was no problem. You simply adjust

the potentiometer until a little light on
the calibration board turns from a
blinking to a steady state.

It's All Over

With the disk drive controller board
calibrated, the H120 was done. Total

time, including the time wasted with
the controller board calibration proce-

dure, was about 14 hours. I would esti-

mate that the assembly time could be
cut by nearly seven hours if Heath
would preassemble and test the con-

troller board. But, that's why you get

the price discount on kits. It's your
time spent, not Heath's.

The first thing I did when the com-
puter was completed was run the
demonstration disk. What a pleasure
to watch the H120 go through its

paces. The computer is fast and the

graphics are impressive (see photos).

The H120 is definitely a third-genera-

tion computer.

In the next part of this article, I'll de-

scribe what you get when you buy an
H120—and it's pretty impressive.B
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Let's Interface It . . .

After borrowing an Epson MX-80, the author set out to interface

that printer with his VIC-20. This article outlines the problems
he had—as well as his solutions.

By Tom Pruett

After purchasing a VIC-20 comput-
er, my first project was to borrow

the Epson MX-80 printer from my
brother's computer (an OSI C1P) and
interface it with the VIC. Armed with
little more than the VIC manual and
my back issues of Microcomputing's

"PET-pourri," I assembled the inter-

face shown in Fig. 1.

Hardware

The printer was equipped with a

serial RS-232 interface set to operate at

1200 baud. The only handshaking is a
busy signal sent on the RS-232 Data
Terminal Ready (DTR) line. On the

C1P, we simply connected this line to

the computer's Clear To Send (CTS)
line, so I did the same in this interface.

One correction to the VIC manual
involves a description of the user I/O

port. Pins 10 and 11 are said to be 9 V
and GND, respectively. These pins

are actually connected to both sides of

10 REM. RS232 2.2
lOO F0RX=0T062
110 POKE7528+X, PEEK (62074+X

)

:NEXT
200 F0RX=7591T07679
210 READD:POKEX,D
220 NEXTX
300 F0RX=51T055STEP2
310 POKEX, 104
320 POKEX+1,29
330 NEXTX
400 P0KE806, 104
410 P0KE807,2 C?

1000 DATA120, 134, 151, 132, 158,44, 16, 145,80,251
1010 DATA104, 133, 182, 173,28, 145,9, 192,41,223
1020 DATA141,28, 145,32,232,29, 162, 8, 70, 182
1030 DATA144,4,9,32, 176,2,41,223, 141,28
1040 DATA 145, 32, 247, 29, 202, 208, 237, 9, 32, 141
1050 DATA28, 145, 32, 247, 29, 32, 247, 29, 166, 151
1060 DATA164, 158,24,88,96, 160,79, 140,20, 145
1070 DATA160,3, 140,21, 145, 160,64, 140,30, 145
1080 DATA44, 29, 145,80,251,44,20, 145,96
READY.

Listing 1. Program that replaces the defective routine with one stored at the top ofRAM.
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the power transformer, which is con-

nected internally in a full-wave bridge

circuit, so no negative voltage is avail-

able here. This is the reason for the ex-

tra diode (D3) and capacitor (CI) in the
negative supply of Fig. 2.

To convert TTL signals to RS-232
and vice versa, I chose to use two Mo-
torola integrated circuits that were de-

USER
PORT

Ol

-w-
IOVDC

CI 02

"^e-i

—

h
t

,ovpc

i

103 •

4r ^ , I'
|"

C3

j
RS232
"O" CONNECTOR

5VDC

1. 12. A.N

1

20

14

U2

J

1.7

I

Fig. 1. VIC-20 RS-232 interface.

Parts List

Ul: MC1488
U2: MC1489
D1-D3: IN4001

C1-C3: 100 nfd 35 V
electrolytic

Fig. 2. Parts for interface in Fig. 1.

Address correspondence to Tom Pruett, Apartado

145-C, Tegucigalpa, Honduras, Central America.



signed for this purpose. Each chip
contains four separate level transla-

tors, of which only one each is used.
Some may call this overkill, but if you
ever want to implement some of the
other RS-232 lines, perhaps for use
with a modem, you can do so easily.

Problems

My first attempts at listing to the
printer were quite disappointing. I

don't think it printed one character

correctly, and after a while, the com-
puter would lock up completely.

After some head-scratching, I ob-

served that the CTS line seemed to

have no control over the output of

data. I wrote a small program using
the Basic Wait statement, which
would wait for the CTS line to go high

before it would try to output, and it al-

most worked. But you can't list a pro-

gram from inside a program. I had to

find the real problem.

In Search Of . . .

I spent many hours disassembling

machine code with a program written

in Basic, and after a couple of weeks, I

found what I believe is the problem.

The VIC contains two parallel inter-

face chips. One is addressed at $9110

and is the user port and joystick inter-

face. The other is addressed at $9120
and is dedicated to the keyboard and
serial I/O bus.

Beginning at memory location $EFA3
is the routine that prepares data to be
sent out the user port. At $EFF1 is the

section that checks the handshaking
lines. $EFF5 is the instruction that

should read the user port at $9110,

but instead it reads the keyboard in-

terface chip at $9120. It's looking for

the handshaking lines in the wrong
place! Check this for yourself by typ-

ing PRINT PEEK(61429). The answer
should be 16, but it's 32.

Solutions

I called my dealer about this, and he
told me that Commodore probably

wasn't even aware of this bug. Maybe
it is now, and will get around to fixing

the bug sometime soon. But in the

meantime, I would like to be able to

produce hard copy.

I tried writing programs that would
copy the defective routine into RAM
and correct the error there. The prob-

lem with this is that you also have to

copy every routine that branches to or

calls the defective routine. I was copy-

ing about 500 bytes of code before I de-

cided that there must be a better way.
What I ended up with is the pro-

gram in Listing 1, which, by the way,
was made by my VIC and Epson run-

ning this program.
Lines 100 and 110 copy 63 bytes of

the "Output to Device" routine from
ROM and lines 200-220 follow it with
an 89-byte serial output routine read
from the data statements. Lines

300-330 reset the top of memory and
string pointers to protect our new rou-

tine from Basic. Lines 400 and 410
change the output vector to point to

our routine.

I wish this

article didn't have

to be written.

After you have typed in the pro-

gram, saved it and run it, type NEW.
You can now program as you wish;

our routine is still there, safe at the top

of memory. To use it, open the RS-232
channel with OPEN X,2,l, where X is

your logical file number. After that, all

your PRINT#X commands will be
sent to the RS-232 port.

Be careful; if you hit the run/stop

and restore keys; you'll go back to the

original output routine. Retype the
contents of lines 400 and 410 to reset

the output vector, only type them as
one line or you'll have problems.
This routine does not use an output

buffer, so printing does slow every-
thing down. The data format is: one
start bit, eight data bits, no parity, two
stop bits and 1200 baud; the hand-
shaking line is active with a high at the

user-port pin.

For those of you with more than 8K
of RAM, you'll have to relocate the

routine to the top of your memory.

Thoughts

I should point out that if handshak-
ing is not needed, the original output
routine works fine. Just specify the "3

line" interface when you open the
channel.

I wish this article didn't have to be
written, but maybe what I've found
will help others who are having simi-

lar problems.

Circle 185 on Reader Service card.

Re-ink any fabric ribbon for
less than 5$. Extremely simple
operation. We have a MAC
INKER for any printer.

Lubricant ink safe for dot
matrix printheads. Multi-

colored inks, uninked
cartridges available. Ask for

brochure. Thousands of

satisfied customers.
$5495 +

Mac Switch lets you share
your computer with any two
peripherals (serial or
parallel). Ideal for word
processors—never type an
address twice. Ask us for

brochure with tips on how to

share two peripherals with
MAC SWITCH. Total
satisfaction or full refund.

$9900

MacInker
Computer
Friends
100 N.W. 86th Ave.
Portland, OR 97229
503/297-2321

&MacSwitch
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Disk User or Disk Duffer?

With the aid of this two-part article (the first half appeared in

Microcomputing last month), even a novice programmer can pick

up random access disk file basics. The instructions

presented here make random access file I/O incredibly easy.

By Dan Bishop

In the first half of this two-part arti-

cle (Microcomputing, September 1983,

p. 80), we looked at how even a novice

Basic programmer could set up effec-

tive random access disk files by using

a predefined set of instructions and
data statements. Each subrecord

transferred from the disk was trans-

ferred as a complete string, FR$(F),

from file F, and the individual data

within that string had to be extracted

using the MID$ function.

Similarly, before saving a string to

disk, the subrecord string had to be

built up, again using the MID$ func-

tion, by loading it with each data ele-

ment. If several disk files are to be used

by a program, a good deal of book-

keeping will be required just to be

sure the right variables are loaded into

the proper places within the subrec-

ord string.

Take Another Step

This article goes one step further

and describes an instruction set that

forces the computer to keep track of

all the MID$ manipulations. These in-

structions, along with those presented

in the previous article, promise to

make random access file I/O so simple

that even the family pet may want to

try it.

As before, the programmer uses the

handler instruction set just as it is pre-

sented within this article, and uses

data statements to give the computer
the information it needs for the disk

routines.

There are two further advantages to

9400
9410
9420
9430
9440
9490
9495
9500
9502
9504
9506
9510
9520

9530
9540
9550
9G00
9610
9620
9630

DEFIMT F
READ F
DIM F$(F), FR*CF)i FLCF), FR(F)
FOR I»l TO F

READ F*(I) i FL(I)
NEXT I

RETURN
OPEN ,, R" , ti F*<F)
FI = IMT (.255/FLCF.) )

FP*INT< (FFKF)-l) /FD+1
fs=fr<.f>-fih-:<:fp-i>-i
FIELD li CFL<F>*FS)ASFD*i FLCDASFQ*
IF FP>L0F<: 1)

PUT1 ,FP
GET i.FPs IF FPi=0 THEN
LBET FQ*=FR*(F>: PUT 1

CLOSE: RETURN
DATA 3
DATA NAMEFILE/DAT,
DATA ACCOUNTS/DAT,
DATA COMMENTS/DAT,

THEN LSET FQ*=STRI NGSKFLCF) > 32) :

FR*tF)=FQ*:
FP

GOTO9550

42
51
85

Listing 1. TRS-80 listing for the random access disk handler routines presented in the first part of this

article (see the September 1983 Microcomputing p. 80).

using the full set of random access

handler instructions as provided in

this article. The first is the simple pro-

gram that can be included with the

handler instructions; it provides a

complete documentation printout for

random access files and variables

used. Once the development of a pro-

gram is complete, the instruction Run
10000 will provide this printout, and

the documentation generator program
(lines 10000-10520) can then be de-

leted from the applications program.

The second advantage is that a de-

scriptive name is associated with

every data element. These names, if

carefully thought out, can be used in

video displays and printouts simply

by referencing the variable names as-

sociated with them.

Basic File Handler Routine

In this section, we'll review the ran-

dom access I/O handler routines pro-

vided in the previous article. Listing 1

shows this instruction set for the

TRS-80, along with a sample set of

data statements that might be used

with it. Listing 2 provides the same
routines for use on the IBM PC.

The subroutine contained in lines

9400-9495 is called only once at the

beginning of the program; it serves to

read the data elements into memory.
The first data element must specify

the total number of files to be used by
the program so that the dimension

statement in line 9420 can be set up.

Each file is represented by a pair of

data elements, the first naming the file

(as it appears on disk) and the second

Address correspondence to Dan Bishop, PO Box

429, Buena Vista, CO 81211.
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specifying the size of each subrecord
within that file. These items are stored
in F$(F) and FL(F), respectively.

Once the program has passed
through these preliminaries, the

elements within each subrecord that

is to be stored to disk are packed into

the string FR$(F), where F, as always,

denotes which file we are working
with at the time. The MID$ function is

used for this purpose, in the following

form:

MID$(FR$(F),21,15) = ADS

This example packs the string repre-

sented by AD$ into 15 consecutive
bytes of FR$(F), starting at byte num-
ber 21. When FR$(F) is ready to be
saved to disk, the program must speci-

fy which subrecord number is repre-

sented by FR$(F) (that is, where in the
file this subrecord should be placed).

This is done by giving the appropri-

ate value to FR(F). Then FA is set to 1,

which denotes that you're planning to

put the subrecord into the disk file,

and you execute a Gosub 9500.

When you wish to retrieve a subrec-

ord from disk, you again must specify

which file you're working with by as-

signing the appropriate value to F, as-

signing a value to FR(F) to indicate

which subrecord you wish to with-

draw, and setting FA to 0, which de-

notes that you wish to get the subrec-

ord from the disk. Execute a Gosub
9500, and voilal FR$(F), containing the

subrecord string, is returned. Of
course, to get data from this string, we
again use the MID$ function, this time

in the following form:

AD$ = MID$(FR$(F),21,15)

Note that the handler routines in

9400-9495 and 9500-9550 do not

change, regardless of the application.

These lines can be saved to disk and
can form the nucleus for every pro-

gram you write that involves disk I/O.

The only changes to be made are in

the data statements, which are tai-

lored to the specific program.

Wouldn't It Be Nice . . .

Thinking a bit further, however,
wouldn't it be nice to con the com-
puter into automatically handling all

. . . wouldn't it be nice

to con the computer into

automatically handling all

of the MID$ functions?

of the MID$ functions as well? As it is,

if you're using four data files, you
need four subroutines to pack data into

the respective FR$(F) strings and four

subroutines to unpack the data when
you pull the FR$(F) strings from the
disk.

If this routine could be generalized,

you would need only two subroutines;

one would do the packing for any file,

and the other would do the unpack-
ing. Furthermore, if the program is so

completely generalized, much of the

documentation for the disk I/O and its

related variables can be done auto-

9400 DEFINT F
9410 READ F
9420 dim f*<:f>, fr<hf>, fl<:f>, frcf>
9430 FOR 1=1 TO F
9440 READ F^(I)i FLCI)
9490 NEXT I

9495 RETURN
*

9500 OPEN M R", 1, F*(F)i FLCF)
9510 FIELD 1, FL(F) AS FQ*
9520 GET 1,FR<F): IF LEN(FQ*)=0 THEN FQ*=STRI NG*CFLCF) , 32)

1,FR(F)
9530 GET 1,FR<.F>: IF FA=0 THEN FR*<F)=FQ*: GOTO9550
9540 LSET FQ*=FR*CF>: PUT 1,FR<F>
9550 CLOSE: RETURN

9600 DATA 3
9B10 DATA A:NAMEFILE, DAT, 42
9G20 DATA B: ACCOUNTS. DAT, 51
9630 DATA B: COMMENTS. DAT, 85

Listing 2 . IBM PC listing for random access disk handler routines presented in the first pa

article.

PUT

matically as well.

Are you ready? Here goes . .

.

Generalizing the MID$ Operations

Before going any further, I must ad-

mit that it's fun to see descriptive vari-

able names within a program. In fact,

descriptive variable names provide a
certain degree of self-documentation.
NM$ for name, ADS for address and
ZAP# for an overdrawn account
balance are useful.

However, in long programs, so

many variables must be used that am-
biguity frequently arises; to follow the
program, you'll need to refer to a vari-

ables list anyway. With the tech-

niques described below, the variable

names become completely general-

ized, but with the documentation gen-

erator program, the variables list is au-

tomatically updated and available for

printout and reference.

With the simplified I/O handler, the

only information you need to include

in your data statements after each file

name is the byte count for subrecords
used within that file. Now you need to

add more information about each sub-

record.

The first new data element will be
the number of discrete items of infor-

mation included within the subrec-
ord. Then each item is named in the
order of its appearence within that

subrecord, followed by the number of

bytes that the individual item uses.

The only restriction is that the first

file presented in the data statements
must be the file that has the largest

number of items within each subrec-

ord. This requirement is necessary in

order that the dimension statements
be initially set up to be large enough
for all of the files in the program.
You also should double-check to be

sure that the byte counts for the indi-

vidual records within a file will total

the subrecord byte count indicated di-

rectly after the file name. Refer to

lines between 9600 and 9699 in

Listing 3 to see how these data state-

ments are set up.

Line 9600 contains one data ele-

ment. The number 4 tells the com-
puter that the program will be using
four random access disk files. Lines

9610, 9620, 9630 and 9640 contain

specific information relating to each of

these four files.

Consider, for example, line 9610.

The first data item listed is the name
of the file. This is followed by the total

number of bytes used by that file—in

this case, it's 42. The 6 tells the com-
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THERE ORE 4 R

REPRESEN

F*<F)
FL<F)
k:f.)

ID*<J»F)

IL<J. F)

IB (J, F)

ic*<:j, F)

FRt<F)

FR<F)

FI
FP
FS

FP

IJ
IB
FD*
F0*

RANDOM ACCESS FILES FOR THIS PROGRAM
TED BY THE VARIABLE F.

THE ACTUAL FILE NAMES.
THE SUBRECORD LENGTH FOR FILE F.

NUMBER OF ITEMS IN EACH SUBRECORD.
FOR FILE F.

THE ITEM NAME FOR THE J' TH ITEM
IN FILE F.

THE BYTE COUNT FOR THE J' TH ITEM
IN FILE F.

THE STARTING BYTE NUMBER TO USE
IN THE MID* FUNCTIONS TO LOCATE
THE J' TH ITEM IN FILE F.

THE ACTUAL DATA VALUE FOR THE
J' TH ITEM IN FILE F.

THE FULL STRING SUBRECORD EITHER
STORED TO OR RETRIEVED FROM DISK.
THE SUBRECORD NUMBER SPECIFIED IN

THE PROGRAM TO BE SAVED OR RETRIEVED

THE NUMBER OF SUBRECORDS PER RECORD.
THE RECORD # THAT CONTAINS FRCF).
THE SUBRECORD (COUNTING FROM ZERO)
NUMBER WITHIN RECORD FP THAT CORRES-
PONDS TO SUBRECORD FR(F).
SPECIFIED BY THE CALLING PROGRAM.
IT IS TO GET ONLY? 1 TO PUT.

FLAG TO AVOID RED I MENS ION I NG ARRAYS
BYTE COUNTER TO CALCULATE IB(J.F)
DUMMY STRING FOR FIELD BUFFER.
THE DESIRED SUBRECORD STRING USED IN
THE FIELD BUFFER.

Fig. 1. Page 1 of documentation printout produced by documentation generator program (Listing 4).

This page defines the variables used by the disk I/O routines.

puter that there are six data elements

to be fielded within each subrecord of

this file. The remaining data items in

line 9610 are six pairs of information,

each listing the name of the data to be

stored in that particular field, followed

by the number of bytes to be reserved

for that item.

Once the data statements, along

with lines 9400-9550 and the docu-

mentation-generator program (lines

10000 to 10520, Listing 4), are in

place, be sure the printer is on, and

enter the command RUN 10000.

You'll get two pages of documentation

relating to the random access disk

files.

With these program lines,

it's an easy matter to

add new records to a file and

to edit those records.

FILE 1 :

SUBRECORD
ITEMS PER

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

FILE 2 I

SUBRECORD
ITEMS PER

ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM
ITEM

FILE 3 :

SUBRECORD
ITEMS PER

ITEM
ITEM

TEST ONE /DAT
LENGTH: 42
SUBRECORD: 6

BYTES.

1 .

.

. IC*< i, 1) . .

£ . . . IC1><: iL. 1) . .

T
. . IC«H i 1 ) . .

4 . , . . IC*< 4 i 1) . .

5 . . , . I c* t 5 i 1) . .

6 . ,. . ic*<: & 1) . .

NAME
ADDRESS
SEX.

AGE
MONTH BORN
EDUCATION

20 BYTES
15 BYTES
1 BYTES
2 BYTES
2 BYTES
2 BYTES

1)

2 1 >

36)
37)
39)
41)

TESTTWO/DAT
LENGTH:
SUBRECORD:

51 BYTES.

1 .

.

. IC*< li 2 ) .

.

. ic*«: 2, 2) .

.

— • . IC*< 3, 2) . .

4 . . . IC*( 4, 2) . .

5 .. . ic*<: 5, 2) . .

INTEREST 1

INTEREST 2
AMOUNT
BOOKS
NOT USED

10 BYTES
10 BYTES
4 BYTES
4 BYTES
3 BYTES

1)

11)
21)
25)
29)

TESTTHRE/DAT
LENGTH: 31
SUBRECORD: 2

BYTES.

IC*(
IC*<.

l« 3)
3)

PHONE
MAIDN NAME

12 BYTES < .1)

19 BYTES (13)

FILE 4 : TESTFOUR/DAT
SUBRECORD LENGTH*. 85
ITEMS PER SUBRECORD: l

BYTES.

ITEM 1 IC«K It 4) ... COMMENTS - 85 BYTES < 1)

Fig. 2. Page 2 of documentation printout produced by documentation generator program (Listing 4).

This page gives file specifications and variable names and details for individual items fielded within

each subrecord.

The first page is a page of definitions

for the disk handler variables. The
second page will list the files used by
your program, along with a variables

list for each item within each file.

Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate these pages

for the sample listing shown. Note

that each variable packed into FR$(F)

is presented as IC$(J,F), where F
refers to the file number (as always)

and J refers to the item number within

the subrecord. The documentation

uses the descriptive name you placed

in the data statement to identify that

variable. The number of bytes and the

starting position within FR$(F) for that

variable are also listed.

In order to set the file handler rou-

tine into operation, you must be sure

to clear enough string space at the

start of the program (if using a

TRS-80), and execute a Gosub 9400.

From then on, whenever you wish to

get subrecord FR(F) from fi\e F, sim-

ply use the following statement, filling

in the appropriate numbers:

F = # : FR(F) = ### : GOSUB 9000

Not only will the subrecord FR$(F)

be returned to you, but so will all of

the individual items, as IC$(J,F), un-

packed and ready for use.

Placing a subrecord onto disk is just
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Circle 230 on Reader Service card.

UO-LISP
A LISP Programming Environment

An Excellent System for
A. I., Robotics & Intelligent Systems
An Optimizing Compiler and Assembler

Documentation
Comprehensive manual

covering all aspects of the

system. Numerous examples
of each facility are included.

Interpreter

Over 125 functions

implemented in

the base interpreter.

Additional Development and
Example Software Available.

Fast Load Libraries

Compiled code can be stored in relocatable files.

Requirements
CP M System. Also available for TRS 80 Model I

or Model III 48K dual disks.

Ordering
Systems Manual $ 35.00
Basic System $100.00
Development System . . $250.00

VISA and Mastercard
Please include expiration date and Card No.

<ES&

Write for your FREE copy of our catalog

FAR WEST
SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE, INC.
P.O. Box 6582, Palo Alto, California 94305 (415) 941-0900

Circle 122 on Reader Service card.

PERSONAL ROBOTS
Peripherals and Software for Personal Robots

MICROMATION introduces a new line of products designed to enhance Heathkifs* HERO-l robot These products eliminate the
current problem of having to hand code programs into the robot They provide the software and hardware necessary to allow
rapid development of long, meaningful programs for HERO on your personal computer Our software will also provide you with
examples of advanced programming techniques and show you how to generate artificial intelligence programs in machine
language

HERO MEMCOM BOARD
This product provides a means to develop programs for the

robot using a personal computer, and expands the robot s
memory with an additional 30K of RAM. A large wire-wrapping
area is also available on the board for user experimentation
The product includes

• Two 8-bit bi-directional parallel ports with handshaking
lines for superfast data transfers between the robot and a
computer (connects directly to our APPLE-HERO COMMUNICA-
TOR board), plus two 16-bit timers.

• An RS232 serial port for two-way communications be-

tween the robot and any computer having an RS232 serial

port

• Serial communications software in an onboard EPROM
which allows uploading and downloading of programs via the
RS232 port

• Sixteen 2K RAM chips in sockets so 2K EPROM chips may be
substituted, if desired "Memory Protect" and "Ram Supply
are used for each RAM chip so programs will not be lost when
robot enters sleep" mode
• A large (2" x 5") wire wrap area with CPU address, data and
control lines. ± 5V, ground, and others readily available

• All hardware to mount board on rear door of robot and to
connect board to the robot s CPU board
• Complete instruction manual and schematics

PRICE $295.00

APPLE-HERO COMMUNICATOR
This product provides the hardware and software

necessary to implement two-way high speed parallel com-
munications between an APPLE« computer and a HERO-l
robot equipped with our HERO MEMCOM BOARD The product
includes

• A peripheral card for an APPLE that contains two 8-bit
parallel ports with handshaking lines, and two 16-bit timers

• A -ibbon cable (about 5 feet tongi with connectors for con-
necting the parallel ports on the card to those on the HERO
MEMCOM BOARD

• Data transfer software for the APPLE board and for the
HERO MEMCOM BOARD burned into two 2716 EPROMs These
programs provide ultra fast two-way communications for
rapid downloading and uploading of programs

• A disk containing heavily commented 6808 and 6502
source codes for the communications software These source
codes are compatible with the SC MACRO ASSEMBLER and the
S-C 6800 CROSS ASSEMBLER available for the APPLE from the
SC SOFTWARE CORPORATION Programs developed using the
S-C 6800 CROSS ASSEMBLER can be immediately downloaded
and run on the robot using this product and our HERO MEM-
COM BOARD

PRICE $159.00

STORYTELLER
This is an artificial intelligence program that turns HERO into a teller of galactic tales The program uses an advanced self

-

programming technique which allows the robot to speak randomly generated, but grammatically correct, sentences concern-
ing his space voyages The program is both amazing and amusing After listening to the robot for a while one gets the impres-
sion that it has just returned from a space battle with alien invaders

PRICE: Tape (machine code) $1 5.00 Disk (source code) $25.00

ROBOT LANGUAGE MACRO
This program consists of an S-C 6800 CROSS ASSEMBLER macro source code which completely implements the HERO Robot

Language opcodes This macro provides the user with a very fast means of developing programs for the robot when used in

conjunction with our APPLE-HERO COMMUNICATOR and HERO MEMCOM BOARD The SC 6800 CROSS ASSEMBLER is required in
order to use this product ——«-- *_- ~~PRICE $35.00

6808 CROSS DISASSEMBLER
This program allows 6808 machine code resident in an APPLE'S memory to be disassembled in a format similar to that used

by the APPLE monitor Disassembly can be performed optionally into text files for later EXECing into the 6800 CROSS
ASSEMBLER Machine code resident in HERO'S memory dike the robot's monitor) can be made into source codes by first
transferring the code to the APPLE'S memory (using the APPLE-HERO COMMUNICATOR and HERO MEMCOM BOARD) and then
disassembling to a text file This text file can then be EXECed into the S-C 6800 CROSS ASSEMBLER and meaningful comments
added Source code for the program is also available.

PRICE: Program only $55.00 Program and source code $55.00

Send check or money order to:

MICROMATION INC.
9104 Red Branch Rd.

Columbia, MD 21045

,

For information call:

(301)730-1237
9 am-5pm Monday through Friday
MasterCard & Visa welcome

Circle 152 on Reader Service card.

VERSAWRITER
GRAPHICS

WHEN WORDS AREN'TENOUGH . .

.

Quickly enter graphics easily with the
VersaWriter Drawing System. Teachers, artists,

engineers, programmers and hobbiests find

VersaWriter an easy to use tool. Simply trace

your drawing with the pointer arm or create exciting

free hand graphics using a variety of commands which
include drawing with color and brushes, color fill, text writer, and

much more. The VersaWriter is as limitless as your imagination and
is currently available for the Apple ll/ll+/lle, Atari 800, IBM PC and XT.

VersaWriter is a complete hardware/software package. $299.00

Send for our VersaWriter brochure detailing complete graphics capabilities

and other fine graphics products. Please specify computer.

\/ COIilPUkiriG, IRC. 3541 Old Conejo Rd. #104 • Newbury Park, CA 91320 • (805) 498-1956
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Circle 24 on Reader Service card.

RIBBONS & SUPPLIES
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

FREE SHIPPING in US and CANADA
NO MINIMUM ORDER

FREE CATALOG

DISCOUNTS apply to ANY COMBINATION of

products. Deduct 10% for 6 to 23 items,

15% for 24 to 99, and 20% for 100 or more

items. SCHOOLS may take an additional 5%
discount.

MASTERCARD & VISA orders, send card

number and expiration date. Checks accept-

ed with no delay.

FREE SUPPLIES CATALOG includes instruc-

tions for loading refill loops. Most orders

shipped within 24 hours. Florida residents

add 5% sales tax.

REPLACEMENT FABRIC Ribbon ir) Refill

RIBBONS FOR Cartridge Loop

Anadex 9500 13.00 3.95

Anadex Word Scribe 13.00 3.95

Axiom GP-80M 6.50 2.93

Axiom IMP I & II 13.50 2.93

Base 2 13.50 2.93

C-ltoh Prownter 5.50 2.43

C-ltoh F-10 5.50 1.68

Diablo Hytype I 5.50 1.59

Diablo Hytype II 5.50 1.68

DEC LA34 5.50 2.03

Epson MX-70. MX-80 6.50 2.93

Epson MX-100 9.75 4.45

IBM PC (MX-80) 6.50 2.93

IBM PC (MX-100) 9.75 4.45

MPI 88G, 99G, 150 13.50 2.93

NEC 3500 TBA 2.43

NEC Spinwriter 5.50 2.43

NEC PC 8023A-01 5.50 2.43

Okidata Microline 80. 82. 83 (spool) 2.50

R.S. DW II (1449) TBA 2.08

R.S. DMP 200 (1483) TBA 2.93

R.S. DMP 400. (1418) 5.50 1.68

R.S. DMP 500 (1482) TBA 2.93

R.S. DWP410 (1449) TBA 2.08

R.S. LP6. LP8 (1418) 5.50 1.68

R.S. LP3. LP5 (1414) 5.50 2.43

BASF DISKETTES, 5V4'
,

with hub ring, LIFETIME WARRANTY
ST0CK# SIDE/DEN SECTORS PRICE/BOX

54974 SS/DD SOFT 29.20

54976 SS/DD 10 29.20

54978 SS/DD 16 29.20

54980 DS/DD SOFT 40.50

54982 DS/DD 10 40.50

54984 DS/DD 16 40.50

54986 SS/QUAD SOFT 42.20

54988 SS/QUAD 10 42.20

54990 SS/QUAD 16 42.20

54992 DS/QUAD SOFT 54.00

54994 DS/QUAD 10 54.00

54996 DS/QUAD 16 54.00

DATA SYSTEMS
(305) 788-2145

BOX 99 • FERN PARK, FL 32730

as simple. Be sure that all of the vari-

ables, as IC$(J,F), have their proper val-

ues. Then use the following statement:

F = # : FR(F) = ### : GOSUB 9200

Be sure to substitute the desired

numbers for the file number and sub-

record number in place of the "#s" in

the statement shown. FR$(F) will au-

tomatically be packed and stored to

disk.

Handling Numeric Data

One thing the generalized instruc-

tion set cannot anticipate is which
variables, packed into FR$(F) in string

format, are actually to be used as nu-

meric variables within the program.

Each integer and single-precision and

double-precision number is repre-

sented within the subrecord string as

two-byte, four-byte and eight-byte

strings, respectively.

When these strings are unpacked

after the subrecord has been retrieved

from disk, they're still in string form,

represented with the appropriate J

and F values as IC$(J,F).

In order to convert these strings into

their appropriate numeric forms, line

9040 and lines 9100-9199 are used.

Line 9040 uses the value of F (the file

number) to direct the program to sub-

routines between lines 9100 and 9199,

which carry out the numeric conver-

sion process.

Each file will have its own subrou-

tine. Notice in the sample data pro-

ONLY LINES 9100-9199, 9300-9399,
ON PROGRAM TO THE NEXT

AND 9E00-9E99 WILL VARY FROM

9000
9010
9020
9030
9040
9050
9100
9102
9104
9110
9120
9122
9130
9140
91G0
9200
9210
9220
9230
9240
9250
9260
9300
9302
9304
9310
9320
9322
9330
9340
9360
9400
9410
9420
9430
9440
9450
9455
945B
9459
9460
9470
9480
9485
9490
9495
9500
9502
9504
9506
9510
9520
9530
9540
9550
9600
9610

9620

9630
9640

IEKJ.F). IL«.J, F) )

9160

9360

FA=0: GOSUB9500
FOR J=l TO I<:F)

IC*«.J, F)*=MID*<FR*<F)
NEXT J

ON F GOSUB 9100, 9120, 9140,
RETURN
AG%=CVI< IC*<:4, 1) )

MB%=CVI (XCtCSi 1>>
ED%=CVIC IC*«.6, 1) )

RETURN
AM!=CVS(.IC*(3,2) )

BK!=CVS«. IC*<4, 2) )

RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
on f gosub 9300, 9320, 9340,
fr*<:f>=string*«.fl«:f>, 32)
FOR J=l TO H.F)

MIDt<FR*<F) , IBC J, F) , IL<J, F) )=IC*< J, F)
NEXT J
FA=l: GOSUB9500
RETURN
IC»<4, 1>=MKI*<:AG%)
IC*<5, 1>=MKI*CMB%)
IC*<6, 1)=MKI*<ED%)
RETURN
IC*<.3,2)=MKS*<:AM! )

IC*(4,2)=MKS*(.BK! )

RETURN
RETURN
RETURN
DEFINT
READ F
DIM
FOR

F, I

f*<:f), fr*cf>,fl<:f),fr<:f), k:f>
1=1 TO F
READ F*<:i), FLU), Id)
IB*1
IF IJ=1 THEN 9460

dim iD*(ici> t F). ictam.F), [|(i(D. F), il«:k:i), f>
IJ=1

FOR J=l TO 1(1)
READ ID1KJ, I) , ILU, I)

IB«.J, I)=IB: ib=ib«:j, i)+il<:j, I)

NEXT J
NEXTI
RETURN
0PEN"R" , 1, F*CF)
fi=int(255/fl<f))
fp=int<: <:fr<:f>-i>/fi) + i

fs=frcf>-fi*<:fp-i)-i
field 1, <fl<f)*fs)asfd*,fl<f)asfq*
IF FP)LOF<l) THEN LSETFQ*-STRI NG*(FL<:F) , 32) : PUT1.FP
GET 1,FP: IF FA=0 THEN FR*<!F)=FQ*: GOTO9550
LSET FQ*=FR*<:F) : PUT 1,FP
CLOSE: RETURN
DATA 4
DATA TESTONE/DAT, 42, 6, "NAME
", 2, "MONTH BORN" ,2, "EDUCATION
DATA TESTTW0/DAT,31, 5, "INTEREST
", 4, "NOT USED ", 3
DATA TESTTHRE/DAT, 31, 2, "PHONE
DATA TESTF0UR/DAT,85, 1, "COMMENTS

, ^.0, "ADDRESS 15, "SEX

1", 10, "INTEREST 2". 10. "AMOUNT

", 1. "AGE

",4, "BOOKS

, 12,
,85

"MAIDN NAME", 19

Listing 3. Complete random access disk handler routines, including automatic string packing and un-

packing procedures. To alter this listing for use with the IBM PC, use lines 9500-9550 from Listing 2

in place of lines 9500-9550 in this listing. Also, alter the file names in the data statements (lines

9600-9640} to correspond to IBM PC format.
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vided with Listing 3 that files 1 and 2
do contain numeric data, and that the

conversions for the numeric informa-
tion in each of these files is carried out
in lines 9100-9110 and 9120-9130,
respectively.

Similarly, the string packing routine

is located at lines 9200-9299, with line

9200 using the value of F to direct the

program to various subroutines be-

tween lines 9300 and 9399, which con-

vert numeric data into packed string

format. Again, each file will have its

own subroutine. Notice the similarity

between the subroutines in lines

9100-9199 and the subroutines in

lines 9300-9399.
The documentation will not include

the variables you assign to your num-
bers in the conversion routines, so you
must keep track of these yourself.

However, with these lines filled into

your program as needed, when you
return from a Gosub 9000, all of your
individual data items from within that

subrecord will be ready to be used by
your program. Similarly, a Gosub

9200 will take all of your variables for

a given subrecord and do any numeric
conversions necessary before packing
the strings into FR$(F) and storing the
subrecord to disk.

Video Display Identifiers

The item descriptors that you have
placed into your data statements are

stored within the program using the

same subscripts as the corresponding

data elements. The data elements are

stored as IC$(J,F) elements, while the

descriptors are stored as ID$(J,F)

elements.

Consequently, if care is taken to use
the proper number of characters (and

blanks) in each of these descriptors,

then they can be used to set up profes-

sional-looking video displays with
simple print statements. The follow-

ing routine illustrates how this could

be done:

yyy CLS
FOR 1=1 TO 1(F)

PRINT I": "ID$(I,F)"

NEXT I

"IC$(I,F)

10000
10010
10020
10030
10040
10050
10060
10070
10080
10090
10100
10110
10120
10130
10140
10150
10160
10170
10180
10190
1 0200
10210
10220
10230
10240
10250
10260
10270
10280
10290
10300
10310
1 0320
10330
10340
10350
10360
10370
1 0380
10390
10400
10410
10420
10430
10440
10450
10460
10470
10480
10490
10500
10510
10520

CLEAR 2000:GOSUB9400
SQ*="ITEM ## . . . IC*<* %) ... %
SP*=STRING*C10, 32) : ST*=STRING*< 70, " = ")

LPRINTSP*;SP*"DISK FILE 1/0 DOCUMENTATION"
LPRINTSP*;ST*
LPRINT" "

LPRINTSP* "THERE ARE"F" RANDOM ACCESS FILES

% - ### BYTES (##>"

FOR
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"
LPRINTSP*"

represented
f*<:f>

FL(F)
1(F)

ID*(J,F)

IL«J,F)

IB«.J, F)

BY
THIS PROGRAM"
": LPRINT" "

IC*(J, F)

FR*<F)

FRCF)

FI
FP
FS

FA

IJ
IB
FD*
FQ*

: NEXT I

FILE SPECIFICATIONS"

LPRINTSP*"
LPRINT" ":LPRINTSP*?ST*
FOR 1=1 TO 24: LPRINT"
LPRINTSP*" RANDOM ACCESS
LPRINTSP*;ST*
FOR 1=1 TO F

LPRINT LPRINTSP*"FILE "I

LPRINTSP* ; TAB < 1 0) " SUBRECORD
LPRINTSP*;TAB< 10) "ITEMS PER
LPRINT " "

FOR J=l TO I c. I

)

T*=RIGHT*CSTR*«J) , 2)+", ">»-RIGHT*<:STR*C I )

THE VARIABLE F.

THE ACTUAL FILE NAMES."
THE SUBRECORD LENGTH FOR FILE F.

"

NUMBER OF ITEMS IN EACH SUBRECORD."
FOR FILE F. ": LPRINT" "

THE ITEM NAME FOR THE J' TH ITEM"
IN FILE F.

"

THE BYTE COUNT FOR THE J' TH ITEM"
IN FILE F.

"

THE STARTING BYTE NUMBER TO USE"
IN THE MID* FUNCTIONS TO LOCATE"
THE J' TH ITEM IN FILE F.

"

THE ACTUAL DATA VALUE FOR THE "

J' TH ITEM IN FILE F. ":LPRINT" "

THE FULL STRING SUBRECORD EITHER"
STORED TO OR RETRIEVED FROM DISK.

"

THE SUBRECORD NUMBER SPECIFIED IN"
THE PROGRAM TO BE SAVED OR RETRIEVED" :LPRINT"

THE NUMBER OF SUBRECORDS PER RECORD.

"

THE RECORD # THAT CONTAINS FR(F)."
THE SUBRECORD (COUNTING FROM ZERO)"
NUMBER WITHIN RECORD FP THAT CORRES-"
PONDS TO SUBRECORD FR(F)."
SPECIFIED BY THE CALLING PROGRAM. "

IT IS TO GET ONLY; 1 TO PUT. ": LPRINT" "

FLAG TO AVOID RED I MENS I ON I NG ARRAYS"
BYTE COUNTER TO CALCULATE IB<J,F)"
DUMMY STRING FOR FIELD BUFFER."
THE DESIRED SUBRECORD STRING USED IN"
THE FIELD BUFFER.

"

: "F*(D
LENGTH:
SUBRECORD:

" FL (. I

)

" I < I

)

2)

BYTES.

LPRINTTAB(15)
NEXT J

LPRINT" ":LPRINTSP*;ST*
NEXTI
END

LPRINTUSINGSQ*;J,T*, ID*(J, I), ILCJ, I), IBCJ, I)

Listing 4. Disk I/O documentation generator program. For the IBM PC, lines 10250-10290 and line

10340 may be omitted.

This routine will display each ele-

ment in file F on the video screen, pre-

ceded by its name descriptor. Of
course, if this routine were to be used,

any numeric data would have to be
converted into string form using the
STR$ function, with the string repre-

sentation assigned to the appropriate

IC$(J,F) variable. This could be done
at the same time the conversion from
packed string data is carried out in

lines 9100-9199.

Lines such as the following could be
used:

AM! = CVS(IC$(3,1))
,

IC$(3,1) = STR$(AM!)

The above routine makes editing ex-

tremely easy. The following instruc-

tions place a prompt on the screen

below the information displayed by
the above routine. You'll need to enter

only the number corresponding to the

displayed data to be changed (as dis-

played by I in the above routine), and
the new data entered by the input

statement is automatically assigned to

the appropriate variable.

zzz INPUT'ENTER THE NUMBER OF THE
ITEM TO BE CORRECTED, OR
ZERO.";Z

IF Z = THEN GOTO xxx

IF Z<0 OR Z>I(F) THEN zzz

INPUT'ENTER THE CORRECTED ITEM
...";IC$(Z,F)

GOTO yyy

As soon as the correction is entered,

the screen clears and the revised data

set is displayed, with the prompt at

the bottom allowing further correc-

tions. Entering a zero transfers the

program on to the next set of instruc-

tions, beginning at line number xxx.

Conclusion

Enter the random access disk

handler routine shown in Listing 3

(omitting lines 9600-9699, 9100-9139
and 9300-9330, and adding return in-

structions at lines 9100, 9120, 9300
and 9320), and add to it the documen-
tation generator program provided in

Listing 4. Then save this program on
your work disk to serve as the nucleus
for your future programs.

Your random access procedures
will be forever simplified, your docu-
mentation will be easier than ever to

write (the computer doing a share of it

for you), and data entry, display and
editing will never be easier.

This article demonstrates how easy

setting up random access disk files can
be. With these program lines, it's an
easy matter to add new records to a

file and to edit those records.
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Buyer's Guide
To $2500-$4000 Systems

Today's microcomputer market is flooded

with a seemingly endless stream ofsystems—
varying in memory, disk drive capacity, screen

display size. . ., but which one should you

buy? Microcomputing can help you decide.

This month we continue our buyer's guide

series focusing on systems in the $2500 to

$4000 range. It breaks each micro down into

11 categories, so you can compare the capa-

bilities most important to you. Next month,

Microcomputing wi// cover systems in the

$4000 to $6000 range.

Manufacturer
Name/Address Model

Dimensions
(in inches) Weight Price

Micro-
processor

Bit

Configuration

Memory
Capacity

Apple Computer, Inc.

20525 Mariani Ave.

Cupertino, CA 95014

Apple III 4 3/4xl7»/2 xl8 1
/4 26 lbs. 2695 6502A 8-Bit 256KRAM

4KROM

Athena Computer & Electronics

31952 Camino Capistrano

San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675

Athena 3%xll%xl4>/2 16 lbs. 3250 Dual

NSC-800
8-Bit 68KRAM

16K ROM

Billings Computer Corp.

18600 E. 37th Terrace S.

Independence, MO 64057

100 Computer

System

20x16x17 80 lbs. 3000 Z-80A 8-Bit 56KRAM
8KROM

500 Systems II 20x16x17 82 lbs. 3375 Z-80A 8-Bit 56KRAM
8KROM

B-500 20x16x17 45 lbs. 3375 Z-80A 8-Bit 56KRAM
8KROM

By lee Management Corp.

8 Colonnade Road

Ottawa, Canada K2E 7M6

Hyperion 3031 18 1/4Xll 1/4X8 3
/4 21 lbs. 3195 8088 16-Bit 256KRAM

8K ROM

California Computer Systems

250 Caribbean Drive

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

CalStar 12x20 1/2 x7 1
/4 40 lbs. 2795 Z-80A 8-Bit 126K-256K RAM

Columbia Data Products

8990 Route 108

Columbia, MD 21045

Multi Personal

Computer/ 1600

5x22V2 xl5 25 lbs. 3395 8088 8- or 16-Bit 128K-1M RAM
16K ROM

Compal

8500 Wilshire Blvd.

Beverly Hills, CA 90211

EZ-Type 16x 14x 16 38 lbs. 3495 Z-80; 8088 8- or 16-Bit 64K-256K RAM
64KROM

Compaq Computer Corp.

20333 FM149
Houston, TX 77070

Compaq Portable

Computer

20X8V2X16 28 lbs. 2995 8088 16-Bit 128K-512K RAM
8KROM

Computer Devices, Inc.

25 North Ave.

Burlington, MA 01803

Dot 7 l/2 xl73/4xl43
/4 35 lbs. 3295 8088 8- or 16-Bit 128K-704K RAM

64KROM

N/A = Not available Compiled by \lichele Christian i
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tThe Compaq computer is a 28-pound portable system that features 128K-

512K RAM.

The SOSS-based 16- hit IBM PC.

Disk Drive Operating
System

Hard Disk Display
Format Color InterfaceCapacity Size Capacity Size

140K 5 l/4" SOS 5M 5'/4" 80x24 No RS-232; Parallel optional

200K 5V4" CP/M 30M 5'/4" 80x4 No RS-232; Parallel

152K

720K per drive

720K per drive

514"

5V4"

5V4"

Proprietary

Proprietary

Proprietary

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

80x24

80x24

80x24

No

No

Yes

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

320K 5'/4" MS-DOS Available 5K" 80x25 No RS-232; Parallel

2.4M 8" CP/M N/A N/A Varies No RS-232; Parallel

320K 5V4" MS-DOS; CP/M-86;

MP/M-86

10M 5'/4" 80x25 Yes RS-232; Parallel

800K SW CP/M-86/80 10M 5'/4" 80x24 Yes RS-232

320K 5'/4" Proprietary N/A N/A 80x25 Yes Parallel; RS-232 optional

280K 3V2 " MS-DOS N/A N/A 640x200 Pixels No RS-232; Parallel optional

•Suggested retail price
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*-The Hyperion is a 16-bit, 21-pound portable with

256K.

The Fujitsu Micro 16s features up to 1M of RAM.-"

The Eagle computer. -»

Manufacturer
Name/Address

Data Technology Industries

701-A Whitney St.

San Leandro, CA 94577

Datapoint Corp.

9725 Datapoint Drive

San Antonio, TX 78249

Model

Associate

1560

Digilog Business Systems, Inc.

Welsh Road & Park Drive

PO Box 425

Montgomeryville, PA 18936

Eagle Computer, Inc.

983 University Ave., Building C
Los Gatos, CA 95030

Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.

3320 Scott Blvd.

Santa Clara, CA 95051

High Technologies, Inc.

PO Box 953

Sandy, UT 84901

Hitachi Sales Corp.

401 West Artesia Blvd.

Compton, CA 90220

IBM Corp.

PO Box 1328

Boca Raton, FL 33444

IMS International

2800 Lockheed Way
Carson City, NV 89701

N/A = Not available

DBS 16

S-1000

S-1016

Eagle II

Eagle III

Micro 16s

Mayflower II

Dimensions
(in inches)

13x21x20

12% x 20x22%

8x12x14

21 1/2 xl33/4xl93
/4

21 l/2 xl3 3/4xl93
/4

21xl3V4xl8

Personal Computer
MBE 16000

IBM PC

IMS 5000 IS

IMS 5000SX

21 x 13% x 18

53/4X 19x14^2

9x16x25

19% x 12x9

5»/2X 15x15

14 1/4x21xl5 1/2

7 1/4Xl71/2 x22 1/4
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Weight

42 lbs.

54 lbs.

30 lbs.

50 lbs.

50 lbs.

42 lbs.

42 lbs.

33 lbs.

35 lbs.

32 lbs.

50 lbs.

45 lbs.

69 lbs.

Price

3450

3195

3495

2995

3995

2995

3995

3995

3750

3000

2953

3700

3300

Micro-
processor

Z-80

Z-80A

80186

Z-80A

Z-80A, 80186

Z-80A

Z-80A

Bit

Configuration

8-Bit

8-Bit

16-Bit

8-Bit

8- or 16-Bit

8-Bit

8-Bit

Z-80; 8086

Z-80A

8088

8088

Z-80

Z-80

8- or 16-Bit

8-Bit

16-Bit

16-Bit

8-Bit

8-Bit

Memory
Capacity

64K-256K RAM
10K ROM

64K-128KRAM
12K ROM

256K-3.5M RAM

64KRAM
2KROM

64K-256K RAM

64KRAM
8KROM

64KRAM
8KROM

128K-1MRAM
4KROM

128K-1M RAM
64KROM

320K-576K RAM
16K ROM

16K-256K RAM
40KROM

64K-1M RAM
4KROM

64K-1MRAM
4KROM



TOTAL SALES
SBC

I "

» » » » i *»*»'

sssss?̂ PSi
IIIMIIMI- II

Disk Drive Operating
System

Hard Disk Display
Format Color InterfaceCapacity Size Capacity Size

360K 5 lA" CP/M 5M-20M 8", 5V4" 80x25 No RS-232; Parallel optional

2M 8" CP/M or DOS.H 40M 5 lA" 80x24 No RS-232

•

800K

664K

360K, 800K

5*4"

5V4
M

sva"

CP/M or DOS.H

CP/M

CP/M; CP/M-86

40M

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

80x25

80x24

80x24

To Be Announcec

No

No

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

780K

1.6M SVa"

CP/M

CP/M

10M-40M

10M-40M

80x24

80x24

No

No

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

320K-1.2M 5W or 8" CP/M-86; CCP/M-86 10M-20M 5V4'
1 640x200 Yes RS-232; Parallel

1M per drive 5V4" CP/M 2.2 N/A N/A 80x25 No RS-232C; Parallel

320K 5V4" MS-DOS; CP/M-86 10M 5»/4" 80x25 Yes RS-232; Parallel

160K-320K 5 l/4" Prop.DOS or CP/M-86 Variable 5V4'
1

or 8" 80x25 Yes RS-232

1.6M

1.6M

5»/4"

5V4"

CP/M or Turbo DOS

CP/M or Turbo DOS

23.55M

47. 10M

5"

5V4"

720x300 Pixels

720x300 Pixels

No

No

RS-232; Parallel optional

RS-232; Parallel optional

•Suggested retail price
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Manufacturer
Name/Address Model

Dimensions
(in inches) Weight Price

Micro-
processor

Bit

Configuration

Memory
Capacity

Intecolor Corp.

225 Technology Park

Norcross, GA 30092

Intecolor 3651 13%xl93/4x265
/8 50 lbs. 2945 8080A 8-Bit 32KRAM

16K ROM

I Jonos, Ltd.

1835 Dawns Way
Fullerton, CA 92631

C2100 7 1/4xl7 1/4xl3 1/4 25 lbs. 3995 Z-80A 8-Bit 64K-128KRAM
2K-8K ROM

C68000 7V4 x 17% x 13U 25 lbs. 3995 68000 16-Bit 256K-2M RAM
2K-8K ROM

Kaypro

533 Stevens Ave.

Solana Beach, CA 92075

Kaypro 10 18x8xl5V2 31 lbs. 2795 Z-80 8-Bit 64KRAM
4KROM

MAI/Basic Four Business Products

601 San Pedro NE
Albuquerque, NM 87108

Basic Four S/10 11 3/4X 20x22 45 lbs. 3995 Z-80A 8-Bit 128KRAM
16K ROM

Micro Source, Inc.

635 W. Main St., PO Box 319

New Lebanon, OH 45345

M6000P 7x17x20 32-35 lbs. 3900 Z-80A 8- or 16-Bit 64K-512K RAM
8KROM

Micro Technology Unlimited

2806 Hillsborough St.

Raleigh, NC 27605

MTU- 140 CPU- 13V2X 14x20%;

Keyboard—8x19x1.6
45 lbs. 3900 6502 8-Bit 80K-1.33M RAM

16K ROM

Micro-Link Corp.

14602 N. US 31

Carmel, IN 46032

Approach II 13V4X20 45 lbs. 3995 Z-80A 8-Bit 64K-256K RAM
16K ROM

Monroe Systems For Business

The American Road

Morris Plains, NJ 07950

OC 8810/20;

EC 8800

ll 3
/5 x 19x21 50 lbs. 3295 Z-80A 8-Bit 128KRAM

NEC Information Systems, Inc.

5 Militia Drive

Lexington, MA 02173

APC 18Vzx 16x13 52 lbs. 2748 NEC 8086 16-Bit 128K-640K RAM
8KROM

Olympia, U.S.A.

PO Box 22

Somerville, NJ 08876

People CPU-19xl4x6V2
Keyboard—8 x 18V2 x l 3/

50 lbs. 3595 8086 16-Bit 32K-64K RAM
8KROM

Otrona Advanced Systems Corp.

4755 Walnut St.

Boulder, CO 80301

Attache 12x53/4xl3% 19.5 lbs. 2695 Z-80A;

8086 opt.

8- or 16-Bit 64K-32K RAM
8KROM

Polymorphic Systems

5730 Thornwood Drive

Santa Barbara, CA 93117

88 5^2 x 15x17 29 lbs. 3995 80186 16-Bit 256K-1M RAM
4KROM

8810 5V2 x 15x17 26 lbs. 3595 8080 8-Bit 32K-64K RAM
8KROM

1
Poly 186 5 l/2 x 15x17 37 lbs. 3995 Z-80A; 80186 8- or 16-Bit 256K-1M RAM

4KROM

Product Associates, Inc.

465 Convention Way
Redwood City, CA 94063

Z-Disk 16x16x16 26 lbs. 2995 Multiple

Z-80A

8-Bit 64K-384K RAM
8KROM

Quasar Data Products

10330 Brecksville Road

Cleveland, OH 44141

QDP-200/QDP-300 8^2 x 18x19 50 lbs. 3495/3995 Z-80A/Z-80B 8- or 16-Bit 64K-512K RAM
8KROM

Quay Corp.

22 Meridian Road, PO Box 783

Eatontown, NJ 07724

540 e^xie^xisvs 40 lbs. 2995 Z-80A 8-Bit 64K-128K RAM
32K ROM

N/A = Not available
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Disk Drive Operating
System

Hard Disk Display
Format Color Interface

H
Capacity Size Capacity Size H
92K 5*4" Proprietary N/A N/A 64x32 Yes RS-232

322K

2M

3 l/2
"

5*4
M

CP/M

Unix

5M

5M-40M

3V

3V

80x25

80x25

No

No

RS-232; Parallel optional

RS-232; Parallel optional

10M SVa" CP/M 10M 5*4" 80x24 No RS-232; Parallel

655K 5*4" CP/M; BB/M 10M-20M 5*4" 80x24 No RS-232

376K per drive 5*4" or 8" CP/M 2.2 10.32M 5»/4" 80x24 No RS-232; Parallel

1M 8" 6502 N/A N/A 480x256 Pixels No RS-232; Parallel

640K 5*4" CP/M 40M 5*4" 80x24 No RS-232

322K 5*4" MOS; CP/M 5M-20M 5*4" 80x24 No; EC 8800 Yes RS-232; Parallel

1M per drive 8" CP/M-86, MS-DOS,
UCSD p-System

10M-20M 5*4" 80x25 Yes RS-232; Parallel

655K 5 l/4" CP/M 86; MS-DOS 10M 5*4" 80x25 Yes RS-232; Parallel

360K 5V*" CP/M; MS-DOS 10M 5*4" 80x25 No RS-232; Parallel optional

5O0K

250K-2M

760K

5*4"

5 l/4"

5%"

Proprietary

System 88; CP/M 2.2

Proprietary

18M-35M

18M-140M

18M-58M fixed

5M removable

SVi"

5*4"

5 l/4"-3V

80x24

64x16

80x26

Yes

No

Yes

RS-232; Parallel optional

RS-232; Parallel optional

RS-232; Parallel

700K 5*4" CP/M 5M-10M 5*4" 80x24 Yes RS-232; Parallel

1.2M 8" CP/M or MP/M 15M internal;

30M external

5*4" Configurable No RS-232; Parallel

800K each 5*4" CP/M or MP/M 5M-20M 51/4" 80x24 No RS-232; Parallel

'Suggested retail price
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1

Manufacturer
Name/Address Model

Dimensions
(in inches) Weight Price

Micro-
processor

Bit

Configuration
Memory
Capacity

Quay Corporation 900 Series 73/4xl73/4x22V8 60 lbs. 3795 Z-80A 8-Bit 64K-128KRAM
32K ROM

Sage Computer Technology

4905 Energy Way
Reno, NV 89502

Sage IV 6V4 x 12 l/2 x 17 25 lbs. 3900 68000 16-Bit 256K-1M RAM
64KROM

Sanyo Business Systems

51 Joseph St.

Moonachie, NJ 07074

MBC 4000/4050 17%xl27
/8 xl3% 50 lbs. 3295 8086;

8087 opt.

16-Bit 128K-512K RAM
4KROM

SKS Computers

4091 Leap Road

Hilliard, OH 43026

SKS 252 PICO

SKS 4020

6^x18^x15% 20 lbs. 2595 Z-80A

21 3/4x53/4xl8 1/2 46.2 lbs. 2995 Z-80A

8-Bit;

16-Bit opt.

8-Bit;

16-Bit opt.

80K-256K RAM
2KROM

128K-512K RAM
2KROM

Smoke Signal

31336 Via Colinas

Westlake Village, CA 91362

Chieftain 8x22 60 lbs. 3525 6809 8- or 16-Bit 64K-1M RAM
20K ROM

Tarbell Electronics

950 Dovlen Place, Suite B

Carson, CA 90746

Rebel 173/4x71/2 xl8 1/2 40 lbs. 3777 Z-80 8-Bit 64K-1M RAM
32K ROM

Televideo Systems, Inc.

1170 Morse Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

TS-802 13 1/2x22 1/2 xl4 1/4 44 lbs. 3495 Z-80A 8-Bit

TS-1603 14V2 x I8V2 x 14V2 52 lbs. 2995 8088 16-Bit

64KRAM
4KROM

128K-256K RAM
4KROM

Victor Technologies, Inc.

380 El Pueblo Road

Scotts Valley, CA 95066

Victor 9000 18x19 49 lbs. 3995 8088 16-Bit 128K-896K RAM
4KROM

Wang Laboratories, Inc.

One Industrial Ave.

Lowell, MA 01851

Wang Professional

Computer

16 1/2xl4 7
/8 x23V8 27.8 lbs. 2595 8086 16-Bit 128K-640K RAM

8KROM

Zenith Data Systems

1000 Milwaukee Ave.

Glenview, IL 60025

Z-lOOAll-In-One 13V2 x 19V2 x 191/2 50 lbs. 3599 8088/8085 8- or 16-Bit 128K-768K RAM
8KROM

N/A = Not available
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"-Monroe Systems' EC 8800 features a Z-80A microprocessor and 128K of
RAM.

«-Otrona's Attache weighs only 19 pounds and measures 12x53Axl3%
inches.

The Jonas C68000 has 16-bit configuration and runs on the unix operating

system.-*

Disk Drive
Capacity

1.25M

640K

640K

200K

560K

250K-1M

374K

500K

1M

Size

8"

5Va"

5 lA"

3Va"

5Va"

Operating
System

CP/M; MP/M

UCSD p-System; CP/M

CP/M-86

CP/M

8", 5%"

MP/M

5V4'

5Va"

5 lA"

600 Single Side 5W'
1200 Double

360K

320K

3Vz"

5Va"

DOS69; OS9-L1;

OS9-L2; S-DOS

CP/M

CP/M

Hard Disk
Capacity

33M

18M

5M-20M

N/A

5M-10M

5M-600M

28M

CP/M-86; MS-DOS optional

MS-DOS; CP/M-86

N/A

N/A

10M

MS-DOS 2.0

Z-DOS (16-Bit)

CP/M (8-Bit)

10M

10M

Size

14"

5 l/4"

SVa"

N/A

5V4"

5 1
/4

,, -14"

SVa"

N/A

N/A

SVa"

5V4"

5V4"

Display
Format

80x24

80x25

80x24

80x24

N/A

N/A

N/A

80x24

80x24

80x25

80x25

80x24

Color

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Interface

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel optional

RS-232; Parallel optional

RS-232; Parallel optional

RS-232; Parallel optional

RS-232

RS-232 (2)

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

RS-232; Parallel

•Suggested retail price

J
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Debug Your Osborne Software

The Osborne 1 is known for the software that is bundled with it.

However, some bugs in the programs combined with poor

documentation have hindered the software's effectiveness.

This article offers a few tips for getting the most from

Osborne's software.

By Edward Mitchell

Osborne 1 software provides a

host of functions that displays

data on the video screen. However, a

number of users have had difficulty

using these functions due to poor doc-

umentation and bugs in the software.

The Osborne Video Display

The Osborne computer comes with

a five-inch, 24-line by 52-character di-

agonal display. The screen is used to

display a portion of the actual display

area (Fig. 1); by pressing the control

key and one of the directional arrow

keys, the screen can be moved about

on the 32-line by 128-character area.

Alternately, programs can command
the video display software to slide the

screen window sideways or up or

down.
The Osborne has a set of program-

mable display functions that delete,

insert or underline characters, switch

intensity levels and perform other op-

erations. These functions are selected

by printing an escape character (to ac-

tivate the display processor) and then

a control character (to select the

desired function).

The escape code, an ASCII 27, sig-

nals to the software to process the next

character as a screen command. The
video display functions are sum-

marized in Table 1. A few other com-

mands are provided by printing dif-

ferent characters (shown in Table 1).

The Basic function CHR$(i) is used

to output the character corresponding

to ASCII code i. The ASCII code is the

numeric value that the computer uses

internally to represent characters. For

example, ASCII 65 is used to store the

letter A and ASCII 90 holds the letter

Z. The Osborne uses ASCII 27 in a
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special way. Whenever your program

tries to display an ASCII 27, the

Osborne software intercepts the

character and uses it as a request to

use one of the display functions.

The next character output after the

ASCII 27 selects the function to per-

form. For example, to make the

Osborne underline all output, enter:

PRINT CHR$(27) + CHR$(108);

Thereafter, all of the characters dis-

played on the screen will be under-

lined. To turn off the underline mode,

program:

PRINT CHR$(27) + CHR$(109);

Some functions are somewhat more
difficult to use. For example, to posi-

tion the cursor to an arbitrary (X, Y)

location, you'll need to output:

PRINT CHR$(27) + CHR$(61) + CHR$(Y) +

CHR$(X + 32);

In this case, CHR$(61) selects the posi-

tion cursor command and the two
characters that follow indicate the ex-

act position on the screen. Note that

the X position is the value of X added

to 32.

Several Osborne display functions

are accessed by printing a single char-

acter. For example, to clear the screen,

you type:

PRINT CHR$(26);

because ASCII 26 is the clear screen

code.

Bugs in the Display Software

Unfortunately, the Osborne soft-

ware has a few bugs and design flaws.

For example, the position cursor func-

tion doesn't work correctly when Y
equals 9. The upper left corner is at lo-

cation (0,0); as Y increases, the cursor

moves down the screen and as X in-

creases, the cursor moves to the right.

However, due to a bug in the Osborne
software, when Y equals 9, the cursor

always positions to the upper left cor-

ner on the screen.

One way to move the cursor to line

9 is to treat that line as a special case

and to improvise. When Y is 9, posi-

tion to (X, Y - 1) on the line above and

then output a line feed character to

drop the cursor down one line. In

Basic-80, you would write:

IFY< >9THEN
PRINT CHR$(27) + CHR$(61) + CHR$(Y)

+ CHR$(X + 32);

ELSE

PRINT CHR$(27) + CHR$(61) + CHR$(8)

+ CHR$(8) + CHR$(X + 32) + CHR$(10);

where CHR$(10) outputs a line feed

character.

Graphics Characters

Several problems occur in conjunc-

tion with the graphics characters.

While the Osborne 1 does not support

graphics, it does provide a set of

graphics symbols. These are selected

by printing:

CHR$(27) + "g"

The lowercase "g" activates the

graphics mode. Thereafter, the ASCII

codes from through 31 select one of

the 32 graphics characters.

Three problems were discovered

with this scheme. First, CHR$(9) does

not display a graphics character, but

Address correspondence to Edward Mitchell, 720-A
Independence Ave., Mountain View, CA 94043.



instead displays the usual tab

character, moving the cursor to the

next horizontal tab stop. Second, none

of the standard control characters, like

line feed or carriage return, can be

used unless the graphics mode is turn-

ed off. Otherwise, the control

character appears as a graphics

character.

Finally, the graphics code corre-

sponding to ASCII 27 displays several

graphics characters, possibly because

the Osborne software is interpreting

that character as another escape code

rather \han as a graphics character.

Another minor bug appears in the

Osborne documentation concerning

underlined characters. The reference

manual says to print CHR$ (27) + T
to begin the display of underlined

characters. The "1" is a misprint and

should actually be a lowercase letter

"L", as shown below:

PRINT CHR$(27) + "1"

The ASCII codes from 128 through

255 correspond to the codes from

through 127, but with the underscore

character under each of them. They

can be output directly by printing the

appropriate ASCII code.

The reference guide also describes

five commands that I was unable to

use, perhaps because they were not

adequately described, or because Mi-

crosoft Basic processes the characters

before they get to the Osborne display

software.

« UISKLAT AKt«

1
SCREEN

f A
24 x 52

(a)

I \ \
J

j(b)
1

1 1

32

1

I

1

I

x 128

Fig. 1. The Osborne's 24-line by 52-column screen

display is actually a window to a much larger

screen area (32-line by 128-character). This "win-

dow" can be moved around on the larger display

area as shown by a and b.

128 BYTES WIDE

ADDRESS
61440
6(568
61696

•

65408

LINE
LINE I

LINE 2

LINE 31

Additionally, two functions are

completely omitted from the refer-

ence guide: "disable" and "enable"

keyboard input (see Table 1). The
disable keyboard input function must

be used with caution; the only way to

enable input is to send the "enable

code." Otherwise you must reset the

computer and reload Basic.

The delete characters function

seems to work in most cases, but it

failed a test contained in a diagnostic

program that I wrote to test each of the

video display functions. The delete

character test fills the screen with

Fig. 2. The Osborne display memory layout. Each

line occupies 128 bytes of memory, beginning at

address 61440. The screen can be cleared by writ-

ing ASCII 32 (a space character) to every location

in the memory.

rows of asterisks. After restoring the

cursor to the top of the screen, the test

deletes each character on the top row.

Then the cursor drops down to the

next line on the screen and deletes

those characters.

However the first character of the

line below the one the cursor was on

was also deleted during the test. In

fact, at unpredictable times the cursor

jumped to the left side of the screen

for no apparent reason.

Using Direct Memory Address

Because the Osborne 1 uses a mem-

1 oo
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
1 90
200
210

PRINT
PRINT
FOR I

PRINT
NEXT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
FOR I

PRINT

CHR* (26) Clear Screen
CHR* (27) +"g" ; ' Begin graphics display mode

=0 TO 31 ' Display all 32 graphics characters
CHR* < I )

;

I

CHR* <27) +"G" ; ' End graphics display mode

CHR*(27) +CHR*<41 )
; ' Begin half intensity mode

"This line is displayed in hal -f-intensi ty

"

CHR*(27)+CHR* (40) ;
' End hal-f intensity

=2 TO 20
CHR* ( 27 ) +CHR* (61) +CHR* ( I ) +CHR* ( I +32

)

+ ••*" * Display slanting line o-f "*"

220 NEXT I

Example 1. Samples of how display functions are used.

10 REM - POKE SCREEN
20 REM - POKES AN ASTERISK CHARACTER INTO ALL OF SCREEN MEMORY

30 PRINT CHR* (26); ' CLEAR SCREEN
40 FOR I7.=-4096 TO -1

50 POKE 17., ASC("»")
60 NEXT 17.

Example 2. A Basic program that fills the screen with asterisks by poking the asterisk character direct-

ly into memory.

Circle 259 on Reader Service card.

TAME YOUR
PRINTER !

PAPER TAMER saves space and restores

order to your desktop micro center Neatly

stores 900 pp fan fold underneath printer

Gives perfect input feed and catches out

put in special tray

Circle 339 on Reader Service card.

9 9 t«

PAPER TAMER is 15 in wide 12'/, m deep Fits

all popular 80 column printers Finished in durable

epoxy enamel Cable clip included $35 95 • $2 00

P H Money back guarantee Free product info

available
TO ORDER Send check or money order MN
residents add 6% sales tax

MICROMATE ACCESSORIES
P O Box 27081 5801 Duluth Street

Minneapolis MN 55427 (612)544 5327

the-BIT SCRUBBER
RECLAIM THAT PILE OF.
NOISY DISKS!

SAVE
COST
OF NEW
DISKETTES! Modai

No. 883

• Computer diskette residual noise eraser

• New, patented system erases and redefines

the magnetic structure of any size diskette.

(8", 5-V4" or mini)

• Any format (SSDD, SSSD, DSDD,
SSQD, DSQD, etc.)

Send $49.95 (Fla. residents add 5% sales tax)

plus $4.00 shipping and handling charges to:

INC

8651 N.W. 56th Street
Miami, Florida 33166
Tel: (305) 592-0201
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ory-mapped display, programs can
write directly to the memory display
area. The Osborne allocates 4K bytes
of memory (32 lines by 132 columns)
to hold all of the text that appears on
the screen.

The screen is filled with new char-
acters by writing the ASCII codes into
the screen memory area. The com-
puter's hardware continuously reads

the memory area and displays it on
the screen. So, in essence, changing
the contents of the memory instantly

changes the data on the screen.

The memory-mapped display is

kept in the highest 4K of memory. On
the 64K Osborne, that memory is

from address 61440 through 65535.
Data can be displayed on the screen
by writing directly to these memory

locations with Basic-80's or CBasic's
Poke statement, or by using a simple
assembly-language program.
Writing directly to the memory area

can be much faster than using CP/M's
input-output calls or Basic's Print

statement. In addition, direct memory
access provides the flexibility to pro-
duce interesting graphics and anima-
tion sequences.

ASCII Codes

27, 41

27, 40

27, 69

27, 103

27, 71

27, 108

27, 109

27, 81

27, 82

27, 61, Y, X + 32

27, 83, Y, X + 32

27, 84

27, 87

Description

Begin half intensity mode
End half intensity mode
Insert a line at the current cursor position

Begin graphics mode
End graphics mode
Begin underline characters

End underline characters

Insert a character at the current cursor position

Delete the current line

Positions cursor at location (X, Y) on screen
Positions screen window at (X, Y) in display area
Clear to the end of the current line

Deletes the character at the position of the cursor

Undocumented Functions

27, 35

27, 34

Disable all keyboard input

Enable keyboard input

Other Functions

(The Escape code is not needed before sending these codes.)

7 Rings Bell

8 Move the cursor to the left one character
10 Line Feed
1

1

Vertical line feed

12 Move the cursor to the right one character position
13 Position cursor to left of current line

26 Clears the screen

30 Positions cursor to (0,0) on screen

Nonworking Functions from Basic

CONTROL 1 Brings screen display to home
CONTROL 2 Moves screen display to column 48
CONTROL 3 Moves screen display to column 102
CONTROL A Scrolls the screen to the left

CONTROL B Scrolls the screen to the right

Table I
.

Osborne 1 video display commands. The functions described are programmed by printing the character codes shown on the left.

Circle 14 on Reader Service card. Circle 237 on Reader Service card.

OO anf
9e

handling

$^ $1
\rrrrr* for DIP Socket Deal!

$
$
s
s
$

£
s
s
$

8, 14,16,24
and 40 pin

DIP Sockets

plus we will send
you FREE our
56 page catalog
with $1.00 OFF
Coupon on
any purchase.

s

$
$
$
S
s

SINTEC COMPANY When Ordering
28 8th Avenue Call Toll Free:
Box 410 1-800-526-5960
Frenchtown, NJ 08825

,n NJ ca„ (201 ) 996-4093

Fill in below or ask for Socket Deal

S
$

$
s
$
$

$
$
$

I want the Socket Deal Enclosed is my $1 .00 cash

Name

$
$.

J
Address

$ C.ty__ State Zip

M»(a)»
A NEW DEVELOPMENT TOOL FOR
THE OSI-C4 MICROCOMPUTER

Introducing ENVIRA-6502, a new excellent value
sophisticated software development took aimed at giving
you the programmer, an efficient and pleasant environ-
ment to work in.

ENVIRA-6502 consists of four components:

-A MACRO ASSEMBLER
including conditional assembly
assembly of chained files

- TWO DEBUGGERS
simulation debugging
breakpoint debugging

- AN EDITOR
- AN EXTENDED MONITOR
And to make things easier still, a comprehensive

set of help menus are provided to nullify the constant
need for an instruction manual.

So if you have an OSI-C4 computer and would like
a state-of-the-art development tool,

ENVIRA-6502 is for you.

AVAILABLE ON 13cm DISK FOR $65.00 FROM '•

OSISET SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 61-2105
N.MIAMI, FLA. 33 261-2105

(allow 3 to 4 weeks delivery)
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In the layout of the screen memory
(Fig. 2), each line on the screen occu-

pies 128 bytes. Line on the screen

appears at the address 61 140 to 61567.

When programming in Basic, you'll

probably want to use an integer for

the address part of a Poke or Peek

statement. In most Basics, integers in

the range - 32768 to + 32767 are rep-

resented as "signed 2s complement"
numbers. Numbers outside this range

must be treated as real numbers. Most
microcomputers perform integer

arithmetic much faster than real num-
bers, so you'll want to use integers

whenever possible.

The video display memory is at ad-

dresses 61440 to 65535, which is out-

side the range of integer numbers. But

due to the manner in which integers

are handled by the computer, nega-

tive integers in the range - 4096 to - 1

correspond with 61440 to 65535. Con-

sequently, the following Peek state-

ments are equivalent:

PEEK(61440) = PEEK (-4096)

The addresses can be converted by us-

ing the following formula:

An = A -65536

In this line, A is greater than 32767 but

1 oo
1 1

120
1 30
1 40
150
160
170
180
190
200
2 1

REM - PRINTER
REM - DISPLAYS THE CONTENTS OF THE OSBORNE SCREEN ON THE PRINTER
REM - LANGUAGE: MBASIC (BASIC-80)
REM - NOTE: BEGINS DISPLAY AT SCREEN (0,0), NOT WINDOW (0,0)

LPRINT CHR*<15); ' SET EPSON MX-80 TO 132 COLUMN PRINTOUT
FOR I7.=-4096 TO -1 STEP 128
FOR J7.=0 TO 127
LPR I NT CHR* ( PEEK ( I '/.+ J*/. ) > ;

NEXT JV.

LPRINT
NEXT IX
END

Example 3. A simple program that copies a display to a printer.

Listing 1. A program that positions the cursor within the memory-mapped display area.

DEMONSTRATION OF DIRECT MEMORY-MAPPED VIDEO DISPLAY
ON THE OSBORNE I PORTABLE COMPUTER.
WRITTEN IN 8080 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE (CP/M ASSEMBLER)
EDW. MITCHELL, 05/30/82

BOOT EQU
BDOS EQU 5

ORG 1 OOH

START: LXI . SP,STAC*
1 E,2<SMVI

MVI L , 2

CALL BDOS
MVI B ,

MVI C,0

LOOP: CALL XV RAM
MVI M ,

7
*

'

INR B
MOV A,B
DPI 128
JNZ LOOP
MVI B,0
INR C
MOV A,C
CPI
JNZ LOOP
JMP BOOT

SET UP STACK POINTER
CLEAR SCREEN CODE
WRITE CHAR. FUNCTION
OUTPUT THE CLEAR SCREEN
INITIALIZE X=0, <B REG.
INITIALIZE Y=0, <C REG. HOLDS

CODE
HOLDS X)

Y)

XYRAM;

| COMPUTE LOCATION TO WRITE CHAR.

; OUTPUT A CHARACTER
; POINT TO NEXT X VALUE

; SEE IF DONE YET

;
KEEP LOOPING UNTIL X=128

; CLEAR X BACK TO
;

INCREMENT Y VALUE

; CHECK FOR BOTTOM OF SCREEN

; RETURN TO CP/M WHEN ALL FINISHED

COMPUTE CURSOR LOCATION IN VIDEO RAM AREA
ON ENTRY: B=X LOCATION, C=Y LOCATION
ON RETURN: HL=l<b BIT ADDRESS OF THE <X,Y) SCREEN

POSITION IN THE VIDEO RAM AREA
CAUTION: THIS ROUTINE DOES NOT PRESERVE THE STATE OF

REGISTERS NOR DOES IT CHECK TO SEE THAT B/C
VALID VALUES. IT IS QUITE POSSIBLE TO JUMP
EDGE OF THE SCREEN AND WHO KNOWS WHAT COULD

ANY
HOLD
OFF THE
HAPPEN.

MOV
RLC
MVI
MOV
XCHG
LXI
DAD

A,C

H,0
L, A

H, TABLE
D

LOAD THE Y VALUE
MULTIPLY BY 2 TO GIVE OFFSET INTO TABLE
SE T HL= Y

2

Y IS IN 0..32, SO Y*2 IS IN 0..64
TEMPORARILY SAVE IN DE
GET ADDRESS OF OFFSET TABLE
ADD Y*2 TO TABLE ADDRESS

less than 65536, and An is the equiva-

lent negative integer.

Astute readers will notice that the

Peek statement can be used to read

the data that is currently shown on the

screen. Peek(-4096) returns the

ASCII value of the character at loca-

tion -4096.

Listing 1 shows how to position the

cursor within the memory-mapped
display area using a fast assembly-lan-

guage program. The routine labeled

"XYRAM" is a general-purpose sub-

routine that computes the memory ad-

dress of any (X, Y) screen location. To
use it, set B to the X value and C to the

Y value. On return from the subrou-

tine, the HL register pair holds the

16-bit real memory address of the lo-

cation on the screen. If register A
holds the character to write, then

"MOV M,A" displays the character

at the address contained in HL.
Generally, you should clear the

screen before writing directly to the

memory. Otherwise, your program's

output may not appear where you are

expecting to find it. As the lines on the

screen scroll upwards, the memory
address corresponding to line

changes.

One way to make the screen scroll is

to shift all of the lines over one line po-

sition in memory. For example, line 1

would be copied to line 0, line 2 to line

1 and so on. A much easier way to do

this is by having the operating system

change the starting location of line 0.

When the screen is made to scroll, the

hardware just maps the next line in

memory to the upper left corner of the

screen. Consequently (depending on
the previous scrolling of lines on the

screen), you won't know just where
line begins unless the screen is first

cleared.

Animated Displays

The Osborne's video display system

provides enough flexibility to draw
"flicker-free' ' animated sequences.

On many computers, an animated se-

quence is output by drawing a scene

and then rapidly drawing the next

scene. Unfortunately, that type of ani-

mation causes flickering.

A better method is to draw a frame

of the animation in a separate, undis-

played memory area; then, switch the

display instantly to show the new
scene.

Because the Osborne' s memory dis-

play area is much larger than the

screen area, it is possible to draw pic-

tures in one section of the screen

memory and then rapidly position the
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screen to display that section of mem-
ory. By drawing the pictures directly

into the screen memory and alternating

between the two areas of memory using

the "position screen window" function

(see Table 1), animation is easy.

Listing 2 shows a simple CBasic pro-

gram that "bounces" an animated ball

around on the screen. The program
displays a group of '

'0'
' characters that

represent a ball. Initially, the ball

starts at the upper left corner of the

screen, moving downwards and to the

right. When it hits the bottom of the

screen, it bounces upwards.
Similarly, when it runs into the right

side of the screen, it rebounds toward
the left. Typing any of the arrow keys
speeds the motion of the ball in the di-

rection indicated by the arrow. Typ-
ing control-C exits the program.

Other Undocumented Features

The Osborne contains a set of primi-

tive diagnostic routines that are built

into the system's Read Only Memory
(ROM) area. When the system is

powered up, or after the reset button
is pressed, the screen displays the

following:

Insert disk in Drive A and press Return

Listing 1 continued.

TABLE:

STACK

MOV
I NX
MOV
XCHG
MVI
MOV
DAD
RET

DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW
DW

EQU

END

E,M
H
D,M

D,C
E,B
D

LOAD THE ADDRESS OF ROW Y

POINT TO NEXT BYTE
DE HOLDS THE ROW ADDRESS
PUT ROW ADDRESS IN HL AND
PUT X IN DE REGISTER PAIR

X TO IT

ADD X TO ROW ADDRESS IN HL
RETURN WITH HL HOLDING THE BYTE ADDRESS

; THE FOLLOWING TABLE HOLDS THE ADDRESS OF EACH ROW ON
; THE DISPLAY. ENTRY # IS ROW 0, ENTRY 1 IS ROW 1.

; VIDEO RAM OCCUPIES 4K MEMORY BEGINNING AT OFOOOH
OFOOOH ; ADDRESS OF LINE
0F080H
0F100H
OF 1 BOH
0F200H
0F280H
0F30OH
0F380H
OF400H
0F480H
OF5COH
0F580H
0F600H
0F680H
0F70OH
0F780H
OF800H
0F880H
0F900H
0F980H
OFAOOH
0FA80H
OFBOOH
0FB80H

$+128

tr Z80«

SVC
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SYSTEM REFERENCE CARDS
"This is a quality document and is beautifully con-
ceived and produced. . . .1 am in awe of your magnificent
document."
H.W.W., Dayton, Ohio

Send Check or Money Order

CARD ORDER NO. PRICE

MODEL 1: BASIC & Assembler FC1002 $4.95
MODEL 1: BASIC Only FC1001 2.95
MODEL II: BASIC & Assembler FC1005 5.95
MODEL III: BASIC & Assembler FC1003 5.95
MODEL III: BASIC Only FC1004 3.95
COLOR: BASIC & Extended FC1006 4.95
POCKET: BASIC FC1009 2.95
APPLE II + II PLUS: BASIC & 6502 FC1008 4.95
APPLE II + II PLUS: BASIC Only FC1007 3.95
HEATH/ZENITH FC1014 5.95
Z80 MICROPROCESSOR FC1011 4.95
ZX80, ZX81 and SINCLAIR 1000 FC1012 5.95

NEW!

6502
MICROPROCESSOR

FC1016$4.95

VIC 20
MICROCOMPUTER

FC1015$5.95
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After pressing Return, the Osborne

reads in CP/M from the diskette in

drive A.

If you press control-D instead of Re-

turn, the display switches to the diag-

nostics menu shown in Fig. 3. Four

options are shown:

• Pressing the D key performs a disk

drive check.

•The K key tests the keyboard and

the video display.

•The M key tests system memory.

•The R reads a test program from a

disk.

For option D, use a blank formatted

diskette. With option K, the keyboard

test has you press keys on the key-

board. As a key is struck, the corre-

sponding character is displayed on the

screen. Memory is tested by repeat-

edly writing the values through 255

into all of memory. Press reset to stop

the test.

Another hidden option is available

ROM DIAGNOSTICS
Select Test:

A, B Boot Sys

Disk

K ey-vdt

M emory

R ead in test

Fig. 3. The Osborne contains a set of built-in diag-

nostic routines that are selected by pressing con-

trol-D at the "Insert disk in Drive A and press

Return" prompt at system start-up. To select a

test, enter one of the letters shown at the left ofthe

menu. You can also boot from either drive A or

drive B by pressing one of those keys.

Listing 2. A CBasic program that bounces an animated ball around on the screen.

REM - BOUNCE
REM - DEMONSTRATES SIMPLE ANIMATION BY BOUNCING A

REM - BALL AROUND ON THE OSBORNE SCREEN
REM - BY EDW. MITCHELL, 05/30/82
REM - LANGUAGE: CBASIC

DIM SCRADDRV. <1>

REM - ADDRESS OF 'SCREEN O' AND 'SCREEN I'

DEF FN.DRAWBALL'/. (8CRNUMX, X7., YV.)

REM - DRAW A BALL IN 'SCRNUM/.' AT COORDINATES X AND Y

X BASE*/.=SCRADDR7. ( SCRNUM7.

)

RESTORE
REM - READ EACH OF THE 12 COORDINATES FOR THE BALL AND OUTPUT

REM - A "O" FOR EACH POSITION, THEREBY DRAWING THE BALL

FOR I"/.= l TO 12
READ XI 7., Y17.

REM ~ WRITE DIRECTLY TO MEMORY-MAPPED DISPLAY AREA

POKE XBASE7. + < Y7. + Y17.) * 128 X7. XIX, 48

NEXT 17.

RE TURN
FEND

DEF FN.ERASEBALL7. ( SCRNUM7., XX, Y7. )

REM - ERASES BALL FROM 'SCRNUM7.' BY OVERWRITING IT WITH SPACES
XBASE7.=SCRADDR7. ( SCRNUM7.

)

RESTORE
FOR I7.= l TO 12

READ XI 7., Y17.

POKE XBASE7.
NEXT 17.

RETURN

+ (Y7. + Y17.) * 128 + X7. XI 7., 32

Circle 392 on Reader Service card.

Circle 60 on Reader Service card.

VIC RABBIT CARTRIDGE
AND CBM 64 RABBIT CARTRIDGE

NEW FEATURE!
DATA FILES! # ^

"High Speed
Cassette
Load and Save!"

$39.95
(includes cartridge

and manual)
for VIC

Don't waste your Life away waiting to LOAD
and SAVE programs on Cassette Deck.

Load or Save 8K in approximately 30 seconds!

Try it—your Un-Rabbitized VIC or 64 takes

almost 3 minutes. It's not only fast but VERY
RELIABLE.

Almost as fast as 1 541 Disk Drive! Don't be fool-

ish — Why buy the disk when you can get the

Rabbit for much, much less!

Allows one to APPEND Basic Programs!

Easy to install — just plugs in.

Expansion Connector on rear of the VIC Rabbit.

Works with or without Expansion Memory.
Works with VIC or 64 Cassette Deck.

12 Commands provide other neat features.

Fast Data Files - two data file modes.

tumor
Buyers* Well pay the shippin

•CALL FRE^(800) 6544058-
"Call For Reduced Prices At Various Quantities"

cl" sin side
^4 dblden.

\ferbatim*
045

el" dblside 050
°4 dblden. O

345

095

340

395

5K
V sin-side

quad

cl" dblside
°4 quad

sin-side
sin-den.

sin-side
dblden.

dblside
dbl-den.

Head Cleaning

Kits.... 94Q

Refills .14^0

Dysan
/CORPORATiqp

cl" sin -side 095
$'4 dblden. 0"

cl" dblside
°4 dblden.

5l
sin-side
quad

8"

8"

8"

cl" dblside
°4 quad

sin side
sin den.

sin- side
dblden.

dblside
dblden.

8"

8"

8"

i|45

4?§

345

44J

4?§

cl" sin-side
°4 dblden.

cl" dblside
°4 dblden.

8'

We Stock
"Bulk-Packed

Diskettes

»»

8'

Scotch
035

325

045

300

395

sin-side
sin den.

0" sin-side
dblden.

dblside
dblden.

Prices perea.
10 per box the ../f)

Dis'kette4

Disk Minder
Smoked Plastic

•Holds 75 Disks

17?5ea

Dealer Inquiries
Welcomed

PO. Box 1674
Bethany OK.

73008 bOWlGCUORT
•(Continental U.S. only. Add 3°-°on orders under 40°-°) gffi
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Listing 2 continued.

FEND

DEF FN. SHOW/. < SCRNUMV. )

IF SCRNUM-/. = THEN PRINT CHR« (27) «-CHR« (83) +CHR* (O) +CHR* <32> ; \
cLot. \

PRINT CHR* (27) +CHR* <83> +CHR» (O) +CHR* <.^2+64>
RETURN

FEND

REM - INITIALIZE LOCATION OF THE TWO SCREEN AREAS
SCRADDR7. <0> = -4096
SCRADDR7. ( 1 ) = -4096 + 64

REM - SET INITIALIZE X AND Y SPEEDS
DX"/. = 1

DY"/. - 1

REM - SET STARTING COORDINATES OF THE BALL
X'/.=0

Y'/.=0

REM - SET THE RIGHT EDGE AND BOTTOM SIDE OF THE SCREEN
XEDGE 7.=48

YEDGE7.= 19

REM - INITIAL SCREEN SELECTION
SCREEN"/. =

REM - ASCII CODES FOR ARROW KEYS
LEFTARROW/. 8
RIGHTARR0W7. = 12
UPARR0W7. = 1 1

D0WNARR0W7. 10

REM - USES A 'CTRL/C TO EXIT THE PROGRAM
EXITPROGRAM7. = 3

REM - MAIN LOOP, CLEAR SCREEN FIRST
PRINT CHR«(26)

j

WHILE 1=1 : REM - LOOP FOREVER
IX FN.DRAWBALL7. ( SCREEN"/., X7., Y/.)
I"/. = FN. SHOW/. ( SCREEN7. )

REM - FLIP SCREEN SELECTION
SCREEN7. = 1 - SCREEN7.

REM - ERASE BALL ON 'OTHER' SCREEN
17. FN.ERASEBALL7. ( SCREEN'/., LASTX7., LASTY7. )

REM - SAVE COORDINATES OF BALL ON SCREEN FOR 'ERASE'
LAST X 7. = XV.

LASTY7. = Y7.

REM - SEE IF ANY CHARACTERS ENTERED
IF C0NSTAT7.=0 THEN 100
CX = C0NCHAR7.
IF CX = LEFTARR0W7. THEN DX7. = DX7. - 1 \
ELSE

IF CX - RIGHTARR0W7. THEN DX7. = DX7. »- 1 \
ELSE

IF CX = UPARR0W7. THEN DY7. * DY7. - 1 \

ELSE
IF C7. = D0WNARR0W7. THEN DY7. = DY7. + 1 \

ELSE
IF CX = EXITPR0GRAM7. THEN GOTO 200

1 00
REM
XX '

Y7. =

- MOVE BALL TO NEXT LOCATION
: XX DX7.
i Y7. DY7.

IF XX > XEDGE7. THEN DX7.
ELSE

IF XX < O THEN DX7. «

IF Y7. > YEDGE7. THEN DY7.
ELSE

IF Y7. < O THEN DY7.
WEND

-DX7. : XX = XX DX7. \

DX7. i XX = XX DX7.

-DY7. : Y7. = Y7. DY7. \

' -DY7. : Y7. = Y7. + DY7.

200

REM -

DATA
DATA
DATA

END

REM END OF PROGRAM

COORDINATES OF A BALL ON A 4 BY 4 GRID
0,1, 0,2, 1,0, 1,1, 1,2
1,3,
3,1,

2,0,
3,2

2,1 2, r> t

at the "Insert disk in Drive A"
prompt. Pressing the double quote
key causes the Osborne to boot from
drive B instead of drive A. Thereafter,
it thinks that drive B is drive A.
To boot from drive B, place your

CP/M system disk in drive B. Press
reset and then press the double quote
key. The system boots from the drive
on the right. Once CP/M is loaded, the
A prompt appears and the disk names
are reversed.

Conclusion

The Osborne 1 video system sup-
ports a full-function display interface
and an especially unique scrolling
screen that acts as a window to a
much larger display area. Despite
minor bugs, the display software is

easily used from Basic, CBasic and as-

sembly language. And since the
Osborne uses a memory-mapped dis-

play, interesting animation effects are
easily programmed.

The Osborne 1 is still

nearly uncontested as the

lowest-cost word and data

processing system.
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WordStar, the word processing
system available with the Osborne,
makes an occasional line-positioning

error. It's possible that WordStar has
bugs, but more than likely, the prob-
lems are due to the bugs in the Os-
borne's cursor-positioning software.

I ran a simple diagnostic program to

test the Osborne's display interface on
both my Osborne computer and on
several machines at a local computer
dealer. All of the machines had the
same results.

To determine if the problem was
due to peculiarities in the program-
ming-language processors (for exam-
ple, Basic-80), I wrote some of the
routines in both CBasic and assembly
language. All of the tests were per-

formed in the same (albeit sometimes
incorrect) manner.
Bugs in a new computer system are

not unusual. For example, the IBM
Personal Computer suffers from a

widely publicized glitch in its printout
of numeric values.

Even with the video display pro-
blems, the Osborne 1 is still nearly un-
contested as the lowest-cost word and
data processing system. And it really

is portable!



WAYNE GREEN BOOKS
KILOBAUD KLASSROOM

by George Young and Peter Stark

Makes learning electronics fun and easy. First published as a series in Kilobaud Microcomputing, the

book combines the learning of essential theory with practical, hands-on experience. The course begins

with basic electronic projects and culminates in the construction of your own programmable

microcomputer. The direct instructional methods of authors Young & Stark make KILOBAUD

KLASSROOM a simple way for you to acquire a solid background in digital electronics.

BK7386 (419 pages) $14.95
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THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE by George Young

Yon need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer provides but the thought of Dining <>ne makes

your wallet wilt. The SELECTRIC™ INTERFACE, a step-by-step guide to interfacing an IBM

Selectrie I/O Writer to your microcomputer, will give yon that quality at a fraction <>1 the price.

George Young, co-author of Kilobaud MicrucnmputinK magazine's popular "Kilobaud (Classroom"

series, offers a tow-cost alternative to buying a daisy wheel printer. The SELECTTRIC INTERFACE
Includes: step-by-step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Selectrie, information on various Selectrie

models, including the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041, driver software for Z80. 8080. and 6502 chips, tips

on interfacing techniques'. With TheSELECTRIC INTERFACE ami some backjcnnind in electronics.

you can have a high-quality, low -cost. letter-quality printer. Petals not included.

BK7388 (125 pages) $12})7

TEXTEDIT
A Complete Word Processing System in Kit Form

by Irwin Rappaport

TEXTEDIT is an inexpensive word processor that can be adapted to suit your differing needs—from

form letters to lengthy texts. Written in TRS-80 Disk BASIC, the system consists of several modules,

permitting the loading and use of only those portions needed. A disk is also available which provides

the direct loading of the modules, however, the book is required for documentation. For Model I and

III with TRSDOS CONVERT. , one disk drive (2 disk drives or copy utility needed to transfer to system

disk). Runs under TRSDOS 2.2/2.3. May not function under other systems.

BK7387 (book, 90 pages) $9-9?

DS7387 (disk) $19.97

// Disk is manufactured by Instant Software, a division of Wayne Green Inc.
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ANNOTATED BASIC
A New Technique for Neophytes

Put your BASIC knowledge to work for you with this 2-voiume set of TRS-80 Level H BASIC pro-

grams. Cain a lx*ttcr understanding of the elements and techniques involved in programming. AN-

NOTATED BASIC'S uniquely designed format breaks each program down ior you to include: initial

documentation and instruction, definitions of Now BASIC Concepts, flowchart, annotations of Mo-

tions, showing how each part tits into the whole, and explaining why certain BASK: commands are

chosen over similar ones.

Using the programs as they are or modifying them to sharpen your programming skills. ANNOTAT-
ED BASIC is a helpful tool for any BASIC programmer.

BK7384(Vol. 1, 152 pages) $10.95

BK7385(Vol. 2, 136 pages) $10.95

COMPUTER CARNIVAL by Richard Ramella

Your child can become a crackerjack computerist with the sixty TRS-80 Level II pro-

grams in COMPUTER CARNIVAL. This largo-type, spiral hound book for Ix'ginners

is a veritable funhouse of games, graphics, quizzes and puzzles. Written by HO Micro

columnist Richard Ramella, the programs are challenging enough to ensure contin-

ued learning, yet short enough to provide your child with the immediate delight and

reward of mastering basic computing skills. And for even greater enjoyment, get the

CARNIVAL COMPANION, a 30-minute cassette containing all the programs in the

l>ook. Eliminates tiresome typing and lets your child spend more time enjoying the

programs.

BK7389 Book (218 pages) $16.97

CC7389 Book & Cassette "Carnival Companion" $24.97

!lr'

FOR TOLL-FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS*PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Wayne Green Books, Att: Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458. Be sure to include check or

credit card information. (Visa, MC or AMEX accepted.) NoCOD. orders accepted. All orders add $1 .50 for the first book, postage and handling; $1

additional book; $10.00 per book foreign air mail. Please allow 4-6 weeks after publication for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please

Customer Service at the above address.

detailed

.00 each

write to
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Seeking a Cheap Output?
This article describes /low to construct your own simple
and inexpensive output line. The project is ideal for

low-end micro owners whose computers lack output ports.

By Penn Clower and Paul Calabraro

INP"=K
SWITCHED
AC
OUTLET

FPT-100
PHOTOTRANSISTOR
RADIO SHACK
#276-130

REAR PANEL
TERMINALS
F DESIRED

2 V RELAY
RADIO SHACK
#275-247
OR SIMILAR
(SEE TEXT)

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of this simple output.

Wanna start something? Let your computer do the work with this inexpensive, no risk attachment.
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Here's an easy way to add an out-

put line to your home computer.
The method involves only one bit and,

although it's not fast by computer
standards, it is simple (one IC) and in-

expensive (less than $30 for the fancy
version, about $3 for the basic circuit

alone) and works well. Best of all, it

doesn't require any electrical connec-

tion to the computer itself—and that

means no warranty problems!

How It Works

The trick is to use a phototransistor

held to the display screen with a suc-

tion cup, while the computer flashes a

square on and off underneath the

transistor to control the output. In the
unit we use, the output is taken from a

relay. One set of contacts switches a

front panel ac outlet, while another is

available on the rear panel as an SPDT
switch.

For a TTL-compatible output, you
can slightly modify the circuit and
power it from a 5 V supply. You can
even wire together several copies of

the basic inexpensive circuit to make a

crude multiple bit D/A converter.

Who Needs It?

You do. . .particularly if you own
one of the new low-cost micros, such
as the Timex/Sinclair. Like several of

the less expensive computers, the

basic T/S-1000 machine does not come
with electrical output ports. It's an ex-

cellent tool for learning programming,
but what if you want to do something

Address correspondence to Penn dower, 459 Lowell

St., Andover, MA 01810, or Paul Calabraro, 39

Cottage St., Stoneham, MA 02180.



besides run on-screen programs?

With this output line your micro can

flash lights, control small appliances,

run electric trains and do any number
of real-world things. For example,

your micro can now ring a bell to

signal the end of a long numerical cal-

culation. This simple output is a cheap

no-risk alternative to a real output cir-

cuit. The circuit also makes an excel-

lent learning aid for children, because

they can actually see the interface

working.

The Circuit

The circuit, shown in Fig. 1, con-

tains little more than the phototran-

sistor, 555 timer and output relay. The
timer provides several important fea-

tures, including a high input impe-

dance that doesn't load down the sen-

sor and a regenerative circuit that en-

sures that the output will have nice,

clean digital transitions regardless of

how noisy the analog input signal is.

That's particularly important when
the 555 is used to drive other logic

directly. The timer function is also nec-

essary to fill in between the CRT
frame intervals.

Although the picture on your moni-

tor may look like it's there all the time,

the display is actually being updated

60 times a second. Once triggered, the

timer is set to stay on for about 25 ms.

With a 60 Hz video input, the 555 out-

put is high for about 80 percent of the

time, which is sufficient to operate the

relay.

The circuits of Fig. 2 can be used to

provide a clean non-pulsed digital out-

put. In Fig. 2a, a second 555 (or more
likely, the second half of a 556 dual

timer) has been added to completely

fill in between the output pulses. In

Fig. 2b, a 7474 flip-flop has been

added to provide a latched switch-on,

switch-off function. The circuits will

draw less than 15 mA from a 5-volt

supply, so in most cases that power
can be taken from an existing source.

The phototransistor works just like

a normal transistor except that an op-

tical input, instead of an electrical one,

is used to control the base. Actually,

the Radio Shack phototransistor also

has a base terminal, but it isn't used,

so we carefully insulated it to prevent

electrical contact.

When the transistor is illuminated,

it draws collector current, the collec-

tor voltage drops, and the 555 input

gets triggered. The 51k resistor shown
provided ample sensitivity for our set-

up, but you can increase or decrease

the resistance to get more or less sen-

sitivity as needed.

The basic circuit will work with any

power supply voltage between 5 and

15, and the 555 output by itself is

capable of sourcing or sinking up to

200 mA. We had a 12 V relay with

DPDT 3 amp contacts and a sensitive

(only 20 mA to operate) coil. That rela-

tively light load is easy to drive with

the small Radio Shack #273-1385

transistor, which is also a good match

for the Radio Shack #275-247 relay.

But since that relay has only one set of

contacts, you will have to give up the

second set of switched connections

that is shown in Fig. 1.

Another possibility is to use the

larger Radio Shack #275-206 or

#275-214 relays with their multiple

contacts. We experimented with vari-

ous power transformers for driving

these relays (the transformer in our

unit has been rewound several times!)

and found that reliable operation re-

quires that you use the larger 12 V, 1.2

amp transformers and that you replace

the 270 ohm resistor in the power sup-

ply with two 1 amp 50 PIV (peak in-

verse voltage) diodes connected in

series. That means a larger box is re-

quired, so you may decide that the ex-

tra contacts aren't worth the expense.

Construction

You can get the parts—with the ex-

ception of the suction cup—to build

this simple output at Radio Shack. The

unit just fits inside the Shack's 3 lA x2y8
x 4-inch metal cabinet. If you use the

sensitive relay, then you can save

some room by using the 300 mA size

transformer instead of the larger one

we used.

The transformer and circuit board

are mounted on two \sxV2 inch

screws protruding into the box from

a)

5 V

-•-
5IK

FPTI02

2220K

3

555
TIMER

.01

I5K

"ll5K

GENERAL
.022^ PURPOSE

NPN:x

bj 5 V

• • •

555
TIMER

01

220K
5 V—o LOGIC LOGIC

OUTPUT INPUT
FROM

OUTPUT OF
FIGURE 2o

Ljzt^

.15

IN9I4

5 LOGIC
"output

5V

1 5 IK
I wv-

IC IS 1/2 7474
FLIP-FLOP

i
PUSH TO CLEAR

Fig. 2. Simple modifications for driving 5-volt logic with this simple output. Fig. a. shows a second 555

added to change the pulsed output to a steady logic level. Fig. b. shows one-half a 7474 flip-flop added to

create a switch-on, switch-off function.

Most of the box is filled with the power transformer and relay. The few remaining components occupy the

space in and around a single 14-pin DIP socket.
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Circle 172 on Reader Service card.

>san
'CORPORATION

Solve your disc problem* buy 100% surface

tested Dywn diskettes. All order* shipped
from stock, within 24 hours. Call toll FREE
(800) 235-4137 for prices and Information.

Visa and Master Card accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (InCal call

(805)543-1037)

Circle 74 on Reader Service card.

When it comes to quality software

for microsystems. DYNACOMP delivers:

CHESS MASTER: $19.95
The Systems

The Software

.. Apple Atari Canon Commodore
Compustar CP/M Franklin H/Z- 100
IBM PC Kaypro Morrow NEC North Star

Osborne SuperBrain Timex TRS-80

ADVENTURE
ENGINEERING
LANGUAGES

BUSINESS
GAMES
SCIENCE

CARD GAMES
HOME FINANCE
TAX PLANNING

EDUCATION
INVESTING
UTILITIES

Name brand diskettes: $19.95/10 (SS, SO w/hub ring).

Include* FREE plastic storage box. Add $2 CO shipping.

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG
DYNACOMP, INC.

1427 Monroe Avsnus, Rochester, N.Y. 14618
Tslsphons: (716) 442-8960

Circle 219 on Reader Service card.

Problems interfacing RS-232?

Now reverse pins 2 and 3 with

the flip of a switch!

Eliminates special cables!

At last, you can interface any two RS-232
devices easily by inserting the Reversing
Switch in the RS-232 line between them.
The Reversing Switch comes with two
RS-232 connectors (one male-one female)
and requires no power. $29.01 with satis-

faction guaranteed.

Jaxon
197 Hathaway Road PO Box 285
De Witt, NY 13214

(315) 446-2763

the bottom. First position the trans-

former along the right side of the box,

making sure to allow room behind the
front panel for the ac outlet. Mark and
drill the two transformer mounting
holes. Run the screws through these
holes from the chassis bottom and
hold them in place with %6 nuts.

When you're ready for the final as-

sembly, slide the transformer over
these screws, followed by the circuit

board, and finally two more nuts to

hold everything in place. This ar-

This output is ... an

easy weekend project that

provides a safe, convenient

output line for any computer

capable of driving a CRT.

rangement is neat and keeps the bot-

tom of the circuit board about 1/8 inch
away from the bottom of the box.

As an extra precaution against

shorts, cover the bottom plate area un-

derneath the circuit board with elec-

trical tape and be sure to check the

final position of all 1 10 V ac wiring.

Cut the circuit board into a rect-

angle that's about 1V2X3 inches. Our
board has two protruding tabs that fit

on either side of the transformer and
holes that fit over the mounting
screws. The circuit board is similar to

a Radio Shack product called grid

board.

With an array of drilled holes and
isolated PC pads, it's easy to use for

small projects. Parts are mounted
from the unplated side and soldered to

the pads; interconnections are then
made from the bottom of the board
with short lengths of soldered wire.

There is plenty of room on top of the

board for the few components. Be
sure to allow ample clearance for the

front and rear panel hardware, and
watch out for the possibility of shorting

something with the screws that hold
the rubber feet to the bottom of the
box. A single 14-pin DIP socket holds
both the 555 timer and rectifier bridge

package. The placement of the re-

maining parts is pretty clear from the
photographs. Some of our parts

weren't purchased at Radio Shack, so

your board will look a little different,

but fitting things in shouldn't really be
a problem.

The suction cup mount is easy to

make. The clear rubber suction cup is

sold as a window support for stained

glass trinkets and comes with a small

metal hook screwed in its back. Hard-
ware stores often stock them, and
craft or hobby shops are also likely

sources. As a last resort, you might try

mail-order gift firms that specialize in

small items.

Remove the hook and drill a hole
slightly smaller than the transistor di-

ameter (I used a #19 drill) almost all the
way through the cup. Be sure to check
the drill diameter by putting some
holes in scrap wood, and measure the

thickness of the suction cup carefully

to avoid drilling through it! A drill

press makes the operation easy.

Cut the base lead off the transistor

and insulate the stub with a drop of

epoxy glue. Solder about three feet of

color-coded twisted wire to the collec-

tor and emitter leads, insulating the

connection with spaghetti or shrink

tubing. Put a drop of salad oil into the

hole in the suction cup (to improve the

optical coupling) and push in the pho-

totransistor. That's all there is to it!

Checkout and Use

Check the wiring carefully before

plugging the unit in. Note that the ac

indicator comes on when the power
switch is thrown. Now face the suc-

tion cup towards a light source (sever-

al feet from a 40 watt bulb should do).

The relay should click and the outlet

indicator lamp will come on. You can
also stick the cup to the front of a

small TV set; the relay should open
and close as the picture moves be-

neath the phototransistor. You may
have to adjust the brightness and con-

trast controls, but not enough to make
the picture-viewing uncomfortable.

When used with a computer, the
output is normally switched by con-

trolling an area about 3/8 inch square
beneath the phototransistor. Our CRT
did not need to be adjusted except for

normal viewing. Of course "normal"
is a function of habit and the size and
age of the monitor, so you might have
to do some tweaking. Our computer
writes dark characters on a white
background. This inverts the control

polarity, but it is easily accommodated
in software.

Despite its simplicity, this output is a

useful accessory. It's an easy weekend
project that provides a safe, conven-
ient output line for any computer ca-

pable of driving a CRT. Since there's

no warranty-voiding modification to

the computer, the project is an excel-

lent one for the first-time owner!
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CONVERSIONS "I"

Each month Microcomputing will publish translations of
selected programs published in the magazine. We encourage
our readers to submit a hard copy of their conversions along

with a cassette or disk of the program. Include a self-

addressed, stamped envelope for the return of magnetic
media if not selectedfor publication. Authors whose transla-

tions are chosen will receive payment for their efforts.

Cross-Reference program (March 1983 Microcomputing^

converted to run on the IBM PC. By Mohammad Dadse-
resht, 11360 Iowa Ave. #103, Los Angeles, CA 90025.

1000
1010
1020
1 030
1 040
1 050
1060
1070
1 080
1 090
1 1 OO
1110
1 1 20
1 1 30
1 140
1 150
I 1 60
I

I

70
1 1 80
1 1 90
1 200
1210
1220
1 230
1240
1 250
1260
1 270
1280
1 290
1 300
1310
1320
1330
1 340
1 350
1 360
1370
1380
1 390
1 4MO
1410
1420
1 4 SO
1 440
1450
1 460
14/u
1 480
1490
1 500
1 5 1

1 520
1530
1 540
1550
1 560
1 570
1 580
1 590
1 6U0
1410

IA20
1630
1 640
1 650
1660
1670
1680
1 690
1 7<:>o

1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
177U
1780
1790
1800
1810

1820
1830
1840
1 850
I860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1 930
1940
1950
1960
1970

'This proqram is a cross-r*<erenc* generator that
'prints * list of all variables and referenced
'line numbers along with the line number in which
'these variables *rs used.

'Original program was written by James Monagan in
'March 1983 issue of MICROCOMPUTING, paqes 110-112.

"Modified for IBM-PC by:
Mohammad Dadseresht
11360 Iowa Ave. tlOS
Los Anqeles, CA 90025

March 16. 1983

OFF

ASCII
ASCI I

equi valent
equi val ent

of
of A*

(higher than Z>

FPSTV. (SO, LST7. (SO

"SOURCE FILE NAME
THEN END

'*")

(WITH EXTENSION) "jIFILE»

=RW

CLS: (EY
SC—900
Sh-91
SN=Sr -26
SA=SN+ 1 -ASC ( "A"

)

DIM RWS«(200). PT%<26>
DIM VNXT7. (SC+SK) . 0* (SC+SK >

DIM RFL7. (5»SC> , NXT7.(5»SC)

'RESERVED WORDS

DATA ABS. AND. ASC. AS, ATN. AUTO. BEEP, BLOAD.BSAVE
DATA CALL . CDBL , CHAIN, CHR» . C I NT . C IRCLE . CLEAR, CLOSE, CLS
DATA COLOR , COM , COMMON . CONT , COS . CSNG . CSRL IN, CVD. CV I . CVS
DATA DATA. DATE*, DEF , DEFDBL, DEF INT , DEFSNG, DEFSTR, DELETE, DIM, DRAW
DATA EDI T , ELSE, END. EOF, EOV. ERASE, ERL, ERR, ERROR, EXP
DATA F I ELD. F I LES. FIX, FN, FOR, FRE, GET. GOSUB, GOTO, HEX*
DATA IF, IMP. INKEY*. INP. INPUT, 1NSTR, INT. KEY, KILL
DATA LEFT».LEN,LET.LINE.LIST,LLIST
DATA LOAD , LOC . LOCATE , LOF , LOG. LPOS. LPR INT, LSET
DATA MERGE. MID*, Mt< D»,M(< I*,Mh S*. MOD. MOTOR. NAME . NEW, NEXT , NOT
DATA OCT*, OFF, ON. OPEN. OPT ION. OR. OUT
DATA PA I NT . PEEK , PEN , PLA Y . PO I NT . POK E . POS . PRESET , PR I NT , PSET , PUT
DATA RANDOM

1

1 E . READ , REM . RENUM , RESE T . REST ORE , RESUME , RETURN
DATA RIGHTS, RND,RSET, RUN
DATA SAVE , SCREEN. SGN. SIN, SOUND. SPACE*. SPC
DATA SOR. STEP. ST ICK , STOP, STR*, STPIG. STRING*, SWAP. SYSTEM
DATA TAB, TAN, THEN, TIME*. TO. TROFF . TRON
DATA USING.USR, VAL. VARPTR. VARPTR*, WAIT, WEND. WHILE, WIDTH, WRITE, XOR, "

C
" ,

»

FF*=CHR*( 12)
SSS*=STRING*(76, "-")

PAGE . LNG-56
COL. TOTAL-6
PRINT: INPUT
IF IFILE*-""
RW-0
READ RW*
WHILE (RW*

RW-RW+1
RWS*(RW)-RW*
I -ASC ( RW* ) -ASC < "

A
"

)

I F PT7. ( I ) -O THEN PT7. ( I ) i

READ RW*
WEND
FOR 1-0 TO 26

I F PT7. ( I ) -0 THEN PT7. ( I ) =RW
NEXT I

VC«Sr : RC—

1

FOR 1-0 TO SK
VNXT7. ( I)--l

NEXT I

GOSUB 1720
GOSUB 28BO
END

*•••*•**«•*««« Input routine

OPEN IFILE* FOR INPUT AS #1
IFILE. END-1: LINE.TOTAL-O
WHILE (IFILE. END)

IF EOF(l) THEN IFILE. END-0: GOTO 1870
LINE INPUT #1,L*
LG-LEN<L*>: BRNCH-0: LINE. TOTAL-LINE. TOTAL «-l

LP-1
LN*- M "i BLANK-0
WHILE (BLANK-0)

IF MID*(L*.LP. 1)-" " OR MID«(L*.LP,1)-CHR*(9) THEN
BLANK- 1 i GOTO 1840
LN*-LN*«-MID*<L*.LP, 1)
LP-LP*

1

WEND
LN-VAL(LN»)
PRINT "SCANNING LINE NUMBER: "«LN: GOSUB 1920
WEND
RETURN

'«»«**«**»***«« Line p*r*vr

V*-""i C*-""
WHILE (LP-LG)
LP-LP*

1

C*-MID*(L*.LP. 1)

IF C*:;-"a" AND C*<-"z'
IF C*< "A" OR C« "Z"

THEN C*-CHR*(ASC(C*)-32)
THEN GOTO 20O0

More

19BO
1990
20OO

2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2 ISO
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
23*0
2370
23BO
2390
2400
2410

2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550

2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660
2670
2680
2690
27<X>
27 1 O
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2B90

2#00
2910
2920
2930
2940
2950
2960
2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170
3180
3190

IF VAL(V*> O AND VAL < V*> -VAL ( V*-»-MID* (L*. LP, 255) > THEN GOSUB 2540
V»-V»«-C«: GOTO 2090
IF C»>-"0" AND C*<-"9" THEN IF V*>"" OR BRNCHX) THEN

V*-V**C*i SOTO 2090
IF C* -" " OR C* -CHR*<9> THEN GOSUB 2290: GOTO 2090
IF C* -"." AND V* "" THEN V*«V*«-C«: SOTO 2090
IF C» - THEN RETURN
IF C*<>"." THEN BRNCH-0
IF C* -"•" OR C* -"7." THEN IF V*<> "

" THEN V*-V**C*
IF C* -CHR*<34> THEN SOSUB 2290i LP-INSTR (LP+1 , L*. C*)
IF LP-0 THEN RETURN
SOSUB 2290

WEND
GOSUB 2290
RETURN

««*••««••«•»*« I* symbol (V*> in the table ?
I

C-ASC ( V*

)

P-PTX<C-ASC<"A">

)

BRNCH-O: RW*- MM

WHILE (P<-RW)
IF C<ASC(RWS*(P) ) THEN RETURN
IF V*<>RWS*<P> THEN P-P-M ELSE P-RW-M

MEND
RW*-V*
IF V*-"DATA" OR V*»"REN" OR V*-"REMARK" THEN LP-LG* 1 : RETURN
IF V*-"GOTO" OR V*-"GOSUB" OR V*-"THEN" THEN BRNCH-

1

RETURN

'IMMIIIMMM Symbol <v*> is the name of a variable

IF v*-"" THEN RETURN
IF ASC(V*>< ASCC'A") THEN GOSUB 2410: V»- RETURN
GOSUB 2 ISO
IF RW*"" THEN V*-"": RETURN
IF C«-"<" THEN V*«V*«-C*
C-ASC (V*)+SA: IL— 1: I-C
GOSUB 2540
vs»»»
RETURN

«*»**«*«•*»*•* Symbol (V*> is a line number

IF VAL(V*>< 10OO THEN C-INT (VAL ( V*> / lOO)
ELSE C-9+INT (VAL <V*> / lOOO)

IF C SN THEN C-SN
IL— li I-C
WHILE (I -O)

IF VAL(V*>< -VAL(V*(I> ) THEN GOSUB 2640: RETURN
IL-I: I-VNXTV. (I)
WEND

GOSUB 2760
V«- "

RETURN

". 12>-.»
".12) THEN GOSUB 2640: RETURN

WH I LE (I - -O

)

IF LEFT*(V*+"
LEFT«<V*<I)*"

IL-I i I-VNXT7. (I)
WEND
GOSUB 2760
V*-" "

RETURN
P

IF V*- V*(I) THEN GOSUB 2760: RETURN
J-LST7. (I-SK >

IF RFL7. (J)-LN THEN V*="": RETURN
RC-RC-M
NXT7. (J)-RC
RFL7. (RC)-LN
NXTV. (RO—

1

LST7.(I-St< >-RC
RETURN

'**•*•••«**«•*

VC-VC«-1
IF IL -O THEN VNXTV.(IL)-VC
V*(VC)-V*
VNXT7. (VC)-Ii RC-RC+l
FRST7. (VC-SK)-RC: I-VC
RFL7. (RC)-LN
NXT7. <RO—

1

LST7. (I-SK)-RC
V*-""j RETURN

'•*»•*«««**•««* Print routine

PZ-Oi SOSUB 3140
FOR J-O TO SK

V-VNXT7. (J)
IF V«0 THEN GOTO 3IO0
WHILE (V^-O)

IF LZ PAGE.LNG THEN GOSUB 3140: SOTO 2970
NEW.CHAR*-MID*(V*(V> ,1,1)
IF SORT. CHAR*-"" THEN SORT . CHAR*=NEW. CHAR*
IF NEW. CHAR*< ; SORT. CHAR* THEN SOSUB 3150
RZ-O: I-FRST7.(V-SK) : LPRINT V*<V)j
WHILE (I>-0)

IF RZ-0 THEN LPRINT TAB(16)|
LPRINT US INS " #••••*"; RFL7. ( I ) |

RZ-RZ+1
IF RZ< COL. TOTAL THEN 30SO
RZ-Oi LPRINT : LZ-LZ-M
IF LZ PAGE.LNG THEN GOSUB 3140
I-NXT7. <I)

WEND
IF RZ>0 THEN LPRINT » LZ-LZ*1
V-VNXT7.<V)

WEND
NEXT J
LPRINT
LPRINT
LPRINT
GOSUB

SSS*
"LINES: "(LINE. TOTAL)
FF*: RETURN

3160: LPRINT "SYMBOL"

SYMBOLS: " |VC-SK| REFERENCES" :RC-M

TAB(20) t "REFERENCE L INE " : LZ-LZ

1

LPRINT SSS*: LZ-LZ*1: SORT. CMAR*-NEW. CHAR*: RETURN
IF PZ>0 THEN LPRINT FF*
PZ-PZ-M: LPRINT TAB<72)| "PSIfiPZ
LPRINT
LZ-3t RETURN
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Keyboard Magic

With this sleight-of-hand program, you can decode your

Commodore PET computer to expand its uses.

By Halvor Hobaek

Serious keyboard limitations, sucli

as the lack of control characters,

make the Commodore PET computer
difficult to use as a terminal witli a

mainframe. But I found that software

modifications can expand the key-

board's uses—you can establish one of

the keys as a reset button and another

as a control key which makes the

complete set of control characters

available. I want to share my discov-

ery with those of you who are familiar

with hex-code programming.

Decoding—the Hardware Aspect

The CBM decodes the keyboard as

follows. The hardware consists of a

PIA (peripheral interface adapter)

(6520) located at the address $E810-
$E813, a BCD (binary-coded decimal)-

decoder and the keyboard itself. The
keyboard is simply a number of but-

ton switches mounted on a board,

each switch making contact-closure

between two leads when the button is

pressed.

The PIA contains two 8-bit I/O

ports. The four least-significant bits of

the A-port (address $E810) are defined

as outputs, and connected to the BCD-
decoder. The latter has four input pins

and 10 output pins. Each of the latter

corresponds to one of the combina-
tions 0-9 on the input pins.

When activated, an output pin as-

sumes a low voltage level (logic 0),

while the others remain at a high vol-

tage level (logic 1). Thus, by putting a

value in the range 0-9 into the lower

nybble of $E810, one of the output

pins of the BCD-decoder assumes a

low level. These 10 output pins are
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connected to search leads, which con-

stitute the rows in a 10 x 8 key matrix,

where the columns are eight test leads

connected to the B-port of the PIA.

This port is accordingly defined as

an input port, and is located at the

address $E812. At each crossing of a

search lead and a test lead there is

room for a key switch, which con-

nects the leads when pressed. Of the

80 possible keys only 72 are used.

The locations of the keys in the ma-
trix are shown in Table 1. Subscript

p denotes keys located on the nu-

meric pad.

Decoding—the Software Aspect

To decode the keyboard, a program
activates the search leads successive-

ly and looks for a low level in any of

the test leads. A pressed key is thus

uniquely determined, and can be as-

signed a code value by a lookup table.

Observe that the two shift keys are

actually situated at different matrix

points, although connected to the

same searcli lead. They are not, as

one might believe, connected to a

separate I/O flag.

In the CBM operating system this

decoding is done by a program that is

part of the interrupt routine, which
again is activated by the main's fre-

quency. This interrupt routine can be
separated into four program se-

quences, of which the keyboard de-

coding is the last one. The first three

sequences take care of updating the

clock, blinking the cursor and check-

ing the cassette unit status, respec-

tively.

To change the decoding of the key-

board you must replace the CBM in-

terrupt routine with a new routine. I

used the first two sequences of the

old routine without change—they are

relocatable and can be copied with-

out modification from ROM. If you
store programs on cassette, include

the cassette status program sequence
as well. I haven't tried this, but prob-

ably the safest procedure is to rees-

tablish the old interrupt routine

before calling any cassette routine.

The New Decoding Program

This program, which constitutes

the last sequence of the new interrupt

routine, is presented in Listing 1. The
interrupt routine starts at hexadeci-

mal address 6000, but the first two se-

quences are not shown. They occupy
the space up to 60 IF. The program
shown in the listing is not relocatable,

since it contains two subroutines and
one lookup table, but you can easily

make the necessary changes.

The structure of the program is rad-

ically different from the one imple-

mented in CBM. To rapidly execute

the most frequently occurring case,

that in which no key is depressed, the

program scans through all the search

lines in turn and takes action only if a

test lead lies at a low level. This

search takes about 230 ps, while the

original routine takes about 1330 ps

Address correspondence to Halvor Hobaek, De-

partment ofPhysics, University ofBergen, Bergen,

Norway.



to perform the same search if no key

is pressed.

To implement the control function,

I chose the . (period or decimal char-

acter) key on the numeric pad as a

control key for two reasons: This

key belongs to the same search line

as the two shift keys, and it is

redundant since the period already

exists on the keyboard. You could

choose a different key for this func-

tion, but the program might become
more complicated.

The choice of break key is more ar-

bitrary. I found the *- (back arrow) key

usable, but another key might do as

well.

Program Description

Start by initiating certain memory
locations and setting the PIA for

search line number 9 (subroutine

SET). The scan through the search

lines takes place between lines 170

and 310. If any test line is low, the

search line number is recorded in TX
or TC; TC is reserved for line 6,

which contains the shift and control

(S/C) keys. At this stage consider the

cases and their corresponding actions

shown in Table 2.

The cases a) and d) in the table are

detected during the initial search,

while the cases b) and c) are treated

under the corresponding label in the

program. The program is not fool-

proof; it will distinguisli keys on dif-

ferent searcli lines, but not simulta-

neously-pressed keys on the same
search line (except S/C keys vs the

others on line 6). This does not lead to

problems in practice, however.

Search for shift and control keys is

made by the subroutine SCTEST. If

one of these keys is discovered, its

presence is flagged in TEST ($0098)

by bit 7 (control) or bit (shift); if not,

the routine returns with X = 0.

From line 500 the index of the

pressed key is calculated. This is used

to fetch the ASCII code from the sym-

bol table shown at the end of Listing

1. The test for Break occurs here. I

chose to let this cause a branch to

Break Entry in TIM, but other choic-

es may be equally useful. The index

of the last pressed key is stored in IN-

DEX ($0097), and tested to prevent

multiple entry. If no key is pressed,

the value in INDEX becomes $FF.

From line 710 the ASCII code is

modified according to the S/C keys. If

control is active, only the five least-

significant bits of the code are kept; if

shift, a new code is calculated in the

same fashion as in the old routine.

(The described program runs on my
CBM 3032, and should work without

modification on all models with a

business-style keyboard and a Rev. 3

ROM. This part of the program will

be different for machines with other

combinations of upper/lowercase

symbols on the keys.)

The code of the new entry is then

placed in the keyboard buffer. Before

leaving the interrupt routine it is nec-

essary to activate search line 9. This

is because the Basic interpreter has a

separate test for the Stop key which
assumes that this line is activated and

searches for a low value of test line 4.

If line 9 is not activated, the last key

entry search line will be activated in-

stead, and thus a carriage return will

cause a break in any Basic command.
An experienced computerist might

observe at this stage that if only a

break facility is needed, most of the

program in Listing 1 is redundant.

You could simply add a small pro-

gram sequence as shown in Listing 2

at the head of the existing interrupt

routine. Also, here the *- key is used as

a break key, but in this case you are

restricted to the keys on search line 9.

To use this routine, you need only

change the interrupt vector, as I've

described in the next section.

Starting Up
Before you can use the new rou-

tine, it must be loaded into memory.
The first section of the interrupt rou-

tine must be copied from ROM: $1F

bytes starting at $E62E. Do this with

a simple assembly program. Thereaf-

ter the program in Listing 1 is loaded.

If it is to be used in a different memo-
ry location, the subroutine calls (lines

140, 360, 430, 510 and 1100) and the

address of the symbol table (line 640)

must be corrected accordingly.

A simple way to load the program
is to use TIM—or better still, an as-

sembler. To establish this program as

an interrupt routine, instead of the

built-in one, change the interrupt

vector ($0090, $0091) to point at the

new routine. This can also be done by
using TIM. (Note that the content of

the two addresses should be changed
in the same command.)
A simple way to check if the new

routine is actually being used is to

press the . key on the numeric pad— it

should no longer produce any reac-

tion on the screen. Apart from that

(and the break key), everything

should seem to be as before.

You can save the routine on disk or

cassette for later use. If you use cas-

settes, incorporate the third sequence
of the old interrupt routine ($E64D-

Test Lead Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

2

1

ESQ

a

TAB

q
SHIFTL

z

RVS

5

4

s

d

w
e

C

V

X

3

8

7

f

8

r

t

b

n

SPACE
6

h

J

y

u

m
9

8p

7
P
1

CR

\

I

P
Op

CLR
STOP

t

k

1

i

o

P

I

SHIFTr
REPEAT

I

°P
DEL

3,

Table I. Matrix for CBM business-type keyboard. Index p refers to keys on the numeric pad.

Case

a) No key

b) One key

c) Two keys

Action

Exit

If S/C key: ignore (exit)

If not S/C key: fetch code

If one is an S/C key: fetch code of the other and modify,

otherwise: ignore (exit)

d) Three or more keys ignore (exit)

Table 2. Modified decoding sequence.
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0010
0020
0030
0040
0050
0060
0070
00B0
0090
0100
0110
0120
0130
0140
0150
01B0
0170
0180
0190
0200
0210
0220
0230
0240
0250
0260
0270
0230
0290
0300
0310
0320
0330
0340
0350
0360
0370
03S0
0390
0400
0410
04 20
0430
0440
0450
0460
0470
0480
0490
0500
0510
0520
0530
0540
0550
0560
0570
0580
0590
0600
0610
0620
0630
0640
0650
0660
0670
0680
0690
0700
0710
0720
0730
0740
0750
0760
0770
0780
0790
OSOO
0810
0820
0830
0840
0850
0860
0870
0880
0890
0900
0910
0920
0930:

Listing 1. Hexadecimal program for decoding ofCBM keyboard.

PROGRAM FOR DECODING OF

601F
601F
601F
60 IF
601

F

601F
601F 00 00
6021 84 98
6023 SC 41 03
6026 A2 09
6028 8E 40 03
602B 20 DC 60
602E AO 02
6030 A9 FF
6032 CD 12 E8
6035 DO OS
6037 CE 10 ES
603ft CO
603B 10 F5
603D 30 11
B03F BB
6040 30 13
6042 EO 06
6044 FO 05
6046 8E 40 03
6049 DO EC
604B SE 41 03
604E FO E7
6050 88
6051 FO 11
6053 30 05
6055 36 97
6057 4C CC 60
605A 20 E8 60
605D 8ft

605E FO F5
6060 B8
6061 SC 41 03
6064 ftE 41 03
6067 FO 11
6069 20 ES 60
606C AD 12 E8
606F 09 51
6071 C9 FF
6073 FO EO
6075 AE 41 03
6078 DO 09
607A AE 40 03
607D 20 DC 60
6080 AD 12 ES
60S3 AS
6084 SA
6085 OA
6086 OA
6087 OA
6088 AA
6089 CA
60SA 98
608B ES
608C 4A
608D BO FC
608F BD 04 61
6092 E4 97
6094 FO 36
6096 86 97
6098 EO 48
609A DO 03
609C 4C 17 FD
609F BS
60A0 A6 98
60A2 FO 1A
60A4 10 04
60A6 29 IF
60A8 50 14
60AA C9 2C
60AC 90 OE
60AE C9 3C
60B0 BO OA
60B2 E9 OF
60B4 C9 20
60B6 BO 06
60B8 69 20
60BA DO 02
60BC 09 80
60BE A6 9E
60C0 9D 6F 02
60C3 E8
60C4 EO OA
60C6 DO 02
60C8 A2 00
60CA 86 9E

PROGRAM FOR DECODI
CBM KEYBOARD

ORG *601F
BREAK * *FD17
INDEX * *0097
TEST + *009S
TX * *0340
TC * *0341
INIT LDYIM *00

STYZ TEST
STY TC
LDXIM *09
STX TX
JSR SET
LDYIM *02
LDAIM *FF

A CMP *ES12
BNE LOW

B DEC *ES10
DEX
BPL A
BMI TSTOUT

LOW DEY
BMI TULLA
CPXIM *06
BEQ C
STX TX
BNE B

C STX TC
BEQ B

TSTOUT DEY
BEQ ONEKEY
BMI TWOKEY

TULLA STX INDEX
JMP OUT

TWOKEY JSR SCTEST
TXA
BEQ TULLA
DEY
STY TC

ONEKEY LDX TC
BEQ OK
JSR SCTEST
LDA *ES12
ORAIM *51
CMPIM *FF
BEQ TULLA
LDX TC
BNE D

OK LDX TX
JSR SET
LDA *E812

D TAY
TXA
ASLA
ASLA
ASLA
TAX
DEX
TYA

CARRY INX
LSRA
BCS CARRY
LDAX SYMBOL
CPXZ INDEX
BEQ OUT
STX INDEX
CPXIM *48
BNE E
JMP BREAK

E CLV
LDXZ TEST
BEQ FOUND
BPL SHIFT
ANDIM *1F
BVC FOUND

SHIFT CMPIM *2C
BCC MOD IF
CMPIM *3C
BCS MOD IF
SBCIM *0F
CMPIM *20
BCS FOUND
ADCIM *20
BNE FOUND

MOD IF ORAIM *80
FOUND LDXZ *9E

STAX *026F
INX
CPXIM *0A
BNE F
LDXIM *00

F STXZ *9E

?TEST FOR ANY LOW BIT

;ALL LINES SEARCHED.

?S/C SEARCH LINE ?

?N0 KEY PRESSED.

? SEARCH FOR S/C KEY
?IF NOT FOUND :GET OUT

?IF S/C LINE SEARCH ALSO
?FOR OTHER KEYS ON THIS LINE.

CALCULATE INDEX CORRESPONDING
?T0 SEARCH LINE NO.

?ADD BIT NO. TO INDEX.

? FETCH CHARACTER.
?IF EQUAL TO THE LAST
?ONE: SKIP IT'
? STORE INDEX OF NEW CHR.
? BREAK-KEY?

? CHECK FOR S/C MODIFICATIONS.

? CONTROL KEY!
? SHI FT KEY!

SPUT CHR. IN KEYBD. BUFFER.

$E65F) into the new routine, or
return to the old one before using any
cassette command.
Saving hex code (programs as well

as data) on disks is simple, but the
procedure is not given in the CBM
user manual. To save a program on
drive 0, for example, use TIM and
write:

.S"0:prog.name",08,start address, end address.

All addresses are in hex and no de-

faults are allowed.

Before using the new routine witli

Basic, be sure to protect against over-
writing by Basic programs by chang-
ing the vector in $0034, $0035 to

ooint to the highest free memory cell

+ 1) in RAM.

Words of Caution

I've been using this new routine for

some time without serious problems,

TIM can deceive you.

but there are certain aspects you
should be aware of. Keybounce elim-

ination is not as good as in the old
routine. And if other programs are
also using the interrupt vector, prob-
lems may arise—the machine falls

back into the old interrupt routine.

When this happens, start the new
interrupt routine before executing
any other program. This won't help,

however, if the other program con-
servatively resets the interrupt vector
regularly from a ROM table. Treat
such cases individually.

A possible problem of this kind
exists in connection with the
cassette routines: It appears in these
routines that the CBM changes the
interrupt vector, and eventually
restores the vector to the regular
CBM interrupt routine, but I'm not
certain about this.

TIM can also deceive you. If you
start executing a hex-code program
from TIM, a vector stored at $0207,
$0208 (note here the high/low bytes
are reversed in order.) is established

as an interrupt vector. The safest way
to avoid such surprises is to press the
break key (<*-) before executing a pro-

gram—after the new interrupt rou-
tine is established. This automatically
saves the new vector in $0207, $0208.
The break function w\\\ work
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whenever the interrupt routine is at-
tended, until the IRQ-disable bit in
the CPU status register becomes set.
If this should occur (by an error in
your program?) you will not be able
to return from your program in this
way. The break causes the content of
the registers at the moment of inter-
rupt to become displayed on the
screen. Note that, since this is an arti-

ficial break and not a genuine soft-
ware break, the Program Counter
points at an address one byte below
the actual one. If the screen must be
scrolled before the message can be
written, the break function takes al-

most a second to work.
If shift and control keys are pressed

simultaneously, control gets priority.
Since the control function eliminates
the most significant bytes, control-

1

gives the same results as control-q,
for example.
The new routine does not employ

exactly the same storage locations
as the old one; $00A6 (Key image)
is replaced by $0340 (TX) and $341
(TC) in the cassette #2 buffer area.
These may, of course, be placed at
other parts of the memory. Just
take care to place them at neighbor-
ing addresses.

If you need the *- symbol, choose
another key (e.g., TAB ($20) or ESQ
($10)) as the break key by changing
the number ($48) in line 680.

Listing 1 continued

0940
0950
0960
0970
0980
0990
1000
1010
1020
1 030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
HBO
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1 230
1240

60CC
GOCF
G0D1
60D3
60D6
60D7
60D8
60D9
60DA
60DB
60DC
60DF
60E1
60E4
60E7
60EB
60EA
60ED
60F0
60F2
60F4
60F6
60F7
60F9
60FB
GOFD
60FE
6100
6101

AD 10 EB
29 FO
09 09

OUT

3D
68
AS
68
PA
6B
40
AD

10 EB

10 ES SET
29 FO
19 40 03
8D 10 EB
60
AO 01
20 DC 60
AD 12 ES
49 FF
29 51
FO OB
38

SCTEST

29
FO

10
03

610:
6104 32

66 98
60
26 98
60
A2 00
60

SHFT

TULLB

SYMBOL

LDA
ANDIM
ORAIM
STA
PLA
TAY
PLA
TAX
PLA
RTI
LDA
ANDIM
ORAY
STA
RTS
LDYIM
JSR
LDA
EORIM
ANDIM
BEQ
SEC
ANDIM
BEQ
RORZ
RTS
ROLZ
RTS
LDXIM
RTS

SES10
FO
09
E810

?SET SEARCH LINE FOR STOP _KEY

? RETURN SEQUENCE.

*EB10
*F0
TX
ES10

01
SET
E812
FF
51
TULLB

10
SHFT
TEST

TEST

00

!SET SEARCHLINE

; SEARCH FOR SHIFT
?0R CTRL KEY, AND SET CORRESP.
? FLAGS IN TEST. X-0 IF
?S/C NOT FOUND.

SYMBOL TABLE
INDEX O097
1H1T 601F
C 604B
ONEKEY 6064
E 609F
F 60CA
SHFT 60FE
BREAK FD 17

32 35
2 5

IB 53
S

09 57
U

00 43
C

5S
X

12

38
8

46
F

52
R

42
B

20

2D

48
H

59
Y

2E

4D
M

38 ID 7F 7F 31
B 1

5D 4B 3B 35 41
J K ? 5 A
5C 49 50 14 51
\ I P Q

2E 7F 00 33

34 37 30 37 5E 7F 39
4 7 7 g

44 47 4A OD 4C 40 36
D G J

45 54 55
E T U

11
L

4F
e
5B

c
5A 56 4E 2C 30 7F 7F

13 7F 2F 31
/ 1

Z
5F

6
34
4

32
N

33 36 39 03 3A 7F 7F
3 6 9 :

TEST 0098
A 6032
TSTOUT 6050
OK 607A
SHIFT 60AA
OUT 60CC
TULLB 6101

TX
B
TULLA
D
MOD IF
SET

0340
6037
6055
6083
60BC
60DC

SYMBOL 6104

TC
LOW
TWOKEY
CARRY
FOUND
SCTEST
END

0341
603F
605A
60SB
60BE
60ES
6153

AD 12 E8 LDA $E812
C9 FE CMPIM $FE
DO 03 BNE AA
4C 17 FD JMP BREAK ($FD17)
4C 2E E6 AA JMP OLDIRQ ($E62E)

Listing 2. Simple implementation of a break key.

Circle 214 on Reader Service card

FOR
MATURE
USERS
ONLY

If you're a dealer, OEM, or fairly knowl-
edgable end user, Vandata has an incred-
ible deal for you - the Vandata Business
Software Package. The package includes:
General Ledger, Accounts Payable, Ac-
counts Receivable and Payroll with Cost
Accounting, plus our custom installation

program All for only $295.
Why so low? Because a mature user

doesn't need support. That drastically

cuts our costs. And yours.

And if you're a software dealer, you can
resell Vandata Business Software without
paying royalties. The Vandata business
package is the best-debugged, easiest-to-
install enhanced Osborne- based system
on the market. It's well worth up to $995
with your support to end users.

Minimum requirements are 48K RAM,
CP/M,™ or CDOS, CBASIC2,™ a CRT and
a 132- column printer. The package is

available on most CP/M disk formats. Our
installation manual is included and the
Osborne/McGraw-Hill application man-
uals are available separately.

Why pay for support you don't need?
Order the Vandata Business Software
Package Call toll free: 1-800-426-5248.

VANDATA
17544 MidvaleAve N , Suite #107
Seattle, WA 98133
In Washington call (206) 542-761

1

Visa or Mastercard accepted.
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The H89 Revisited
Since we first introduced the H89 in the pages of

Microcomputing (March 1981), much support has sprung up

around this micro. Here's an update on what's been happening

with Heaths "All-in-One
,f computer.

By Martin Moore

In a two-part series on the Heath

H89 in the March and April 1981

issues of Microcomputing, I talked

about the hardware and software ca-

pabilities of the H89 as they stood in

the early 1980s.

Well friends, things have changed.

The Heath company has gone all

out—with a whole raft of hardware

and software options—to broaden its

support of the H89. In this article, I'll

bring you up to date on what's avail-

able for the H89 in both hardware and

software.

H89 Hardware

Along with most other minicomput-

er vendors, Heath got clobbered with

The H89—still going strong.
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the new FCC ruling on electromagnet-

ic interference (EMI). (That ruling

says, in a nutshell, that your computer

shouldn't generate enough noise to

cause any kind of interference on your

own television or on your neighbor's.)

By itself, structural foam doesn't do

much to dampen EMI, so Heath was

forced to do some redesigning of H89

electronics in order to bring them

into line.

Most of the changes, however, in-

volved shielding and general quieting-

down of the logic. The basic hardware

design didn't change—and that's an

advantage. If the new hardware is as

reliable as the hardware in my H89 (it

hasn't had a single failure in the three

years since I put it together), Heath

has a good thing going.

The biggest change in the hardware

is a result of Heath' s need to put CP/M

on the H89. Standard CP/M must be

based near location 0000H in mem-

ory, but Heath was using that space

for the system monitor. So the mem-
ory structure of the H89 was rede-

signed to accommodate CP/M. An-

other plus is the expansion from 48K

to 64K of RAM.

Operating System Software

The greatest change in H89 soft-

ware comes in the availability of

CP/M. Heath still offers an updated

version (2.0) of HDOS, but now you

can run standard CP/M (2.2), along

with the multitude of CP/M software

available, on the H89.

A number of improvements have

been added to HDOS. Most of them

are a result of RAM being started at

0000H. HDOS 1.6 stored the system
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Save now by building the Heathkit H-100

yourself. Save later because your computer
investment won't become obsolete for

many years to come.

Save by building it yourself. You can save hundreds of

dollars over assembled prices when you choose the new
H-100 16-Bit/8-Bit Computer Kit - money you can use

to buy the peripherals and software of your choice.

H-100 SERIES COMPUTER SPECIFICATIONS:

USER MEMORY:
128K-768K bytes

MICROPROCESSORS:
16-bit: 8088
8-bit: 8085

DISK STORAGE:
Built-in standard
5.25 disk drive,

320K bytes/disk

KEYBOARD:
Typewriter-style,

95 keys, 13

function keys,

18-key numeric pad

GRAPHICS:
Always in graphics mode.
640h/225v resolution;

up to eight colors
are available

COMMUNICATIONS:
Two RS-232C Serial

Interface Ports and
one parallel port

128K bytes standard.

Optional.

DIAGNOSTICS:
Memory self-test

on power-up

AVAILABLE SOFTWARE
Z-DOS (MS-DOS)
CP/M-85 +
Z-BASIC Language
Microsoft BASIC
Multiplan
SuperCalc
WordStar
MailMerge
Data Base
Manager
Most"
standard
8-bit CP/M
Software

The H-100 is easy to build the step-by-step Heathkit

manual shows you how. And every step of the way, you
have our pledge "We won't let you fail." Help is as close

as your phone, or the nearest Heathkit Electronic Center*

And what better way to learn state-of-the-art computing
techniques than to build the world's only 16-bit/8-bit

computer kit9 To run today's higher-speed, higher-per-

formance 16-bit software, you need an H-100. It makes a

big difference by processing more data faster.

Dual microprocessors for power and compatibility. The
H-100 handles both high-performance 16-bit software

and most current Heath/Zenith 8-bit software.

Want room to grow 9 The H-100's standard 128K byte

Random Access Memory complement can be expanded
to 768K bytes compared to a 64K standard for many
desktop computers.

And the industry-standard S-100 card slots support

memory expansion and additional peripheral devices,

increasing future upgradability of the H-100.

High-capacity disk storage, too. The H-100's 5.25"floppy

disk drive can store 320K bytes on a single disk. The
computer also supports an optional second 5.25" and
external 8 floppy disk drives. And an optional internal

Winchester disk drive will be available soon.

For more information, circle the reader service number
below. Better yet, visit your Heathkit Electronic Center for

a demonstration!

The H-100 gives me the most
for my computer dollar!

CP 217R2

Heathkit
mpa

Heathkit Electronic Centers are units of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation

Heath Company and Veritechnology Electronics Corporation are subsidiaries of Zenith Radio Corporation.

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
Circle 236 on Reader Service card



device drivers (floppy and terminal) in

ROM. HDOS 2.0 stores the device
drivers on disk and loads them into

memory at bootup. Because they're

on disk, you can replace the drivers

easily if something better comes along
(and something better has come along,

but we'll discuss that later).

The Heath assembler has been up-

graded, too. The assembler now gener-

ates a cross-reference table for labels

so you don't lose them in the code.

Other standard programs, like Basic

and the Editor, haven't been changed
much. If you liked or didn't like them
before, you'll feel the same about
them now.
One of the nice things Heath did

was to break out all of its peripheral

device drivers (for line printers or al-

ternate terminals) and provide the

documented source code as a bonus. If

you're interested in experimenting
with the peripheral device drivers, the

source is there.

Heath has solved some of the com-
plaints registered about 1.6, like the

business of having to repeatedly press

the space bar in order to boot up.

HDOS now stores the terminal baud

Circle 189 on Reader Service card.

TRS-80* g

When you buy your

TRS 80™ equipment!

Us* our loll free number to

^ check our price before you buy &
a TRS 8(>™ ... anywhere!

TAS40 » * imMmm o' me R*d>o Sn«c> D<>is>on o' Tandy Co<pO'»t'0"

k Don't Delay. . Call Today

l5->

SALES COMPANY
1412 WEST FAIRFIELD DR

P O BOX 8098 PENSACOLA FL 32606

904/438-6607

nationwide 1 800 874 1561

Sfc 8

rate and port information on the disk

and looks it up at boot time. You also

have the option of bypassing the re-

quest for date. However, once you
enter the date, HDOS won't ask again

unless you power-down the H89.
Another interesting feature is

HDOS's willingness to boot up by it-

self if you don't want to request a

Heath is offering a lot more

software than just HDOS and

CP/M, including Pascal, Fortran,

a Basic compiler and Cobol.

boot. After you've entered the B com-
mand from the monitor, HDOS will

wait 30 seconds for you to enter a Re-

turn; if you don't, the system boots
itself.

Heath's additon of CP/M was an ex-

cellent decision. There's probably
more CP/M software running around
these days than anyone could possibly

Circle 1 14 on Reader Service card.

Price Shopping?
Diskettes
ELEPHANT
WORDSWORTH

ELEPHANT
WORDSWORTH
MAXELL
IBM

VERBATIM

ELEPHANT

WORDSWORTH
IBM

MAXELL
VERBATIM

Hardware

SS/SD o
CD
r>

SS/DO Z

DS/OD

eo

eno3

O.

V>
COo
o

List

$40 00

40 00

45 00

45 00

55 00

59 95

49 94

55 00

55 00

69 96

78 50

71 50

Sal*

1895
2395

21 95

25 95

27 95

27 95

27 95

27 95

29 95

37 95

39 95

39 95

FLIP-N-FILE $ 29 95 $ 19 95

LIBRARY BOX 4 95 2 25

HEAD CLEANING KIT 30 00 1995
AMDEK 300 grn mon 199 00 139 95

AMDEK 300a amb mon 21000 149 95

PR0WRITER 10 par 595 00 379 95
GORILLA Banana printer 249 95 229 00

TYMAC par print crd. Apple 139 00 79 00

TYMAC par tackier crd. Apple 159 00 99 00

SAMSON 256k crd ser pt IBM 559 00 395 00

MUCH MORE • send for complete disk/hardware list
1

Ocorona
The Compatible Company

AT SIMILAR SAVINGS

USE Electronics
' 103 GODWIN AVENUE
MIDLAND PARK NJ 07432

TERMS M0. certified check Allow time tor other checks to

clear NJ res add 6% tax S&H to 48 states add S3 Monitors

$10 Printers $15 COD add $3 to S&H Outside US. inquire

use, and most of it will run on the H89.

Heath provides three CP/M system
modules: BIOS, BDOS and CCP. BIOS
(which is supplied in both source and
object) contains the hardware I/O

code peculiar to the H89, BDOS is the

core of the operating system, and CCP
is the command interpreter.

Along with BIOS, BDOS and CCP,
you get a two-pass 8080 assembler
(why don't they offer a Z-80 assembler
standard?), a text editor, an 8080 de-

bugger with all sorts of capabilities (in-

cluding execution trace), and other

utilities to set system parameters.

Software Accessories

Heath is offering a lot more than just

HDOS and CP/M these days. You can

get a UCSD Pascal P-code compiler, a

Fortran compiler, a Basic compiler

and Cobol.

Pascal is all the rage these days—and
rightfully so. Pascal is a language that

almost forces you to do structured,

top-down programming.
Heath's Pascal is a P-code generator.

You create a program in the Pascal

language and compile it into what's
called P-code. The P-code is then run
on a P-code interpreter, much like

most Basic languages are run on inter-

preters.

The P-code is somewhat univer-

sal—the code generated can run on
most other machines that are able to

execute P-code. And P-code runs quite

a bit faster than Benton Harbor Basic.

The availability of Fortran proves
that you shouldn't count a horse out

before the race is finished. Fortran is

one of the oldest languages around,

but it maintains a fair degree of

popularity.

Heath provides Fortran by way of

the Microsoft people. Along with the

compiler, you get the Microsoft
Macro-80 relocating 8080/Z-80 assem-
bler, the Link-80 editor (to convert
libraries and modules into executable
code) and the Microsoft Fortran li-

brary. Fortran is available in either

HDOS or CP/M format.

Basic Compiler

The Basic compiler converts a Basic

program directly into machine code to

run on the H89. Microsoft has thrown
in the Macro-80 relocating assembler,

the Link-80 linking editor and the

Lib-80 library manager. Modules cre-

ated under another language (like Mi-
crosoft Fortran) can be used with the

compiler.

The business folks haven't been for-
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gotten. Heath sells the Microsoft Co
bol package, which runs under CP/M.
And Heath now offers business-

oriented software from Peachtree, as

well as a flock of other releases, in-

cluding WordMaster, WordStar,
Mail/Merge, SuperSort, SuperCalc

and DataStar—all premium programs.

If you're looking for a source of low-

cost software, contact Walt Bilofsky at

Software Toolworks (15233 Ventura

Blvd., Suite 118, Sherman Oaks, CA
91403) and ask for a catalog. Software

Toolworks produces quality merchan-

dise at reasonable prices, and its soft-

ware is available in both HDOS and

CP/M formats.

Add-Ons

This is where Heath broke some
ground. Along with the standard

5V4-inch drive, you now can add eight-

inch drives. Heath selected the Remex
RFS 4810 and 4820 drives to boost

disk capacity to more than two
megabytes.

The Remex 4810 and 4820 drives

operate in a "master/slave" environ-

ment. That is, the 4810 is "smart" and

the 4820 "dumb." The smart 4810 al-

lows Heath to dump a lot of the con-

trol functions onto the drive, keeping

the controller and control software

simple. The drives require a different

controller than the one provided as

standard, but with the new controller

the H89 can handle three 5V4-inch

drives and the two Remex drives—2.3

megabytes of storage!

If you want to expand H89 storage,

you can add a 5% -inch Winchester

technology drive.

Winchester drives are available

from a couple of sources: American

Computer and Telecommuncations

Corp. (ACT, 11301 Sunset Hills Road,

Reston, VA 22090) and Magnolia Mi-

crosystems (2812 Thorndyke West,

Seattle, WA 98199).

The ACT storage system includes a

controller and Seagate Technology
ST506 drive. The ST506 stores five

megabytes of formatted information-

more than enough to satisfy most

needs.

You needn't worry about lacking

software or hardware support for

the Heath H89.

Both the ACT and Magnolia Micro-

systems storage systems use CP/M as

their standard operating system, and
provide CP/M when you buy the con-

troller and drives.

C.D.R. Systems, Inc., is offering a

replacement controller for the H89
that runs the standard 5^ -inch drive

at double-density formats, thus

doubling the storage capacity of the

drive. The controller also lets you add

all sorts of combinations of drives to

the H89.

Another piece of add-on hardware

comes from Maxtek, Inc. (2908

Oregon Court, Torrance, CA 90503).

Maxtek has what it calls an XCEL
Graphics Unit that turns the H89 into

a graphics computer with a 512 x 240

pixel display. Along with the display-

modification hardware, you can buy
enough support software to turn the

H89 into a real graphics computer that

will handle symbols, graphs, 3-D im-

ages and surface plots.

Peripherals

Heath has added a couple of new
printers to its line. One is the H25 (kit

form) or Z-25 (assembled). The H25
prints at 150 characters per second

and it prints all 33 graphics images

generated by the H89 or HI 9. The
H25 prints 10, 12, 13.2 or 16.5 charac-

ters per inch.

Conclusion

If, in the past, you were worried

about buying a Heath H89 because of

a lack of software or hardware sup-

port, worry no more. At this point,

there is almost as much available for

the H89 as there is for any other

computer.

Even though Heath is now selling

the HlOO-series personal computers,

they still offer the H89. The price has

dropped, and you can pick up about

$1000 worth of free software, in-

cluding the HDOS or CP/M operating

system, Microsoft Basic, Fortran,

Cobol, Magic Wand or SuperCalc.

If the H89 was a good deal before

(and I think it was), then it's an even

better deal now. Take a look.H

Address correspondence to Martin Moore,

2735 S.W. 229, Aloha, OR 97006.

Circle 172 on Reader Service card.

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!. Call Free (800)235-4137

for prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited and C.O.D.s

accepted

vrsA

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo, CA
93401 InCal. call

(800)592-5935 or

(805)543-1037

Circle 65 on Reader Service card.
Circle 171 on Reader Service card.

SAVE MORE
THAN EVER ON

3M Scotch
DISKETTES!

$195 f«:$070
I Qty 20 (745)— J(p Qty 20

5' a SSQD—96TPI (746) $2.89 ea
5' 4 DSQD—96TPI (747) $3.95 ea

(Specify sort. 10 or 16 sector

)

8 SSSD (740) $2.07 ea
8 SSDD (741) $2.54 ea
8 DSDD (743) $3.30 ea

(Specify soft or 32 sector )

Save even more on quantity orders!

Minimum Order 20 diskettes Add $3 00 shipping

per 200 diskettes COD charge $1 65 additional

Visa • Mastercard • Checks

For fast service, call

DISK WORLD!
Nationwide: 1-800-621-6827

In Illinois: 312-944-2788

DISK WORLD!
Suite 4806 • 30 East Huron Street • Chicago. Illinois 6061

1

Authorized Distributor

Information Processing Products

A Spooler that

will Spoil You
Addmaster Paper Tape Handler
with Big New 7W Reels

9 9 *k"«o p £

Optional serial interfaces for RS232C or TTY
or parallel interface/TTL. X-on/X-off

capability, bi-directional reading and slew,

reads 150 CPS, rewinds 300 CPS. Stops on

character, contains power supply and
Addmaster Model 601 paper tape reader.

Sensibly priced. Addmaster Corporation,

416 Junipero Serra Drive, San Gabriel. CA
91776. (213)285-1121.
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CONVERSIONS "II"

Each month Microcomputing will publish translations of
selected programs published in the magazine. We encourage
our readers to submit a hard copy of their conversions along
with a cassette or disk of the program. Include a self-

addressed, stamped envelope for the return of magnetic
media if not selectedfor publication. Authors whose transla-
tions are chosen will receive paymentfor their efforts.

Program conversion of the Cross-Reference program
(published in the March 1983 Microcomputing; for the
Heath/Zenith H8 and H89 systems. By Robert Schnabel,
5227 Trailway Drive, Rockville, MD 20853.

10
20
30
40
"50

AO
70
HO
90
10O
1 10
i 20
i 30
140
150
IA0
170
1H0
190
:?oo

210

230
240

2ao

>B0
290
100
II

120
1 10
<40

K/,r>

3 .'<>

380
390
100
410
420

440
450
4A0
4 70
4 HO
490

530

550
560
'.570

580
590
A00
A10
A20
430
640
ASO
AAO
A70
A80
A90
700
710
720
730
740
750
7AO
7 70
7B0
790
HOO
H10
H?0
830
H40
830
HAO
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990

CROSSRI t

Adapted for MICROSOFT Baiir hy ft.H.Srhnahpl
frnni a CBASIC Version h'* Jmwtmm Monalan
Pnblic.hpd in MICROCOMPUTING! March 1983

Run* Under HDOS/HBASIC rod Cross Rsfsrsncss
Dn + h BH Ba«sir And MDAS I r ASC T T I Latins I ilc

CI t A.

ini.*' I 10.4',)
mm RWS<l44)rPTX<25)tFDs *•***•

•i:h;>* 'INCLUDE*) PROGRAMS' t HI *»*8YHBOLS*SH4»'L INI NUMBERS'
MM WMX(591 ) rV4< 591 ) rl RX<500) rl ••-/.< 500) »RFX< 25O0) rNXX(2S00)

Kill ARRAY WITH Rl 'l RVED WORDS

RU
Rl AH RWS<RW)
If RWS(RW>>*" THFN
T |asc<rw»(rw i

if PTX<1 ) ruf n PTX(I) fu
Rid RW+ l

BOTO 180
for i o ro
ii PTX(I) IHFN PTX(I) RW
Nl X |

i.l I BOURCI I II I NAMI

PRlNTtl ini INPUT' Bourcs i ii Nwsei "*F«
II I * " " 1HF N 100
(III N " I

' . I ,F *

II Min*<i *,4. I » •:* IHIN F* RIGHT«<F«rL£N<F«)
I S38J ro B391SD4 BS+CHRS<PEEK(T>) tNEXl

PR4 ' tl + ' Hi*
i

INI 1 I Al I /I F OR CROSS II I I Rl NI I

LI OtPZ 01V4 " r'.'i I

i ni' i in sn tVNX< n 1 :ni

INFUI 80UR1 I I FNF

ii EOF(l) ihin 1200 f i -if i ini input #i,i*
i i. i f n<i * > :hi.- o:i i -i r t i :ni- o: n c* CHR4<44) rHEN NF-1

(PRINT SFR*< i C)«'t'»l *

PAR8I I INI
/

I I i ft 1

II If M. FHFN 80SUB 680 t GOTO 440
*IDS<I *,l !• 1 )

1 "A" ANH c« "/• thf N I 120
II i * •<> AND I * -v IIU N 1 150
ii i * • " OR it CHR»(9) ihin BOSUB 6801 GOTO 5O0
IF 0*="'' thfn BOSUB 680 t GOTO -»

IF C* • , • THFN M
IF C* CHR«<34> THFN A20
gosub 680111 mi I IHIN MF -OtGOTO A10
FF LP LB THI-N LP INSIRd FF 1 rl *.C* > I II LP THIN II
IF LP =IG THFN 440 I I SF BOTO 5O0
IF c*="«" OR i* "'-" ok i* ••• OR it "

GOSUK A80
nOTO 500

F Nil WARIABI I

III! N II 30

IF V%~- • • THF N II TURN
IF NF THFN I N i.'AI (V*> :v*.
c=asc:fv*> : ii f 63 mi n

: nf i : ri 1

1

ikn

II SI I III' l iiMMANH

JJ(C 65) tBR>0tRW« "
'

M I A8C(RW«(P) ) 1HF N
i F V*

tl '.' i

K'W*a> THF N P -F' * I MiilTA 750

r:t

HA FA" OR '<"» "Rl M" OR U* "Rl MARK"
BOTO* OR V««*80S0B* OR V* "IHIN"
MERGE" OR VS* a CHAIN* OR V$ •RUN"
• ' THF N W« ' " :RI TURN
( ' THFN U* V*F- < >

•

nil N LP LO+ltBOTO
mi N BR I :

OR <-»* "I UAH" I HI N

'V»)/|0O) I | SI I Vt INI (VAI «l,'* ) / I0OO)

11

II'

IF

IF
•

Tl US>(WS<I>) FFIF N 930
n i : r vnz< I

>

IF I IHIN 840 I I SI BOTO 9A0
IF VAI (V«) 1000 THIN I INKVAI

THF N I AS
ii = - 1 : i=c
IF VAI (V*) VAI <V*< I ) ) IHIN VU)
n i : i vnx( i

>

[I [>0 BOTO 900 El si BOTO ?«0
IF V» W9(I) THI N 9A0
J-LsZd-SK)
TF RFX(.l)-IN nil N (.UFO 1000 I I SI R| R| ICNXXt.l) RCtOOTC 990
vr«=vrfi
IF II THFN VNX( Fl ) WC
V*(VC) -V%:vN7.(0t hltFRX<WI
RFX<RC ) I NINXX(RC) I tl SX( I SI

H10

1040

sr) ri: i ur

Listing continued.

1000
1010
1 0?0
1030
1040
I 050
10A0
10 70
1080
1090
1 100
1110
1 1?0

1130
I 140
1 1 50
1160
1170
1 180
I 190
1200
1210
1220
l?30
1240
I 250
l?AO
t270
I 280
1290
I 300
1310
I 320
I 3 30
I 340
1350
I 3A0
1370
1380
1390
I 400
1410
1430
1432
I 440
I 450
I 4A0
1470
1480
1 490
I 500
1 5 1

I 520
1530
1540
I 550
1 5A0
1570
1580
1590
I 600
1410
I A 20
I A 30
1 A40
I 650
I AAO
1670
1680

1690
1700
1 710
1720
I 730
1 740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880

y*= tRE TURN

Mf RBI H IKflSRAM Rl Fl Rf Nl I
S

IF ASf(C«>=34 IHFN 11 ii:mf IIOOTO 1040
I I INKTRd Ftl ,1 *,CHR»(34) ) : II I I IHFN I

1. 2-TNSFK(l 1 + 1 .
1 *.CHR*(34) ): IF I • IHFN 1000

m mm :i r i :>:m*(m> hirmn.i i i ,i .»
i i l)+8TRS(LN)

GOTO 1000

F VFANIi VARIABI I

W9«W8'fC4t0OT0 500
IF !><>• THFN V* =Vt + C*
GOTO 500
IF V$" OR NF=0 OR BR>0 THFN V*=V«+C*
GOTO 500

CLOSE #1

:

PRINT SYMBOL TAFU F

HI OSF SOURCE I

. "AF :
• tBOSUB

SKtV-J
I5301SZ I

THFN H* H1»:G0SIJFi 15701SZ l

l510tG0T0 1300

:

#1 .V*(VI

.

1

DPI N ()•,!,
FOR .1-0 111

V^VN-/.(K>)

IF J=AA ANIi H* HI*
TF V THFN 14 10
IF I / AO THFN BOSUB

.'Fl

TF SZ»3 IHI N PRINT *1
R7 = o: I -FRX<V- BK > tPRINI
n R2-0 ihin frini BttTAB<14)l
PRINT BlrUeiNG FDSIRFXtDI

-
I

IF R7 10 IHI N 1370
Ot PRINT #1 . :i /I 7+1

II I / AO IHFN BOSUB 1510
T=--NX"/.( I >

IF 10 THF N 1310
IF R2>0 THFN fRINI #1 . :i / I .' I

BOTO 1240
NFXF .)

II MO 1IIF N BOSUB IA40
PRINT #1 , S84
PRINT #1. TOFAl I INF s: -;i i ; CALLED LINE!
PR1NI *l, " |.-|

I I I I Nl ( s: JRI'+M+F !l / I /+2
I riR 1 17 Fit AA.PRFNT #1,.'NFX1 ItCLOSI
FNFi

HEADERS

I OR I I id 44- I ZtPRINT #l . :ni xf
PAGF (IF AHI R

I R I N 1 # 1 ,

P2 Fs't I rikiNF tltPRSfTABdlO)! *PsSs*«PZ
LZ=2

F TON HI AIM
IF I / 54 IHFN BOSUB 1510
Ik INI #1 rS8«
PRINT BlfH4ITAB(20)l*REFERENCI I TNF

•

frini 1 1 .ss*:prinf h,:i/ LZ+4. [RETURN

INfl IITiF D PROGRAMS

I .' i / I IH4-H24tOOSUB 1570
FOR 1=1 TO M: TF 1/ AO THFN BOSUB 1510

I I NSIR< I ,M«( r ) . •

)

NT t I .1 I F T*(M*( I ) ,.l I ) ,TAH( 1A) i

print 41 t using fd4iwai (right«<n4<i > rlen<n«(i)

)

/i:nfxt i

RETURN

* symroi s: 'IWC-SKI

.1)

)

DATA" APS', ANTi',"AS','ASC , ,'ATN', 'AUTO'f *BUII D*
HATATTNT* » 'CSGN* . 'CDHI • , T IN* . T TNT
TiATA"f:HAIN" , *CHR4*f "CI E AR , 'CI OSF > *CNTRI ' . 'CON I

DATA*COS* f "CSNH- . 'CVD' • 'CW] " »
, CW8" . 'PAT A' . 'iif i

• .

nATATiFFINT'r TiFFSNG', 'TiFFSTR', TiFFIlSR'. 'FiFI I TF

TiATA'FOF'.'FRASF'.'FRl ', 'ERR'. 'ERROR* i "I 'I • "F II

TiATA'FOR'. *F Rl . "FRFF ' . 'FREEZ! '• 'OET' . 'OOSUB' . '».

riATA'INF" , INPUT', 'INPUT*' , 'TNSTR' , "TNT" , »KILI ' .

EiATA'l INE' » 't 1ST" , 'I NO ' , "I OAH" . '| OC ' , 'LOCK*. 'I 01
HATA'MAX', 'MERGE' r'MID«*t*MIN*f 'NKD«*r'NKI«*>'MK
IiATA'NAMF', 'NEW, 'NEXT', 'NOT', •Nlll.l ' • *OCTt* t 'OLD
DATA "OR' , "OUT' , 'PAD' , 'PAUSE' . 'PEEK' * 'PIN' t 'POKI '

DATA'RFAD'r 'REN' > 'RESET' • 'RESTORE , "RF 3UHC , »RI

I

DATA 'RUN' » 'SCRATCH', 'SAVE', 'SEG', 'SGN'.'STN' .

DATA'STOP','STR*', 'STRING*', 'SWAP', 'SYSTTM' , ' TAH
DATA'TRON' , 'TRON' , 'UNFREEZF' , 'UNLOCK" , 'UNSAVF* ,

'

DATA 'UAL ','VARPTR', 'UAIT', 'WIDTH', 'URTTF* , "XOR"

,

F<YF

, "i;i)NF INUI

•Dl 1 HHI '

• 'DIM' » 'EDIT' r'ELSE', '1 Nl

LD't 'FILE' » 'FIX' p 'FN'
OTO* • *Hl x*" ,

•
IF "»»INP«

1 FFT*' , 'I EN' .'II F
'

•, "l 08' , "i si i
• , 'MARCH"

s*- - Mr )H -

, 'FIN' . -OFF N"
. 'P08' . 'F'RINI • , 'PU1 •

URN' , 'RIGHTS' p 'RND' . "IvSl 1

ACE« a •'8PI * •
" srjR- , 'STEP'

'» 'TAN* * 'THEN "," Fll"

IIS TNG' , "USR"

Librarian program (December 1982 Microcomputing; con-
verted to run on a Commodore 8032 computer. By Jose Luis
Arriola, 1036 Aquamarine Lane, Corona, CA 91720.

l_ I BRHR I *=«H

18*3

1 10
12Ct

I :n

|48
158
1 i-.M

i ro
1 30

. 88
218

. 48

REM
REM
REM
REM
RE II

REM
Rf M
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
CLRi

^^^^^^^^^^^^^
•

• 4

•

•

•
•

PROGRAMMER I MLFRFL' Fhffi

PROORAMl LIE<RrtRIriN

HBSTRmi I :

THIS PROOROM IS DESIGNED Tu Fun. IIuFI > mMCihRLi
i mRD CATALOG VSTEM Fur m HOMTJ LIPRORV . IF PROVIDES
HU ORDERED LIST OF BOOKS ACCORDING TO THEIR: AUTHOR.
1 I TLE . Si IB TEC T.

THIS PROGRAM ORIOINALLV MRU TEH in IBM-BH
CONVERTED TO CBM-BASK »©32 > BV fOSE ARRIOLA

i

•

i

' M4-( HR*. 44 :SF-*="
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Listing continued.

278

.H-

1 1 f
329
I :-<o

410

4 30
440
4Sii

469

-4 n
4-n

g i e
529

569

< in

- an
699
660
f.rc-1

630

TOO
719

799
799

310

899

999

919

949
999
969

999
-i -hi

1 999
1010
1 929

1 M411

1999
1 060
1 ro
1 999
1 999
1 lOO
1110
1 1 29
1 1

1 140
l 1 99
1 1 69
1 1 79
1 1 00
l 1 99
1 299
1219
1 229
i

.- M
1 249

D0PEN*1 . "BSHELVES" .L'

29RNDD9 : 50THENPRINTDS* iDCLOSE :STOP
PRINT "3"

: NEW BOi '(-
"

: 3EHRCHES"
: DELETE 9001

"

: NEW LIBRHRV"
: STOP"

!

4

9

PRINT "MENU.
PRINT"
PRINT "

PRINT"
PRINT"
PRINT
PR INT "CHOICt : "

f

OETCH* : IFCH*=" "THEN
in H* "1"mRl H* "9"THEH379
PRINTCH* : F OR J = 1 T01 999 : NEXT J

CH=VHL- i."H$

ONC H00SUB4 39 . 650 . 1 640 . 1 988 . 29 79
00 '

REM CHOICE*! NEW BOO) SUBROUTINE
RECORD* 1 ,1.1
INPUT* 1 .F*
IFDS09THENPRIHTDS* lOCLOSE iSTOP
S2*VRL< P • i I = 1

1 = 1 + 1

RECORDS 1 .
• 1 . 1

INPUTS! -mm*
IFDS 8 l HENPR I NTDSi lOC LOSE :STOP
I FHU*=SP*OR I =SZ rHEN949
OOTl '400

19 PULL" IFORJ-1TO2090 INEXTJ iRETURN

I00T0999

IOOT0979

IHti: SZTHENPRIHT :PRINT :PRINT"L IBRRRV
INPUT "AUTHOR " :HU»
IFLEH<RU*> 29THENPRIHTMNRM NUMBER OP CHARACTERS 18 28'

INPUT"TITLE ";TT*
!FLEH<TT*> 20THENPRIMT"MAX NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IS 29'

INPUT "SUB IE" I " iSUS
IFLEH<8U9> -n ! HENPR INT "Mh:: NUMBER OF CHARACTERS IS 29" (O0TO999

RD*1,< I . 1

PR INT*1 .HUI :CM* :T T*:CM*jSU*
IF DS 9THEHPRIHTD9S lOCLOSE :STOP
pi ruPN
REM CH0ICE«2 SEARCHES SUBROUTINE
PRINT "3"
IHPUT'READV. HUT HUP + 1111

INPUT" TITLE •till

INPUT" SUBJECT »llll

D-3lPRIHTiPRINTiPRINT"NAM1 HHRD (

OETB*:IFB*="" THEN7 1m

It HJ "V"ANDB* . N"THEN718
1FB*="V"THEND=4
0PEN4 .D
PRIHT84

.

PRIHT94

,

PRIHT94

.

1FhU*='
I PHI It

IFmU*
IFAIM
IPhU*='
If-Hll*='

;HU*
:TT*
iSUS
opv •

"3"

12 > "BOOKS IN LIBRHRV" :RRIN1*4
SPC <9> " mi i T HOP " -Pv • 19> "TITLE" SPC • 29 •

'

" HNDT T * = "
*

" HNOSU* = " * " THENMENU=

1

"*"ANDTT*>"»" RNDSU9-" *
" THENMEHU-2

'•"RND1 I * "»"ANDSU*»"*"THENHEHU«3
**"ANDTT* "•"ANDSU4 " " T HENMENU=4
"HNDT r*s"*"AND9l i* "•"THEHHENU»3
" HNDT T PC " " HNDSU* = " " THEHHEHUa*

v* = T r* iXSaSU*
OHNENUOOSUB999 . 1B29 .

1

14m . 1269 l 199 • 1968
PRINT84 |CL0SE4,0
PRINT-PRESS HNV KEV TO CONTINUE"
OETB* :IFB*=""THEN
Rf TORN
REM MENU=1 SUBROUTINE
RECORD* I .1.1
INPUT* 1 ,f I

IFOS .. OT HENPR IN IDS * lOCI Of

SZaVAL F* illal
1 = 1 + 1

RECORD* 1 .
•

I ' .

1

INPUT91 .Mil* .TI* . SU*
IFD8O9THENPRINT0S9 lOCLOSE iSTOP
IF ho* . 3P*THENOOSUBi-
IF I'.: SZTHEN.-
RETURN
REM MENUa2 SUBROUTINE

iRO* 1.1.1
INPHT#1 ,F*
IFD9 : 6THENPRINTDS*iDCLOSEiST0P
82-VAL' F * • : 1 = 1

1 = 1 + 1

RE( 'iRD#l . • I • . 1

INPUT*] .HO*.TT I 'i*

IPOSC OTHENPRINTDS* lOCLOSE iSTOP
IFRUJ p *HNOHU*-Z*THENOu-.nPl
IF I SZTHEH1879
RETURN
REM MENU=3 SUBROUTINE

>PU*1 .1.1
INPUT91 .f-t

IFDS .: OT HENPR I NT Dr.* lOCLOSE iBTOP
S2«VAL • P * I I = 1

1 = 1 + 1

ROB 1 . • I • . 1

INPUTS! ,HU*.TT*.SU*
IFDS ! OTHENPRINTDS* :DCL OSE iSTOP
IFHU* :: SP*HNN0HU*=Z*HN0TT*=V*THEN003U1 740
IFIOSZTHEN1 l

SUBJECT" :PRINT*4

Listing continued.

1 299
1 260
1 2 T9
1 299
1 299
l 999
1319
1 329
1 3 99
l 349
1 550
1 969
1 379
l 9BB
l : +o
1 400
14 10

1 429
1499
1 440
1 496
1 460
14 TO
14x0
1499
1 998
I51ii

1 929

1 949
1 999
1560
1979
1 999
1599
1 600
1 6 1

8

1 629
16 30
1 649
1 696
1669
1670
1 699
1699
1 799
1718
1 729
i . n
1 ,"40

l 799
1 769
1 ? 79
1 TOO
1 799

OHO
1 300
1 8 1

6

1 828
1 830
1 040
1 998
1 969

1 998

i 999
1919
1 929
1 9 39
I 949
1 999
1 <K 9
1979
1 MJ9
1 990
. 999
29 1

m :n

. 840

. in ii

. 898
M.HliV.

SUBROOT I HE
1

iDCLOSEiSTOP

RETURN
REM HENUa4
REC 0RO8 1 .

1

INPUT81 -F*
IFDS :: CiTHENPRINTDS*
3J=VHL- F* • :I = 1

1 = 1 + 1

RECORD9I .1.1
INPUT#1 .HU* . TT*.SU*
IFDS-:: OTHENPRINTDS* lOCLOSE :STOP
I FmU* . :- 9P9RN0T T *=V*HNDSU*=X* THENOOSUB 1 620
if i --:: SZTHEN1 199
RE TURN
REM NENUaS SUBROUTINE
REC0R0B1 .1.1
INPUT* 1 .F*
IFDS : OTHENPRINTDS* lOCLOSE iSTOP
3ZsVRL<F« • :I=l
1 = 1 + 1

RECORDS t .
• I -

1

INPUT91 ,MU*.TT*,SU*
IFDS -OTHENPRINTDS* lOC LOSE iSTOP
IFHU* : SP9RNDSU9«X9THEH0OSUB162B
IF I :>S2THEN1439
RETURN
REM MENU=6 SUBROUTINE
RECORDS 1.1,1
INPUT41 ,F*
1FDS<: OIHENFRINTDS* lOCLOSE :STOP
SZaVRL • F * : I = 1

1 = 1 + 1

RECORD* 1 .
•

I

'

.

1

INPUT* 1 .HU*. TTt.SU*
IFDS OTHENPRINTDS* lOCLOSE iSTOP
IFhU*< SP*HNDTT*=V*THEN00SUB1620
IPIOSZTHEN1999
RETURN
PR INT84, SPC 9 'HU*SPC • 5+- i'O-LEN' HO* • • T IBSPC • =•+• i.'0-LEN- TT* .» • >SU*
RETURN
REM CH0ICE«3 C€LETE BOOK SUBROUTINE
I I =0 :PR I NT " HRE VOU SURE ?

"

OE rB*: I FB* = ""THEN1 660
I FB*0' " V " RND6* C> "

N
" THEN 1 666

I FB*= "
N

" T HENRE TURN
INPi U "HU THOR " sfi*

INPHT"TITLE " ;T*
RECORDS 1 .1.1
INPUTS! .F*
IFDS<: OTHENPRINTDS* lOCLOSE iSTOP
S2-VRL' F* • :I = 1

1 = 1 + 1

REC ORD* 1 .
• I • .

1

INPUTS1 .HU*.TT*.SU*
IFDS-:: OTHENPRINTDS* lOCLOSE iSTOP
IFH* =HU*HNDT* =TT*THENRRINT "DELETED: " :HU* :

" " :TT*

IFIOS2THEN1799
PRINT"BOO» NOT IN LIBRHRV"
i .11 I i l 1 :-<,"n

IF I I :. C+THENRU*=SP*«TT*-SP*:SU*=SR*
RECORD* 1 . I I - .

1

PRINr*l .HU*
IFDS -OTHENPRINTDS* lOCLOSE ISTOP
PRINT :PRINT :PRINT "PRESS HNV KEV TO CONTINUE"
i JETB4 : I FB*= " " T HEN 1 S30
RETURN
PhM CHOICE-4 NEW LIBRHRV SUBROUTINE
PR INT "HRE VOU SURE?"
0£TB*iIFB*>""THEH1929
IFBt : "VHNDB* :. "H"THEH192B
IFB*-"H"TNENRETURN
INPUT"EHTER LIBRHRV SIZE IN BOOKS"!
F*= : '- I Z
MM J SPS
PEC ORD* 1.1.1
PR I NT* 1 .f t

IFDS OTHENPRINTDS* lOCLOSE iSTOP
FORI -,:10SZ+1
REC ORD* 1 . I • . 1

PRINT* 1 -HU*
IFDS O T HENPR I N T DS* I DCLOSE : 8 I OP
Hi ::ti

Pl rURM
REM < HOICEaS STOP SUBROUTINE
t" i OSE
Hl[i

:S0* : I 1 = 1 lOOTOl
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The Chinese Are Coming!
The Chinese Are Coming!

American, Japanese and Bristish manufacturers be warned:
The Chinese have entered the microcomputer sweepstakes.

The MPF-I Micro-Professor, from MultiTech Industrial Corp.

in Taiwan, is a Z-80-based single board computer that features

2KRAM and a 2KEPROM with a monitor program and an
8255 PPI (programmable peripheral interface).

Can a single-board computer from
China with similarities to the

KIM-1 compete against those from

Japan, England and the United States

in the microcomputer marketplace?

That was the overriding question I

had as I opened the box containing the

Multitech Electronics, Inc. (195 West
El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, CA
94086), MPF-I Micro-Professor. This
Z-80-based single-board computer fea-

tures 2K of RAM, a 2K EPROM that

contains the monitor program and an
8255 PPI (programmable peripheral

interface), which interfaces to a six-

digit LED display, a 36-key keypad, a

two-inch speaker and cassette I/O.

Also on the board are eight support

chips, a 3.579 MHz crystal, which is

divided by two to get a 1.789 MHz
system clock, and a small 34 x 90 mm
area that can be used for expansion
purposes. There are also two LED
status indicators, two transistors, a

5 V regulator, two V8-inch phone
jacks for cassette I/O and a power re-

ceptacle. A 9 V power supply adapt-

er comes with the micro. In addition,

there are two 40-pin connectors for

system expansion.

Three empty sockets on the board
accommodate a Z-80 CTC (counter-

timer circuit), a Z-80 PIO (parallel I/O
circuit) and up to 2K RAM or 4K ROM
for memory expansion. With a fully

loaded board you can have up to 4K of

RAM, or up to 8K of ROM by replac-

ing the 2K EPROM with a 4K chip and
then by installing another 4K unit in

the RAM/EPROM socket.

Sorry, No Basic

If you intend to expand, I would
suggest you order the extra RAM,
96 Microcomputing, October 1983
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EPROMs, CTC and PIO at the same
time you order the board (see expan-
sion table). Since some of the ex-

periments in the manual cover the

CTC, I recommend obtaining the IC as

well as the extra RAM. However, if

you can get a PIO, do so, since you'll

probably want to experiment with all

of the components as soon as you can,

especially if you're familiar with as-

sembly language. There is no Basic,

just pure machine code.

The MPF-I is designed as a learning

tool to teach the essence of the Z-80
and assembly language. It can be used
in control applications because of all

of its interfacing capabilities. And if

you're up to it, it can serve as the basis

of a full-fledged Z-80-based computer
that can run any of the higher

languages. You can also expand this

computer to its fullest capacity with as
much power as any other Z-80-based

system. But this is completely depen-
dent on your technical abilities and/or

your budget.

Options for the unit include the pro-

grammer board, a speech synthesizer

board for $129 and a printer, also on a

single board, for $99. Nothing else,

not even software, is currently

available.

The computer comes in a cute plas-

tic box that opens like a book and
holds the board fairly snug. The op-

tional boards will fit into the other side

of the book.

The MPF-I is a product of Multitech
Industrial Corp. in Taiwan, Republic
of China. The overall design of the

computer is comparable to any other

state-of-the-art single-board comput-
er. However, at $149, it deserves a
closer look.

The Manual
The manual that comes with the

system deserves a lot of discussion.

It's hard to describe the manual as

good, but at the same time, I can't say

that it's bad—maybe just different.

The main difference is the language.

No, it's not in Chinese, but it was writ-

ten by someone not completely fami-

liar with the English language. It is

both funny and annoying, yet surpris-

ingly understandable if you can get

past the corkscrew grammar.
The manual is fairly complete. It

contains an introduction to the com-
puter and explains the functions of all

the keys, how to program in assembly
language and some of the subroutines

in ROM, along with some small pro-

grams that teach the use of these sub-

routines and the six-digit display. It

briefly covers the theory of how the

computer works, and contains sche-

matics of the board. There is plenty of

information on the Z-80 and the com-
plete instruction set. Finally, there are

some appendixes and a complete

printout of the EPROM monitor pro-

gram.

The last half of the manual contains

a whole set of experiments, which
were written by an English-speaking

writer or by someone with more
knowledge of the language.

The experiments were intended as a

basis for a course on computers and
thus can be of use in a classroom. Sim-
ple programming experiments help to

familiarize you with assembly lan-

guage; more complicated experiments

Address correspondence to Anthony T. Scarpelli, 82

Wellington Road, Portland, ME 04103.



cover stacks, arithmetic and logic,

number conversions, the subroutines

in ROM, the digital display, the key-

board and how to create a musical
organ using the speaker and tone rou-

tines in ROM.
An additional section shows how to

program and use the Z-80 CTC. There

are no experiments on the Z-80 PIO,

however, so other than one page in the

appendix on programming it, ypu'll

have to find other sources to gather in-

formation on this chip.

Though complete, the manual is

only an introduction. It will teach you
the basics of assembly language, but if

you desire to go further, you'll have to

refer to additional sources.

The Keyboard

The keyboard has 36 keys. It

features not only the standard hex-

adecimal keys, but also the standard

RS (Reset); Go, which starts your pro-

gram; PC (Program Counter), which
puts the program counter into the dis-

play; ADDR (Address), which allows

you to enter an address into the dis-

play; + , which increments one ad-

dress location; -, which decrements

one address location; and DATA,
which lets you enter a byte of data into

the address displayed. The display has

four address digits and two data digits

slightly separated to the right.

The keyboard also contains keys

that automatically trigger firmware
routines in ROM, which takes some of

the hassle out of programming in

machine code without an editor/as-

sembler.

For instance, have you ever tried to

calculate the displacement values in

relative jumps? I used to do the calcu-

lating with a circular slide-rule-type

. . .Who knows?

The MPF-I might

take off and become

the computer system

of the future.

calculator. The Micro-Professor's

RELA key prompts you for the start

and destination addresses. When you
press GO, it not only automatically

does the calculation for you, but also

inserts the value into the next address.

This means that when you need a rela-

tive jump value while entering your
program hex codes, just press a few
keys to insert the correct value. If your

values are out of range, -Err is

displayed.

The keyboard also contains keys to

•move a block of memory from one
address to another;

•write a block of memory to cassette

and read it back;

•insert and delete a byte;

•set a breakpoint in your program for

debugging;

•clear the breakpoint when you're

finished with.

When you want to examine regis-

ters, press REG to view or change—
via the hexadecimal keys—every one
of the Z-80 registers, including the

stack pointer, interrupt and flag regis-

ters. The exception is the refresh regis-

ter, which you cannot view.

The STEP key lets you single-step

through your own program or through

the ROM program. The MONI key,

which is connected to the Z-80 NMI
(nonmaskable interrupt) pin, lets you
override any program in operation

and instantly sends you back to the

monitor program. The RS (reset) key
resets the whole system to its warm
start routine.

A programmable INTR (interrupt)

key is available when you issue an EI

(enable interrupt) instruction, but of

course you have to set up an interrupt

routine to make use of this key.

The final key is the programmable
USER key, available through one of



the ports of the 8255.

These available keys make pro-

gramming and debugging much easier

at this level. They are a nice feature

that make the MPF-I easier to use.

The MPF-I is ready to go when you
receive it, so just plug in the 9 V adapt-

er. The monitor program automatical-

ly checks RAM and ROM after other

system initialization, then scrolls

uPF-1 across the display. It is now
ready to program.

Problems

One of the first things I noticed

when I turned on the MPF-I was that

two segments in all of the digits of the

display were always on together and
dimmer than the rest. After a couple

of hours of troubleshooting, I found a

short in two pins of the display. Re-

soldering the pins cleared up the

short.

It looked as if the board had been
worked on before, since one of the dis-

play driver ICs was socketed and the

other was not. Maybe someone else

had looked for this problem.

I noticed another error when I was
checking out the timing of the clock

How to Use MPF'I Programming Board
A handy option to purchase for the MPF-I

is the EPROM programming board. With

this $169 board, you can program any of the

EPROMs listed in the EPROM table.

This board is about one-half the size of the

computer board and is connected to the

MPF-I via a 40-conductor cable.

The programming board also comes with

its own power supply adapter, which pro-

vides nine volts and 30 volts.

TTie board contains an 8255 PPI, 4K of

RAM, a 2K EPROM with the programming

routines in it, a Textool zero insertion force

(ZIF) socket, two voltage regulators, support

ICs and components and two 40-pin connec-

tors. One of the connectors goes to the com-

puter during programming; the other is for

system expansion if expansion is needed

when using the programming board.

A keyboard overlay that fits nicely over the

computer's keys comes with the board. Since

some of the keys have their functions changed

when in the programming mode, this card

facilitates the programming process.

The Manual Again

The manual for this board is not as com-

prehensive as the one for the MPF-I, but it

doesn't have to be. It is 42 pages long, and it

covers everything you need to know to pro-

gram an EPROM. Although it only briefly cov-

ers the theory of prograrnming EPROMs, it

completely covers the functions of all of the

keys involved. However, it's so full of gram-

matical errors that it makes some of the in-

structions difficult to understand.

When I sat down to read the manual, I

kept a pencil close by so that I could change

the errors that I found. And there are plenty. I

should say, however, that the errors are

grammatical only; the information is most-

ly accurate. There is no listing of the pro-

gram in the EPROM.

Using the Board

Programming an EPROM is simple to do.

With the programming board connected to

the computer with the 40-pin ribbon cable

that is supplied and the power supplies

plugged in, you can enter the programming
restart mode by entering 9000 as the ad-

dress and pressing GO. One of the keys is

labeled RESTART, so you can get to this

mode at almost any time.

Next, enter the number of the EPROM to

be programmed and then press GO again.

This sets the internal configuration for that

EPROM and sets the 8255 for the correct

voltages at the right pins. You can then en-

ter the data into RAM, either by using the

keypad or loading it from tape or by reading

it off another EPROM via the READ key.

After you press READ and GO, a successful

read will display PASS-r.

Next, drop the EPROM IC into the ZIF

socket and lock it in. Press the PROGRAM
key to get into the programming mode.

Then enter the start address, the end ad-

dress and the destination address before

pressing GO. The computer reads the RAM
data into the EPROM.

It takes about 53 seconds to program a IK

EPROM. If the EPROM initially has any

data in any location other than FF, the pro-

gram will display FULL. However, you can

still continue the programming if you want.

When the programming is finished, press

the VERIFY key and, if necessary, the start-

ing and ending addresses. Then press GO.
if the data in EPROM is the same as in

RAM, the screen will display PASS-U. If

any address does not contain the same data,

the display will first show the address of the

bad data and then, after about a second, the

data in the EPROM and the data in RAM.

You can tell if an EPROM is blank by first

reading an empty socket, which puts all FFs

into RAM, then installing the chip and veri-

fying it. A new EPROM should also have

FFs in every location.

The other key functions are LIST, which
lets you check and modify memory, TAPE
WR and TAPE RD, + , - , ADDR, DATA,
INS, DEL and RS. These last nine operate

the same as for the main monitor program.

The RAM addressing is performed at

0000 to 0FFF, instead of where the RAM ac-

tually is located, which is 8000 to 8FFF. Oc-

casionally, I became confused as to what I

should enter, especially when writing to

tape. If you have to move a block of mem-
ory from lower RAM into the programming
buffer when the normal monitor is being

used, you have to specify the actual ad-

dress. There is no block move when in the

programming mode.
I also use the board to read and verify the

4K ROM chips from my TRS-80. If anything

were to go bad with my ROMs, I would be
able to program some 2732 or 2532 EPROMs
with the ROM data. With slight modifica-

tions to the TRS-80 hardware, I'd be able to

use the EPROMs. This would save con-

siderable money, since the three-chip 12K

Basic ROM set costs $150.

More Problems

Even this board was not problem-free. I

measured one of the voltages used to pro-

gram the EPROM at 27 volts. Since the

specifications for this voltage on EPROM
data sheets indicate an absolute maximum
of 26.5 volts, I suggest that you check this

voltage before doing any programming,

since a higher voltage could damage the

chip. You can measure with either an oscil-

loscope or a voltmeter by putting the board

into the programming mode without an

EPROM and checking either pins 20 or 21,

depending on the EPROM selected. An ad-

justable voltage regulator and a control can

be used to adjust its voltage on the board.

Another potential problem that could

damage an EPROM exists. The program-

ming pulse that one of the pins receives

should be 50 ms ± 5 ms in duration. If

the timing on the computer is off, this

pulse could be out of range. Make sure the

computer clock frequency is correct. This

can easily be done with a time-loop or clock

program.

Wrap-up

I found this board extremely easy to use.

It takes just a few minutes to set up, enter in

the data and program and verify an EPROM.
Since the price of both the MPF-I and the

programming board is as much as some
EPROM programmers alone, these boards

are a good deal. You are limited to certain

EPROMs, though. If you needed to program

a 2708 or a 2732A, for instance, you would
not be able to do so without hardware mod-
ifications. You would also need to write

your own program to do so.

So I would recommend purchasing the

board if you want to program certain

EPROMs quickly and easily. Also, you have
an extra 4K of RAM available if you
needit.H A.Scarpelli
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Superior printer performance is not a fluke.

It evolves from analyzing printed line after

printed line. Taking the time to test and retest.

After 30 years of manufacturing precision

parts, we know that there are no shortcuts.

And so we took the GeminMOX and method-

ically put it through its 120 cps pace. We
achieved a print head life of over 100 million

characters with an extremely precise dot align-

ment creating each crisp character.

So far so good.

Next, sophisticated performance de-

manded versatility. A wide choice of

character sets, a buffer expandable .

to 8K, and the ability to interface

with all popular personal

computers. We added macro

instruction, giving GeminMOX the capability

to perform up to 16 operations with one com-
mand. We included as standard a paper

feed system that has a friction and fully adjust

able tractor feed. Then we even built in the

dexterity to print graphics and text on the

same line.

Done.

And, of course, staying the best means
constant reviewing and fine-tuning. Keeping

the Gemini easy to find, easy to afford and so

reliable it can be warranted for up to twice

as long as its major competitors.

A
Only the most careful

|X engineering has built the new^ hard-working GeminMOX.
tm You'll applaud its performance.

micronics'inc
THE POWER BEHINDTHE PRINTED WORD.

Computer Peripherals Division
2803 N.W. 12th Street, Dallas/Ft. Worth Airport, TX 75261

.

mtm^P
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last night, 39 musicians had a
CompuServe conference, so did 31 m.d.s,

49 Sports Fansand 640 apple polishers,

And No One HadTo Leave Home.
The Electronic Forum,
Cheaper than Long Distance
and Much More Rewarding.

Every night on the CompuServe
Information Service, professional

and social groups discuss a wide
range of subjects. From what's new
in medical technology to what's

nouvelle in continental cuisine.

And every day more computer
owners who share a common
interest are discovering this exciting

new way to exchange ideas and
even transfer hard copy data.
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And besides electronic forums,

they leave messages for each other

on our national bulletin board,

"talk" informally on our CB simulator,

and communicate via CompuServe's
electronic mail.

But best of all, in most cases,

CompuServe subscribers get all of

these state of the art communications
options, plus a world of on-line

information and entertainment for

the cost of a local phone call plus

connect time.

To become part of this flexible

communications network, all you

need is a computer, a modem and
CompuServe. CompuServe connects

with almost any personal computer,

terminal, or communicating word
processor.

To receive an illustrated

guide to CompuServe and learn how
you can subscribe, contact or call:

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service. PO Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd . Columbus. OH 43220

800-848-8199
In Ohio call 614-457-0802

An H&R Block Company

Circle 371 on Reader Service card.



program experiment, found later in

the manual. The program was run-

ning more slowly than it should have

been. It turned out that the actual

board clock frequency was off. The
3.579 MHz crystal was actually run-

ning at 3.153 MHz, and it turned out

to have a defective capacitor in the os-

cillator circuit. So if you use this board

for any critical timing, such as EPROM
programming, make sure your crystal

frequency is correct.

Using the MPF-I

You need a cassette recorder to

store programs, and writing to tape is

a simple process. Simply press the

TAPE WR key; enter in a four-digit

file number, the starting address and
ending address; make sure the record-

er is in record mode; and press GO.
You have to supply your own cable to

the recorder. The signal level is for the

mike input.

Loading from cassette is just as easy.

Set the cassette volume control to

maximum, press TAPE RD, enter the

four-digit file number, press GO and
hit the play button on the recorder.

The monitor program will load only

the file whose number was entered. If

your recorder doesn't have a counter,

then you may have to run through

several programs to get to the one

you want.

Since I've been using a high-quality

recorder, I haven't experienced loading

problems. Two different model record-

ers also worked well. However, I found

that starting the load on anything other

than the initial sync tone sometimes

causes a bad load. The method the

computer uses to load tape data is sim-

ple and effective, so the quality of the

recorder should not matter.

If there are any errors on load-

ing, -Err is displayed. It takes approx-

imately one and a half minutes to

dump or load IK of RAM. If your re-

corder is good, the manual suggests

changing the timing loop to do a faster

dump. They do not go into detail as

to how to do this, and I have not yet

delved into the process myself.

RAMinglt

Upon ordering the MPF-I, I opted

for extra RAM at the same time. It's

easy enough to put the RAM chip in its

socket, but it will not work correctly if

it's a 6116 until a jumper is moved. I

overlooked this instruction on my first

reading of the manual, so if you add

RAM, check the schematic for the cor-

rect jumpers to connect and remove.

Although the monitor program auto-

matically checks the RAM that comes
with the board, it doesn't do so for any

additional RAM. So when you add
RAM, a simple project to try is to

write a program to check this extra

RAM and display any bad addresses.

How It Stacks Up
I've played with the MPF-I for a few

weeks and have found it a lot of fun to

use. If you're into assembly language,

want to learn it or want to develop a

computer control application, then I

would recommend this board. It's

easy to use, features special function

keys and expansion capabilities, and
lets you see and change all of the

registers and single-step through a

program. This is an exceptional com-
puter for the price.

On the other hand, the problems

with the MPF-I and the problem with

the programming board (see sidebar)

cause me to warn any potential buyer.

Either there was a slipup on this one

board, or quality control is lacking.

I couldn't find any other literature

for this board, nor could I find any
programs. If you want to go further,

it's all up to you. For instance, I had to

write my own tape-verification pro-

gram to make sure that what is on tape

is the same as what's in RAM. Of
course, I used many of the routines in

ROM, which indicates that the rou-

tines are not that difficult to under-

stand or use. Such a routine could

have been included in ROM, but I

guess you can only get so much into

2K of EPROM.
You also have to want to suffer

through writing assembly language

programs in pencil. You have to learn

to write short routines that later can be

combined into a larger program. There

is nothing like writing a page of code

and then having to add a few lines right

in the middle of it. Not only do you

have to find room for it, but you also

have to change all of the addresses in

the rest of the program. This is why
editor/assemblers were invented.

This board reminds me of the KIM-I,

which was available for $245 back in

the pioneer days of microcomputing—
it is like starting at day one again. How-
ever, what you can get—an EPROM
programmer, a speech synthesizer, a

printer and a Tiny Basic interpreter

chip, all at a really nice price—makes
this a good entry-level machine. But

you definitely have to be a machine
language pioneer.

Yet, who knows? It might take off

and become the computer system of

the future.

Circle 17 on Reader Service card.

GLOUCESTER
COMPUTER

Products for home, industry

& education
PRQMOIJEEN Write code for most

common 8-bit microprocessors, test it

in circuit, and

burn it on EP-

ROM with this

all-in-one mic-

ro development

system cart-

ridge. Power-

ful machine code editor provides com-

prehensive ROMware development sup-

port. Ideal for robotics, process control,

game development. Commodore VIC-20

host computer. Programs 2716, 2732,

2758 EPROMS and similar EPROMS.
$199.00

PRDfflQLJEEN RS pack add RS 232

communications to Promqueen devel-

opment system. $69.00

PQ/&U all features of Promqueen less

mimic mode. Software enhanced to in-

clude EPROM QC utilities, RS 232 com-

munication, printouts. 28 pinZIF socket.

Reads, edits

runs and pro-

grams all 5 volt

2500 and 2700
series EPROMS
plus variety of

EEPR0MS all

without per-

sonality modules. Commodore C-64

host computer. $299.00

PQ/&L. RS pack performs RS-232

voltage conversions for PQ/64 system.

$49.00

GLOUCESTER SEQUENCER Con-

nect the VIC or 64 to the outside world

for robotics, control, sensing. 16 inde-

pendent inputs, 16 independent outputs

plus unique software allowing user to

define 255 "finite states." Includes 3

software timers, and stepper motor driv-

er software.

100% machine

coded soft-

ware for high

speed. All se-

quencer pro-

grams and state

definitions are ROMable. VIC-20 or C-64

host. $299.00

ROM Packs Industrial quality circuit

cards are socketed, solder masked, fully

bypassed, and include a ground plane

for low noise operation. Includes 1

EPROM. 8K & 16K models for VIC-20 and

C-64. Specify 2732 or 2764 EPROM type.

Molded plastic case. $39.00

All products shipped with comprehen-

sive documentation. Call our user hot-

line 617-283-7719 or write for infor-

mation: Gloucester Computer, 1 Black-

burn Center, Gloucester, MA 01930.
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Surveying Storage Standards
In a follow-up to his May 1983 article "Mating a Winchester

With a Controller, " the author explores different media
capacities to help you decide which storage route to take.

By Ken Barbier

ri our May 1983 issue (p. 34), we
looked at some of the problems that

arose during the system integration

phase of building a new computer sys-

tem, the Discovery 500, from Action

Computer Enterprises, Inc.

This multi-user desktop computer
includes a 5%-inch Winchester hard
disk for mass storage. Double-sided,

double-density mini floppy disks were
chosen for data backup in this prod-

uct. No problems occurred during the

selection of the floppy disk formats,

capacities and drives, due in large part

to the use of a microcomputer-based
"smart" disk controller.

Backing Up Hard Disks

In spite of arguments to the con-

trary, there is no one perfect medium
for providing the necessary backup
for the data stored on high-density

hard disks with nonremovable media.

For users with massive amounts of

data to be updated daily, it is most
convenient to record the entire con-

tents of the hard disk on a backup de-

vice daily or weekly. This calls for one
reel-to-reel or cartridge magnetic
tape—or a whole pile of floppy disks.

The typical microcomputer user,

however, will be happier with hard

Bytes/ Sectors/

Format Type Sector Track Capacities (1)

1 FM 128 16 80K, 160K, 320K

2 MFM (2) 256 16 160K, 320K, 640K

3 MFM (2) 512 8 160K, 320K, 640K

Notes: 1. Capacities are for single-side 40 tracks, double-side 40 tracks and double-side 80

tracks.

2. Variations of double-density (MFM) formats include single-density (FM) on track

only for booting up on dual-density controllers.

Table 1. Mini floppy disk track formats. The DTC-520A smart disk controller provides for the selection

(under software control from the host computer) of a number of different disk track formats, providing

compatibility with many computer systems.

Parameter Unit Typical

Value

Result

Step Pulse Width lM 6 6 us

Step Interval 10 ms 3 30 ms
Max Cylinder 79 80 tracks

Head Settling Time 1 ms 20 20 ms
Head Select Delay lM 200 200 ms

Drive Select Delay 1 ms 250 Va second

Write Gate Delay 100 m 1100 1.1 ms

Table 2. Assignable mini floppy disk drive parameters. The disk controller can be down-loaded from the

host computer with parameters defining the performance of the floppy disk drives, as was true for the

hard disks. This permits a wide selection of single- and double-sided drives with either 40 or 80 tracks

per drive.

disk backup on a file-by-file basis.

Only files that have been updated
need to be backed up. A random ac-

cess device, such as the floppy disk,

provides a more convenient backup
for individual files than does a sequen-
tial-access-only tape drive. And at a

fraction of the cost.

The Discovery 500 is targeted for

the low end of the multi-user comput-
er market. With about a half-dozen

users on the system producing ac-

counting or word processing data or

program source and object code, it is

most practical for each user to be
responsible for making backup copies

of his own files whenever they are

updated.

Final versions of program source

code, or important text or account-

ing data, can be backed up on two
copies—one for the individual com-
puter user and one for the company
archives. This is most easily accom-
plished by using floppy disks.

Mini-floppy Capacities

Writers using word processors, or

computer programmers generating
source code, will produce a max-
imum of 20,000 to 100,000 charac-

ters (bytes) of data per day. The mini
floppy format that is becoming an in-

dustry standard provides for 160K of

storage on one side of a 40-track

disk. This capacity is probably ade-

quate for a single-user computer.

Without changing the format of

the data written onto each track of

the disk, this capacity can be in-

creased to 320K by using double-

sided disk drives, and on up to

Address correspondence to Ken Barbier, PO Box

1253, Borrego Springs, CA 92004.
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640K by using double-sided, 80-

track drives. The latter size is incor-

porated in the Discovery 500,
thereby providing about ten user-

days of backup on each $4 disk.

Moving Toward
Industry Standards

In the computer world, technical

standards always have been estab-

lished by the biggest companies in

the industry, simply by delivering

large quantities of hardware or soft-

ware products. Institutes, associa-

tions and societies may think that

their committees are generating the
standards, but they're only follow-

ing those dictated by the leading

companies. And we know who the

leader in the computer world is!

Before the IBM Personal Com-
puter, there were altogether too

many different recording formats
used on mini floppy disks. The race
for more capacity produced exotic

recording techniques that provide
for more than a million characters of

storage on a single disk. It's in-

teresting that 'Big Blue" delivered
its first personal computer with only
160K of disk storage, while others

were already delivering a megabyte.
Could the deciding factor have been
reliability?

Whatever the reason, the moderate
per-track recording density used on
the IBM PC can be multiplied by
doubling the tracks per side and num-
ber of sides recorded to produce the

respectable 640K-per-disk capacity

mentioned above.

Even IBM has entered the capacity

race; it now offers the 320K option. I

wouldn't be surprised to see this

doubled again in the near future.

Downward Compatibility

The Data Technology Corp. DTC-
520A disk controller used in the Dis-

covery 500 can control up to four
5 1A-inch drives—two of which can be
hard disks. For the floppy disk drives,

a variety of recording formats and
drive configurations are made avail-

able by this "smart" controller under
software control from the host com-
puter. Among the track format op-

tions is one compatible with the IBM
PC recording standard.

That format provides for dividing

each track into eight sectors, each stor-

ing 512 bytes of data. This format op-

tion can be established in the DTC-
520A by a command from the host

computer. The controller then can be

issued the disk drive parameter def-

inition that tells it how many tracks

there are per disk side (40 or 80), and
how many sides are available (one or

two). This provides for the optional

selection of 160, 320 or 640K disk

capacities.

While the default selection for the

Discovery 500 is the 640K capacity,

the flexibility provided by the smart
disk controller makes it possible to

temporarily select the other options

for the purpose of reading or writing

the smaller capacities, to provide for

program and data exchange with other

computers.

Bootup, Backup and
Transportability

Combining a floppy disk drive with
a fixed media- hard disk in a micro-

computer system provides for more
than just data backup. In the unlikely

event that the hard disk drive should
fail and have to be replaced, soft-

ware that provides for booting up the

operating system from the floppy in-

stead of the hard disk is available on
floppy disk.

Utility programs on the system flop-

py disk then provide for the format-

ting and testing of the new hard disk,

and the reloading of the system pro-

grams onto it. Then each user can re-

load the hard disk with all of his

files from the carefully prepared back-
up disks and normal operation is

resumed.

Updates to system software—as
well as to new programs recorded on
mini floppy disks—can be easily mail-

ed to computer owners. Using a smart
controller like the DTC-520A also en-

ables the users to select temporarily
other disk formats for transporting

files between different makes of com-
puters. These functions would, of

course, be difficult or impossible if

the only backup medium was a tape

drive.

By combining the best features of

5V4-inch Winchester drives, mini flop-

py disks and S-100 bus-compatible
processor boards designed specifically

for multi-user computers, it was possi-

ble to put together a high-performance
multi-user computer in a single desk-

top-size package, providing a signif-

icant amount of mass storage, backup
for that mass storage and the medium
for intercomputer data exchange.

Circle 212 on Reader Service card.

Discon System formats (initializes), reads, writes and
converts among dozens of 8" and 5-1 /A" (48 and 96 TPI)

CP/AA™ Disc Formats. The complete system, ready to use

is only $5555.00. Format
Library updates are sent

out at no additional cost.

From:

Pacifica Technology,

1 1 696 Sorrento Valley Road
San Diego, CA 921 21

619/453-2945

CALL NOW FOR INSTANT ACCESS
TO SCORES OF DISC FORMATS

*CP/M is a Registered Trademark of Digital Research
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_ _ _ _ _ 3702 N. Wells St

D&N MICRO PRODUCTS, INC. ^ZTZltA6*06

TERMS $3.00 shipping, Foreign orders add 15%, Indiana residents add 5% sales tax.

(219)484-6414

COMPUTER
MICRO-80 COMPUTER
Z-80A CPU with 4Mhz clock and
CP/M 2.2 operating system. 64K
low power static memory. Cen-
tronics parallel printer port. 3 serial

ports. 4" cooling fan. Two 8" single

or double sided floppy disk drives.

IBM single density 3740 format for

243K or storage, double density

format for604K of storage. Double
sided drives allow 1.2 meg on
each drive. Satin finish extruded
aluminum with vinyl woodgrain
decorative finish. 8 slot backplane,
48 pin buss compatible with OSI
boards.

MODEL80-1200 $2995
2 8" Single sided drives

MODEL 80-2400 $3495
2 8" Double sided drives

MICRO-65 COMPUTER
6502 CPU with 2Mhz clock and
DOS-65 operating system. 48K of

low power static memory. 2 serial

ports and 1 Centronics parallel

port. 2 8" single or double sided

drives. Satin finish extruded
aluminum with vinyl woodgrain
finish. 8 slot backplane, 48 pin buss
compatible with OSI. Will run OSI
65D and 65U software. Includes
Basic E/65 a compiled BASIC for

6502 CPU.
MODEL 65-1 $2995

2 8" Single sided drives

MODEL 65-2 $3495
2 8" Double sided drives

BP-580 8 Slot Backplane $ 47
OSI 48 pin Buss compatible

MEM-CM9 MEMORY/
FLOPPY CONTROLLER

24K memory/floppy controller card
uses 2114 memory chips, 1 8Kand
1 16K partition. Supports OSI type
disk interface
24MEM-CM9 $325
16MEM-CM9 $260
8MEM-CM9 $180
BAREMEM-CM9 $ 50
Controller on assembled unit

add $ 90

BIO-1600 Bare IO card $ 50
Supports 8K of memory, 2 16 bit

parallel ports, 5 serial ports,

with manual and Molex
connectors.
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PRINTERS
Okidata

ML82A,120cps,10" .$409
ML83A,120cps,15" .$895
ML84 Parallel, 200 caps, 15". $1150

C. loth

8510APProwriter, parallel ...$419
120 cps, correspondence quality

8510APDProwriter, serial $585
F10-40PU Starwriter, parallel $1319

Letter quality daisy wheel
F10-40RU Starwriter, serial . . $1319
F10-55PUPrintmaster $1610

parallel, Letter quality daisy
wheel

F10-55RU Printmaster, serial $1610
DISK DRIVES AND CABLES

8"ShugartSA801 $385
single sided

8"ShugartSA851 $585
double sided

FLC-66 ft cable from D&N $69
or OSI disk controller to 8" drive

5 1/4 "MPIB51 disk drive with. .$450
cable, power supply and
cabinet. Specify computer type.

FLC-5V4 cable for connection .$75
to 5 1

/4 drive and D&N or OSI
controller, with data separator
and disk switch. Specify
computer type

HARDWARE
OSI COMPATIBLE

IO-CA1OX Serial Printer Port. .$125

Specify Device #3 or #8
IO-CA9 Parallel Printer Port . . $1 50

CMOS-MEM
64K CMOS static memory board,

uses 6116 chips, 3 16K, 1 8K and 2

4K blocks, Partitionable for multi-

user, OSI type disk controller, 2 IO

mapped serial ports for use with

D&N-80 CPU. Ideal way to upgrade
from cassette to disk.

64K CMOS-MEM $500
48K CMOS-MEM $405
24K CMOS-MEM $260
16K CMOS-MEM $210
BARECMOS-MEM $ 50
Controller add.$ 90
2 IO mapped serial ports add. $125

on assembled memory board
Z80-IO2IO mapped serial $160

ports for use with D&N-80 CPU
card

FL470 Disk Controller $155
Specify 5V* or 8" drive

STANDARD
CP/M FOR OSI

D&N-80 CPU CARD
The D&N-80 CPU allows the owner
of an OSI static memory computer
to convert to Industrial Standard
IBM 3740 single density disk for-

mat and CP/M operating system.
Double density disk operation is

also supported for 608K of storage
on an 8" diskette. When used with

a 5 1/4 " disk system 200K of storage
is provided. Optional parallel

printer and real time clock. Also
available for polled keyboard and
video systems. Compatible with

C2, C3, C4 and 200 series OSI com-
puters.

INCLUDES CP/M 2.2

D&N-80-1 Serial 8" disk $595
D&N-80-2 Video 5

V

4
M
disk $595

D&N-80-3 Video 8" disk $595
Option 001 $ 60

Parallel printer and
real time clock.

HARD DISK DRIVER $140
Allows D&N-80 CPU board to con-

trol OSI 40 or 80 meg hard disk unit.

Will not destroy OSI files. Will also

allow for a true 56K CP/M system.
Specify 40 or 80 meg drive.

BUSSTRANSFER $135
Allows for D&N-80 and OSI CPU to

be in the computer at the same
time. Toggle switch provides for

alternate CPU operation.

DISKTRANSFER $100
Utility program to transfer OSI
CP/M format disk to IBM 3740
single density format. Will also

transfer IBM to OSI format.

SYSTEM HARDWARE
REQUIREMENTS

D&N-80 CPU, D&N FL470 or OSI
470 controller, 48K memory at

0000-BFFF, 4K memory at D000--

DFFF, two disk drive cables.

FORMATTRANSFER $15
You supply software on 8" diskette

D&N will transfer OSI CP/M format
to IBM 3740 CP/M format. Can also

transfer IBM 3740 CP/M format to

OSI CP/M format. Original diskette

returned.

Circle 293 on Reader Service card.



Is a Fortune in Your Future?
Using the powerful MC68000 chip and the Unix operating

system, the Fortune 32:16 is designed for the professional who
needs more than what a personal computer affords. The San
Francisco Giants are finding the Fortune handy—the team's

scouts use it to circulate information on promising ballplayers.

By Ned Hamilton

Boy, was I mad! I had just spent a

small fortune for a computer that

was supposed to be fast, but it was
slower than the Imsai that I built six

years ago. It took a lot of frustration

and time to find out why the computer
was so slow. The retailer and even the

manufacturer seemed confused.

The problem eventually was cor-

rected, but before I get into that, I

should explain a little about the com-

32:16, you've got to understand the

strategy behind its design. This isn't

just another desktop computer. (It ex-

ceeds the personal computer in both

cost and function, so I'll call it a

desktop.) It's a machine that can per-

form equally well as a dedicated word
processor, a powerful computer, a

professional communicating worksta-

tion with graphics and an integral part

of a multi-user network.

puter, the Fortune 32:16. (Relax, this

isn't going to be a detailed review with

exhaustive price lists and technical

discussions. Rather, I'm going to

describe some of the features and
shortcomings of a product that prom-
ises to incorporate more advanced
thinking into the desktop computer
field.}

Fortune Strategy

In order to appreciate the Fortune

Obviously, no computer can be all

things to all people, but if the basic hard-

ware and software are well-thought-

out, a computer can perform many
different functions amazingly well.

The hardware and the software

both have been chosen with this in-

tegrated system concept in mind. The
software uses a Unix-like operating

system that has been enhanced by
Fortune to be extremely user friendly

(more about that later). The hardware

theory was to supply a product that

can be added to—to go from single-

user to a multi-user network with few
growing pains.

The Hardware

It's called Fortune 32:16 because it

performs arithmetic inside the micro-

processor chip on numbers that are 32

bits wide, yet it passes data to and
from the chip with numbers that are

16 bits wide. The chip—the main pro-

cessor or CPU— is a powerful one: the

Motorola MC68000.
The 68000 chip differs from those

used in the IBM Personal Computer
and Apple II in the size of the numbers
inside the chip and the numbers
passed to and from the chip.

The IBM uses an 8088 chip, which
has 16-bit internal numbers and eight-

bit input/output. The Apple II 6502
chip has eight-bit internal numbers
and eight-bit I/O. Usually, a processor

of 32-bit size is faster than a 16-bit pro-

cessor, and a 16-bit chip is faster than
an eight-bit chip.

Of course, the bit size of a chip isn't

the only factor influencing a chip's

speed. The instruction set also plays a

big role in speed.

More importantly, the instruction

set determines how flexible a chip will

be. The first microprocessor chips had
about 100 fairly simple instructions.

The newer, more sophisticated chips,

such as the 68000, have a rich mixture
of several hundred instructions.

Stepping Outside

Enough about the chip architec-

ture. . . let's step outside the box.

Address correspondence to Ned Hamilton, PO Box

1501, Lafayette, CA 94549.
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The Fortune's 99-key keyboard features a 15-key numeric pad, a nine-key cursor-control pad, 16 program-

mable function keys and a full set of system level function keys.

One of the most impressive things

about the Fortune is its attractive ap-

pearance. The cosmetics seem to have
been as carefully thought-out as the

hardware and the software.

This is a new trend. The more
technically oriented companies pay
little attention to the appearance of

their units; this is shortsighted, be-

cause a system sells better if it has sex

appeal.

The basic unit comes with a CRT
monitor, a CPU about the size of a

large briefcase, and a keyboard. The
CPU connects to both the keyboard
and the CRT with coiled cords, and
the CRT tilts and swivels. This allows

physical configurations to suit almost

any taste.

The CPU comes with either one or

two flexible disk drives or with a hard
disk drive and a flexible disk drive.

The flexible drives have a capacity of

800K each, and the hard disk drives

come in 5M, 10M or 20M sizes.

The CPU unit contains five slots for

memory boards. It can hold up to a

megabyte of memory and an error-

correcting board. The CPU has five

additional slots for I/O and controller

boards.

The keyboard is the most unusual

feature of the Fortune. It has 16 pro-

grammable function keys and a

'help" key. It also has four keys
primarily used for word processing, as

well as a cluster of cursor movement
keys and a numeric keypad. Plastic in-

serts can be slipped beneath the row
of function keys to serve as labels and
to customize the keys for each applica-

tion program.

A unit consisting of a CPU, CRT and
keyboard can serve as a central station

to support auxiliary terminals. Each
Fortune terminal has its own micro-

processor (a Z-80) with 64K of

memory within the terminal.

A central unit can also serve as a

link in a network connected to other

The Fortune 32:16 system is a computer, a word processor, a communicating workstation with graphics, and

a part ofa multi-user network.
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processors, other computers, file

servers, modems or mainframes. All

of these extras can be added to the

basic unit without an overhaul of the

software or a rebudget for a new
system.

A typical Fortune system might con-

tain the main unit and three or four

terminals. You'd need about 1M of

memory for top performance. You'd

probably also need a 20M hard disk.

Although that seems steep, remem-
Der that this is a Unix system, and
Unix requires a lot of space. The
operating system alone takes 100K
and the word processor and spread-

sheet programs each take upwards of

100K of memory.)
This typical system's costs would be

about $11,000 for the main station

with 20M of hard disk storage, a few
hundred dollars for an I/O board and

$1100 for each terminal. This would
be a powerful system with capabilities

of running simultaneously, in multi-

user mode: word processing, spread-

sheets, program development, database

operations and accounting packages.

Theoretically, the Fortune CPU can

support many terminals. Practically,

though, you'll start to lose speed if

more than four users are on at once.

Of course, it depends on the users' ac-

tivities. If the users are doing database

or program compilation work, a prac-

tical limit might be three users. If the

users are doing keyboard I/O (which is

relatively slow to a computer), the

limit might be eight users.

Options on the Way
Many options will soon be available

for the basic Fortune system. Your
choices will range from parallel I/O

boards to Ethernet controllers to bit-

mapped graphics boards to magnetic

tape boards. In addition to the stan-

dard 25-line by 80-character CRT, a

60x132 CRT is planned. (Currently,

only a few options are available. Many
of the other goodies should be ready

by the time you read this review.

These options will give the Fortune

its unique flexibility. The system can
serve as a computer, a word proces-

sor, a network and a graphics output

device, among other things.

Of course, no single machine will

have all of these features, but one
organization can have several For-

tunes doing different tasks. The ad-

vantage is that the use of a common
language and common protocols will

be possible. You don't need a Wang
for word processing, an IBM to do
spreadsheets and a DEC VAX to serve
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RUN
Maps the

World of the

VIC-20 and
Commodore 64

Navigate New Programs

Explore New Products

Adventure Through New Games

o*»*a

I-

W$k>

With RUN, Wayne Green's newest system-spe-

cific magazine for the Commodore 64 and VIC-20.

RUN takes over where the manual leaves off.

Whether you're a beginner or an expert, you'll get

more from your system. It will take you from begin-

ning Basic to advanced graphics, from product

reviews to exciting new programs, from simple

math to advanced ROM,and more.

Don't be a passive explorer. With RUN you'll

type in programs and play new games. Experiment

with new programming techniques. Try new
utilities. Learn how to build hardware add-ons.

Don't just sit and read.

Learn and have fun with time- and money-saving

information:

• Instructions & tutorials increase your skills

• Programs to add to your library

• Candid reviews help make decisions

• Unique applications to broaden your scope

• Prograrnrning tips teach short-cuts

• Hardware & software modifications help your

machine work smarter
• Games for fun & strategy

Navigate. Explore. Adventure. . .with RUN, the

new magazine for the Commodore 64 and VIC-20.

Subscribe to RUN today and get a 13th issue free

with your prepaid order (check or credit card) of

$19.97.

Start your subscription sooner by calling toll free

1-800-258-5473.

Commodore 64 and VIC-20 are registered trademarks of

Commodore Business Machines, Inc.

Let RUN map the world of my
Commodore 64 or VIC-20 for

only $19.97 per year.

Check/MO MC VISA AE

Bill me $19.97 for 12 issues.

I understand that with payment enclosed or credit card
order I will receive a FREE issue making a total of 13
issues for $19.97.

Card #. Exp. Date.

Signature

Name
Address

City State. Zip.

Canada & Mexico $22.97/ 1 year only, US funds drawn on US bank. 33AC7
Foreign Surface $39.97/ 1 year only, US funds drawn on US bank.

Foreign airmail, please inquire.

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery.

^T^[^ • PO Box 954 • Farmingdale, NY 11737
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several programmers. Fortune sys-

tems can do all of these things and still

talk to each other. And most impor-
tantly, the user doesn't have to learn

two or three different systems.

The Software

Fortune's operating system is based
on the Unix system. Fortune has taken
Unix and "wrapped" around it a

friendly, easy-to-use shell. You've got

the best of both worlds—the flexibility

of Unix for those who need it and the

ease of use of the menu-driven For-

tune enhancement.
The Fortune shell menus rely on the

underlying Fortune version of Unix.
Those of you who are familiar with
CP/M but not with Unix would ben-
efit from trying the Fortune with
someone who knows how to demon-
strate Unix.

Because of its great flexibility, Unix
is unavoidably an extremely technical

operating sytem. It offers "pipelines,"

I/O redirection, command files (simi-

lar to the submit features in CP/M)
and a slew of other tools.

Suppose you want to send two sepa-

rate files to another user on a multi-

user system. Say you also want the

files to be stamped with today's date

and you want a printed record of what
you sent to the other user. Unix is so

powerful that a single typed line of

three commands could do this. (Some
Unix users could figure out a way to

Youve got the best of both

worlds—the flexibility of Unix

and the ease of use of the menu-

driven Fortune enhancement.

do this with two commands.)
If you wanted to do the same thing

with CP/M, you'd have more difficul-

ty. First of all, you'd have to be on a

multi-user system if you wanted to

send a message to another user; being
on a multi-user system in CP/M
means that you would actually have to

have one of the multitasking versions

of CP/M.
The procedure to send the time-

stamped files and the hard copy back-

up would depend on the system used.

Most systems would require that a

temporary file be created first. Then,
with two commands, you could send
the file to the user and make the hard
copy. Some CP/M systems would not

be able to time-stamp the files. And, to

do a complete job, you would want to

erase the temporary work file.

There is a price to pay for all of this

Unix flexibility. The system places a

tremendous burden on the comput-
er's speed. Unix uses the disk a lot and
takes up a great deal of space in mem-
ory. (Until recently, no one has tried

to run a Unix-type system on a small-

er-than- 16-bit computer.)

There is another price to pay: Unix's
flexibility requires that it be precise

and abbreviated and that it offer few
error messages. This means that the

user has to be familiar with Unix to

get maximum use out of it.

That's where Fortune comes in. For-

tune's producers retained the Unix
features and added a higher-level,

menu-driven shell. The shell works
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like a menu in a restaurant: it lists all

the functions that are available. You
pick out the function you want, and
the computer either does it or re-

sponds with a more detailed menu.
This way, a series of menus can be

"paged" past you on the CRT screen,

with each menu becoming more de-

tailed. The result is that you don't

have to remember all of the options of

Unix; the menu shows you all of the

available options.

In the same way that you pay a price

for the power of Unix, you also pay a

price for the friendliness of the For-

tune shell— it's much slower than us-

ing Un\x commands directly. For ex-

ample, to list the names of a few files

takes about 2.7 seconds with Unix (if

there are ten or 20 files). It takes 2.6

seconds to process the command and
about a tenth of a second to display on

the CRT screen.

With the Fortune shell, the same
listing operation takes 4.5 seconds. In

this case, the additional 67 percent of

time is required by the Fortune shell

to process the command.

Applications Software

The availability of applications soft-

ware is the key to the success of any
computer. Happily, there are a lot of

powerful programs available for the

Fortune. The programming languages

include Basic, Fortran, Cobol, Pascal

The word processor and the

spreadsheet programs surpass

anything I have seen in the

microcomputer field.

and C. Application languages are

available for database operations (Idol

and Sequitur), accounting (order pro-

cessing, accounts receivable and
payable, payroll, fixed assets and

general ledger) and of course word
processing (For:word) and a spread-

sheet (Multiplan).

Many of these programs are not yet

available. And others should not have

been made available! An example is

Basic; usually, Basic languages come
in two versions—the faster compilers

and the slower interpreters.

Because Fortune's Basic is in inter-

preter form (and probably because the

Basic has not been optimized for For-

tune), the language is embarrassingly

slow. Also, the Basic manual has

numerous errors; it should have
stayed in the lab for more work.
The accounting packages are sys-

tems that have been around for a

while and are widely used. Their

chance of success depends on the

modifications that were made to adapt

them to the Fortune computer.

The word processor and the spread-

sheet programs, on the other hand,

surpass anything I have seen in the

microcomputer field.

The word processor, For:word, is

modeled after the successful stand-

alone word processor, the Wang; For-

tune's keyboard and protocol are

especially similar. And like many
other popular microprocessor word
processors, For:word is screen-ori-

Circle 183 on Reader Service card.
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ented (what you see on the screen is

what you get).

In the designing of other microcom-
puters, the word processor function
usually is not given much considera-
tion. So when the word processor soft-

ware comes along, compromises must
be made to get things done.

For example, to insert text usually

requires that you type a control key
sequence. This means that the opera-

tor has to remember a lot of codes and
often has to press two keys to do one
job. The Fortune has keys that are
dedicated to each of the major word
processing functions. To insert text on
the Fortune, you press the insert key,

then the text key, then the execute key.

Other features include a useful

glossary function and fast indexing.

You can go from the index to the
editing mode with only a few key
strokes—without having to type in the

name of the file. Obviously, the word
processor does all of the common jobs,

like margin justification, centering,

proportional spacing and subscripts,

as well as some uncommon jobs, like

bookmarks, headers, decimal tabs
and help screens.

The spreadsheet program (Micro-

soft's Multiplan) is the most powerful
that I have used. It combines the best

features from VisiCalc and SuperCalc
and still runs fast. The Microsoft peo-

ple have added several enhance-
ments: centering within a column,
additional arithmetic functions, cell

naming, windows and command
anticipation.

My favorite features are Multiplan'

s

windows and its command anticipa-

tion. The window function allows you
to chop up a large spreadsheet into as

many as eight separate windows.
These windows can be scrolled togeth-

er if desired. This allows the display of

small working portions of a spread-

sheet or the display of column titles

when you're at the bottom of the sheet.

The command anticipation feature

is just as useful. Suppose you're put-

ting the same formula across a sheet
for 12 columns, and suppose you have
to repeat this for several rows. Once
you have copied the first row for 12

columns, the copy command retains

the number 12 so that it doesn't have
to be typed again. If you don't want to

use the number 12 on the next copy
command, you simply type in the
number you want on top of the 12.

Because of Fortune's keyboard,
Multiplan performs better than on
most microcomputers. As is the case
with word processors, most systems
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require control codes to do certain

functions. Fortune's dedicated keys
eliminate the need for control codes.

The indexing is particularly handy.
If you're loading a spreadsheet and
you're not sure of the exact spelling of

the file you want, simply hit a cursor

key. The entire spreadsheet index ap-

pears and you can move through it

with the cursor keys. When you've
found the file you want, hit the ex-

ecute key and the file will load.

The file-loading is incredibly fast

with a hard disk drive. A spreadsheet
with over 3000 cells loads in about
two seconds. A recalculation of a sheet

with 3000 cells (where every cell

depends on another cell) takes about
1.5 minutes.

The Growing Pains

The Fortune 32:16 is a new com-
puter from a new company. The staff

A Capsule Look
At the Fortune 32:16
Manufacturer
Fortune Systems Corp., 1501 Industrial

Road, San Carlos, CA 94070; phone 415-

595-8444.

Base List Price

$4995 for minimum configuration.

Standard Features

Motorola MC68000 microprocessor with

32-bit data and address registers, 24-bit

memory address bus, 16-bit data bus and
16M linear address space; 128— 1M RAM;
4K-15K ROM; RS-232C serial interfai

flexible disk controller that supports up to

four flexible disks. Magnetic storage in-

cludes one to four 720K formatted SV^-inch

floppy disks, 5M, 10M or 20M of 514-inch

hard disk storage and one to four eight- inch

hard disks as a back-up system; 12-inch,

nonglare, black and white monitor with op-

tional color filters; vertical tilt from +15
degrees to -5 degrees and horizontal

swivel of 90 degrees; 80 x25 screen; 99-key

removable keyboard.

Proportions

System weighs 48 pounds (12-pound
monitor, six-pound keyboard and 30-pound
processor). Monitor measures 12.9x13.7
x 12.3 inches; keyboard is 2.2x6.3x22.3
inches; processor is 5.8 x 13.9x22.3 inches.

Software

Based on Unix, Fortune's operating system
includes multi-user/timesharing system;

file management system, comprehensive
utility set and multiple-language and com-
munications support. Fortune speaks Basic,

Cobol, Fortran, Pascal and C.

Applications

Business accounting system, database
management system, word processing

system, Multiplan professional system and
graphics system.

is made up of people who have proven
themselves at least once in the data

processing field. The management
roster reads like an alphabet soup of

alumni from IBM, RCA, GE, TRW,
Memorex, ITEL, and so on. They
know that any system start-up re-

quires infinite patience and omnipo-
tent scheduling abilities.

Frankly, I think the gang at Fortune,

as experienced as they are, probably
didn't anticipate all of the problems
they're having. Overall, they've done
a reasonable job of getting a com-
plicated system out with a minimum
of delay and problems, but there are

some serious bugs.

In my opinion, the company's most
serious problem is its failure to com-
municate with the users. Many of the

early bugs in the system turned out to

have simple solutions. But because
Fortune did not communicate these

problems, the users were left in the

dark; they had to discover the same
bugs over and over again.

What got me so mad was the initial

performance of the computer. The
adaptation of Unix to the Fortune, I

have been told, has not yet been "fine-

tuned." Also, a feature added by For-

tune to avoid power-failure back-up
turned out to put a heavy drag on the

system's speed. The result is that a

system with 256K of memory is slow.

The operating system is slow, the

word processor is sluggish and the

spreadsheet is essentially unusable.
And the multiuser version is so slow
that it cannot be used with less than
512K of memory.
Fortune's interim solution (until the

operating system can be optimized) is

to add memory. The resulting speed
change is like going to "warp" drive.

The operating system speeds up by a

factor of two or three and the word
processor and spreadsheet programs
become immediately responsive.
With 768K of memory, three or four

u^ers can be handled comfortably,
without the long delays that occur
with smaller memories.
The point here is that Fortune did

not respond to this speed problem im-
mediately. At first, the company
denied it; it took a long time before
Fortune would "broadcast" the
memory fix to users.

Another serious bug is the lack of
handshaking for many printers. There
is no hardware handshaking and the
only software handshaking is the
XON/XOF sequence recognized by
many, but not all, printers.

If your printer doesn't use XON/



XOF, it must be run slowly so that its

buffer doesn't fill up. This usually

puts a speed limit of about 30 charac-

ters per second on the printer.

So far, most of the other bugs are

minor but irritating. For example, a

Unix system has the ability to run

several processes at once in order to

do such things as printing or running a

program in background at the same
time a foreground program is running.

Occasionally, these background pro-

cesses run wild or "hang up."

Fortune's version has omitted a

common Unix command that allows

the user to see what processes are run-

ning. Without this command you

don't know which processes may be

causing problems and which have to

be stopped. The only solution is to

turn off the machine.

Fortunately. . .

All in all, the Fortune 32:16 is

fast—as long as you have enough mem-
ory. The machine is flexible—both the

software and the hardware have been

carefully chosen to ensure that.

And you can count on any Fortune

bugs to be exterminated; it comes
from a sound company. Fortune re-

portedly raised more capital, faster,

than any previous venture-capital

startup.

Fortune's management has a vision

of a desktop computer that can readily

serve as a communication tool and a

data processing tool. One version of

the system will be suitable for

managers, another version will be

suitable for programmers, while a

third will be suitable for writers,

while a fourth . . .

Many small-computer makers don't

bother to match the software and the

hardware, but that's not so with For-

tune. The company has carefully coor-

dinated the two areas, and they

haven't ignored how this coordination

will wear in the future.

The Unix software, because of its

popularity in colleges, opens a large

world of loyal and competent follow-

ers. The 68000 chip offers a fast pro-

cessor with a guaranteed long line of

descendents. The integrated system

concept ensures that you can adcRo
the system without earlier pieces

becoming obsolete.

The Fortune costs more than a per-

sonal computer, but it's not aimed at

the personal computer market. It's a

professional tool designed to do com-

plicated things and to do them fast. It

should be able to quickly establish a

niche for itself in the marketplace.
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Atari Number Roundup
Neatness counts when it comes to printing

columns of numbers with the Atari. Shape up your
columns with this Basic formatting progam.

By Steve Fabac, Jr.

If you use your Atari 400 or 800 for

anything other than games, sooner
or later you will come up against the

problem of generating neatly spaced

columns of figures as output. Aesthet-

ics aside, neatly aligned columns are

easier to scan quickly, thus speeding

comprehension of the printed data.

Common Basic Problem

The problem is common to most Ba-

sic-in-ROM operating systems and oc-

curs when the print command is exe-

cuted. Atari's operating system puts

the information on the screen starting

at the current cursor location. Thus, as

the magnitude and number of decimal

places vary from line to line, the left

edge remains fixed and the right edge
gets ragged.

In cases where several columns are

required, the problem is compounded
when numbers in the first column af-

fect the alignment of successive col-

umns, causing a jumbled table.

Adding to the problem are numbers
that the operating system has com-
puted to nine significant places. Print-

ing 1/3 as .333333333 is no surprise

except when you have changed the

default tab spacings to squeeze
more columns of information across a

40-character screen. The unguarded
occurrence of repeating fractions

can play havoc with a compact table

of data.

Some extended Basics, such as those
utilized in Hewlett-Packard desktop
computers, offer formatted printing in

the style of FORTRAN IV. In addition

to the common print statement, Hew-
lett-Packard provides a write state-

ment (select code and format number)
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that utilizes a line-numbered format
statement. Coding such as

100 WRITE(15, 110) A,B

1 10 FORMAT F8.2," Dollar balance in account

number ",F3.0

causes the value of A to be printed in

an eight-character-wide print field

with two decimal places, followed by
the characters between the quotes and
the value of B in a three-character-

wide print field with no decimal
places.

Alas, Atari Basic does not offer this

enhancement. However, it's possible

to do a pretty fair job of formatting

the screen using Basic statements (see

Fig. 1).

Formatting Requirements

Basically, formatting output into

SAMPLE PRINTOUT
NORMAL ATARI FORMATTED

94691

.

137.87
21 .474
144.42
110911
1 2731 .

1 142.3
7074.0
15.257
2009.0
38.477
1064.9
3459.1
6.4686
79632.
1 6391

.

56
7014
97558
514
.4868
925
99597
12954
26318
10772
90526
97878
1444
2792
0385
5436

94691
137
21

144
110911
12731
1142
7074

15
2009

38
1064
3459

6
79632
16391

56000
87701
47497
42514
48680
92500
39959
01295
25726
01077
47790
99787
11444
46862
03850
54360

Fig. 1. Example of normal Atari vs formatted

printout.

columns requires that you define the

print field width and the number of

decimal places to be printed, that you
determine the required number of

character positions (including the

decimal point) needed to display the

expected numeric range of data to the

required precision, and that you posi-

tion the cursor to the correct spot on
the screen.

When this is accomplished, the cur-

sor is prepositioned and the least-

significant digit of the printed number
aligns with the predetermined hori-

zontal character position.

To accomplish the formatting of the

screen, it's necessary to examine how
Atari will print numbers.

1. Positive integers are the least de-

manding; they occupy character posi-

tions one-for-one with the number of

decimal decades.

2. Negative integers require one ad-

ditional character position for the

unary operator "— ."

3. Numbers between zero and + 1

are prefixed with "0." (zero, decimal
point) with this exception: all

numbers smaller than 0.01 are printed

in scientific notation (1.0E-02).

4. Zero is always printed as "0, " one
character wide.

5. All integers larger than nine deci-

mal decades are printed in scientific

notation.

Now, let's examine the easiest case

to implement: positive integers. Three

Address correspondence to Steve Fabac, Jr., 910

East 5th Terrace, Lee's Summit, MO 64063.



features of the Atari operating system

simplify the task: the floating point

arithmetic package, the logical opera-

tors and the operating system graphics

package.

To determine the number of places

necessary to express any positive in-

teger, we can use the base- 10 loga-

rithm function CLOG. The statement

INT(CLOG(X)) will result in a number

corresponding to the exponent of the

value of X expressed in scientific nota-

tion. Thus, INT(CLOG(100)) results in

2 and INT(CLOG(1000)) results in 3.

Since the number of decimal

decades in the range of 100 to 999 is

three, the result of 2 obtained above

"Despite its lack of speed,

this useful program will satisfy

a large percentage of your

programming needs."

10 DIM P$(9).0V$(12),UV$(12)
15 0V$(1 ) = "+":0V$(12) = "«.":0V$(2) =0V$

16 UV$(1 )=»-":UV$(12)="-":UV$(2)=UV$

DATA 104,165.18,166,19. 164 , 20, 1U 1.158, 7. 142. 159.7, 1U0, 160, 7. 96

FOR 1 = 1 TO 17: READ X: POKE 1 953+1, X: NEXTI

FMT=2 9000: PTC=29095:TRNC =29300
PRINT "ENTER FIELD WIDTH" ;: INPUT FW

PRINT "ENTER NUMBER OF DECIMAL POSITIONS" ;: INPUT DP

REM »»» READ TV FRAME COUNTER ••
X=USR ( 1 954 ):T0=PEEK(1 952 )+256*PEEK(1 951 )+256*256«PEEK( 1950)

REM *»* GENERATE 100 RANDOM NUMBERS «**

FOR 1=1 TO 100:A=RND(X)*1000
REM »«* FORMAT AND PRINT *»*

GOSUB TRNC:GOSUB FMT
IF INT(I/3)=I/3 THEN PRINT

NEXT I

PRINT:X=USR(1954):T1=PEEK(1952)+256*PEEK(1951)+256*256*PEEK(1950)

20

30

80

90
100

105
110
115
120

125
130

135
140

150

160 MIN=INT((T1-T0)/3600):SEC=((T1-T0)-(MIN*3600))/60

170 PRINT:DP=1:A=SEC:PRINT MIN;" MIN ";:G0SU3 TRNC:FW=(INT(CL0G(X)) )+U:

GOSUB FMT: PRINT " SEC "

180 END
29000 REM *** FORMAT PRINT »*»

IF X=0 THEN POKE85.PEEK(85)+(FW-1)-((DP+1)»(DPOO)):GOTO 29060

SIZE=INT(ABS(CLOG(ABS(X))))
IF SIZE>=(FW-2) OR (ABS(A)<1 AND FW-DP<3) THEN PRINT 0V$(1,FW);:R

29010
29020
29025
ETURN
29026 IF

29030 IF

29040 IF

<DP)))
29050 IF

29060
29095
29096
29097
29100
29110
29120
29130
29140
29150
29160
29170
29180
29190
29200
29210
29220
29230
29240
29250
29260
29270
29300
29310
29320
29400

ABS(A)<0.01 THEN PRINT UV$( 1 , FW) ;: RETURN

X<0 THEN POKE 85, PEEK(85)-1
X=INT(X) THEN POKE 85

.

PEEK(85)+ (FW-1 )-(SIZ E+(

1

«(DP<>0 ) ) (

1

"(SIZE

85,PEEK(85)+1+(INT(CLOG(ABS(A))))
PTC: PR INT P$;: RETURN

ABS(A)<1 THEN POKE

PRINT X/FACTOR;: GOSUB

REM »•• PACK P$ ***

PNT=0:P$="":ON DP GOSUB 29240,29200,29160,29120,29100

RETURN
IF INT(X/100000)=X/100000 THEN P$=" .00000" :RETURN

PNT = 1

IF INT(X/10000)=X/10000 THEN GOTO 29140

PNT=1:GOT0 29160
IF PNT01 THEN P$=" .0000" :RETURN

P$="0000" IRETURN
IF INT(X/1000)=X/1000 THEN GOTO 29180

PNT=1 :GOT0 29200
IF PNT01 THEN P$=" .000" : RETURN
P$="000":HETURN
IF INT(X/100)=X/100 THEN GOTO 29220

PNT=1:GOT0 29240

IF PNT01 THEN P$=" .00" :RETURN

P$="00":RETURN
IF INT(X/10)=X/10 THEN GOTO 29260

RETURN
IF PNT01 THEN P$=" .0" :RETURN

P$="0":RETURN
REM »** TRUNCATE AND ADJUST INPUT NUMBER *»*

GOSUB 29400
X=INT(A«FACT0R) '.RETURN

FACTOR =INT ( 10~DP ) + 1 : RETURN

Listing 1. Program for formatting numeric output on the Atari 400 or 800.

may seem to be inadequate at first.

However, it fits in nicely with the cur-

sor positioning available on the Atari.

Location 85 in memory is the low

byte of the two-byte "current cursor

location" register. Because the Atari

provides graphics modes with up to

320 horizontal positions, the two-byte

register is required. But since the text

mode (Graphics 0) is only 40 charac-

ters wide, we need only to poke to lo-

cation 85 to position the text cursor

anywhere along the current line.

Suppose that we want to print the

number 1000 in a ten-character-wide

print field. If we examine the screen,

we find that the cursor is located at the

first available character position on

the current line, whether it's at the

beginning of the line or whether it

comes after printing other data and

suppressing the "new line" with a

semicolon.

Furthermore, we find that there are

nine character positions after the cur-

sor that comprise the ten-character-

wide print field. If we take the desired

field width and subtract 1, and add

that intermediate result to the con-

tents of location 85 and then poke the

result back into 85, the operating sys-

tem will position the cursor to the last

character position in our desired print

field. (Note that the cursor will not ac-

tually move until a screen I/O is

executed.)

Now subtract the result of INT

(CLOG( 1000)) from the value stored in

location 85 and poke the result back

into 85. The operating system will

move the cursor back three character

positions. Thus, when 1000 is printed,

the last will occupy the right-most

character position of the specified

print field.

With that, we can write a statement

to perform the necessary calculations:

POKE85,PEEK(85) + (FW - 1) - (INT

(CLOG(X))):RETURN

This statement will do the job for

any positive integer that will fit into

the specified field width, with the ex-

ception of very large integers (scien-

tific notation, remember?) and 0.

Unless you check for and handle it

separately, you'll receive an error

message saying that the cursor posi-

tion is out of range. This is because re-

questing CLOG(0) is an error, and on

my Atari it returns -129.4735290,

which is clearly of no use in format-

ting anything.

Logical Evaluation Features

This is where we can use the logical
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evaluation features of the Atari. The
statement can be rewritten as:

POKE85,PEEK(85) + (FW - 1 ) - (INT(CLOG(X)) *

(XO0)):RETURN

As long as the value of X does not
equal 0, the expression (XO0) is true
and evaluates to 1, and any number
multiplied by 1 is unchanged. But
when the value of X is 0, then (XO0)
is false and evaluates to 0, and any
number mulitplied by zero is zero.

In the case of negative numbers, it is

customary to print a minus sign im-
mediately before the most significant

digit. Once again using logical opera-
tors, the above statement can be rewrit-
ten to include this term: -(l*(x<0)).
This has the effect of adding one more
character position to the size of the
number to take care of the minus
symbol.
That brings up a point you should

remember: the field width that you
specify should always be a minimum
of one decade larger than the largest

number you expect to print.

This requirement is necessary be-
cause all formatters must reserve the
most significant character position in

the print field for the sign of the num-
ber. (In the case of positive numbers,
the sign is understood to be + and nor-
mally is not printed.) In this way, the
formatter ensures that adjacent col-

umns will always be separated by a
space or minus symbol.
To implement this strategy, the for-

matter must test the size of the num-
ber against the specified print field

width prior to poking to location 85. If

the number is found to be too large to

fit, the formatter then fills the print

field with a string of plus symbols.
Integers are fine, but if your pro-

gram deals with amounts of money,
you'll need two decimal places to be
generally acceptable. Listing 1 is a
demonstration program that will
allow you to select up to five displayed
decimal places to the right of the deci-
mal point by setting variable DP prior
to calling Gosub 29000.

In addition to the formatter coding,
the program contains a short assem-

ENTER FIELD WIDTH78
ENTER NUMBER OF DECIMAL POSITIONS??

13 .32 585 .26 270 .52
391 .61 623 .36 942 .10
93 .78 380 .09 892 .04

121 .94 421 .34 731 .52
918 .18 94 .75 179 .13
537 .39 935 .95 825 .82
364 .78 7 .43 386 .09
61 .92 .56 60 .80

196 .02 452 .34 766 .25
962 .81 525 .08 405 .51
664 .27 570 .28 649 .18
93 .81 773 .36 835 .20

980 .69 841 .97 678 .78
358 .67 259 .18 54..47
727,.61 853..02 273..19
765..80 923..27 735. 39
842. 01 789. 38 412. 87

6. 27 150. 28 604. 41
202. 07 85. 99 360. 41
989. 42 381 . 59 259. 61
736. 17 985. 67 953. 62
600. 18 430. 25 191 . 29
73. 76 928. 20 831 . 03

976. 54 866. 62 524. 76
219. 60 67. 14 734. 89
875. 38 744. 15 452. 46
522. 64 326. 01 507. 17
19. 59 453. 61 893. 02
32. 16 465. 05 13. 59

664. 38 556. 04 154. 63
320. 00 544. 73 7. 41
211. 17 515. 82 936. 27
66. 11

Fig. 2. Example of output from Listing 1.

10 DIM P$(9),OV$(12),UV$(12),Q$(100)
35 Q$O)=CHR$(0):Q$(100)=CHR$(0):Q$(2)=Q$
M0 FOR 1=6 TO 96 STEP10:FOR J=0 TO *l

50 IF I+J=6 OR I+J=26 OR I«.J=H6 OR I+J=66 OR I+J=86 THEN GOTO 70
60 Q$(I+J,I+J)=CHR$(1)
70 NEXTJ:NEXTI
SO FMT=29000:PTC=29095:TRNC=29300:TRO=29700:SRO=29600
130 GOSUB SRO: GOSUB FMT
29050 IF ABSCAX1 THEN POKE85. PEEK(85)+U(INT(CLOG( ABS( A) ) ) ) + 1 *(SIZE-(IN
T(CL0G(A)))ODP)»(SIZEODP)
29600 REM «*« SRO = SHORT ROUNDING •»•

GOSUB 29400: P$=STR$(INT(A»FACT0R* 10))
X=VAL(P$):IF X=0 THEN RETURN
PNT=VAL(P$(LEN(P$)-1))
X=INT(A»FACT0R )+ASC(Q$(PNT+1 ) ) : RETURN
REM •• TRO = TRUE ROUNDING SUBRUTIEN •••
GOSUB 29400
X=INT(A*FACTOR):EVEN=X-(10«(INT(A«( FACTOR/ 10))))
IF ((CLOG(A»FACTOR-X)=CLOG(0.5) AND EVEN/2<>INT(EVEN/2) ) OR CL0G(A«FA

CTOR-X)>CLOG(0.5)) THEN X=X+1
29740 RETURN

Listing 2. Program for rounding to a given decimal rather than truncating.

29610
29615
29620
29630
29700
29710
29720
29730
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bly-language routine to read the TV
frame counter in memory locations

18, 19 and 20. As listed, the program
will print 100 random numbers in

three columns and the time it takes to

do it. (Fig. 2 is an example of the out-

put using a field width of 8 with two
decimal places.)

Program Structure

The structure of the program is to

convert the floating point number to
an integer by the statement X = INT
(A* FACTOR), where A holds the

number to be printed and FACTOR
equals the value of (INT(10tDP) + $).

This results in truncation at the
specified decimal position and is the
fastest adjustment possible using pure
basic statements.

Next, the program uses CLOG(X) to

determine the number of decimal de-
cades. On printing, the decimal point
is restored by the statement PRINT
X/FACTOR;. The semicolon is used to

suppress the new-line (end-of-line)

character and leave the cursor posi-

tioned to print trailing 0s to the right

margin of the print field if necessary.
Gosub 29095 is then called to pack P$
with the required number of 0s; P$ is

then printed and the process is

repeated for each column.
If you need to round to a given

decimal place rather than truncate,

the program can be modified by in-

cluding the lines in Listing 2. String P$
is loaded with an adjusted number by
STR$(INT(A* FACTOR* 10)).

Using string manipulation, only the
last two digits are extracted and used
as a pointer to a position in string Q$.
By adding the value returned by ASC
(Q$(PNT)), either a 1 or a is added to

the number that was adjusted, trun-
cated and stored as the value of X. The
elements of string Q$ are selected to

implement a scientific rounding algo-

rithm by which a value of five is

rounded to the even value of the next
higher decade. For example, 0.024
would be rounded to 0.02 and 0.035
would be rounded to 0.04.

Well, there it is—a useful program
that will satisfy a large percentage of
your formatting needs. Of course, it

will not handle very high or very low
numbers.
One other thing to remember: this

program, as with any Basic program
on the Atari, will run slowly. A simple
loop to print 100 random numbers in

the form of XXX.XXXXX requires 57
seconds using truncation. The same
100 numbers printed without format-
ting and padding can be printed in 1

1

seconds.
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Japan Computer
, Show Tour

to Tokyo • OCTOBER 15-22

• Departures from Major U.S. Cities • Tour Prices

include Airfare, Hotels, Business Programs, and More!

This fall, take a week off to attend the Japan Computer Show Tour,
October 15-22. Find out what the Japanese computer firms are do-

ing—especially with small computers—and how you can profit, too.

The Tokyo tour, sponsored by Wayne Green Publications and Japan
Airlines, includes a panel on doing business with the Japanese, a seminar
on Japanese technology, visits to major computer factories and showrooms,
as well as a trip to the Akihabara's electronics shops, and much more. If

you like test equipment, you'll also enjoy the audio fair and electronic in-

struments exhibit right next door. And be sure to bring your spouse along
for some sightseeing.

Tour prices are $1,475 from San Francisco or Los Angeles and $1,775
from New York. The package includes airfare, hotel, all business programs
and more.

Whether you're looking for import products to make you rich, or you
want to get ahead of the competition, you can't afford to miss the Tokyo
show!

Please return this coupon or call for a detailed

brochure.

Name

Company

Address .

City State. Zip.

Telephone

Ellen Wong
Computer Tours

COMMERCE TOURS
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Dept. MC
870 Market Street, Suite 740
San Francisco, CA 94102

I Tel: (415) 433-3072

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO STAY AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION!

T/S 1000 Books That Work For You

Using
the
Timex/Sinclair

1000 „

Ralph Coletti

Special offer! Get both books for just $19.97.

Using the Timex/Sinclair 1000
by Ralph Coletti

The book to read after the manual. Put your com-
puter to practical use with home, business, educa-
tional, and scientific applications (program listings

included). A review of Sinclair BASIC contains
hints for translating from other BASICs. Common
mechanical problems and solutions and hardware
modifications are also covered. Spiral-bound for
easy computer-side use. Only $9.97.

Converting to Timex/Sinclair BASIC
by S. L. Bird

Translate other BASIC programs to run on your
T/S 1000. This complete guide covers more than
200 BASIC instructions, including a description of
how each T/S replacement works and an example
of it in use. Just $ 14.95 puts an almost endless sup-
ply of software at your fingertips. Spiral-bound.

Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-5473 for your credit card orders or
send payment with shipping and handling charges to Wayne Green
Books, ATTN: Book Sales, Peterborough, NH 03458. Dealer in-

quiries invited.

j~YES, I want T/S 1000 books that work"
I

-
! C • 1 _!*__ »T • •»._ rwil^ <~~~ ..._ ^

I

j
Special offer. Using the T/S 1000 AND Converting to T/S I

- BASIC (BK739601) for $19.97 ($2.00 shipping & handling).

Using the T/S 1000 (BK7397) $9.97. Converting to T/S
BASIC (BK7395) $14.95. ($1.50 shipping & handling for each)

*

Payment enclosed MasterCard VISA Amex
Card# MC Bank#_ Exp. Date

Name Signature

Address

City _State. .Zip.

Wayne Green Books • Book Sales • Peterborough, NH 03458 33AB7T
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Special Interests
MASTERING CP/M— by Alan R. Miller For advanced
CP/M users or systems programmers who want max-
imum use of the CP/M operating system, this book
takes up where the CP/M Handbook leaves off. It will

give you an in-depth understanding of the CP/M
modules such as CCP (Console Command Processor),

BIOS (Basic Input/Output System), and BDOS (Basic

Disk Operating System). It explains the incorporation

of additional peripherals to the system, console I/O,

the use of the file control block and much more. It also

includes a library of useful macros and a comprehen-
sive set of appendices. BK 1263 $16.95

WORDSTAR MADE EASY by Walter A. Ettlin. Now Word-
Star is as simple to learn as it is easy to use. This book
teaches WordStar in 14 easy lessons, saving hours of

hard work, it comes with a convenient pull-out Command
Card. BK 1239 $12.95

WORD PROCESSING3
INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING by Hal
Glatzer. This book explains in plain language what a

word processor can do, how to use one, how it improves
productivity—especially in businesses that handle lots

of words—and how to buy one wisely. No technical

knowledge required, for all first-time users and those
considering purchasing a word processor. BK1238 $12.95

HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS— In 10 in-

formation-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes

more than 30 computer-related, money-making, high

profit, low capital investment opportunities.

BK1003 $15.00.'

A USER GUIDE TO THE UNIX SYSTEM by Jean Yates
and Rebecca Thomas. Here at last is a clearly written

book that allows you to use the Unix operating system
easily, and at a fraction of the time it previously took. If

you're using, evaluating or simply curious about this sys-

tem, this is your book. BK 1242 $17.95

68000/6809 Basic Pascal
66000 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING-by
Gerry Kane, et al. A straightforward self teaching text

book on assembly language programming for the 68000

microprocessor. This book contains the entire instruc-

tion set, describes the function of assemblers and

assembly instructions and discusses basic software

development concepts. A large number of practical pro-

gramming examples are included. BK1233 $18.95

6502/Apple/Vic
APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE— by Don Inman and
Kurt Inman. APPLE MACHINE LANGUAGE builds

upon your previous knowledge of BASIC, and teaches

you the machine language in small, easy, completely

illustrated steps. Following this guide, you will be able

to write machine language programs directly, using

the Apple System Monitor. Each new program is

thoroughly presented in functional blocks, with

sketches of how each step will actually appear on the

video screen. Soon you will be entering and executing

your own machine language programs, with predic-

table results! BK1248 $14.95

COMPUTER
CaRIIVHLj&& total* ItM&fc

by
George
Young

MICROBOOK: DATA BASE MANAGEMENT FOR THE
APPLE II— by Ted Lewis This book provides you with

an affordable data base management system for your

Apple II. These programs turn your Apple II into a com-
bination filing cabinet, information gathering/retrieval

system and data processing engine. Written in Pascal,

the program simulate a library. Information is main-

tained and broken down into books, chapters and
pages and index to pages. Photographs of the Apple II

screen are abundant, and they show you step-by-step

the effect of each of your entries. Microbook can be
used for almost any application involving the storage
and retrivial of information. BK1261 $19.95

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL— by Rodnay Zaks. A
step by-step introduction for anyone wanting to learn

the language quickly and completely. Each concept is

explained simply and in a logical order. All features of

the language are presented in a clear, easy to

understand format with exercises to test the reader at

the end of each chapter. It describes both standard

PASCAL and UCSD PASCAL— the most widely used
dialect for small computers No computer or program-

ming experience is necessary BK 1189 $16.95
*

PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL— by Peter Grogono. A
NEW REVISED EDITION. The computer programming
language PASCAL was the first language to embody in

a coherent way the concepts of structured program-

ming, which has been defined by Edsger Dijkstra and
C.A.R. Hoare. As such, it is a landmark in the develop-

ment of programming languages. PASCAL was devel-

oped by Niklaus Wirth in Zurich; it is derived from the

language ALGOL 60 but is more powerful and easier to

use. PASCAL is now widely accepted as a useful lan-

guage that can be efficiently implemented, and as an

excellent teaching tool. It does not assume knowledge

of any other programming language; it is therefore

,
suitable for an introductory course. BK1140 $12.95."

Z-80

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS
COMPUTER CARNIVAL— by Richard Ramella. Your
child can become a crackerjack computerist with the

sixty TRS-80 Level II programs in COMPUTER CARNI-
VAL. This large-type, spiral bound book for beginners
is a veritable funhouse of games, graphics, quizzes

and puzzles. Written by 80 Micro columnist Richard
Ramella, the programs are challenging enough to en-

sure continued learning, yet short enough to provide

your child with the immediate delight and reward of

mastering basic computing skills. And for even greater

enjoyment, get the CARNIVAL COMPANION, a 30-mi-

nute cassette containing all the programs in the book.

Eliminates tiresome typing and lets your child spend
more time enjoying the programs. BK7389 $16.97

CC7389 Book and Cassette $24.97

THE SELECTRIC INTERFACE— by George Young. You
need the quality print that a daisy wheel printer pro-

vides but the thought of buying one makes your wallet

wilt. SELECTRICTM INTERFACE, a step-by-step guide

to interfacing an IBM Selectric I/O Writer to your micro-

computer, will give you that quality at a fraction of the

price. George Young, co-author of Kilobaud Microcom-
puting magazines popular "Kilobaud Klassroom"
series, offers a low-cost alternative to buying a daisy

wheel printer. SELECTRIC INTERFACE includes: step-

by-step instructions, tips on purchasing a used Selec-

tric, information on various Selectric models, includ-

ing the 2740, 2980, and Dura 1041, driver software for

Z80, 8080, and 6502 chips, tips on interfacing tech-

niques. With SELECTRIC INTERFACE and some back-

ground in electronics, you can have a high-quality, low-

cost, letter-quality printer. Petals not included. BK7388
(125 pages) $12.97

PROGRAMMING THE Z-80— by Rodnay Zaks. Here is

assembly language programming for the Z-80 present-

ed as a progressive, step-by-step course. This book is

both an educational text and a self-contained refer-

ence book, useful to both the beginning and the experi-

enced programmer who wish to learn about the Z-80.

Exercises to test the reader are included. BK1122
$15.95.*

INSIDE LEVEL II— For machine language program-
mers! This is a comprehensive reference guide to the
Level II ROMs, allowing easy utilization of the sophisti-

cated routines they contain. It concisely explains set-

ups, calling sequences, variable passage and I/O rou-

tines. Part II presents an entirely new composite
program structure which unloads under the SYSTEM
command and executes in both BASIC and machine
code with the speed and efficiency of a compiler. Spe-
cial consideration is given to disk systems. BK1183
$15.95.*
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Learn Digital

Electronics While
Building Your Own
Computer!

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM— by George Young and Peter

Stark. Learning electronics theory without practice isn't

easy And it's no fun to build an electronics project that

you can't use Kilobaud Klassroom the popular series

first published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines
theory with practice. This is a practical course in digital

electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics

projects, and by the end o! the course you'll construct

your own working microcomputer!
Authors Young and Stark are experienced teachers,

and their approach is simple and direct. Whether you're

learning at home or in the classroom, this book provides

you with a solid background in electronics— and you'll

own a computer that you built yourself! BK7386 $14.95

THE NEW WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK— by Dr.

Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT. Here is the completely up-

dated and revised edition containing all the informa-

tion on the most sophisticated and effective space-

craft now in orbit. This book serves both the experi-

enced amateur satellite enthusiast and the newcomer.
It is an introduction to satellite watching, providing all

the information required to construct a complete and
highly effective ground station. Solid hardware
designs and all the instructions necessary to operate

the equipment are included. For experimenters who
are operating stations, the book details all procedures
necessary to modify equipment for the new series of

spacecraft. Amateur weather satellite activity repre-

sents a unique blend of interests encompassing elec-

tronics, meteorology and astronautics. Join the privi-

leged few in watching the spectacle of earth as seen
from space on your own monitoring equipment.
BK7383$8.95.*

TEXTEDIT—A Complete Word Processing System in

Kit Form—by Irwin Rappaport. TEXTEDIT is an inex-

pensive word processor that you can adapt to suit your
differing needs— from form letters to lengthy texts.

Written in TRS-80 Disk BASIC, the system consists of

several modules, permitting the loading and use of on-

ly those portions needed. A disk is also available which
provides the direct loading of the modules, however,

the book is required for documentation. For Model I

and III with TRSDOS CONVERT., one disk drive (2 disk

drives or copy utility needed to transfer to system
disk). Runs under TRSDOS 2.2/2.3. May not function

under other systems. BK7387 $9.97 Disk DS7387 $19.97

ANNOTATED BASIC A New Technique for Neo-
phytes—Put your BASIC knowledge to work for you
with this 2-volume set of TRS-80 Level II BASIC pro-

grams. Gain a better understanding of the elements
and techniques involved in programming. Annotated
BASIC'S uniquely designed format breaks each pro-

gram down for you to include: initial documentation
and instruction, definitions of New BASIC Concepts,
flowchart, annotations of sections, showing how each
part fits into the whole, and explaining why certain

BASIC commands are chosen over similar ones.
Using the programs as they are or modifying them to

sharpen your programming skills, Annotated BASIC is

a helpful tool for any BASIC programmer.
BK7384 (Vol. 1, 152 pages) $10.95

BK7385 (Vol. 2, 136 pages) $10.95

face. $10.00 per book foreign a.rma.l. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the aoove aaaress.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

FOR TOLL FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473
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C04583
C04584

CD4723
CD4724
MC 14409

MC14410

MC14411
MC14412
MC14419
MC 14433

MC 14538

MC 14541

16

16

14

24

II

16

16

24

24

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

16

14

16

16

14

16

16

16

16

24

16

16

24

II

14

1 69

1 19

1 49

99

1 95

59

3 95

1 95

1 19

39

3 95

89

89

89

1.79

1 79

99

99

39

79

1 19

1 19

1 19

1 19

695
1 39

2 49

59

1 19

1 19

1395
1395
11 95

13 95

7 95

13 95

1 19

1 19

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
Part No

-MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS-
••Plns Function Price

$9 95
1495
1995
995
1395
7 95
595
5 95
595
11.95

1495
595
7 95

24 95

COP1802 40 CPU
2650 40 MPU
IDM2901ADC 40 CPU— 4-bit slice (Com Temp Gr

)

MCS6502 40 MPU w/Clock
MCS6502B 40 MPU w/Clock at 3MHz
MC6802CP 40 MPU w/Clock and RAM
INS8035N-6 40 MPU-8-bit(6MHz)
INS8039N-6 40 CPU-Sgl chip8-bit(128bts Ram)
INS8040N-6 40 CPU (256 bytes RAM)
INS8070N 40 CPU (64 bytes RAM)
INS8073N 40 CPU w/Basic Micro Interpreter

P8085A 40 CPU
8155 40 HMOS RAM I/O Port-Timer
8748 40 HMOS EPROM MPU

Z80, Z80A, Z80B, Z8000 SERIES—
Z80 40 CPU (MK3880N)(780C) 2MHz $4 95
Z80-CTC 28 Counter Timer Circuit 5 95
Z80-DART 40 Dual Asynchronous Rec/ Trans 1195
Z80 DMA 40 Direct Memory Access Circuit 15 95
Z80-P10 40 Parallel I/O Interface Controller 5 95
Z80-S10/0 40 Serial I/O (TxCB and RxCB Bonded) 15 95
Z80S10/1 40 Serial I/O (Lacks DTRB) 15 95
Z80S10/2 40 Serial I/O (Lacks SYNCB) 15 95
Z80 S10/9 40 Serial I/O 1595
Z80A 40 CPU(MK3880N-4)(780C-1)4MHz 5 95
Z80A-CTC 28 Counter Timer Circuit 5 95
Z80A DART 40 Dual Asynchronous Rec /Trans 1195
Z80A DMA 40 Direct Memory Access Circuit 17 95
Z80A P10 40 Parallel I/O Interlace Controller 5 95
Z80AS10/0 40 Serial I/O (TxCB and RxCB bonded) 16 95
Z80AS10/1 40 Serial I/O (Lacks DTRB) 16 95
Z80A S10/2 40 Serial I/O (Lacks SYNCB) 1695
Z80A-S10/9 40 Serial I/O 16 95
Z80B 40 CPU (MK3880N-6) 6MH* 11.95
Z80B CTC 28 Counter Timer Circuit 13 95
Z80B-P10 40 Parallel I/O Interlace Controller 13 95
Z8001 48 CPU Segmented 51 95
Z8002 40 CPU Non-Segmented 55 95
Z8030 40 Serial Comm Controller 44 95
Z8036 40 Counter/Timer & Parallel I/O Unit 29 95

Part No •Pins
DYNAMIC RAMS-

Price

1103
4027
4116N-2
4116N-3
4116N-4
4164N-150
4164N-200
MM5261
MMS262
MM5270
MM5280
MM5290-2
MM5290-3
MM5290-4
MM5298 3

18 1024x1
16 4096x1
16 16.384x1

16 16384x1
16 16.384x1

16 65.536x1

16 65.536x1
11 1024x1
22 2048x1
II 4096x1
22 4096x1
II 16384x1
16 16.384x1

16 16.384x1

16 8192x1

(300ns

1

(250ns)
(150ns)
(200ns

|

( 250ns

)

(150ns)

( 200ns

)

( 300ns

)

(365ns)
(250ns) MK4096
(200ns)2107
(150ns)

( 200ns

)

(250ns)
1 200ns

1

1 89
1 69
1 49
7 95
7 49

49

99
2.49

8/14 95
8/12 95
8/10 95
8/59 95
8/54 95
8/1 95

.49-6/1.95
4 95
3 95

1 89-8/14 95
1 69-8/12 95
1 49-8/10 95

1 69

STATIC RAMS

MC6800
MC6802CP
MC6810API
MC6821
MC6828
MC6830L8
MC6850
MC6852
MC6860
MC6862
MC6880A
MC68000L8
MC68488P
MC68652P2
MC68661PB
MCM68764
SY6522

6800/68000 SERIES
40

40
24

40
24

24
24

24

24
24
16
64
40
40
28
24
40

INS8080A
TMS5501
INS8154
INS82C06
DP8212
DP8214
DP8216
DP8224
DP8226
DP8228
DP8238
INS8243
INS8245
INS8246
INS8247
INS8248
INS8250N
DP8251
DP8253
DP8255
DP8257
DP8259
DP8275
DP8279
DP8303
DP8304
DP8307
DP8308
DP8310
DP8311

40
40
40
20
24

24

16
16

16

21

28
24

18

20

28

28
40
28

24
40
40
28
40

40
20
20
20
20
20
20

MPU 4 95
MPU with clock and RAM 7 95
128x8 Static RAM 3 95
Peripheral Inter Adapt (MC6820) 4 95
Priority Interrupt Controller 15 95
1024x8-bitROM(MC68A30-8) 10 95
Asynchronous Comm Adapter 4 95
Synchronous Serial Data Adapter 5 75
0-600bps Digital MODEM 9 95
2400bps Modulator 1295
Quad 3- state bus trans (MC8T26) 2 25
MPU 16-Bit (8MH2) 69 95
General Purpose Int Adapter 8 95
Multi Protocol Comm Controller 24 95
Enhanced Prog Comm Int 8 95
64K EPROM (450ns) 39 95
Peripheral Inter Adapter 7 95

8080A SERIES
CPU

INS1771-1
FD1791
FD1793
FD1795
FD1797

40
40

40
40

40

Synchronous Data Interface (SIRC)
128 Byte RAM 16-Bit I/O
Octal D Flip Flop Tn-State ( 74C374)
8-bit Input/Output (74S412)
Priority Interrupt Control

Bi-Directional Bus Driver

Clock Generator/Driver

Bus Driver

System Cont /Bus Driver (74S428)
System Controller (74S438)
I/O Expander for 48 Series

16-Key Keyboard Encoder (74C922)
20- Key Keyboard Encoder (74C923)
Display Controller (74C911)
Display Controller (74C912)
Asyn Comm Element
Prog Comm l/0(USART)
Prog Interval Timer

Prog Peripheral I/O (PPI)

Prog DMA Control

Prog Interrupt Control

Prog CRT Controller

Prog Keyboard /Display Interface

8-Bit Tn-State Bi-Directional Trans
8-bit Bi-Directional Receiver

8-bit Bi-Directional Receiver
8-bit Bi-Directional Receiver
Octal Latched Peripheral Driver

Octal Latched Peripheral Driver

DISK CONTROLLERS
Single Density

Single/Dual Density (Inv
)

Single Density Inverted

Dual Density/Side Select (Inv
)

Dual Density/Side Select True

SPECIAL FUNCTION

395
14 95
1395
249
225
395
2 25

2 25

225
3 49
4 49
595
4 49

495
8 95
895
1095
4 49
695
4 49

7 95
695

29 95
8 95
395
2 49
2 49
2 49
4 95
4 95

1101 16 256x1 (650ns| 1 49
2101 22 256x4 (450ns) 8101 2 49
2102 16 1024x1 (350ns) 89
21L02 16 1024x1 (450ns) L P 149
2111 18 256x4 (450ns)8111 2 95
2112 16 256x4 (450ns) MOS 2 95
2114 18 1024x4 (450ns) 195-8/13 95
2H4L 18 1024x4 (450ns) L P 2 25 8/15 95
2114-2 18 1024x4 (200ns) 2 25-8/15 95
2114L2 18 1024x4 (200ns) L P 2 49 8/17 95
2147 18 4096x1 (70ns) 4 95
2148 18 1024x4 (70ns) 8 95
TMS4044 18 4096x1 (450ns) 395
TMS4045 18 1024x4 (450ns| 3 95
5101 22 256x4 (450ns) CMOS 4 95
MM5257 18 4096x1 (450ns) 4044 4 95
HM6116P-3 24 2048x8 (150ns)CM0S 7 95
HM6116-4 24 2048x8 (200ns) CMOS 6 95
HM6116LP-4 24 2048x8 (200ns) L P CMOS 7 95
7489 16 16x4 (50ns) 2 25
74C921 18 256x4 (250ns) CMOS 3 95
74C929 16 1024x1 (250ns) CMOS (6501) 3 95
74C930 18 1024x1 (250ns) CMOS (6518) 3 95
MS 189 16 16x4 (35ns) 93405 195
74S200 16 ?56x1 (80ns) 93410 3 95
74S206 16 256x1 (60ns) 93411 395
74S289 16 16x4 (35ns) 3101 2 25
82S10 16 1024x1 (50ns) C (93415) 3 95
82S25 16 16x4 (50ns)0 C (74S289) 2 25

16 95
24 95
2695
49 95
49 95

DS0025CN 8 Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ) 2 49
DS0026CN I Dual MOS Clock Driver (5MZ) 195
INS1771N-1 40 Floppy Disk Controller 16 95
INS2651N 21 Communication Chip 8 95
MM58167N 24 Microprocessor Real Time Clock 8 95
MM58174N 16 Micro Compatible Time Clock 7 95
C0P402N 40 Microcontroller w/64-digit RAM 5 95

and Direct LED Drive

C0P402MN 40 Microprocessor w/64-digit RAM 5 95
& Direct LED Drive w/N Buss Int

COP470N 20 32-seg VACFIuor Drvr (20-pinpkg ) 3 25
MM5369EST 8 Prog Oscillator/Divider ( 100Hz) "

1 19

1702A 24
t

256x8
2708 24 1024x8
2708-5 24 1024x8
TMS2516 24 2048x8
TMS2532 24 4096x8
TMS2564 28 8192x8
TMS2716 24 2048x8
2716 24 2048x8
2716-1 24 2048x8
2732 24 4096x8
2758Q 24 1024x8
MM2764 28 8192x8
MM2764-3 28 8192x8

MCM68764 24 8192x8
74S188 16 32x8
74S287 16 256x4
74S288 16 32x8
74S387 16 256x4
74S471 20 256x8
74S472 20 512x8
74S473 20 512x8
74S474 24 512x8
74S475 24 512x8
74S478 24 1024x8
74S570 16 512x4
74S571 16 512x4
74S572 18 1024x4
74S573 18 1024x4
82S23 16 32x8
82S115 24 512x8
82S123 16 32x8
82S126 16 256x4
82S129 16 256x4
82S130 16 512x4
82S185 18 2048x4
DM87S180N 24 1024x8
DM87S181N 24 1024x8
DM87S184N 18 2048x4
DM87S185N 18 2048x4
DM87S190N 24 2048x4
DM87S191N 24

1

2048x8

tara a

EPROMS
dus)
(450ns)

(550ns) SM00246
(450ns) 2716
(450ns) NMC2532
(450ns)

(450ns | 3 voltage

(450ns)
(350ns)
(450ns)

(450ns) single +5V
(450ns)

( 300ns

)

(450ns)

PROM C
PROM T S
PROM T S
PROM C
PROM T S
PROM T S
PROM C
PROM T S
PROM C
PROM T S

PROM C ,.

PROM T S (6306)
PROM C (6352)
PROMT S (82S137)
PROMO C (27S18)
PROMT S (27S15)
PROMT S (27S19)
PROM C (27S20)
PROMT S (27S21)

(6330-1)
(6301-1)
(6331-1)

(6300-1)

(6309-1)

(6349-1)

(6348)

(DM87S296N)
(6340)
(TBP28S86)

(6305)

PROM C
PROMT S
PROM C
PROM T S
PROM C
PROM T S
PROM C
PROM T S

(27S12)
(TBP24S81)
(82S180)
(82S181I
(82S184)
(82S185)
(82S190)
(82S191)

4 95
3 95
2 95
6 95
9 95

19 95
7 95
4 95
695
9 95
2 95

16 95
19 95

39 95
1 49
1 95
1 95
1 95
5 95
4 95
4 95
4 95
4 95

8 95
2 95
2 95
4 95
4 95
2 95
9 95
2 95
3 95
3 95
5 95
9 95
9 95
9 95
9 95
9 95

19 95
19 95

DC10
MC3470P
MC1408L7
MC1408L8
ADC0804
0AC0806
ADC0809
ADC0817
DAC10O0
DAC1008
DAC1020
DAC1022
DAC1222
AF100-1CN
AF121-1CJ
AF122-1CJ
LM334Z
LM335Z
LM399H
AY-5-1013A

DATA ACQUISITION
Mostek DC/DC Convert *5V to 9V 2 95
Floppy Disk Read AMP System 495
7 bit D/A Converter (DAC0807LCN) 2 49
8 bit D/A Converter (0AC0808LCN) 2 95
8-bit A/D Converter ( 1 LSB) 3 49
8-bit D/A Converter (0 78% Lin ) 1 95
8-bit A/0 Converter 18-Ch Multu 4 49
8-bit A/D Converter (16-Ch Mum 1 9 95
10-bitD/AConv Micro Comp (0 05%) 13 95
10-bitD/AConv Micro Comp (0 20%) 7 95
10-bitD/AConv (0 05% Lin ) 8 49
10-bitD/AConv (0 20% Lin ) 5 95
12-bitD/AConv (0 20% Lin ) 6 95
Universal Active Filter 2 5% 5 95
Touch Tone Low Band Filter 19 95
Touch Tone High Band Filter 19 95
Constant Current Source 119
Temperature Transducer 1 40
Temp Comp Prec Rel 1 5ppm/C ,

l 5 00
40 30K Baud Uart |TR1602l 4 95

QUALITY COMPONENTS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES!

LOW PROFILE
(TIN) SOCKETS

1-9 10-99 100-up

8 pin LP

14 pin LP

16 pin LP

18 ptn LP

20 pin LP

22 pin LP

24 pin LP

28 pin LP

36 pin LP

40 pin LP

16

.17

19

26

30

31

33

40

46

49

.14

.15

.17

24

.27

28

30

37

42

46

13

14

16

23

25

26

28

35

39

43

in ii ii

-

LP

SOLOERTAIL(GOLO)
STANDARD
19 10 99 100up

8 pin SG
14 pin SO
16 pin SG
18 pin SG
24 pin SG
28 pin SG
36 pin SG
40 pin SG

30

43

47

53

69

81

1.09

1.21

.27

39

43

.49

65

71

1 03

1 14

25

.37

41

.47

61

72

.97

1 08

TrrrriT

SG

SOLDERTAIL
STANDARD (TIN)

1-9 10-99 100 up

AST
TrrTrrr

ST

WW

14 pin ST

16 pin ST

18 pin ST

20 pin ST

24 pin ST

28 pin ST

40 pin ST

29

34

38

45

49

69

99

27

32

36

43

46

67

95

25

30

34

41

43

63

89

WIRE WRAP SOCKETS
(GOLD) LEVEL #3

V9 10-99 100-up

Spin WW
10 pin WW
14 pin WW
16 pin WW
18 pin WW
20 pin WW
22 pin WW
24 pin WW
28 pin WW
36 pin WW
40 pin WW

49

65

65

69

89

1 09

1.25

1 29

1 59

1.85

1 99

$10.00 Minimum Order — U.S. Funds Only
California Residents Add 6V»% Sales Tax
Shipping — Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance
Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Safes Flyer!

45

62

62

65

85

1 OS

1 19

1 23

1 50

1.75

1 89

42

59

59

.11

79

99

1.1S

1 11

1 45

1.69

1 79

Spec Sheets — 30e each
Send $1.00 Postage for your
FREE 1983 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to Change

MasterCard

Mail Order Electronics - Worldwide

ameco
ELECTRONICS

VISA

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
10/83 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME — (415) 5928097 Telex: 176043

Digitalker

DT1050 — Applications: Teaching aids,
appliances, clocks, automotive, telecommunica-
tions, language translations, etc.

The DT1050 is a standard DIGITALKER Kit encoded with 137 separate
and useful words. 2 tones, and 5 different silence durations. The
words and tones have been assigned discrete addresses, making it

possible to output single words or words concatenated into phrases
or even sentences. The "voice" output of the DT1050 is a highly in-

telligible male voice. Female and children's voices can be synthesiz-

ed The vocabulary is chosen so that it is applicable to many pro-

ducts and markets.

The DT1050 consists ol a Speech Professor Chip, MMS4104 (40-pin)

and two (2) Speech ROMs MM52164SSR1 and MM52164SSR2 (24-pin)

along with a Master Word list and a recommended schematic
diagram on the application sheet.

DT1050 Digitalker™ $34.95 ea.

DT1057 — Expands the DT1050 vocabulary
from 137 to over 260 words. Incl. 2 ROMs and specs.

DT1057 $24.95 ea.

* Evaluation
Kits

Part No Function Price

7045IPI 28 CMOS Precision Timer

7045EV/KH- 28 Stopwatch Chip. XTL
7106CPL 40 3V> Digit A/0 (LCO Drive)

FE0203D Vh Digit LCD Display lor 7106 & 71 16
7106EV/Kif 40 IC. Circuit Board. Display

7107CPL 40 3V: Digit A/D (LED Drive)

7107EV/Kif 40 IC. Circuit Board Display

7116CPL 40 Vh Digit A/D LCD Dis HLD
7201IUS Low Battery Volt Indicator

7205IPG 24 CMOS LED Slopwalch/Timer

7205EV/Kif 24 Stopwatch Chip XTL

7206CJPE 16 Tone Generator

7206CEV/Kif II Tone Generator Chip XTL
7207AIPD 14 Oscillator Controller

7207AEV/KH* 14 Freq Counter Chip. XTL

7215IPG 24 4Func CMOS Stopwatch CKT
7215EV/Kif 24 4 Func Stopwatch Chip XTL
7216AIJI 28 8 Digit Univ Counter C A
7216CIJI 28 8 Digit Freq Counter C A
7216DIPI 28 8 Digit Freq Counter C C

7217IJI 28 4 Digit LED Up/Down Counter C A
7217AIPI 28 4 Digit LED Up/Down Counter C C
7224IPL 40 LCO 4% Digit Up Counter DRI

7226AUL 40 8 Digit Umv Counter

7226AEV/KH* 40 5 Function Counter Chip. XTL

14 95

19 95

9 95
19 95

34 95

11 95

29 95

16 95

2 25

12 95

14 95

4 95

7 95

5 95

7 95

1395
14 95

29 95

24 95

1995
10 95

11 95

10 95

29 95
74 95

130009 1983 INTERSIL Data Book (1356p ) $9.95 I

NEW
PRODUCT' 74HC High Speed CMOS
74HC00 14 74HC139 16 1 49
74HC02 14 75 74HC147 16 1 19
74HC03 14 75 74HC151 16 1 19
74HC04 14 69 74HC153 11 99
74HCU04 14 75 74HC154 24 ?fi9
74HC08 14 75 74HC157 11 1 19
74HC10 14 75 74HC158 11 1 59
74HC11 14 69 74HC160 11 1 79
74HC14 14 85 74HC161 11 1 79
74HC20 14 75 74HC162 11 2 39
74HC27 14 75 74HC163 11 ? 39
74HC32 14 75 74HC164 14 1 79
74HC42 16 1 39 74HC165 11 2 39
74HC51 14 75 74HC173 11 1 59
74HC58 14 75 74HC174 16 1 39
74HC73 14 75 74HC175 16 1 19
74HC74 14 99 74HC192 11 1 39
74HC75 16 99 74HC193 11 1 39
74HC76 11 75 74HC194 11 1 59
74HC85 11 2 19 74HC195 11 1 49
74HC86 14 99 74HC237 11 2 95
74HC107 14 75 74HC240 20 2 75
74HC109 11 1 39 74HC241 20 3 75
74HC112 11 75 74HC242 14 2 79
74HC113 14 75 74HC243 14 2 79
74HC132 14 89 74HC244 70 3 75
74HC137 11 2 95

: 74HCU04 IS iButte

74HC251 16 1 19

74HC253 11 99
74HC257 16 t 19

74HC259 16 1 49
74HC266 14 99
74HC273 20 3 75
74HC280 14 4 95
74HC373 20 3 95
74HC374 20 3 95
74HC390 16 1 49
74HC393 14 1 49
74HC533 20 3 95
74HC534 20 3 95
74HC595 3 75
74HC688 3 19
74HC4002 14 79
74HC4017 16 2 19
74HC4020 16 2 19
74HC4024 14 1 59
74HC4040 11 2 19
74HC4060 11 2 19
74HC4075 14 75
74HC4078 14 69
74HC4511 11 3 29
74HC4514 24 4 79
74HC4538 11 2 95
74HC4543 11 4 95
All others art buttered

^ Programmable Array Logic (PALS)
Part No •Pint Function

PAL10H8 20

PAL12H6 20

PAL14H4 20

PAL10L8 20

PAL12L6 20

PAL14L4 20

PAL16L8 20

PAL16R8 20

PAL16R6 20

PAL16R4 20

Octal 10-input AND-OR Gate Array (High Output)
Hex 12-lnput AND-OR Gate Array (High Output)

Quad 14-lnput AND-OR Gate Array (High Output)
Octal 10-lnpuI AND-OR-lnvert Gate Array (Low Output)
Hex 12-lnput AND-OR-lnvert Gale Array (Low Output)
Quad 14-lnput AND-OR-lnvert Gate Array (Low Output)
Octal 16-lnput AND-OR-lnvert Gate Array (Low Output)
Octal 16-lnput Register AND-OR Gate Array

Hex 16-lnput Register AND-OR Gate Array

Quad 16-lnput Register AND-OR Gate Array

Price

$5 95

595
5 95

5 95

5 95

5 95

9 95

9 95

995
9 95

)0012 1982 NATIONAL PAL Data Book (176 P) . $5.95

/4C00
74C02
74C04
74C08
74C10
74C14
74C20
74C30
74C32
74C42
74C48
74C73
74C74
74C85
74C86
74C89
74C90
74C93

14

14

14

14

14

14
14
14

14

16
16
14
14

16
14

18
14
14

35

35
29

35
35

59
35

35
39
39
95
79

69
95
39
95
19

19

74C-C/M0S
74C95
74C107
74C151
74C154
74C157
74C160
74C161
74C162
74C163
74C164
74C173
74C174
74C175
74C192
74C193
74C195

14

14

II
24
II

II
11
11
II
14
11
16

16
16
11

II

1 39
89

2 49
349
225
1 19

1 19

1.19

1.19

1 49
79

1 19

1 19

1 49
1 69
1 39

74C221
74C240
74C244
74C373
74C374
74C901
74C903
74C906
74C911
74C912
74C915
74C917
74C922
74C923
74C925
74C926
80C95
80C97

II
20
20
20
20
14
14

14

28
21
II
21
II
20
II
II
II
II

1 95
1 95
1 95
2 49
2 49
59
59

59
8 95
8 95
1 19

8 95
4 49
4 95
5 95
5 95
39
39

TL071CP 8 79

TL072CP 1 1 39

TL074CN 14 1 95

TL081CP 1 59

TL082CP 8 1 19

TL084CN 14 1 95
LM301CN 8 35
LM302H 1 95
LM304H 1 95
LM305H 99
LM307CN 8 45
LM308CN I 69
LM309K 1 25
LM310CN 1 1 75

LM311CN 8 69
LM312H 249
LM317T 1 19

LM317K 395
LM318CN I 1 95
LM319N 14 1 95
LM320K-5 1 35
LM320K-12 1 35
LM320K-15 1 35
LM320T-5 89
LM320T-12 89
LM320T-15 89
LM323K 5 95
LM324N 1 4 59
LM337T 1 95
LM338K 6 95
LM339N 14 69
LM340K-5 1 35
LM340K-12 1 35

LM340K-15 1 35

LINEAR
LM340T-5 79

LM340T-12 79

LM340T-15 79

LM348N 14 99
LM350K 4 95
LF355N 1 1 10

LF356N I 1 10

LM370N 14 4 49
LM373N 14 395
LM377N 14 1 95

LM380N 14 89
LM381N 14 1 79

LM382N 14 1 39
LM384N 14 1 79
LM386N-3 1 89

TL494CN 16 2 95
TL496CP I 1 19

NE510A 14 4 95

NE529A 14 2 95
NE531V 1 2 95
NE536H 8 95
NE540H 4 95
NE544N 14 2 95
NE550A 14 1 95
NE555V 1 35

LM556N 14 69

LM565N 14 1 19

LM566CN I 1 49
LM567V I 89

NE570N 11 3 95

LM703CN 1 1 19

f

LM709N 14 49
LM710N 14 69

LM711N 14 79

LM723N 14 55

LM733N 14 1 00
LM739N 14 1 95

LM741CN 1 35
LM747N 14 69

LM748N 8 59
LM1310N 14 1 49

LM1458CN 1 59

LM1488N 14 69
LM1489N 14 69
LM1496N 14 1 95

LM1800N 11 1 49

LM1889N 11 1 95

LM1896N 14 2 95
LM2002T 1 49
LM3189N 11 1 59

LM3900N 14 59

LM3905CN I 1 19

LM3909N 1 99
LM3914N 11 349
LM3915N 11 3 49
LM3916N 18 3 49
RC4136N 14 1.25

RC4151NB 8 1 95
NE5532 I 2 49
NE5534 I 1 69
ICL8038B 14 3 95

LM13080N I 1 19

LM13600N 16 1 19

MORE AVAILABLE

30003 1982 Nat. Linear Data Book ^i^s) .$11.
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£2P£2£?._«^ 2910 B E. La Palma

COMPUTER Anaheim, Ca. 92806
(714) sendVoo

1 632-6790 &*°g

10.MIN ORDER/ CA RES ADD 6%

CHECK- M ILLOW 2 MS. DEL Y IF

PERSONAL CHECK IS SENT

Freight

I
*10 -49 -**2P0 ' *250-499—$9.oo

50 -99 -*4P°; 500-999— 11P°

100- 240^ 8P° 1000- UP— Call

NO P.O. BOX
SHIPMENTS!

Store Hours:

|

Weekdays
10 to 6pm.

Saturday «_ _
10to3pm.

Diskette SALE!!
"Wabash"

5 1
*. 8nch

SS/SO s
l

7

50 %2l0O
soft

2tenp^s 15PO
a

ISPOg

Bare Bones APPLEII
EURO -

Keyboard
48K RAM

Pwr. SupplySS/DD 26.00 28.00

DS/UD37.00 35.00

[OTY PRICE AVAIL
|

I ^i
c
h

~s
H

witch
i T *"ppl» :.,£*, Ma«iL . .. ...i I KeyDoard • w/ Purchase . Reference mam

Authorized Wabash Dist. $75.00 $75.00 : *18PO

REAL-TIME CLOCK
CALENDAR (MSM 5832)

*6.45
/SPCCi

XTAL

*1.50

MONITORS

BMC# BM-12AUW
12in 15MHz /GREEN Phos.

* 94.00.

lC&*l£-ttN
12in .18 MHz /GREEN Phos
Non- Glare Screen $ 114 00

Ici^KG-i2NUY
12in.18 MHz /AMBER Phos.
Non- Glare Screen $ 124.00

BMC^BM-AU9i9iu
13in. -COLOR-

* 324.00

POWER SUPPLY for APPLE

5v—- 5jOA
12v—2.0A

5v—500ma
12v—~500ma

*79.50
D.C.Hayes

Micromodam II
—'310.00

Smartmodw — *24&00
300Baud

Mef ^ ,«*»
Mcromodem 100—*36S00
S-100

IC MASTER
2 Vols

*42.95 (82)

$72.95 (83)

SYSTEM SAVER For apple

• Rower AC Fi Iter

•Mounts Ou side
$73.95

BORDER LINE-fr

(800)435-0907
(Outside Calif)

Please use for Ordering !

!

BMC "HALF HIGH
•Apple compat. Drive
•Control card

*299.00

"DATAFAX"
A computerized filing

system using database
programming.

s159.00
(APPLE)

Diskette Storage BOX
riV*S* *

8"S 5
/

•2.sot/ *10POE« *r i15.oo

SPECIALS

2764— *12.50

21141 2—8/$13.95

UPD 765-*>*24.95

78H05-*- *5.95
(5amp. 5v)

Flip & File

Disk Storage Box

!

Holds 50 Diskettes

5V4 - $19.95

8 - *23.95

TEXTOOL
Z.I'.F.<<

16pin

24pin

$635

System
Apple Compatible

64K RAM
Key Pad

•Upper/ lower case

80 column

6502 /Z80 Processors

$825.00
COMPONENTS ^ pKg

brV
7400

7400
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7408
7409
7410
7412
7413
7414
7416
7420
7425
7426
7427
7429

74LS

74LS00
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LS1

1

74LS12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS38
74LS42
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54

74S

74S00
74S02
74S03
74S04
74S05
74S08
74S09
74S10
74S11
74S15
74S20
74S22
74S30

RAMS
2016 200NS
2101

EPROMS
1702
2708
4708

21

21

19 7430
19 7432
19 7437
19 7438
24 7440
48 7442
24 7443
20 7444
20 7445

7447
7448

45 7450
25 7451
18 7454
29 7472
29 7474
29 7475
45 7476

7480

24 74LS55
24 74LS73
26 74LS74
32 74LS75
28 74LS76
28 74LS78
28 74LS83
28 74LS85
35 74LS86
35 74LS90
45 74LS91
55 74LS92
35 74LS93
24 74LS95
25 74LS96
24 74LS107
26 74LS109
28 74LS112
35 74LS113
24 74LS1 14

27 74LS122
50 74LS123
35 74LS125
32 74LS126
55 74LS132
75 74LS133
75 74LS136
24 74LS137
25 74LS138

30 74S32
30 74S37
30 74S38
35 74S50
30 74S51
30 74S64
35 74S85
35 74S74
35 74S85
35 74S86
35 74S112
35 74S124
30 74S132

4 10 2102
1 95 2111

3 95
395 2716
3 55

Z80

Z80CPU
Z80CTC

3 65 Z80PIO
6 25 Z80SIO/2

6500-6800

6402
6502
6522
8532

6 95 6800
4 95 6802
6 95 6809
9 75

17 7462
17 7485
21 7486
28 7489
18 7490
45 7491
60 7492
69 7493
60 7494
60 7495
60 74107
16 74109
18 74110
16 74121
23 74122
31 74123
43 74125
33
55

25 74LS139
36 74LS145
45 74LS147
38 74LS148
38 74LS151
45 74LS153
55 74LS154
60 74LS155
35 74LS156
50 74LS157
85 74LS158
50 74LS160
50 74LS161
70 74LS162
89 74LS163
38 74LS164
38 74LS16S
38 74LS166
38 74LS168
38 74LS169
45 74LS170
85 74LS173
45 74LS174
48 74LS175
58 74LS181
55 74LS190
38 74LS191
85 74LS192
50 73LS193

88
55
35

3 25
35
40
45
30
65
45
30
45
45
26
43
43
35

50
1 20
2 10
1 35
55
50

1 90
75
75
65
65
69
85
69
85
65
85

1 75
1 55
1 55
1 35
65
65
85

1 95
89
89
75
75

74126
74136
74141
74145
74148
74152
74153
74154
74155
74160
74161
74164
74165
74166
74173
74174
74175

74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74LS242
74LS243
74LS244
74LS245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74LS257
74LS258
74LS259
74LS260
74LS268
74LS273
74LS279
74LS280
74LS283
74LS290
74LS293
74LS295
74LS298

-0
85
85
25
25
40
40
50

1 75
50
50

2 50
1 10

74S138
74S140
74S151
74S157
74S158
74S161
74S163
74S174
74S175
74S182
74S1B8
74S169

85 74S194
40 74S195
95 74S201
95 74S240
95 74S241

1 85 74S244
3 75 74S251
95 74S2S3
95 74S257

2 SO 74S258
1 85 74S260
5 95 74S275

45
48
58
45

1 20
60
60

1 25
65
75
65
85
85

1 00
75
89
75

85
85
75
75
95
95
95
95

1 25
95

1 85
1 10
1 10
1 10

55
55
50
55

1 75
55
55

1 45
45

1 85
95
95
85
95
85

1 35
1 35
6 50
2 25
2 25
2 75
85
85
85
85
75

15 85

74176
74177
74180
74182
74186
74190
74191
74192
74194
74195
74197
74221
74279
74293
74298
74367
74368
74393

74LS299
74LS323
74LS352
74LS353
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS368
74LS373
74LS374
74LS375
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74LS386
74 L S390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS490
74LS623
74LS868
74LS669
74LS670
74LS683
74LS885
74LS687
74LS783

88
75
75
75

6 50
1 10
1 10
70
80
60
70

1 25
75
75
60
60
65

1 35

1 95
4 75
1 25
1 25
45
45
75
55

1 10
1 10

85
1 25
1 15
1 25
45

1 20
1 20
1 20
1 40
1 90
1 90
1 65
1 60
1 45
2 95
2 95
350
1595

LINEAR

LM300M
LM301N
LM301M
LM307H
LM308AN
LM309K
LM310
LM31 IN
LM31 1H
LM317K
LM318H
LM322
LM323K
LM324
LM339
LM348
LM358
LM380
LM381
LM386
LM351
LM555
LM556
LM558
LM565
LM566
LM703
LM709
LM710
LM711
LM720
LM723
LM733
LM741-8
LM741N 14

LM741M
LM747
LM775
1330
1349
1350
1358
1372
1456
1488
1489
1496
1889
4501
4558

45
35
45
45

2 25
1 25
1 45
50
65

3 85
1 45
1 55
4 95
45
99

1 25
65

1 10
1 85
1 40
1 95
32

1 10
2 45
1 25
1 45
75
40
75
49
75
75
95
45
45
45
85
25

1 60
1 75
1 15
1 35
4 96
55
85
85
85

1 55
1 50
78

21141

2

4027

85 41 16 200NS

295 «ii6 150NS
4164 200NS

1 85
1 75

8/12 95

8/1495
8 25

74S280
74S287
74S288
74S289
74S299
74S373
74S374
74S387
74S454
74S470
74S471
74S472
74S474

4164
5290
8116
6116
5101

1 85
1 85
1 85
675
675
2 45
2 45
1 90
4 50
6 50
9 50
9 50
9 50

150NS

200NS
150NS
600NS

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS

7805
7806
7806
7812
7818
7905
7906
7912
7918

\
85

/

3 95 2532

4 95
14 95

3 95 6810
7 75 6821

1 2 50 6840

8 25 2732 4 75
2764
2764-3

7 95
1 75
6 95
7 96
450

950
11 50

ZSOACPU
Z80ACTC

4 95
685 Z60APIO 4 95 Z80SIO 1550

3 95 6645 1 2 50 6852 5 25

300 8847 1 1 95 6860 950
10 50 6850 3 25

Circle 297 on Reader Service card.
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DIGITAL RESEARCH COMPUTERS
(214) 271-3538

32K S-100 EPROM CARD
PRICE CUT!

$59.95
USES 2716s

Blank PC Board - $34

ASSEMBLED & TESTED
ADD $30

SPECIAL: 2716 EPROM s (450 NS) Are $4.95 Ea. With Above Kit.

KIT FEATURES
1 Uses +5V only 271S (2Kx8) EPROM s

2 Allows up to 32K of software on line'

3 IEEE S-100 Compatible

4 Addressable as two independent 16K
blocks

5 Cromemco extended or Northstar bank
select

6 On board wait state circuitry if needed

7 Any or all EPROM locations can be
disabled

8 Double sided PC board solder-masked

silk-screened

9 Gold plated contact fingers

10 Unselected EPROMs automatically

powered down for low power
11 Fully buffered and bypassed
12 Easy and quick to assemble

256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR!
U£ £?££> TH/S BOARD THE "LIGHT-SPEED-100"because it offers
tFuiSV?£JI!!?l'll21

NCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCEWHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE.
FEATURES:
* 256K on board, using + 5V 64

K

DRAMS.
* Uses new Intel 8203-1 LSI Memory

Controller.
' Requires only 4 Dip Switch Selectable
I/O Ports.

' Runs on 8080 or Z80 S100 machines.
> Up to 8 L S-100 boards can be run
together for 2 Meg. of On Line Solid
State Disk Storage.

' Provisions for Battery back-up.
i Software to mate the LS-100 to your
CP/M* 2.2 DOS is supplied.

i The LS-100 provides an increase in
speed of up to 7 to 10 times on Disk
Intensive Software.
Compare our price! You could pay
up to 3 times as much for similar
boards.BLANK PCB

(WITH CP/M* 2.2
PATCHES ON DISK)

$6995 $39900
#LS-100 (FULL 256K KIT)

THE NEW ZRT-80
CRT TERMINAL BOARD!

A LOW COST Z-80 BASED SINGLE BOARD THAT ONLY NEEDS AN
ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPL Y, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKEACOMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE, ORWITH A MODEM FOR USE WITHANY6F THE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER
otn VlCcS.
FEATURES:
* Uses a Z80A and 6845 CRT

Controller for powerful video
capabilities.

* RS232 at 16 BAUD Rates from 75
to 19,200.

* 24 x 80 standard format (60 Hz).
* Optional formats from 24 x 80

(50 Hz) to 64 lines x 96 characters
(60 Hz).

* Higher density lormats require up to
3 additional 2K x 8 6116 RAMS.

* Uses N.S. INS 8250 BAUD Rate Gen.
and USART combo IC.

* 3 Terminal Emulation Modes which
are Dip Switch selectable. These
include the LSI-ADM3A, the Heath
H-19. and the Beehive.

* Composite or Split Video.
* Any polarity of video or sync.
* Inverse Video Capability.
* Small Size: 6.5 x 9 inches.

# ZRT-80

WITH 8 IN.

SOURCE DISK!

BLANK PCB WITH 2716
CHAR. ROM, 2732 MON. ROM

(95

SOURCE DISKETTE - ADD $10
SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADD $7.50

$-|2995 (COMPLETE KIT,
2K VIDEO RAM)

Digital Research Computers
P.O. BOX 461565 * GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 271-3538

64K S100 STATIC RAM
$229?°
NEW!
LOW POWER!

RAM OR EPROM!
BLANK PC BOARD

WITH DOCUMENTATION
$55

SUPPORT ICs CAPS
$17.50

FULL SOCKET SET
$14.50

FULLY SUPPORTS THE
NEW IEEE 696 S100

STANDARD
(AS PROPOSED)

FOR 56K KIT $199

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $50

FEATURES:
* Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 61 16) RAMs.
* Fully supports IEEE 696 24 BIT Extended

Addressing.
* 64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
* 200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makes
TMM 2016s as fast as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)

* SUPPORTS PHANTOM (BOTH LOWER 32K
AND ENTIRE BOARD).

* 2716 EPROMs may be installed in any of top 48K.
* Any of the top 8K (E000 H AND ABOVE) may

be disabled to provide windows to eliminate
any possible conflicts with your system monitor,
disk controller, etc.

* Perfect for small systems since BOTH RAM and
EPROM may co-exist on the same board.

* BOARD may be partially populated as 56K.

64K SS-50 STATIC RAM
(48K KIT)

NEW!
LOW POWER!

RAM OR EPROM! > i« »«i.ti»ti

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH

DOCUMENTATION
$52

SUPPORT ICs CAPS
$18.00

FULL SOCKET SET
$15.00

56K Kit $219

64K Kit $249

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADD $50

FEATURES:
* Uses new 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.
* Fully supports Extended Addressing.
* 64K draws only approximately 500 MA.
* 200 NS RAMs are standard. (TOSHIBA makes
TMM 2016s as fast as 100 NS. FOR YOUR HIGH
SPEED APPLICATIONS.)

* Board is configured as 3-16K blocks and 8-2K
blocks (within any 64K block) for maximum
flexibility.

* 2716 EPROMs may be installed anywhere on
Board.

* Top 16K may be disabled in 2K blocks to avoid
any I/O conflicts.

* One Board supports both RAM and EPROM.
* RAM supports 2MHZ operation at no extra

charge!
* Board may be partially populated in 16K

increments.

32K S100 EPROM/STATIC RAM
NEW! FOUR FUNCTION BOARD!

EPROM II

FULL
EPROM KIT

$80 00

AST EPROM
ADD $35.00

NEW!
BLANK

PC BOARD
WITH DATA

$39 95

We took our very popular 32K S100 EPROM Card and added
additional logic to create a more versatile EPROM/RAM Board.

FEATURES:

SUPPORT
ICS

PLUS CAPS
$23.00

FULL
SOCKET SET

111
This one board can be used in any one of four ways:
A. As a 32K 2716 EPROM Board
B. As a 32K 2732 EPROM Board (Using Every Other Socket)
C. As a mixed 32K 2716 EPROM/2K x 8 RAM Board
D. As a 32K Static RAM Board
Uses New 2K x 8 (TMM2016 or HM6116, RAM's
Fully Supports IEEE 696 Buss Standard (As Proposed)
Supports 24 Bit Extended Adressing
200 NS (FAST!) RAM'S are standard on the RAM Kit

Supports both Cromemco and North Star Bank Select
Supports Phantom
On Board wait State Generator
Every 2K Block may be disabled
Addressed as two separate 16K Blocks on any 64K Boundary
Perfect for MP/M* Systems
RAM Kit is very low power (300 MA typical)

32K STATIC RAM KIT —$129.95
For RAM Kit A&T - Add S40

TERMS: Add $2.00 postage. We pay balance. Orders under $15 add 75$
handling. No COD. We accept Visa and Master-Charge. Tex. Res. add 5%
Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50 add
85$ for insurance.

TM OF DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIF.) WE ARE NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH INC. (CALIK, THE SUPPLIERS OF CPM SOFTWARE



"THE ORIGINAL BIG BOARD"
OEM - INDUSTRIAL - BUSINESS - SCIENTIFIC

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT!
Z-80 CPU! 64K RAM!

(DO NOT CONFUSE WITH ANY OF OUR FLATTERING IMITATORS!)

(/>

5~

< o-o £
><*>oi£
-! = </>*-
•J < 1-1 °

$ Q o

THE BIG BOARD PROJECT: With thousands sold worldwide and over two years of field experience, the Big

Board may just be one of the most reliable single board computers available today. This is the same design that

was licensed by Xerox Corp. as the basis for their 820 computer.

The Big Board gives you the right mix of most needed computing features all on one board. The Big Board was

designed from scratch to run the latest version of CP/M*. Just imagine all the off-the-shelf software that can be

run on the Big Board without any modifications needed.

*27900 (64K KIT

TJ BASIC I/O)

FULLY SOCKETED! FEATURES: (Remember, all this on one board!)

SIZE: 8'/2 x 13 3
/« IN.

SAME AS AN 8 IN. DRIVE.
REQUIRES: +5V @ 3 AMPS

- 12V @ .5 AMPS.

64K RAM
Uses Industry standard 4116 RAM's. All 64K is available to the user, our VIDEO

and EPROM sections do not make holes in system RAM. Also, very special care

was taken in the RAM array PC layout to eliminate potential noise and glitches.

Z-80 CPU
Running at 2.5 MHZ. Handles all 4116 RAM refresh and supports Mode 2

INTERUPTS. Fully buffered and runs 8080 software.

24 x 80 CHARACTER VIDEO
With a crisp, flicker-free display that looks extremely sharp even on small

monitors Hardware scroll and full cursor control. Composite video or split video

and sync. Character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM, making customized

fonts easy. Sync pulses can be any desired length or polarity. Video may be

inverted or true. 5x7 Matrix - Upper & Lower Case.

SERIAL I/O (OPTIONAL)
Full 2 channels using the Z80 SIO and the SMC 81 16 Baud Rate Generator. FULL

RS232! For synchronous or asynchronous communication. In synchronous

mode, the clocks can be transmitted or received by a modem. Both channels can

be set up for either data-communication or data-terminals. Supports mode 2 Int.

UnaVm ^li T/w»fl» ntft twftfccto**: $39.95 ^^^^

FLOPPY DISC CONTROLLER
Uses WD1771 controller chip with a TTL Data Separator for enhanced reliability.

IBM 3740 compatible. Supports up to four 8 inch disc drives. Directly compatible

with standard Shugart drives such as the SA800 or SA801. Drives can be

configured for remote AC off-on. Runs CP/M* 2.2.

BASIC I/O

Consists of separate parallel port (Z80 PIO) for use with an ASCII encoded

keyboard for input. Output would be on the 80 x 24 Video Display.

TWO PORT PARALLEL I/O (OPTIONAL)
Uses Z-80 PIO. Full 16 bits, fully buffered, bi-directional. Uses selectable hand

shake polarity. Set of all parts and connectors for parallel I/O: $19.95

REAL TIME CLOCK (OPTIONAL)
Uses Z-80 CTC. Can be configured as a Counter on Real Time Clock. Set of all

parts: $9.95

BLANK PC BOARD — $99.95
The blank Big Board PC Board comes complete with full

documentation (including schematics), the character ROM,
the PFM 3.3 MONITOR ROM, and a diskette with the source

of our BIOS, BOOT, and PFM 3.3 MONITOR.

CP/M* 2.2 FOR BIG BOARD
The popular CP/M* D.O.S. to run on Big Board is available lor $139.00.

DOUBLE DENSITY ADAPTER BOARD — $149.95 (A&T)

Requires no cuts or MODS to an existing Big Board. Gives up to 670K storage on

a single sided 8 in. diskette. With software to patch your CP/M* 2.2.

PFM 3.3 2K SYSTEM MONITOR
The real power of the Big Board lies in its PFM 3.3 on board monitor. PFM commands include: Dump Memory, Boot CP/M*, Copy, Examine, Fill Memory, Test Memory, Go To,

Read and Write I/O Ports, Disc Read (Drive, Track, Sector), and Search PFM occupies one of the four 2716 EPROM locations provided. Z-80 is a Trademark of Zilog.

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214)271-3538

TERMS: Shipments will be made approximately 3 to 6 weeks after we
receive your order. VISA, MC, cash accepted. We will accept COD's (for the

Big Board only) with a $75 deposit. Balance UPS COD. Add $4.00 shipping.

USA AND CANADA ONLY

•TRADEMARK OF DIGITAL RESEARCH. NOT ASSOCIATED WITH DIGITAL RESEARCH OF CALIFORNIA, THE ORIGINATORS OF CPM SOFTWARE
**1 TO 4 PIECE DOMESTIC USA PRICE.



Micro Software Digest
Compiled by Swain Pratt

Micro Software Digest presents capsulized software reviews from various computer-related publications.

Info-SORT

System Requirements: IBM PC; PC-DOS; advanced Basic; 64K
RAM minimum
Manufacturer: Info-Pros, Inc., 2102 Business Center Drive, Suite

132, Irvine, CA 92715

Price: $145

Comments: "Info-SORT," says the review, "is a disk-based ma-
chine-language, sort/select utility .... It takes a file of fixed-length

records from a disk and writes a sorted version of the same file on a

disk."

The documentation is good, according to the review, but the

package is "limited by design to installations where users are com-
puter literate. . . . For hackers and offices with in-house program-
ming expertise, it could become a valuable tool." Reader Service

number 404

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, April 25, 1983}

The Tool

System Requirements: Apple II, II Plus or He; 48K RAM; Ap-
plesoft in ROM or Apple Language Card; one disk drive

Manufacturer: High Technology Software Products, Inc., PO
Box 60406, Oklahoma City, OK 73146

Price: $395

Comments: "The Tool," says the review, "
. . .claims to simplify

the development of Basic language application software for the

Apple II computer, while still providing optimized machine lan-

guage routines to perform many of the application programs' cen-

tral tasks."

According to the review, the manual is sketchy and might cause

problems even for experienced programmers. The review con-

cludes that "In terms of performance, The Tool is generally good,

although somewhat uneven." Reader Service number 409

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, April 18, 1983)

Hi-Res Architectural Design

System Requirements: Apple II or II Plus; 48K RAM; ROM Ap-
plesoft; one disk drive

Manufacturer: Avant-Garde Creation, Box 30160, Eugene, OR
97403

Price: $29.95

Comments: This is, says the review, "a program for drawing fairly

detailed architectural plans. The commands are simple and draw-
ing a basic plan is relatively easy."

The program provides many different house-plan shapes on a

menu and enables you to make various dimensional calculations

as you design. While the program can't be used for final building

plans, the review concludes that "As an easy-to-use program for

sketching and trying out ideas, Hi-Res Architectural Design's handy
architectural style is ideal." Reader Service number 411

(Reviewed in Softalk, May 1983

J

Flight Simulation

System Requirements: Sinclair ZX-81 or Timex/Sinclair 1000;

16KRAM
Manufacturer: Sinclair Research, Ltd., 3 Sinclair Plaza, Nashua,

NH 03061

Price: $9.95 (cassette)

Comments: Although Flight Simulation differs from a real flight

simulator in several ways, it is not a game, according to the review.

What it does best, says the review, "is simulate the navigation and
flying of a twin-engine propeller airplane." The simulated flying,

including the difficulties of landing, is accomplished with ac-

curacy and detail.

This program will not teach you to fly, concludes the review, but

"if you cannot master the principles of the program, you will prob-

ably never make a good pilot. . . .despite a few minor drawbacks, it

realistically simulates flying a light aircraft." Reader Service

number 419

(Reviewed in Popular Computing, July 1983)

Assertiveness Training

System Requirements: Apple II or II Plus; 48K RAM; ROM Ap-

plesoft; one disk drive

Manufacturer: Psychological Psoftware, 4757 Sun Valley Road,

Del Mar, CA 92014

Price: $29.95

Comments: This program, says the review, "will not really train

you to be more assertive. It's really just a tool to help you be a bit

more aware of yourself and think about how you might react

when presented with different situations that could elicit ag-

gressive behavior."

"As a stimulus," concludes the review, "for starting to think

about one's assertiveness, passivity or aggressiveness, this pro-

gram fills the bill. The first step in making any changes to [sic]

oneself is awareness. Consider this program as the possible begin-

ning of a longer journey." Reader Service number 410

(Reviewed in Softalk, May 1983)

Pro Poker

System Requirements: Apple II or II Plus; 48K RAM; ROM Ap-
plesoft; one disk drive

Manufacturer: Quality Software, 6660 Reseda Blvd., Suite 105,

Reseda, CA 91335

Price: $39.95

Comments: "Pro Poker is just that: professional," says the

review. "It's by far the best poker program for the Apple." Pro

Poker is a teaching tool as well as a game, and, concludes the

review, it "is loaded with little touches that make it a dream to

use ... an excellent program that no budding cardsharp should be

without." Reader Service number 412

(Reviewed in Softalk, May 1983)
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Graphic Generator

System Requirements: Atari 400 or 800; 32K RAM (48K recom-

mended); Atari 810 disk drive

Manufacturer: Datasoft, 19519 Business Center Drive, North-

ridge, CA 91324

Price: $24.95

Comments: By redefining the Atari's keyboard characters, says

the review, the Graphic Generator "can help you create character

sets for applications such as scientific notation, mathematical rep-

resentation or esoteric foreign language alphabets."

The manual assumes a lot of knowledge, but, concludes the

review, "If you are an experienced Atari programmer looking for a

character-redefinition utility that offers almost every conceivable

option, then Graphic Generator can become an invaluable tool."

Reader Service number 413

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, April 11, 1983)

Dynacalc

System Requirements: 6809-based computer with OS-9, FLEX
or UniFLEX operating system; 64K

Manufacturer: SE Media, PO Box 794, Hixson, TN 37343

Price: OS-9 version, $250; FLEX, $200; UniFLEX, $395

Comments: Dynacalc, according to the review, is a large assem-

bly language spreadsheet program for 6809-based computers. It is

enough like most other such programs so that a user familiar with

any one of them will be able to adjust to Dynacalc easily. Also,

practically any terminal is supported.

"Dynacalc is an excellent spreadsheet program," states the re-

view. "It can help with any number of business problems, simple

problems in the sciences, and just plain showing off the computer

to the uninitiated." Reader Service number 420

(Reviewed in '68' Micro Journal, June 1983

J

Graph'n' Calc

System Requirements: IBM PC; 64K RAM; DOS 1.1 or 2.0 with

either display adapter; one disk drive

Manufacturer: Desk Top Computer Software, Suite 29-303, 303

Portrero St., Santa Cruz, CA 95060

Price: $199

Comments: According to the review, this graph and spreadsheet

program is a powerful business-forecasting tool, with the em-

phasis on the graphing aspect. The author, says the review, has

"overlaid the basic graphing and spreadsheet functions with so-

phisticated statistical modules that would take man-days for a user

to build into VisiCalc or 1-2-3."

Although the program is slow (the PC and Basic are both slow),

the review concludes that Graph'n' Calc "is a useful and friendly

adjunct to any business or department and should find its niche."

Reader Service number 405

/Reviewed m SotaAfc for the IBM Personal Computer, May 1983)

Janus/Ada Version 3

System Requirements: CP/M-based computer; minimum of 56K

RAM; two floppy disk drives

Manufacturer: RR Software, PO Box 1512, Madison, WI 53701

Price: $300

Comments: Ada is a structured, modular programming language

developed by the Department of Defense. Janus/Ada is, says the

review, "a nonstandard subset of the Department of Defense Ada

specification. The resulting package is powerful enough to be con-

sidered a serious language for serious applications."

Although the writing and layout of the manual are clumsy, ac-

cording to the review, the program is easy to use and much im-

proved over Version 2. The review concludes that "Basically, I feel

that the Janus/Ada package from RR Software is excellent."

Reader Service number 406

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, May 2, 1983)

Remote Access

System Requirements: IBM PC; 64K; one disk drive; asyn-

chronous communications adapter; modem
Manufacturer: Custom Software, PO Box 1005, Bedford, TX
76021

Price: $89

Comments: According to the review, this program enables you to

connect your PC or terminal to a remote PC. "Once connected,"

says the review, "this unique program lets you operate a distant

PC as if you were actually sitting in front of it."

Remote Access does all the things other communications pro-

grams do, but in addition, states the review, it "gets into the distant

computer's DOS, letting you run programs from your location."

The only condition for doing this is that the program must be in the

remote PC's disk drive.

"For the price and for all it offers," the review concludes, "Re-

mote Access is a tough act to follow." Reader Service number 418

(Reviewed in PC World, Vol 1, 05)

Delta Drawing

System Requirements: Apple II Plus (versions are available for

other systems); DOS 3.3; 48K RAM; one disk drive

Manufacturer: Spinnaker Software, 215 First St., Cambridge,

MA 02142

Price: $59.95

Comments: Delta Drawing is a graphics program that is simple

and easy to use, according to the review. The authors, says the re-

view, "adapted the turtle graphics part of Logo to develop a pro-

gram that allows the user to create drawings using only single key

commands."

The review states that "As a simple, nonthreatening and self-

motivating introduction to computers for young children, older

students, or even adults, Delta Drawing can't be beat." Reader Ser-

vice number 407

(Reviewed in Classroom Computer News, March/April 1983)

Disk Data Manager
System Requirements: Commodore VIC-20; a minimum of 8K
RAM expansion to handle up to 600 records

Manufacturer: MicroSpec, Ltd., 2905 Ports O'Call Court, Piano,

TX 75075

Price: $59.95

Comments: Disk Data Manager, according to the review, enables

you "to maintain customer profile information and to search out,

sort, and print mailing lists and different categories of information

for marketing programs.
'

'

The review states that the manual is thorough and well-written,

and concludes that "Novices should have no difficulty handling

the program.. . .Disk Data Manager is quite a flexible, valuable

tool." Reader Service number 415

(Reviewed in COMPUTE!, June 1983)

Apple Writer He
System Requirements: Apple He; one disk drive; printer

Manufacturer: Apple Computer, Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave.,

Cupertino, CA 95014

Price: $195

Comments: "Apple Writer for the lie," says the review, "is the

first word processor available that takes advantage of the new
machine's abilities." The program is an adaptation of the original

Apple Writer, which has been around a long time.

According to the review, the documentation is excellent and the

program bug-free. The review concludes that "If you are going to

buy an Apple for demanding word processing tasks, you definite-

ly should consider Apple Writer." Reader Service number 417

(Reviewed in Softside,#42/
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MCDISPLAY Version 1.0

System Requirements: 8080- , 8085- or Z80-based computer;

CP/M 1.4 or 2.2 with Microsoft Basic-80; 6.5K RAM plus 32K for

MBasic; one eight-inch, single-density, floppy disk drive; cursor-

addressable CRT terminal

Manufacturer: Master Computing, Inc., PO Box 17442, Green-

ville, SC 29606

Price: $175

Comments: The review states that "MCDISPLAY is a software-

development utility program for CP/M-80 that allows you to define

complete displays in advance when you are developing applica-

tions."

The documentation, according to the review, leaves a lot to be

desired, but the program "is a potentially outstanding. . .

package that offers an extremely powerful large-computer-applica-

tion development tool to microcomputer users at a reasonable

price." Reader Service number 408

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, April 18, 1983)

AtariWriter

System Requirements: Atari computer; 16K RAM
Manufacturer: Atari, Inc., 1265 Borregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086

Price: $79.95

Comments: AtariWriter is a word processor that, says the review,

"can be used with either a cassette or disk system at a price that is

hard to beat. The program is very easy to use and comes with an

excellent instruction book."

The program will support all Atari printers, and, according to the

review, it "is the best non-game program Atari has released. . .for

most people, the AtariWriter should satisfy their needs very well at

a very attractive price." Reader Service number 414

(Reviewed in ANTIC, May 1983)

Memorite HI

System Requirements: Vector Graphic computer; CP/M; 64K
RAM; one disk drive; printer

Manufacturer: Vector Graphic, Inc., 500 North Ventu Park

Road, Thousand Oaks, CA 91320

Price: $495

Comments: Memorite III is a word-processing program for the

Vector Graphic. According to the review, it has good support pro-

grams such as a mailing-list program, a spelling module and a

merge-phase library, as well as the usual word-processing

features.

The review says that the manual is not very well done, but con-

cludes that "this is one of the easiest word-processing packages to

learn that I have seen. Vector has not sacrificed power for ease of

use, and it has considered both novices and experienced users in

its design." Reader Service number 402

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, May 9, 1983)

Multiple Device Spooler 03.16.82(a)

System Requirements: Heath/Zenith H-89, Z-89, Z-90 or H-8;

HDOS 2.0; 24K RAM; at least one disk drive; printer

Manufacturer: Software Wizardry, Inc., 122 Yankee Drive, St.

Charles, MO 63301

Price: $24.95

Comments: "Multiple Device Spooler," states the review, "con-

sists of seven device drives that enable you to print output to other

devices while you are using your computer for other operations."

The program has fairly good documentation and, concludes the

review, "is extremely easy to use and works well. It is reasonably

priced and could save you the price of a faster printer." Reader Ser-

vice number 401

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, May 23, 1983)

EasyFiler

System Requirements: IBM PC; PC-DOS; 64K RAM; two disk

drives (160K or 320K)

Manufacturer: Information Unlimited Software, Inc., 2401

Marinship Way, Sausalito, CA 94965

Price: $400

Comments: EasyFiler is a comprehensive database management

system, which, according to the review, has some powerful

features. "If you've decided," says the review, "that you truly

need some help in managing your complex data, . . . the power of

EasyFiler may be worth the time and money spent."

The program performs well and comes with clear and informa-

tive documentation. "If you have a small business," concludes the

review, "and deal with volumes of complex data for which you

must draw up numerous reports, EasyFiler should be a nice invest-

ment." Reader Service number 403

ber403

(Reviewed in InfoWorld, May 2, 1983)

Copy-Writer

System Requirements: PET/CBM with 2040, 4040, 8050 or

PEDISK II drives; Apple II with 3.2 or 3.3 disks; Apple III;

Commodore-64 with 1541 or PEDISK III drives; the program sup-

ports all ROM variations and virtually any printer.

Manufacturer: CGRS Microtech, PO Box 102, Langhorne, PA
19047

Price: $145

Comments: According to the review, Copy-Writer is an easy-to-

use word processor, consisting of one diskette and a small but thor-

ough manual. "Copy-Writer is extremely powerful for formatting

the printed page," says the review.

"The diskette cannot be copied," continues the review, "but

that is not a problem—you use it to create a machine language pro-

gram configured especially for your own ROMs, screen size, key-

board and printer, and that program can be saved and copied

without limit. . . .It seems to be a solid program with good features

and few bugs." Reader Service number 416

(Reviewed in COMPUTE!, July 1983)

ANTIC, 297 Missouri St., San Francisco, CA 94107.

Classroom Computer News, 341 Mt. Auburn St., Watertown, MA
02172.

COMPUTE! published by Small System Services, Inc., PO Box

5406, Greensboro, NC 27403.

InfoWorld, published by Popular Computing, Inc., 375 Cochituate

Road, Box 880, Framingham, MA 01701.

PC World, 555 DeHaro St., San Francisco, CA 94107.

Popular Computing, published by BYTE publications, Inc., 70 Main
St., Peterborough, NH 03458.

'68' MicroJournal, PO Box 849, Hixson, TN 37343.

Softalk and Softalk for the IBM Personal Computer, 11160 McCor-
mick St., North Hollywood, CA 91601.

Softside, 6 South St., Milford, NH 03055.

Table. Addresses of the magazines publishing the software reviews

digested in this department.
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Woodbridge, CT

RIP-SOFT! New game spoofs com-

puter bizz. Break the 'calc habit

—

IBM PC software—See how—Open
Basic—Program catalog—Program-

mer's toolbox—Utilities and fun.

People Systems, Ltd., 78 Ma-
plevale Drive, Woodbridge, CT
06525; 393-3913.

Nokomis, FL
We are the leading area computer

store. We carry Cromemco, Apple,

Vector Graphic; printers and termi-

nals. We offer full software support

including G/L, A/R, payroll and

word processing. Computer Cen-
tre, 909 S. Tamiami Trail, PO
Box 130, Nokomis, FL 33555.

484-0421.

Aurora, IL

DYSAN Diskettes, Authorized

Dealer. We also supply many name
brand computers, terminals, print-

ers, software &l accessories. All at

discount. Call for pricing. Fox Val-

ley Computer Systems, Sales

Order Dept., 1745 Jericho

Road, Aurora, IL 60506;

859-0304.

Aurora, IL

Full line of Apple Computer and

Fortune Computer, Hewlett-Pack-

ard Personal Computers, Calcula-

tors and Supplies. IDS Prism, SMC
and Daisywriter Printers. Farns-

worth Computer Center, 1891

North Farnsworth Ave., Auro-
ra, IL 60505 (851-3888) and 383
East North Ave., Villa Park, IL

60181(833-7100).

Dealers: Listings are $15 per month in prepaid quarterly payments, or one

yearly payment of $150, also prepaid. Ads include 25 words describing your

products and services plus your company name, address and phone. (No

area codes or merchandise prices, please.) Call Marcia at 603-924-9471 or

write Microcomputing, Ad Department, Peterborough, NH 03458.

CLMl FlEDS
Classified advertisements .ire intended for use by persons desiring to huv, sell or trade used computer

equipment. No commercial ad*- are accepted.

Two sixes oi ads are available. The $5 box allows up to 5 lines of about 35 characters per line, includ-

ing spates and punctuation. The $10 box allows up to 10 lines. Minimize use of capital letters to save

space. No special layouts allowed. Payment is required in advance with ad copy. We cannot bill or ac-

cept credit.

Advertising text and payment must reach us ft) days m advance of publication (i.e., copy for March

issue, mailed in February, must be here by Jan. 1). The publisher reserves the ri^ht to refuse question-

able or inapplicable advertisements. Mail copy with payment to Classifieds, Microcomputing, Pe-

terborough, NH 03458. Do not include any other material with your ad as it may be delayed.

FOR SALE: 4 unused Shugart 8-inch SA1002,

5.33 megabyte hard disk drives for $380 each.

Also have Western Digital's controller for this

drive, $350 each. Herb Merrill, 20 Randy Drive,

Taylors, SC 29687; 803-877-9444.

Software on tape. ZX81: 50 games, 4K; 100

games, IK; 20 games, 16K. SPECTRUM: 50

games, 16K. Each tape only $6; by air, $9.

Bruno Del Medico, Torino 72, 04016 Sabaudia,

Italy.

What are you doing with your computer? Pen-

pals wanted. Exchange ideas and software.

Robert Ashworth, PO Box 2161, Bellingham,

WA 98227.

Classified Ads

Get Results!

TRS-80 Group-
Portland, Maine
The Southern Maine

TRS-80 Users Group has
recently changed its address

to 82 Wellington Road, Port-

land, ME 04103. For further

information about the Group,
write Anthony Scarpelli at the

above address.

COMMON—IBM Group
COMMON is an IBM com-

puter user's group with a world-

wide membership ofover 2000
operating a variety of IBM
systems. COMMON sponsors

an annual conference (see this

month's Calendar section).

For further information,

contact David G. Lister, Ad-

ministrative Director, COM-
MON, 435 North Michigan

Ave., Suite 1717, Chicago, IL

60611:312-644-0828.

Color Club
A color computer club has

been formed in Tri-Cities in

south-central Washington. The
club meets on the first and
third Saturdays of each month.

If interested, contact Thell

Rooney, 1301 W. John Day
Ave., Kennewick, WA 99336;
509-586-4840.

Pascal Society

—

California

The UCSD Pascal System
User's Society (USUS) has

formed a special interest group
for users of the new Modula-2

programming language. For

information about this new
group or about USUS activi-

ties, write the Secretary,

USUS, PO Box 1 148, La Jolla,

CA 92038.

Robotics Society
Of America

The Robotics Society of

America (RSA). a non-profit or-

ganization, has been formed
with the goal of facilitating

information exchange, pro-

moting hobbyist experimenta-

tion with robots and providing

a forum for public discussion

of the proper role of robots in

society.

RSA's journal is seeking con-

tributions and the Society is

soliciting memberships—$25
for regular membership; $15
for students. For further infor-

mation, write or call Dr. Walter

Tunick at the Society's ad-

dress: 200 California Ave.,

Suite 215, Palo Alto, CA
94306; 415-326-6095.

Apple Siders of

Cincinnati
Apple Siders of Cincinnati

is an Apple users Club ofsome
450 members, which sponsors

a yearly convention (see this

month's Calendar section).

For information concerning
the Club and its events and
activities, contact the Con-

vention advertising manager.
Bill Fowee, 1074 Brooke Ave.,

Cincinnati, OH 45230; 513-

659-4309.
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CALENDAR

CP/M '83/East—Boston
CP/M '83/East, the International Conference and Exposition

of CP/M microcomputer software, will be held September
29-October 1 at Hynes Auditorium in Boston, MA.
For further information, call 800-343-2222 or 617-739-2000.

ONLINE '83—Chicago
ONLINE '83, the fifth annual conference and exposition for

online database users, will take place October 10-12 at the

Palmer House in Chicago. The focus of the conference will be on
microcomputing software, particularly with reference to data-

base and other information applications.

For program, application or other information, call Jean-Paul

Emard, the conference chairman, at 203-227-8466.

Computer Showcase—San Francisco

The third annual San Francisco Computer Showcase Expo
will take place September 29-October 2 at Brooks Hall. The
Expo is primarily designed for business, professional and
corporate users of small computers and word processing

systems.

Tutorial Seminars will be offered for additional fees. For
further information, call The Interface Group, 617-449-6600 or,

from outside Massachusetts, 800-325-3330.

New York Coliseum Show
The Information Management Exposition and Conference:

INFO 83 will be held in the New York Coliseum October 10-13.

More than 300 companies will exhibit products.

The Software Center proved to be the hit of the show in 1982
and will be 60 percent larger this year. For further information,

write INFO 83, 708 Third Ave., New York, NY 10017 or call

212-661-8410.

Education Conference on the Hudson
The Microcomputer Educator Group's third annual

conference on microcomputers in education will be held

October 1 at Dutchess County Community College, Pendell

Road, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601. For more information, call Dr.

Florence Staats at 914-471-4500, extension 240.

EduTech/East—Philadelphia
EduTech/East '83, the national educational computer con-

ference and exposition, will be held October 13-15 at the

Philadelphia Civic Center. The conference will offer over 300
hours of sessions.

Presentations will include computer use in instruction,

administration, research and many other areas. For further

information, contact Carol Houts, Judco Computer Expos, Inc.,

2629 North Scottsdale Road, Suite 201, Scottsdale. AZ 85257;
800-528-2355 or, within Arizona, 602-990-1715.PC '83—Boston

PC '83, an international conference and exposition featuring

IBM Personal Computers and PC-compatibles, will be held Oc-

tober 4-6 at the Bayside Exposition Center in Boston.

Seminar programs and general sessions will deal with ap-

plications and technical information and will show users how to

get the most from their PCs. For further information, write or

call Northeast Expositions, 822 Boylston St., Chestnut Hill, MA
02167; 800-841-7000 or, in Massachusetts, 617-739-2000.

Apple Convention—Cincinnati

The Apple Siders Computer Club of Cincinnati is sponsoring

its fifth Convention October 15 at Cincinnati Technical College,

Cincinnati, OH. There will be presentations, demonstrations,

lectures and displays. For more details, call Bill Fowee,

513-659-4309.

SYSTEMS 83 in Munich
SYSTEMS, the only European exhibition devoted exclusively

to computers and end-user applications, is scheduled for

October 17-21 at the Munich, West Germany, Fair Center.

Complete details can be obtained from Kallman Associates, 5
Maple Court, Ridgewood, NJ 07450 or call 201-652-7070.

Great Southern Show—Florida

The Orlando Expo Center will be the site on October 7-9 for

the Great Southern Computer and Electronics Show, featuring

computer and electronics exhibitors operating in the southern

United States markets.

Various classes, workshops, seminars and panel discussions

will also be scheduled. For registration information, call

904-384-6440. Education Conference—Silicon Valley

The IEEE Computer Society is sponsoring EdCompCom '83,

a conference on educational uses of computer technology, to be
held October* 18-20 in Silicon Valley, with Conference head-

quarters in the Red Lion Inn, San Jose, CA.
The Conference will focus on potential and actual uses of the

latest developments in computer-related hardware and soft-

ware, including such innovations as touch screens and
robotics. For further information, contact M. Dundee Maples,

conference co-chairman, Educational Computer, PO Box 535,

Cupertino, CA 95015; 408-252-3224.

Tidewater Convention—Virginia Beach
The Tidewater 8th annual Computer Convention-Hamfest-

Electronic Flea Market is scheduled for October 8-9 at the
Virginia Beach Pavillion. The event will feature dealers,

displays and forums. For information and tickets, write Jim
Harrison, 1234 Little Bay, Norfolk, VA 23503, or call

804-587-1695.
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ICC—Pennsylvania and Virginia

The Invitational Computer Conference will be held at two lo-

cations: October 18 at the Valley Forge Hilton Hotel, King of

Prussia, PA and October 20 at Tyson's Corner Marriott Hotel,

Vienna, VA.
The ICCs are one-day, by-invitation-only conferences di-

rected to a select audience of volume buyers and featuring tech-

nical seminars as well as displays of operating equipment. For

more information, write or call Susan Fitzgerald, B.J. Johnson

& Associates, 3151 Airway Ave., #C-2, Costa Mesa, CA 92626;

714-957-0171.

Software Show—San Francisco

The National Software Show will take place October 19-21 at

the Trade Show Center in San Francisco. The show is primarily

for manufacturers to present their software packages to sales

organization representatives.

Seminars and conference sessions will complement the

many exhibits. For more information, call David Russell, presi-

dent. Raging Bear Productions, at 800-732-2300 or, from with-

in California, 415-924-1 194.

Chicago Show
The Chicagoland Personal Computer Show will take place

October 21-23 at O'Hare Expo Center. Its main aim is to inform

the new personal computer buyer and to show him what is

available. For additional information, write Chicagoland

Personal Computer Show, Suite 400, 222 West Adams St.,

Chicago, IL 60606, or call Richard Lewis at 312-263-3131.

IBM Conference—Phoenix

COMMON, a large IBM user's group, will hold its fall 1983

conference on October 22-26 at the Phoenix, AZ, Hilton Hotel.

The main thrust—covering systems, applications and manage-

ment—is to keep the data processing professional well informed

on new developments.

The more than 170 sessions will feature user and IBM speak-

ers. There will also be presentations by Northwestern Univer-

sity specialists concerning professional development. For more

information, contact David G. Lister, administrative director,

COMMON, 435 North Michigan Ave., Suite 1717, Chicago IL

60611; 312-644-0828.

Computers in Medical Care—Baltimore

The Seventh Annual Symposium on Computer Applications

in Medical Care will take place October 23-26 at the Baltimore

Convention Center, Baltimore, MD. The program will include

both theoretical and practical treatment of the art and science of

applying and using information technology in health care.

Presentation of papers, demonstrations, panel discussions

and workshops will constitute the program. All inquiries should

be directed to Dr. Ruth E. Dayhoff, SCAMC-Office of CME, 2300

K St. N.W., Washington, DC 20037; 202-676-4285.

ACM Conference—New York
"Extending the Human Resource" is the theme of the 1983

annual conference of the Association for Computing
Machinery, to be held at the Sheraton Centre Hotel in New York

City, October 24-26. The focus of the conference will be on

computing theory and practice, with special emphasis on

personal computing.

The Conference will also feature an extensive exhibit and the

Fourth International Computer Chess Championships. For

further information, call 212-620-5055.

Educational Conference—California

The California Educational Data Processing Association will

hold its 1983 conference October 26-28 at the Red Lion Inn,

San Jose, CA. The conference will examine the computer

power available to professionals and the impact of computers

on education.

For information and registration, contact Jane Householder,

Room 226, 9300 East Imperial Highway, Downey, CA 90242;

213-922-6141.

Mid-Atlantic Show—Washington
The Mid-Atlantic Computer Show and Office Equipment

Exposition will be held October 27-30 at the Washington
Convention Center, Washington, DC. For details, contact

Computer Expositions, Inc., PO Box 3315, Annapolis, MD
21403; 800-368-2066 or, from within Maryland, 800-492-0192.

Applefest—San Francisco

Applefest—San Francisco will be held October 28-30 at the

Moscone Center in San Francisco. It is the largest Apple-specific

show in the country. For more details, call Northeast Expo-

sitions, 800-841-7000 or, from within Massachusetts, 617-

739-2000.

INTECH '83—Chicago
INTECH '83, a conference focusing on integration of office

information systems, will take place November 1-3 in

Chicago's McCormick Place. For more information, call

800-638-8510 or, 301-459-8383.

New England Computer Show
The New England Computer Show and Sale will take place

November 3-6 at the Centrum in Worcester, MA. The show will

include displays and demonstrations of the latest business and
personal hardware, software and peripherals. For more
information, call 617-366-1476.

ISII Conference—Kansas
The International Society for Individualized Instruction will

hold its annual conference November 4-6 at Doubletree Inn in

Overland Park, KS. The conference is entitled Individualized

Instruction in the Eighties: Learning with Computers. For

further details, call 913-749-4380.

San Diego Society Fair

The San Diego Computer Society will present its fourth

annual fair November 5-6 at the Scottish Rite Center, 1895

Camino del Rio South, in San Diego's Mission Valley.

The fair will feature technical sessions, programming and

computer game contests and displays by user groups. For more
details, call the Society at 619-565-8720.

Northeast Show—Boston
The fifth annual Northeast Computer Show and Software

Exposition will be held November 17-19 in Boston's Hynes

Auditorium. The show is the largest annual end-user computer

event in the East. For more information, call 800-841-7000 or,

from within Massachusetts, 617-739-2000.
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BOOK REVIEWS Edited by Larry Canale

Light Reading on Heavy Topics

Running the SuperCalc Gamut
An Ideal Intro to CP/M
An Apple Guide—Not Just for Apple-holies

The Official
Silicon Valley Guy Handbook

Patty Bell

Doug Myrland

Avon, 1983
959 8th Ave.

New York, NY 10019
Paperback, 105 pp., $3.95

The Official Computer
Hater's Handbook

D.J. Arneson
Dell, 1983
1 Dag Hammarskjold Plaza

New York, NY 10017
Paperback, 192 pp., $3.95

Techie humor is funny only in small

doses. In the case of The Official Silicon

Valley Guy Handbook, a caustic mock-
out of the hacker, it works. In The Of-

ficial Computer Hater's Handbook, it's

stretched too thin to be effective; reading

it is like hearing a knock-knock joke

dragged over 20 minutes.

The Official Silicon Valley Guy (SVG)

Handbook is a well-organized, snappy
paperback that pokes legitimate fun at

those who plunge headlong into the

world of computers.

By. keeping each of the dozen chapters

to two- to four-page essays riddled with

one-liners, authors Patty Bell and Doug
Myrland deride the

techie without being

malicious. They've got

the teenage "chippie"

tapping into Bell Sys-

tems' long-distance

network, the college

chippie reprogram-

ming his university's

master computer to

shorten each semes-

ter to two weeks and to do away with final

I exams, and the techie graduate pulling
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his Honda Accord into the parking lot of a
multinational computer corporation to

start a high-paying job.

The authors have the SVG getting most
of his meals from vending machines, and
they have him getting exercise by search-

ing for his car in the parking lot after

work. In the chapter "Shopping For Soft-

ware," the jabs continue—the SVG's cri-

teria for buying clothes include these

questions: Am I cold? Am I a boy or a girl?

Does this store sell clothes?

After telling the tale of the SVG's ca-

reer, which lasts no longer than 1 5 years.

Bell and Myrland describe "SVG Burn-
out." "How many years of late nights,

vending-machine food and exposure to

low-level radiation could you handle?"

they ask.

The SVG Handbook concludes with a

cute glossary of techie terms. An edit

statement, for instance, is "Small talk,"

and floppy disk failure means "All dress-

ed up with no place to go." A cute ending
for a cute book . . . and for the few dollars

it costs, it'll supply some laughs.

The Official Computer Haters Hand-
book has some laughs, too—but they're

scattered over almost
200 pages, and most
of them are contrived.

It's a cluttered, hasti-

ly designed release

that just goes on too

long. In most cases,

the story-telling is too

juvenile to be funny.

Putting micros in

the hands of Adam
and Eve, Attila the Hun, Marco Polo and
other Biblical and historical figures is

clever, but author D.J. Arneson doesn't

pull it off. And a lot of the sidebars run
dry—especially one entitled "101 Things
To Do With A Dead Computer" (Bowl

with it? Wallpaper over it? . . . ).

In spots, Arneson fires some stinging

barbs; in the chapter "Computer Perso-

nae," he ridicules (using plenty of hyper-

bole) the stereotypical hacker. A white

shirt with a pencil case in the pocket,

white socks, worn-out running shoes and
shiny suit pants are clothes the hacker
wears, and the foods he's stimulated by
include warm coke, twinkies, week-old

pizza and lukewarm coffee.

Arneson includes a chapter on "Valley

Guys," but it's pretentious and unorigi-

nal. He makes strides to atone, however,

in the final chapter—"Hardware, Soft-

ware and Nowhere." In that chapter, fun-

ny sections called "Mother Goose Video

Games," "Computer Crime," "Komput-
er Kamps for Kooks" and "Computer
Dating" spice up the book, probably be-

cause each of these sections is brief—not

overdone.

Arneson ends strongly with a glossary

of his own. ASCII, he says, is the "key to

your girlfriend's apartment." And a pro-

gram is a "random accumulation of bugs."

If The Offical Computer Hater's Hand-
book wasn't such a random accumula-

tion—if it were edited in half— it might
have worked.

Larry Canale
Microcomputing staff

How To Use SuperCalc

Deborrah Smithy-Willis,
Jerry Willis and Merl Miller

dilithium Press, 1982
PO Box 606
Beaverton, OR 97075
Softcover, 102 pp., $19.95

Doing Business with
SuperCalc

Stanley R. Trost

Sybex. 1983
2344 Sixth St.

Berkeley, CA 947 10

Softcover, 248 pp., $12.95

Sometimes it's a good idea to buy
books the same way you buy shoes or

socks—in pairs. But unlike shoes and
socks, the books shouldn't match; they
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don't even need to be from the same pub-

lisher. The idea behind buying by twos is

that one book makes up for the weak-

nesses of the other.

Two new books on SuperCalc are a per-

fect example of this. How To Use Super-

Calc is a superb introduction and Doing

Business With SuperCalc takes you to the

next step, from beginner to seasoned user.

Although billed as an introduction to

SuperCalc, dilithium Press has pro-

duced a book that should be helpful to

any would-be or new electronic-spread-

sheet user.

Most calc books only give lip service as

to the whys of electronic spreadsheets.

The authors of How to Use SuperCalc

realize that their readers may not know
why, so they take the time to tell you with

several specific examples in the first

chapter. Overviews on computers and

software supplement this chapter.

If you're an experienced computerist,

feel free to skip the introductory material

and start on chapter 4. From that point

on, the book takes a hands-on, interac-

tive approach, with the stress on learning

concepts rather than on obtaining imme-

diate results.

The text is supplemented by reproduc-

tions of screen images instead of mock-

ups to ensure continuity with real-life

settings.

How To Use SuperCalc thoroughly

covers the basics, but it doesn't discuss

every command in detail or provide more

than a handful of application templates.

It's a bit like learning how to hoist the

sails and steer the boat—but there's

nothing about how to set a course aimed

at your destination.

If you mastered the basics and are look-

ing for guidance on how to get from point

A to point B using SuperCalc, consider

Doing Business with SuperCalc. It pre-

sents more than 40 applications, ranging

from an invoicing system to an abbrevi-

ated income tax solver. As you might

have guessed, much of the book is de-

voted to template listings. But the author

also gives a brief introduction to each ap-

plication and highlights key equations

and commands.
The main drawback of Doing Business

with SuperCalc and similar calc books is

the limited usefulness of the applica-

tions. Out of 40 templates you may find

only a handful that can be directly

applied.

As you become more confident of your

ability to use SuperCalc, you'll find your-

self shunning the prepackaged applica-

tion and favoring ones that are developed

from scratch. But until you reach that

point, guidebooks like Doing Business

with SuperCalc will prove to be invalu-

able. And if you're willing to do a little

detective work, it's possible to use a Su-

perCalc book with VisiCalc or a VisiCalc

book with SuperCalc.

Tim Daniel

Peterborough, NH

Mastering CP/M

Alan R. Miller

Sybex, 1983
2344 Sixth St.

Berkeley, CA 94710
Paperback, 398 pp., $15.95

Mastering CP/M should have a promi-

nent subtitle on the cover: "With Macro

Assembly Language Programming." That

would help filter out the potential readers

who are not into intimate interfacing

with operating systems at the assembly

language level. If you are not so inclined,

go ahead and skip the rest of this review,

too.

Assembly language is alive and well (I

read that somewhere), and is the lan-

guage of choice when compact code,

speed of execution or the lowest level of

interfacing with your computers hard-

ware or operating system are important.

There are three ways to write assembly

language programs. First, you can string

instructions together until the job is

done. No one recommends that method,

but you see it a lot. Second, you can break

up your program into logical building

blocks and write a subroutine to perform

each separate function. The most ad-

vanced technique is to replace those sub-

routines with macros, and build up a

library of useful functions in the form of

macros.

A macro, in case you're not familiar

with the term, is like a subroutine in that

it performs a logically separate function

within a program. A macro can be invoked

once, or many times, within a program to

perform that single function.

Macros are written and debugged indi-

vidually and then combined into a li-

brary. They are invoked simply by stat-

ing their name within a program, just as

though that name were an assembly lan-

guage opcode. The named macro will be

fetched from the library by the assembler

and merged into your program at the in-

dicated place.

Since your CP/M assembler (ASM-

COM) does not support macros, you will

need to buy a CP/M-compatible macro
assembler (M-80 from Microsoft, or MAC
or RMAC from Digital Research) in addi-

tion to this book before following the

author's instructions on how to master

CP/M. Alan Miller discusses the use of

both M-80 and MAC and the differences

between them. You should have no trou-

ble with the subject matter of this book

using either of these assemblers.

Mastering CP/M covers topics ranging

from simple console input/output to

reading and writing disk files. Along the

way the reader is taught the proper way
to write macros and to build up a macro

library.

Simply creating on your disk the sam-

ples in the book will result in a complete

library of routines that make use of most
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of the features of the CP/M operating sys-

tem. These library routines are then
combined into example programs that il-

lustrate how CP/M works and how you
can make use of the functions provided

by the operating system.

While the author covers macro-writing
and the functions of CP/M in immense de-

tail, the coverage is not something a
beginning programmer would be able to

follow. Reading one of the many intro-

ductions to assembly language and CP/M
should be a prerequisite to beginning the

exercises in this book. Then you should

be ready to master CP/M, with Alan
Miller's help.

But first: one or two words of caution. If

your computer is not identical to the au-

thor's North Star, you may trip over a
couple of hardware-specific example ex-

ercises in this book. His most serious er-

ror is in assuming that your computer
makes no use of CP/M's IOBYTE; his use

of that stored byte in a non-CP/M manner
will cause the console to go dead on many
microcomputer systems! Another exer-

cise in the book assumes the existence of

unused storage at memory addresses

F000 to FFFF (in hexadecimal).

The author should have left these

incompatible examples out of the book
altogether, or he should have replaced

them with similar functions that would
work on any CP/M-based computer.
That's what standard operating systems
are for: compatibility.

These glitches aside. Mastering CP/M
is about the best introduction to macro
programming available anywhere: it also

includes many examples of interfacing

with your computer's operating system,

as well as detailed explanations of how
that system works. And when you've fin-

ished all of the exercises, you'll own an
extensive library of program building

blocks that are worth many times the

price of the book.

Ken Barbier
Borrego Springs, CA

Enhancing Your Apple II,

Volume 1

Don Lancaster

Howard W. Sams and Co., 1982
4300 W. 62nd St.

Indianapolis, IN 46268
Paperback, 232 pp., $15.95

Some people can solder and work their

way through microcomputers with great

skill. Some can code microcomputers in

assembly and machine language effec-

tively. Some can even write about such
things in crystal-clear language. Howev-
er, few can do all of these thing well. Don
Lancaster can, and he does so with this

result: sophisticated ideas become easy

to follow.

Lancaster seems to have fallen insane-
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Even though this book

looks like a must for

Apple-holies, it isn't

necessary to be an Apple

owner to get your

money's worth . . .

ly in love with his Apple II. Read his intro-

duction to Enhancing Your Apple II, Vol.

1 if you have any doubts. But that's the

way it should be for anyone who wants to

enhance the Apple hardware and soft-

ware and tell the world all about "it."

From page 7: "The it' revelation is for

real. Just ask anyone who has worked
with an Apple long enough. . . . The Ap-
ple II is far and away the most powerful

tool ever put into the hands of many indi-

viduals on an uncontrolled and unregu-

lated basis. . . . Future historians will rec-

ognize the Apple II is the DC-3 of the mi-

crocomputer revolution."

Those are strong words, but the jet age
did follow the DC-3 era, and not even
Lancaster can stop the clock at Apple II.

Even though this book looks like a
must for Apple-holies, it isn't necessary

to be an Apple owner to get your money's
worth out of it. Lancaster is a CRT buff of

the first order, and seven out of the eight

chapters deal with getting the most out of

CRTs—shades of Lancaster's earlier

books, Cheap Video Cookbook and Son
ofCheap Video.

Lancaster claims that there are big im-

provements in CRT performance despite

the low costs and despite the small

changes involved—eliminating color

fringes on hi-res, switching from color to

gray patterns and back, controlling the

"color killer" circuit, locking onto video
timing for split screens and high-accu-

racy light pens, mixing text and hi-res

and lo-res anywhere on the screen,

handling glitches (characters caught "in

the pipeline" when CRT mode is switched)

with a glitch stomper, scrolling the

display upward smoothly at reading

speed rather than at standard line-jump

scroll, and getting color from a palette of

191 solid color backgrounds or 1.8E19
color background patterns.

All of these modifications can be carried

out in ways that don't void the warranty (if

you take care to do them Lancaster's way).

The diagrams and instructions and soft-

ware are all there, and they're good.

Exploiting Goodies

Lancaster's touch is based on detailed

knowledge of what's going on in the elec-

tronics and software fields. He forges

ahead exploring the microseconds and
bits to find goodies that can be exploited

(and travesties to be avoided).

Every manufacturer needs to get his

product to the market before his competi-

tion does, so he freezes, designs and
shoves it all into production fast. He also

hides his secrets from prying eyes any
way he can. That leaves a lot of room for

designers to get more out of the chips and
code, but the amateur isn't going to get

close without some good words to guide

him, and professionals usually can't af-

ford the time or equipment. So Enhanc-
ing Your Apple is cheap compared to

what you can get out of it.

Software buffs are likely to vote for the

third chapter ("Tearing Into Machine-

Language Code") as the jewel of the

collection. It is a unique contribution that

applies to all machine languages, of

which Apple is only one. Possibly no
manual anywhere that describes the use

of disassemblers and techniques for ex-

tracting hidden code can equal this

60-page adventure in decryption. Pro-

grammers would do well to look into this

chapter to check on techniques they

might have missed; commercial software

vendors may want to know some things

that hackers do to defeat them.

Anyone who wants to install hardware
and software modifications in his Apple
should have a fairly easy time of it with

the help of this book. It has explicit, de-

tailed instructions.

Besides, there are three bingo cards in

the back of the book. The bottom one is

an order blank for a complete parts kit

($11.95 plus shipping); the second is an
order blank for the "26-program DOS 3.3

Companion Diskette" containing all of

the software routines ($14.95); the top

one is a simple response card to open up a

channel of communications with the gu-

ru himself (updates, modem communi-
cations, express opinions and results).

Enhancing Your Apple II. Vol. 1 ap-

pears to be the first among several. The
last page is devoted to a preview of en-

hancements going into Vol. 2: profession-

al-level CRT graphics with splits and wipes,

screen dumps tor daisy wheel printers, cas-

sette recorder reliability and ease-of-use

modes, new goodies in Adventure, six

keyboard upgrades (autorepeat, shift, ex-

ternal keypad, key duration, lap key-

board, user-defined keys), auto menu
system for non-computer users, fast and
exact field sync and an ultrasonic BSR in-

terface for controller app\ications. Thus
far, nothing is said about Language
Cards, Microsoft CP/M cards or other spe-

cialty cards.

This sort of thing could develop into a
cult. It might even create a market for the

older models of the Apple II after the Su-

per II arrives, along with Lisa and Macin-

tosh. Or, it could open up a need for peo-

ple who can make these modifications to

create custom systems. This book is

aimed at people who are doers and want
superior results.

Jim Deny
Akron, OH
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NEW SOFTWARE Edited by Larry Canale

Translate English to Computerese
Software for the Techie Teacher

Add Your Own Applesoft Commands
Soft Solution for a Taxing Problem

Writing in Code
CodeWriter, software that

allows users of popular desk-

top computers to design appli-

cation programs without

knowledge of computer pro-

gramming, now is available

for the Commodore-64.

Any C-64 user—even the

novice—can write a program
with CodeWriter simply by
typing the screen layout form

and the calculations into

the computer in plain En-

glish. CodeWriter automati-

cally translates the plain lan-

guage into computer-language

'code."

Applications that can be

developed on the C-64 with

CodeWriter include payables

and receivables, sales analy-

ses, customer and personnel

files, mailing lists, invoices,

inventory and production

charts and order entry.

CodeWriter is self-prompt-

ing and rejects improper or il-

logical input, giving the user a
new chance to enter the prop-

er information.

CodeWriter also is available

for the Apple II Plus, the Apple
He, the IBM PC, Commodore
8000 series machines and
Victor 9000 series micros.

Versions for other machines
are being developed.

For more information on
CodeWriter, which retails for

$399, contact Dynatech Micro-

Software, Inc., 7847 N. Cald-

well Ave., Niles, IL 60648.

Reader Service number 473.

/

CodeWriter, which sells for $399, allows the novice computerist to write application pro-

gramsfor the Commodore-64, the IBM PC, and other micros.
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Ideal IBM PC
Program Generator
DataBurst, a program gen-

erator with full-screen access

and the ability to manipulate

up to 16 different screen for-

mats, is now available for the

IBM PC. This design tool for

any Basic programmer cre-

ates screen formats and gen-

erates Basic programs for any
user-interactive application.

All screen and keyboard I/O

is handled through one as-

sembly language subroutine;

this subroutine is external to

the user's Basic application

program.

In designing a screen, Data-

Burst's editor allows you to

manipulate a picture of a
screen. To simplify screen de-

sign, the keyboard has been re-

programmed to provide easy

access to the special graphics

characters. DataBurst then

generates a source file con-

taining statements that de-

scribe the contents and func-

tions of various locations on
the screen.

Additional attributes can be
assigned to individual fields.

Display attributes include un-

derlining, image reversing

and blinking. Other attributes

include field type (input, out-

put or constant) and data type

(alphabetic or numeric).

DataBurst enables you to

enhance the special features

of the IBM PC keyboard. The
ALT keys can be prepro-

grammed to represent a string

of up to ten characters. Defini-



tions given to the ALT keys at

design time assign their run-

time value.

After the screen source file

is compiled, the screens are

displayed to the programmer
for visual verification.

DataBurst sells for $225
from Key Solutions, Inc., PO
Box 2297, Santa Clara, CA
95055. Reader Service num-
ber 466.

Productive Package
For IBM
Programmers
Key-1 Computer Systems

has announced a package of

productivity tools for pro-

grammers using the IBM PC.

The new software, Keytools,

includes more than 15 pro-

grams designed to speed the

production of programs writ-

ten in Advanced Basic under
PC DOS 1.1 and to make the

resulting programs faster and
more efficient.

Keytools includes Picasso, a

multifaceted screenmaker;

Emerson, a formatted data

entry subroutine; Socrates, a

program that builds on-line

help facilities in a matter of

minutes; and Youngman, a

collection of "one-liners"

culled from the portfolios of

professional programmers.
The programs are provided

variously as commented
Basic code, high-speed Com-
piled Basic, mergeable sub-

routines and structured list-

ings, all for inclusion in the

user's own programs.

The programs that make up
Keytools are designed to

complement each other in

making the development of

anolication programs faster.

The screens prepared using

Picasso become the screen-

forms into which data is

entered using Emerson. On-
line instructions and tutorials

created with Socrates use
Picasso-generated screens and
become interactive through

the use of Emerson. Any of

the applications are enhanced
by the use of the one-liner

subroutines from Youngman.
Keytools is supplied on two

double-sided disks; it includes

a manual and reference card.

It requires the IBM PC, PC
DOS 1.1 and 64K RAM, and it

operates with either mono-
chrome or color display.

The introductory price of

Keytools is $40. Its available

from Key-1 Computer Sys-

tems, 178 Spring St., New-
port, RI 02840. Reader Ser-

vice number 464.

School Daze
Technical-minded teachers

might be interested in Grade-

Calc, a grade and attendance

management package de-

signed to ease record-keeping

tasks.

In using GradeCalc, you file

raw grades and assignment in-

formation. The grades are

averaged using a variety of

methods, ranging from per-

centage scores to letter grades.

GradeCalc also keeps track

of attendance records. The
program allows the teacher to

keep reports based on atten-

dance totals, including cumu-
lative records of excessive ab-

sences or other problems.

GradeCalc is available on
disk for the Commodore-64,
40- or 80-column PET/CBM
computers, the Apple II Plus,

the Apple lie with at least 32K
of memory and the Atari 400,

800 or 1200 with 40K ofmem-
ory. It sells for $29.95 (Atari

versions are $34.95). Contact

Tamarack Software, Inc., Wa-
ter Street Darby, MT 59829.

Reader Service number 465.

Financial Aid
Business Finance Utility is

a fully-integrated, menu-
driven set of subsystems to

cover the financial needs of

the small-business owner.

Included in the package are:

•An A/R system with in-

voicing;

•An A/P system with check-

writing capabilities;

•A banking system, which
handles several accounts;

•A single-entry general

ledger system;

•A mailing list system;

•An appointment calendar

system;

•A set of business-oriented

miscellaneous functions, such

as Break-Even Analysis, De-

preciation Schedules, Interest

Calculations, Amortization

Schedules and Quick Ratios.

Accounting periods are at

the discretion of the operator,

and all reports may be di-

rected to either the screen or

the listing device. The name
and address file maintained

by the Mailing List is compati-

ble with most mail-merger

word processors.

Business Finance Utility re-

quires 48K of RAM, 320K of

disk storage and an 80-col-

umn printer. All modules are

written in compiled Basic, so

execution is fast.

The package is available

through First Release Soft-

ware, 5814 Jester Drive,

Garland, TX 75042, for

$129.95. This introductory

price includes the program
disk and complete documen-
tation. IBM PC-compatibles

and most CP/M formats are

supported. Reader Service

number 470.

No Mirage for

Commodore Owners
With Mirage Concepts'

Word Processor program.
Commodore owners can use

an 80-column screen display

without using any additional

hardware. With Word Proces-

sor, the text displayed on
screen can be formatted

exactly as it will appear on
paper.

Word Processor also fea-

tures word-wrap, printed

page-, line- and character-

counters, more than 70 single

keystroke commands, search

and replace operations, block

functions and the ability to

interface to a myriad of

printers.

Mirage also has announced
the release of the Database

Manager program for the

C-64. This DBMS program
can store, search, sort, re-

trieve, display, calculate and
print reports, lists and even

mailing labels.

The Database Manager fea-

tures free-form design and in-

put, the ability to sort on any
field and at any level, and
system parameters of 65,535
records per file, 2000 charac-

ters per record, 200 fields per

record and 250 characters per

field.

Both Word Processor and
Database Manager are written

in machine language, and
each comes with a 200-page

manual. The programs inter-

face with one another, as well

as with most of the database

and word processing pack-

ages available for the C-64.

For more information, con-

tact Mirage Concepts, Inc.,

2519 W. Shaw, Suite 106,

Fresno, CA 93711. Reader

Service number 472.

Amper-Magic for the
Apple II

Amper-Magic, designed by
Anthro-Digital for the Apple
II, gives Basic programmers
the capability to add new
commands to Applesoft with-

The Word Processor and Database Manager programs from
Mirage Concepts are written in machine language and can in-

terface with one another.
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out the need to know machine
language.

This menu-driven utility

uses the ampersand function

to access any number of ma-
chine language routines by
name and without the need to

know addresses. Your Basic

program can then pass vari-

ables back and forth to the

routines exactly as you're

used to in Basic—no pokes or

peeks are required. Amper-
Magic will attach these rou-

tines using your choice of

names, and it will take com-
plete charge of their loca-

tions—you can edit your
Basic program without regard

to addresses.

The program's first disk in-

cludes Amper-Magic and 23
machine language routines;

more Command Library disks

are in preparation. You can
also add your own relocatable

routines from disk, or copy
them directly from a listing in

decimal or hex.

Command Library Vol. II

gives you 27 more com-
mands. More volumes are in

the works, and other sources

of routines, such as maga-
zines, are readily available.

Amper-Magic Vol. I costs

$75, and Vol. II is $35. Con-

tact Anthro-Digital, Inc., PO
Box 1385, Pittsfield, MA
01202. Reader Service num-
ber 463.

For Tax Time . . .

Three new versions of

Design Trends' SofTax tax

preparation and simulation

system have been released.

SofTax is now being used by
professional tax preparers to

perform the preparation of in-

dividual, corporate, trust and
partnership returns.

The updated SofTax is

available in these packages:

• Individual Version ($199)—
For the user who prepares his

own tax return.

• Preparer's Version ($499)—
For the professional prepara-

tion of all 1040 forms and
schedules for multiple clients.

This version contains new
features, including a batch

print capability and an orga-

nizer form.

• Professional Version ($850)—

For adding corporate, part-

nership and trust returns to

the Preparer's Version.
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SofTax features simula-

tions and actual form prepara-

tion in all versions of the pro-

gram. Data entry is simplified

by the use of VisiCalc tem-

plates. All forms are printed

for direct submittal to the IRS.

For more information, con-

tact Design Trends, Ltd., PO
Box G, Wilton, CT 06897.
Reader Service number 467.

Apple Organizer
Great Divide Software, Inc.,

has released an organizing

system for use on the Apple II,

the Apple II Plus and Apple lie

computers with 80-column
cards. Client Organizer is ac-

tually three programs in one:

a business address book, an
appointment calendar and a

mail list organizer.

Client Organizer features a

customized database system
for convenient handling of

company and client data. In-

formation can be quickly

sorted, saved or printed on
any of the 15 record fields

with user-selected range pa-

rameters; each file holds up to

100 individual client records

with 15 vital fields per record.

The program produces
screen or hard copy printout

for all records, and it prints

mail list labels with three op-

tions and variable line separa-

tions between labels.

Client Organizer is avail-

able from Great Divide Soft-

ware, Inc., 7475 W. 5th Ave.,

Lakewood, CO 80226. It re-

tails for $99.99. Reader Ser-

vice number 468.

A Magic Upgrade
For Word Processors
MagicBind, a $250 program

from Computer EdiType Sys-

tems, upgrades word process-

ing programs—including Word-

Star, Magic Wand and Electric

Pencil—by augmenting their

capabilities.

In addition to basic word
processing functions, such as

boldfacing, underlining (bro-

ken or solid), accenting and
super- and subscripting, Mag-
icBind provides more than 70
print-formatting functions text-

editing aids and file-proces-

cessing capabilities.

MagicBind is capable of

text-screening on the CRT to

check page breaks, true pro-

portional spacing with kern-

ing, automatic footnoting (up

to 15 footnotes per page) with

user-defined designations, au-

tomatic handling of "wid-

ows" (orphan lines), multi-

column printing, flexible page

heading and footing and
print-time file-merging. It also

is capable of automatic num-
bering of chapters and para-

graphs, printing labels, en-

velopes and form letters with

personalized messages, and
generating customized wills,

contracts and other legal

documents.

The program comes with

documentation, a disk con-

taining program and data files

for demonstrating file-merge,

and printing-form letters and
labels.

MagicBind is available from

Computer EdiType Systems,

509 Cathedral Parkway 10A,

New York, NY 10025. Reader
Service number 469.



Pressing and Plotting

On the IBM PC
Press'n'Plot is a color graph-

ics screen capture-and-print

facility for the IBM PC and In-

tegral Data Systems' Prism
printer, which is invoked by
pressing shift-PrtSC.

Press'n'Plot lets you cap-

ture an image, print it, save it,

enlarge it, clip it, intensify the

colors, rotate it 90 degrees to

the left or right and have it

printed anywhere on a page.

In addition, you can print

multiple images and multiple

copies, you can change colors

with ribbon selection and you
can print images with a page
of text. Press'n'Plot allows

you to invert black-and-white

portions of images, control

printer ports, control paper
movement from the keyboard
and print screens of text.

Press'n'Plot requires an IBM
PC with PC DOS 1.1 or 2.0,

96K memory, IBM Color/

Graphics monitor adapter

and a color monitor, IDS
Prism 80/132 printer with

Prism Color Option and Dot

Plot Graphics Option.

The program is available for

$149 from American Pro-

grammers Guild, Ltd., 55 Mill

Plain 17-5. Danbury, CT
06810. Reader Service num-
ber 462.

An Edge for IBM
The Leading Edge Word

Processor is designed to maxi-
mize word processing effi-

ciency on the IBM PC or com-
patible systems.

The program features a full

set of print features, including

boldfacing, super- and sub-

scripting, underlining and
double underlining. It also

has a selection of character

fonts and colors. Double-wide
and double-high/double-wide

characters are available, and
text can be justified right or

ragged right.

With the Leading Edge WP,
you can print a text screen, an
entire document or a section

of text. In addition, you can
print and edit at the same
time, or copy files as you print

or perform other word pro-

cessing functions.

The Leading Edge Word
Processor sells for $295 from

Leading Edge Products, Inc.,

21 Highland Circle, Needham

Heights, MA 02194. Reader
Service number 461.

Software for CBM
Midwest Micro, Inc., has

released a pair of new soft-

ware programs for Commo
dore-64 and VIC-20 users.

Designer Screens enables

you to draw high-resolution

pictures with a joystick, to

make printed copies of the

drawings in two sizes and to

save the pictures to tape or

disk for repeated use.

With Designer Screens, you
can draw single points, nar-

row or wide lines or curvy or

straight lines. Additional fea-

tures include automatic line-

plotting, text mode for adding
captions, circle-plotting rou-

tines for pie charts and hori-

zontal and vertical axis

expansion of the printed

image. You can also define

background patterns, reverse

images and control colors for

borders, backgrounds and
images.

Versions for the C-64, the

VIC-20 with 5K and the ex-

panded VIC-20 are available.

Designer Screens supports

VIC 1515/1525 and popular

parallel dot-addressable print-

ers. It retails for $29.95 ($1.50

for shipping and handling).

Smart ASCII Plus is the

latest upgrade of Midwest
Micro's software interface for

parallel printers. The pro-

gram allows Commodore key-

board graphics to be printed

on most dot-addressable print-

ers, including the Epson FX-
80, Okidata's Microline 84,

the Star Micronics Gemini- 10
and the C. Itoh Prowriter.

Smart ASCII Plus has six

print modes:
•Graphics—Prints out CBM
graphics;

• Translate—Converts control

characters into text for more
readable listings;

• DaisyTranslate—Includes
characters not found on most
daisywheels;

•CBM ASCn—Prints all caps;

• True ASCII—Prints upper/
lowercase for word processing;

• Pipeline—Streams charac-

ters to the printer with no
modification.

Smart ASCII Plus is com-
patible with most application

programs. It comes on cas-

sette or disk for the C-64 and
VIC-20, and retails for $59.95

(add $1.50 for shipping and
handling).

For more information, con-

tact Midwest Micro, Inc., 311
W. 72nd St., Kansas City, MO
64114. Reader Service num-
ber 471.

Charts and Art
For less than $200, you can

have computer-aided drawing
features normally found only

on systems costing $20,000
and more. Charts Unlimited,

which retails for $195, will

run on the Apple lie or II Plus

with64K.
With Charts Unlimited, you

can define your own objects.

The package starts with 36
predefined objects and 36 pre-

defined symbols, but you can
create your own alternate ob-

jects—up to 26 in one file. And
there's no limit on the num-
ber of files.

Charts Unlimited can be
used to draw flowcharts, floor

plans, engineering drawings,

electrical schematics, forms
and virtually any type of

chart.

Charts or drawings are

created on a worksheet grid of

123 columns by 90 rows, and
you can mix text with graph-

ics anywhere on the work-

sheet. The package is menu-
driven, and built-in help

screens will answer most
questions you might have.

For more information, con-

tact Charts Unlimited, 5084
Mosiman Road, Middletown,
OH 45042. Reader Service

number 460.

Get a Feel for FFT
Red-Shift Software has an-

nounced 'Spectrum-64, a soft-

ware package for those in-

terested in studying or using

the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) on the Commodore-64.
'Spectrum-64 contains a

multimode input, transform,

save and high-resolution dis-

play program, as well as sev-

eral utilities and sample data
cases. The instruction manu-
al details FFT for newcomers
to that algorithm.

'Spectrum-64 is available

for $79.95 ($59.95 for

students and professors) from
Red-Shift Software, PO Box
45488, Seattle, WA 98102.
Reader Service number 474.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Visualizing a Personal Computer
The Omnipotent Omni II

Memotech's Memorable Micro

Edited by Dan Muse

A Visual Computer
Visual Technology, Inc.

(540 Main St., Tewksbury,
MA 01876), has announced
the release of the Visual 1050
Personal Computer System.
The computer features two

400K disk drives, 96K RAM
(expandable to 160K), high-

resolution 640 x 300 bit-

mapped monochrome dis-

play, printer port, modem
port, Winchester disk expan-

sion port and a detachable

keyboard.

The Visual 1050 also fea-

tures a library of software, in-

cluding the MultiPlan spread-

sheet package, WordStar 3.3

word processor, MailMerge

3.3 form letter processor, DR-
Graph graphics package, GSX-
80 graphics device driver,

CBasic, A DEC terminal

emulation package and the

CP/M operating system.

Visual 1050 costs $2695,

including software. Reader

Service number 489.

An Intelligent

Printer

The Facit 4528T is a near-

letter quality intelligent print-

er. The printer's functions

and special applications are

controlled by an internal mi-

croprocessor.

The multipass 4528T incor-

porates a new design that pro-

vides a hinged cover, which is

available in either a solid top

with rear paper exit, or a slot-

ted top for immediate tear-off

directly above the tractors.

The slotted top is particularly

suited for ticketing and label

applications.

The 165 cps Facit 4528T
prints normal text, matrix

characters and pin graphics.

In standard text mode, the

Facit 4528T produces near-

letter quality characters, uni-

directionally or bidirectional-

ly with selectable boldface,

condensed, extended and hy-

brid print systems. The print-

er is capable of printing in ten,

Visual Technology's 1050 personal computer features two
400K disk drives and 96K RAM (expandable to 160K). Includ-

ed with the computer is a complete line ofsoftware.
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12 or 17 pitch, or proportional

spacing. It can achieve a

speed of 285 cps at 17 cpi.

The 4528T incorporates in-

crementing and decrementing

counters for sequential label

printing and message varia-

tions. Up to 10,000 repeat

message label copies can be
produced offline. These func-

tions are directed by the inter-

nal microprocessor. You do
not need to add special con-

trollers or interface cards.

This also frees the host sys-

tem for other tasks.

The Facit 4528T is 7 x 14 x

24 inches and costs $1595.

Facit, Inc., 235 Main Dun-
stable Road, Nashua, NH
03061. Reader Service num-
ber 490.

Multi Functions for

The IBM
The RAM + 3 is a multifunc-

tion card for the IBM Personal

Computer or the IBM XT. The

card gives you a time-of-day

clock/calendar with battery

back-up, a parallel printer

port, an RS-232 serial port,

and options for as much as

256K of additional RAM. The
card also comes with Seattle

Computer's (1114 Industry

Drive, Seattle, WA 98188)
Flash Disk software.

The RAM + 3 card is de-

signed to let you add com-

monly needed expansion fea-

tures to the IBM PC or XT
while saving both space and
money.
Since the IBM's architec-

ture provides only a limited

number of expansion slots,

the RAM + 3 allows space for

adding, for example, a hard-

disk controller, a second CPU
or a game card.

If you want additional mem-
ory, there are five options of

RAM -1-3 available: 0, 64K,

128K, 192K or 256K versions

can be purchased. For ver-

sions with less than 256K,

sockets are provided that let
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The Omni n,from OmniLogic, Inc., is a logic analyzer combined
with afull-function CP/M microcomputer.

you add more memory with

64K expansion kits.

The price of the basic, ex-

pandable RAM -»- 3 is $210.

The prices for the memory-ex-
pandable versions are $320,

socket but no additional

memory installed; $395, 64K
installed; $470, 128K in-

stalled; $545, 192K installed;

and $620, 256K. Expansion
64K Chip Kits are available

for $80. Reader Service

number 482.

A Dual-Purpose
Portable

The Omni II, from Om-
niLogic, Inc. (PO Box 87, Ren-

ton, WA 98057), is designed

to integrate the utility of a tim-

ing/state logic analyzer with a

full-function CP/M microcom-
puter—all in a portable 27-

pound package.

Upon being powered-up,

the Omni n does an automatic

self-check of its internal cir-

cuitry. The set-up page will

then appear, allowing con-

figuration of the machine for

data collection. After data col-

lection, the Omni II provides

timing analysis, which is ne-

cessary for hardware trouble-

shooting. For software analy-

sis, the Omni II becomes a
state analysis machine.
The Omni II allows all test

parameters and data—as well

as time and date—to be stored

on disk, with CP/M compati-

bility for additional off-line

analysis.

As a CP/M computer, the

Omni utilizes a Z-80 CPU
and 64K of RAM. It also fea-
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tures two 5V4-inch, double-

density disk drives. The built-

in nine-inch monitor displays

24 rows by 80 columns.

The ASCII keyboard is de-

tachable with cursor-control

keys and numeric pad. An RS-

232C serial interface and a

Centronics-type parallel inter-

face are also included. Seven
232C serial interface, a Cen-

tronics-type parallel interface

and seven CP/M programs (i.e.,

The Omni II is priced at

$3950. Reader Service num-
ber 488.

Six-Pen Plotter

Hewlett-Packard (1820 Em-
barcadero Road, Palo Alto, CA
94303) has announced a six-

pen graphics plotter call the

HP 7475A.
The plotter accepts 1 1 x 17-

inch or, 8^2 x 11-inch paper,

and overhead-transparency

film. The HP 7475A's six-pen

carousel is designed to pro-

duce a variety of multicolor

pie, bar, line and text charts.

Because of its interface flex-

ibility, its features and its soft-

ware availability, the HP
7475A makes it easy to con-

vert business data into graph-

ics form. Two interfaces can
be specified: the HP-IB (HP's

enhanced version of the

IEEE-488 bus) or RS-232C.
The two interfaces provide

compatibility with personal

computers from IBM, Apple,

Commodore, Compaq, DEC,
Hewlett-Packard and others.

The HP 7475A's six-pen ca-

rousel lets you select specific

pens by either front-panel

The Memotech MTX-512 offers 80K RAM, hi-res graphics, a
Z-80A processor and numerous hardwarefeatures.

controls or program com-
mands. When returned to the

carousel, pens are capped au-

tomatically to prevent dry-

out. A variety of pen colors

and widths is available.

Other features include a

pen-velocity command for

special drawing conditions, a

view mode that stops plotting

to allow you to review the

chart being produced and a

feature that rotates charts 90
degrees, making it easy to

incorporate a horizontal chart

into a vertical format.

The HP 7475A plotter

weighs 13V2 pounds and is

22.4 x 14V2 x 5 inches. The
plotter costs $1875. Reader

Service number 492.

The Memotech
Computer
Memotech Corp. (7550 W.

Yale, Denver, CO 80227) has

announced the release of the

MTX-512 personal computer.

The computer features 80K
of RAM and can be expanded
to 512K, including 16K of

dedicated video RAM. The
MTX-512 also features 16 col-

ors, 40-column text, 256 x

192 high-resolution graphics

and moveable user-defined

graphics (sprites) with all 16

colors available.

Standard outputs include:

Z-80A processor running a

4MHz, two-game controller

ports (joysticks), separate TV
and video monitor ports,

three-voice sound with hifi

output plus a white noise gen-

erator, a dedicated games car-

tridge port, an uncommitted

I/O port and a 2400-baud cas-

sette port.

The MTX-512 also features

a Z-80A processor running at

4MHz, a real-time clock, full

moving keyboard with 79
keys—including eight/16 func-

The HP 7'475A is a six-pen graphics plotter from Hewlett-

Packard.
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LowestSoftwarePrices
We hereby certify that your purchase from Discount Software represents

the lowest pnce sold anywhere. If you find a lower price on what you purchased
within 30 days, send the ad and well refund the difference.

Discount Price

CP/M

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Medical (PAS-3) $849
Dental (PAS-3) $849
A8HTON-TATE

%AOO dBASEII...t I call for price

dBASE Umt's Guide $29
Friday! $266
Financial Planner $595
Bottom Line Strategist. . . $349
A8Y8T DESIGN/FRONTIER
Prof Time Accounting .... $549
General Subroutine $269
Application Utilities $439
DIGITAL RE8EARCH
CP/M 2.2

Intel MDS $135

DRS or QRS or RTL $319
MDBSPKG $1999
MICROPRO

$OTQ WordStar

$ A7Q Mail Merge

WordStar/Mailmerge $399
WS/MM/SpellStar $549

SORCIM

'179 SuperCalc I

M99 SpellStar

DataStar
InfoStar

ReportStar. .

.

Wordmaster .

.

Supersort I .

.

Calc Star
MICROSOFT

$249
$349
$254
$119
$199
$129

M49 Northstar

$iCO TRS-80 Model II

Micropenis $175

CBasic-2

Display Manager.
Access Manager

.

$319
$239

SOACk Basic-6°

$OOQ Basic Compiler

$Q>|Q Fortran-80

$C^Q Cobol-80

Multiplan $219
M-Sort $175

s449 PL/1-80
$ Macro-80

BT-80.
MAC.
RMAC
Sid

$179
$85

$179
$65

Z-Sid

DeSpool
CB-80
Link-80
POX * GELLER
Quickscreen . .

.

Quickcode
$135
$265

DUtil

DGraph $265
MICRO DATA BA8E 8Y8TEM8
Knowledge Man $429
HDBS $595
MDBS $1099

MuSimp/MuMath $224
MuLisp-80 $174
ORGANIC SOFTWARE
Textwriter III $111
Datebook II $269
Milestone $269
08BORNE (McGraw/HMI)
G/L. or AR & AR or PAY . $59
All 3 $129
All 3 + CBASIC-2 $199
Enhanced Osborne $299
PEACHTREE
G/1 A/R.A/P,PAY,INV(each)$399
P8 Version Add $234
Peachcalc $249
Peachpak
(G/L, A/R, A/P) $349

8TAR COMPUTER 8Y8TEM8
G/L.A/R,A/RPay(each). .$349
All 4 $1129
Legal or Property Mgt. . . . $849
STRUCTURED SYSTEMS
Business Packages (call)

SuperCalc II $265
Act $157
SUPERSOFT
Ada $270
Diagnostic II $89
Disk Doctor $89
Forth (8080 or z80) $149
Fortran $319
Ratfor $79
C Compiler $225
Scratch Pad $266
StatsGraph $174
Analizall $45
Disk Edit $89
Term II $179
Utilities I or II $54
SOFTWARE DIMENSIONS/
ACCOUNTING PLU8
1 Module $399
4 Modules $1499
All 8 $2799
UNICORN
Mince or Scribble (each). $149
Both $249
The Final Word $270
WHITESMITHS
"C" Compiler $600
Pascal (incl "C

M
) $850

PASCAL
Pascal/MT+ Pkg $429
Compiler $315
SPProg $175
Pascal Z $349
Pascal/UCSD 4.0 $349
DATA BASE
dBASEII Call 4??
Friday $265
FMS-80 $799
FMS-80-1 $399
Condor I & III Call
Selector $689
Superfile $159
"WORD PROCESSING
Perfect Writer $389
WordSearch $114
SpellGuard $139
Peachtext $289
Spell Binder $349
Select $495
The Word $65
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Palantier-1 (WP) $385
COMMUNICATIONS
Ascom $149
BSTAM or BSTMS $149

$"fOQ Crosstalk

$QQ Move-it

"OTHER GOODIE8"
Micro Plan $419
Plan 80 $264
Target PlannerCalc $79
Target Financial Modeling . $299
Target Task $299
MicroStat $224
Vedit $130
MiniModel $449
StatPak $449
Micro B+ $229
String/80 $84
String/80 (source) $279
ISIS CP/M Utility $199
Lynx $199
Supervyz $95
ATI Power (tutorial) $75
Mathe Magic $95
CIS Cobol $765
Forms II $179
Basic $149
Zip M Basic, C Basic

(each) $129

APPLE II

A8HTON-TATE
(See CP/M Ashton-Tate)
BRODERBUND
G/L (with A/P) $444
Payroll $355
INPO UNLIMITED
EasyWriter (Prof) $155
EasyMailer (Prof) $129
Datadex $134
MICROSOFT
Softcard (Z-80 CP/M). . . . $249
Fortran $179
Cobol $549
Tasc $139
Premium Package $549
RAM Card $89
MICROPRO
(See CP/M Micropro)
Z-80 Card $299
VISICORP
Visicalc3.3 $189
Desktop/Plan II $219
Visiterm $90
Visidex $219
Visitrend/Visiplot $259

Visifile

Visischedule
PEACHTREE
G/L. A/R, A/R PAY, (each)
PeachPack P40
ACCOUNTING PLUS
G/L. AR.ARINV, (each).
"OTHER GOODIES"
Dow Jones
Incredible Jack
Super-Text II

Data Factory
Mini Factory
DB Master
Versaform VS1

$219
$259

$224
$349

$385

$314
$129
$127
$269
$139
$184
$350

IBM PC, 16 BIT 8,
DISPLAYWRITER

"WORD PROCESSING"
Wordstar $289
Spellstar $199
Mailmerge $179
Easywriter $299
Easyspeller $159
Select/Superspell $535
Write On $115
Spellguard $189
Spellbinder $349
Final Word $264
Wordex $159
Edix $159
LANGUAGES 8 UTILITIES"

Crosstalk $139
Move-it $129
BSTAM or BSTMS $149
Pascal MT+ /86, SPP. . . . $679
CBasic 86 $294
Act 86 $157
Trans 86 $115
XLT86 $135
MBasic (MSDOS) $329
M Basic Compiler (MSDOS) . $329
Cobol (MSDOS) $649
Pascal (MSDOS) $429
Fortran (MSDOS) $429
"C" (MSDOS) $429
"OTHER GOODIES"
SuperCalc II $265
VisiCalc $219
Visiplot/trend $259
Visidex $219
Easyfiler $359
Mathemagic $95
dBase II Call 4??
Friday! $265
Statpak $449
Optimizer $174
Desktop Plan $259

FREEWlTH PURCHASE:
Complete Software
Buyer's Guide
($5.00 value)
Filled with fects and
usable advice about
scores and scores of

r

software programs from
1accountingand business
systems towordprocessing

and utilities. .. q^- d91^AA1
OR

?fA
R
V^OR

REE ^SS-sW03
MAsrelf2Sv ^^ 1^ 252-4092
i¥imo i cnv/Mnu. 652o Selma Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90028

"Hotline"
Our reputation for cour-
teous and knowledgeable
service has resulted in calls
A from people who never
|l purchased our products.
Now a separate "hotline" is

available to customers only.

Confidential
Software
BargainGrams
Regular notices of insider's
bargains not available to
the general public.

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE
Outside Continental US-add $10 plus Air
Parcel Post Add $3.50 postage and handling
per each item. California residents add 6M#>
sales tax. Allow 2 weeks on checks. CO.D. $3.00
extra. Prices subject to change without notice.
All items subject to availability. *Mfr. trade-
mark. Blue Label $3.00 additional per item.
CP/M is a registered trademark of DIGITAL
RESEARCH, INC.

t 4k
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CompuPro's MultlPro Model 10 MP is afour-user multiproces-

sor. Itfeatures a central 8088 processor and its main memory
is dynamically allocated to each user with the Z-80B acting as

a terminal handlerfor running 1 6-bit tasks.

tion keys, separate numeric

pad and cursor control in four

directions.

The computer's 16K of

ROM contains several lan-

guages and routines that let

both novices and experienced

programmers take advantage

of the MTX-512. Standard

languages are Oxford Basic,

with Logo-type commands,
and Noddy. ROM routines in-

clude an assembler/disassem-

bler with a special screen

display of the Z-80.

Eight virtual screens enable

programmers to define sec-

tions of the screen to work
independently while main-

taining all full-screen facili-

ties. Pascal and Forth are

available as add-on ROM
packs.

The MTX-512 costs $595.

Reader Service number 491.

Eight or 16 Bits

The MultlPro Model MP 10

is a four-user, multiprocessor

microcomputer system that

offers simultaneous execu-

tion of both eight- and 16-bit

software.

The MP 10 features an 8

MHz, 16-bit 8088 central pro-

cessor with one megabyte of

memory, seven serial ports,

including a modem port and
Centronics printer port, 384K
of solid-state disk memory,
and two 5V4-inch floppy disks

that store 1 .6 megabytes.

The MP 10's integrated pack-

age allows simultaneous multi-

tasking operation of both 8-bit

and 16-bit programs under an
enhanced version of Compu-
Pro's MP/M 8-16—an operat-

ing system that lets you ac-

cess more than 3000 business

application programs. The
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computer also comes bundled

with a menu-driven electronic

spreadsheet, a word proces-

sor, and a database manage-
ment system.

In the standard MultlPro

configuration, each user ter-

minal has access to its own
Z-80B processor and dedicat-

ed memory for running 8-bit

applications programs. The
central 8088 processor and its

main memory is dynamically

allocated to each user with the

Z-80B acting as a terminal

handler for running 16-bit

tasks.

The MultiPro Model MP 10

costs $4995 and is manufac-

tured by CompuPro, 3506
Breakwater Court, Hayward,

CA 94545. Reader Service

number 487.

Dualing Interfaces

Franklin Computer Corp.

(2138 Route 38, Cherry Hill,

NJ 08002) has released the

Ace Dual Interface Card. It

combines both serial and par-

allel interfaces on a single

card, allowing Franklin Ace

and Apple II computers to be

connected to local and remote

printers, display terminals,

modems and other computers

and accessories.

The parallel interface allows

direct connection to Centron-

ics and Centronics-compatible

printers. The interface accom-

modates most parallel-mode

dot-matrix printers. It may also

be used with other accessories.

The bidirectional serial in-

terface transmits and receives

asynchronous data in serial

form using an RS-232C inter-

face. It operates at switch

and program-selectable speeds

from 45.5 to 38,400 bps.
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The Franklin Ace Dual Interface Card combines both serial

and parallel interfaces on a single card. It is designed to be

used with the Franklin Ace 1 000 and Apple II computers.

The serial data format can

be selected using the comput-

er keyboard. A menu showing

choice of speeds, character

lengths and parity and stop

bit options can be displayed.

The Ace Dual Interface Card

is available for the Franklin

Ace 1000 and Apple II com-

puters. It costs $299. Reader

Service number 480.

RS-232 Analyzer
Personal Computer Prod-

ucts (1400 Coleman Ave.,

Suite C-18, Santa Clara, CA
95050) has announced an RS-

232 analyzer that is designed

to provide easy diagnosis,

monitoring and connection of

any device or computer that

uses an RS-232 interface.

The RS-232 Analyzer moni-

tors nine RS-232 signals and

displays their status using bi-

color LEDs. In this way, high

and low as well as changing

signals can be monitored.

The Analyzer has internal

switches that allow you to

connect it from computer to

computer interface.

The Analyzer is a plug-in

type adapter and can simplify

the task of connecting RS-232
devices such as letter-quality

printers to personal comput-

ers from IBM, Apple, Tandy,

or to any computer with an

RS-232 interface.

The package costs $149.95.

Reader Service number 483.

Add 27K to VIC
Legend Valley Computer

Systems (1474 Naughting-

ham, Newark, OH 43055) has

announced a new 27K inter-

nal expansion board to update

your VIC-20 to 32K.

The board leaves all exter-

nal user ports open for your

convenience. The Legend Val-

ley System of eight 2K RAM
chips is completely deselect-

able in 8K blocks. It allows

you to control RAM memory
from 5K to 32K.
The board costs $129.95.

Reader Service number 484.

The RS-232 Analyzer, from Personal Computer Products, lets

you diagnose, monitor and connect any device or computer

that uses the RS-232 interface.



Science and Your
Timex-Sinclair

The FDZX1 Interface

Board, from Group Technolo-

gy, Ltd. (PO Box 87, Check,

VA 24072), is designed to let

you use the Sinclair ZX-81,

Timex-Sinclair 1000 and 1500
microcomputers in automatic

measurement, data acquisi-

tion and instrument control

applications.

The Interface Board pro-

vides fully buffered access to

address, data and control

buses for I/O interfacing, plus

six decoded device codes

(expandable to 18) for conve-

nient access. The board at-

taches directly to Timex-Sin-

clair computers and doesn't

require an external power
supply.

Two 14-conductor, six-inch

cables with sturdy connectors

are supplied to permit con-

nection of the interface board

to solderless breadboarding

sockets (not supplied) on
which interfacing circuits can

be constructed.

The combination of the in-

expensive Timex-Sinclair com-
puters with the low-cost

FDZX1 Interface Board is de-

signed to help schools im-

prove student-to-computer ra-

tios. The interface also lets sci-

entists develop affordable dedi-

cated automation instruments

for the laboratory or industry.

The board allows hobbyists to

exercise their imagination at an
economic price.

The interface costs $69.95

in the kit version and $99.95
in the assembled version. This

price includes the printed cir-

cuit board, all parts, two six-

inch cables and instructions

for I/O ports. The solderless

breadboard is available for an
additional $18. Reader Ser-

vice number 481.

If the Lights Go Out

PTI Industries (4740 Scotts

Valley Drive, Scotts Valley,

CA 95066) has released a
200-watt power supply that is

designed to protect personal

computer users from altered

and lost data due to power ir-

regularities as well as com-
plete loss of power.

The complete system comes
with battery and two ac outlets.

Installation is accomplished

by Pegging the unit between
the ac outlet and the equip-

ment to be protected. In the

event of power loss, PTI's

back-up power supply takes

over and continues to supply

60Hz, 120 V power to your

equipment. It costs $329.

Reader Service number 485.

Free Your Printer

Axiom Corp.'s (1014
Griswold Ave., San Fernando,
CA 91340) Wordstore is a 32K
printer buffer that will work
with most personal comput-
ers and printers.

Wordstore is designed to

eliminate the need to tie up
the computer to transfer data

to a printer. Instead, data is

PTI Industries has introduced a 200-watt back-up power sup-

ply to protect personal computers from altered and lost data
due to power irregularities and loss ofpower.

Wordstore,from Axiom Inc., is a 32K printer buffer that operates

with most personal computers and printers.

dumped from the computer to

Wordstore. Wordstore takes

over the tedious task of com-
municating with the printer,

leaving the computer free to

handle other tasks. For exam-
ple, it would normally take
about 30 minutes to transfer a
20-page document from a
computer to a printer. How-
ever, it takes only a minute to

transfer the same amount of

data from the computer to

Wordstore.

Wordstore also offers a data

compaction feature that allows

repeated characters such as re-

dundant words, underlines and
spaces to be compressed so

they don't take up as much
memory. Wordstore's copy
mode allows you to print multi-

ple letters or documents, yet

use only as much memory as

would be required for a single

message.

Wordstore is compatible with

most computers and printers,

and its parallel-to-parallel inter-

face makes it simple to install. It

costs $199. Reader Service

number 486.

Circle 123 on Reader Service card.

SUPER-FAST!

Relocating Macro

ASSEMBLER
$169.95

Directly generates COM, HEX, or REL files.

Flexible REL format allows external bytes and
words with complete math operations on them
(Microsoft format optional). Features Zilog
mnemonics with nested macros, conditionals
and include files. Unique one-pass design
generates compact intermediate code which is

then processed to resolve forward references,

yielding tremendous time savings. Complete
listing, symbol table and cross-reference output
may be sent to any device. The perfect tool for

assembly language programming. Linker in-

cluded. Manual only — $30. For Z80 CP/M and
TRS-80.

ft Systems.
1622 NORTH MAIN ST. • BUTLER, PA 16001 • (412) 282-0864

Shipping $3 US. others $7. PA + 6% Check. MO. VISA. M/C. COD
Most formats available Dealer and OEM inquiries invited

Z80. CP/M, TRS-80 TM's of Zilog. Digital Research. Tandy Corp
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REVIEWS

(From p. 146)

The documentation claims this increases

speed. For the casual user, the increase

in speed would be negligible.

The use of the master disk as a start-up

key is a novel approach that Desktop has

taken for copy protection. It does mean,

however, that the master disk cannot be

filed away safely. This creates a serious

problem. In response. Desktop has modi-

fied its policy by providing a back-up disk

for $35, if bought by a registered user

within 90 days of purchase. This will be-

come important, because while Graph 'n'

Calc files can be backed up, the master

disk cannot. The availability of the

backup will allow protective storage of

one copy off premises.

The manual, while beautifully illus-

trated and well-printed, is ring-bound. It

effectively prohibits updates, local notes

and replacement pages. Another ap-

proach should be considered. A standard

three-ring binder cannot cost much more
than the materials and labor for ring

binding. Plus—the standard of software

packages has moved towards the six-

inch by nine-inch size.

The software is capable, within defined

limitations. Those limitations might not

be significant to the majority of businesses

or school systems that have a need for its

capabilities. For those people, this soft-

ware will do the job. (Desktop Computer
Software. Inc., Suite 29-203, 303 Por-

trero St, Santa Cruz, CA 95060. $199.)

Ken Lord
Winchendon, MA

VU-Calc

An inexpensive

Spreadsheet program
For the Timex-Sinclair

Why I Got VU-Calc

Despite its small size, the budget for

my overseas English language teaching

operation is complicated. For example,

our main source of income—tuition—is

paid in local currency, but expenses are

in both dollars and local currency;

salaries are paid in both. Since the local

currency is not freely convertible into

dollars, the program receives dollar

subsidies.

These are some of the shifting sands on
which my budget is built. Thus, I hoped
that Sinclair's program VU-Calc for the

Timex-Sinclair 1000 might help with the

intricacies of my financial planning,

showing the effects of such variables as
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the number of students enrolled, fees,

salaries, the ability to convert local cur-

rency and the exchange rate.

When the program arrived, I was eager

to try it out. The first thing I did was ex-

amine the documentation, which is in

the form of a cassette package insert.

Because the instructions are in this form,

each page is the size of a cassette tape

box—about 2% x 4V4 inches. Not only are

the pages small, but the print is tiny as

well. In fact, most people would probably

find it uncomfortably small. However,

I mastered the small print, and was
able to effectively evaluate the documen-
tation.

Good documentation must do two
things: first, it must lead first-time users

through the program; second, it must
provide an easy reference for nonnovices
who have a question about some aspect

of the program.

While I was generally

happy with the program,

I did feel the effects

of some limitations.

In both areas, the VU-Calc instructions

do a passable job, though they could have

done better. For example, in explaining

the difference between absolute formulas

and relative formulas, the analogy of sim-

ple and compound interest was used. For

me, this analogy confused more than it

clarified.

It would have been better to have omit-

ted the analogy entirely, sticking instead

to the explanation and examples.

For experienced users, the documenta-
tion is helpful but could be improved. For

example, in a list of error-report codes,

one error-code explanantion contains no
instructions to explain what to do when
this error occurs. Since the needed com-
mand, GOTO 9000, is the only thing that

will restart the program with the data in-

tact (other commands cause the data to

be lost), this instruction should have

been put in the error-code explanation

rather than later in the text. In general,

however, the documentation is helpful

to experienced users. Once loaded—

a

process that takes approximately 2 x/i

minutes—VU-Calc provides a table of 26
rows by 36 columns.
You can picture it as a piece of graph

paper with large squares. Down the left-

hand side of the page are the letters A-Z,

one for each row. Across the top are the

numbers 1-36, one number labeling each

column. In each square, identified by its

row letter and column number (e.g., B03
or Y25), you can write titles, numbers or

formulas. You write titles so you can re-

member that line E is, for example, Joe

Andropouloss hourly wage, your life

insurance premium or the prime rate.

Whatever title you use must be a maxi-

mum of eight characters, (for example
"JA $/HR," "LIFE INS," or "PRIME RT")

In other boxes you enter numbers. Thus,

if the prime rate is 1 5 percent, you enter

. 15 in the appropriate box.

The third possibility is to enter a

formula in a box. For example, you want

the total of three figures that are located

in boxes B03, C03 and D05. Therefore,

you enter the formula B03 + C03 + D05.

The formula itself is displayed at the

bottom of the screen. Once the instruc-

tion to calculate is given, the numerical

result of the formula (in this case, the

sum of three numbers) is displayed in the

box where you entered the formula.

Change one or more of the figures in B03,

C03 or D05, press the calculate key, and

the new total will be displayed.

One strength of the program is its abili-

ty to handle formulas. A formula can be

entered once, then copied along a row or

column simply by entering three com-

mands. I used this feature in such places

as yearly totals, which are simply the to-

tals of my three trimesters.

I entered the formula in the top row and

had it copied down the column. This

saves a lot of typing. Additionally, the

program allows you to copy formulas in

boxes that are not along a straight line,

adding further flexibility.

I didn't master VU-Calc immediately.

Twice I lost all my data through an unfor-

tunate series of commands, which I now
know how to avoid. Despite this being the

first time I had used any electronic

spreadsheet program, I was able to learn

how to use the program and enter my
budget in working order in just one

evening.

Once the data was entered, I could play

with the figures. What would happen, for

example, if the exchange rate fell from

the current 4.633 to 4.5 next trimester? I

entered the new number in the appropri-

ate box, pressed the calculate key, and in

a few seconds my entire budget was up-

dated accordingly, including individual

figures and final totals. It gave me a great

feeling of power. I could now change sev-

eral figures and know in a few seconds

what the results would be.

I saved the program, with all of the fig-

ures I had entered, on cassette tape in or-

der to have a permanent record of my
work. Now when I need to work with the

budget, I can load the tape, and all the fig-

ures are there. I should point out that the

program with all the variables saved now
takes five minutes to load.

While I was generally happy with the

program, I did feel the effects of some lim-

itations. Most of the limitations can be

summed up in one word: size. For exam-

ple, while 26 rows sounds like a sufficient

number, it is surprising how fast these



are used up. More critically, the program
displays only nine rows and three col-

umns at one time.

While you can rapidly move to any part

of the larger (26 x 36) table, it is unsatisfy-

ing not to see everything at a glance. Ad-

ditionally, as you move across the table,

your titles move off-screen. You might
look at a display of numbers but not re-

member what they mean. If you have a
printer for your Sinclair, you will realize

that it can print only nine rows and three

columns at once. Finally, individual box-

es can hold only numbers that are

smaller than 100 million. Numbers with

nine or more digits are automatically

truncated, a process that can result in

large undetected errors.

Another drawback to the program is its

inability to perform certain editing func-

tions. Specifically, there is a need to be

able to take a line of data and move it to a

new part of the table. This can be useful if

you forget to enter a line of data, or if you
want to expand the table. However, with

this program you either have to begin

again with a blank table, or delete the

necessary data box-by-box and reenter it

box-by-box in the new location.

Having experienced the possibilities

and limitations of VU-Calc, I can say that

it does its job well. While I probably save

a few minutes here and there by avoiding

pencil, paper and calculator work, the

greatest advantage of VU-Calc is the ease

with which I can investigate the effects of

individual changes on my budget as a

whole.

In a few seconds, I can discover the re-

sult of any hypothetical situation pre-

sented in the framework of the table I

have created. This gives me deeper in-

sight into my budget.

Besides using VU-Calc to plan my busi-

ness finances, I was able to do some per-

sonal financial forecasting concerning In-

terest Retirement Accounts (IRAs). It was
easy to enter three initial figures—

a

$2000 initial contribution, my age and
the date.

Then I added three formulas—one to

increase the IRA by $2000 each year plus

interest, the second and third to update

my age and the date year-by-year.

A press of the calculate key gave me a

table showing how much money I would
have in what year and at what age. Later,

I added a fourth line that showed the

amount of contributions so I could com-
pare it with the total in the IRA account.

In summary, VU-Calc is a useful tool

for handling tables of numbers, provided

that the disadvantages of size mentioned
above are not critical. The speed with
which the program calculates tables of

data not only saves you time, but also

encourages you to explore new areas of

investigation. (Sinclair Research,

Ltd., 3 Sinclair Plaza, Nashua, NH
03061. $14.95.)

Robert Nielson

Buffalo, NY

Quikpro II

Create programs for

Your Osborne, without

Having to program

I've just encountered what appears to

be the most beneficial software program
for Osborne users who want programs
without having to program applications.

It's called Quikpro + II and is designed to

generate Basic applications programs. It

does a super job.

The program features

—

• Quikpro filing program generator

• Quikpro automatic instructions

• Quikprint—report program generator

• Quikindex—file indexing utility program

Generating the Filing Program

A program generator has certain re-

quirements. It must allow you to define

the type, size and nature of the data; it

must also provide the mechanisms for

capture. Thus, the generated program
must present a data capture screen. This

is done by presenting a drafting screen in

which the lines are lettered. All but two
screen lines are lettered.

The bottom two lines let you communi-
cate with Quikpro + . All you have to do is

to identify which line you want to desig-

nate for data; when the program takes

you to that line, you must enter the

"stub," or title of the data, followed by
enough equals signs ( = ) to define the

length of the data entry to be captured.

When you have defined all fields, Quik-

pro + will number them and begin to ask

questions about them.
The data definitions that you define

now become variables to the Basic pro-

gram that will be generated. The stub be-

comes a part of the screen that the gener-

ated program will show, and the entry

will become the name of the variable that

will be filled by the entry you make at

that point. This information is used to de-

fine the disk record that will contain the

data. One of the fields of that disk record

is know as a "Key." It is the means by
which the data is to be filed . The Key, or Pri-

mary Key, as the documentation calls it

must be unique. Quikpro + asks you to des-

ignate which field will be the Primary Key.

Since some of the data will be numeric,
you're asked by Quikpro + to identify

those fields. Data that will be edited, such
as dollar data, must be stored in a special

way. So it's necessary for you to identify

the format of the numeric data. If you
have a seven-digit whole number (inte-

ger), enter 7. And if you have a dollar field

with three integers and two decimals, en-

ter 3.2. These features also provide input

editing.

Quikpro + lets you perform calcula-

Circle 1 12 on Reader Service card.
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tions on data by allowing the specifica-

tions of calculations and accumulations. It

asks you what, if any, such fields they are.

This is done by specifying the field

number and the nature of the calculation

in simple algebraic formats. An example
would be F*(l)* 10/F#(2); this would mul-

tiply field # 1 by ten and then divide it by
field #2.

This program will even test your calcu-

lation to make sure that it is "legally pos-

sible" before it will include the calcula-

tion in the generated program.

The program depends on your com-
ments to assist it. For that reason, you're

asked to enter field comments, detailing

the nature and size of the data to be en-

tered there. That information will be in-

cluded in the program in Remarks state-

ments and in the operations manual,

which the program generates.

You're asked to assign a name to the

data file to be used. This name must not

exceed eight characters—and please

make the characters in alphabetical

order. Similarly, you're asked to give the

program a name, which will be identified

as a Basic (.BAS) program on the disk.

You can identify a special file for

automatic documentation (option 2 on
the main menu).
The screen you develop can be print-

ed—if you have a printer. The program
gives you that option. But if you don't

have a printer, don't request the option,

because you'll lose the work you have
done to that point.

Once the program has been created,

you can do anything with it that you
would do with any Basic program. While

you must know some Basic rules, you
don't need to know how to program to

use Quikpro +

.

Operating the Generated Program

Every generated program will have

four options:

• (A)dd record

• (G)et record

• (S)earch

• (E)nd program
The add option lets you enter data to

your data files. The cursor goes to the

first field you have defined, and one by
one you enter data.

The get option lets you locate a record

for display or for change. The record key

is requested and then you're given the

option to change or delete. If you merely

press the return key without specifying

one of those options, you return to the

program's main display.

The search option is similar, except

that you must use it to find a record when
the record key is not known. You can look

for names or other known data. You must
move the cursor to the field on which you
will perform the search, indicate the log-

ics of the search (i.e., equal, less than,

greater than), and press the return key.

You get what you request. Finally, the

end option stops the program, taking you
back to Basic.
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What is Automatic Documentation?

Quikpro + will allow you to print an in-

struction manual for each program cre-

ated. It is here where the instructions you

have entered in the program will be pre-

pared in manual form.

The Report Generator Option

This option generates a separate pro-

gram for the extraction of data from the file

and the presentation of that data in an in-

telligible format. To do so you must load

the screen and then tell the generator

whether you want a freeform or columnar

report program. For form letters, mailing

cards, labels or other forms, you would
need freeform designation. Financial re-

ports would require columnar reports.

You will be asked to designate certain

physical characteristics of your report.

While the two procedures are different,

the concept is the same.

Designing the report is similar to defin-

ing the screen. In this instance, the

screen lines are numbered. With the re-

port generator you're given four options:

<E>dit report, <P>rint report layout,

<L>ook at record layout and <D>one.

Quikpro + does more
than it appears to

on the surface. It's

a good product and

worth the money.

Looking at the record layout will re-

mind you of the contents of the file. The
report layout is a form that you must edit.

Editing includes the placement of head-

ings and the identification of data to be

positioned.

You can print the report layout and ex-

amine the record layout. From that point,

you're asked about the fields to be totaled

and for the name of your report. Then
Quikpro + takes over, generating the pro-

gram.
Each report program will have these

options:

• (G)et

• (S)earch, sort, select

• (E)nd

The get option will request a key and
report all of the records containing that

key. This is not the primary key used to

file the record.

The search/sortyselect option lets you
perform string searches, specific field

searches, logical searches, inclusive

searches or combinations of these prior

to printing the report. Searching may be

done <A>nywhere in the file or on
<F>ields. Sorts may be specified. The
<P>ause, <A>bort or <R>edo options

give you full printing control.

The manual offers technical help and is

well-done and easy to follow. My only rec-

ommendation to ICR FutureSoft is that it

include a tutorial that leads novices

through a complete practice example.

The program does more than it ap-

pears to on the surface. It's a good prod-

uct and worth the money.
Quikpro-*- II is also available for the

IBM PC, eight-inch CP/M systems and the

Radio Shack TRS-80 Models I, II, III, IV,

12 and 16. (The ICR FutureSoft PO Box
1446, Orange Park, FL 32073. $149.)

Ken Lord
Winchendon, MA

HES Writer

A competent
Word processor for the

Bare or expanded VIC

HES Writer is part of the low-priced

crop of word processors currently

available for the VIC-20. It will allow a

manuscript of any size to be typed in,

edited and then printed as one document

from your bare or expanded VIC.

Typing on the VIC's full keyboard is a

pleasure for the touch typist, and the

INST DEL key means that at last you can

throw your eraser away.

The VIC has that small 22-column

screen, but characters are clear and legi-

ble even on television sets that would
show fuzzy spots for letters at 40
columns.

HES Writer is easy to learn and comes
as a plug-in cartridge that fits the VIC's

expansion port. Some 1 500 bytes of RAM
are used for scratch and input/output;

the rest is yours. In a bare VIC that's

about 2000 characters.

When a motherboard and extra

memory are switched on with the pro-

gram, over 20,000 characters are

available at once. Designing a program
that runs on the bare VIC does lead to

compromises that we'll cover later.

Its Best Features

The first thing you'll notice with HES
Writer is that words are not split up on

the screen. If a word overflows the pres-

ent entry line, the whole word is scooted

down a line and kept intact.

Less exotic word processors will allow

the word to start on one line and finish on
the next. It is rare that this doesn't lead to

at least one spacing or spelling error.

This feature will save you money in

paper and printer wear and tear.

You can copy text from one place to

another simply by jotting down the start-

ing and ending line numbers and the des-



tination number. This text can be repli-

cated or just moved. Character and
screen color are under the control of the

operator, so you can set them for the best

use with your TV.

When you enter text, it has to have for-

mat instructions, which are printing in-

structions, scattered around. These in-

structions make the printed output look

just the way you want it, but add super-

fluous characters to your text on the

screen. It doesn't look the way it will

when printed.

I was amazed and delighted to use the

preview command and to see the format-

ted output on the screen. The format in-

structions are gone, but their effect is

there. This nice feature is often omitted

from word processors that cost much
more than HES Writer.

Screen preview will eventually recover

the entire cost of the program in paper

saved. Granted, the formatted output

looks weird on the VIC's small display,

but you can see where page margins are

crossed, and you will soon be avoiding

minor errors that would otherwise force

you to reprint a page.

The program comes up in Entry mode.
You can change the mode of operation

anytime by entering a single letter on an
otherwise blank line. The first letter of

the following will put you in that mode:
copy, delete, disk, edit, find, insert, list,

numbered-list, print, preview, read

(files), tape and write.

The screen border changes color to

reflect the active mode of operation. The
normal mode of entry has a green border.

List and numbered list (the display

modes) sport blue borders, find has yel-

low, and delete (of course) has red.

Format controls are invoked within

text by typing an up arrow and then a for-

mat command. These commands set

margins, justification and centering. In

addition, they locate the optional header,

set indents and spacing, place the page
number, and chain to any of the next text

files.

Files can be brought in either as an
add, or as a replace. If you have text you
would like to add to other text, you can
bring in one file, then add the second.

Getting Hard Copy

Your printer must be able to list your

programs to work properly. Printing is

slow, maybe half the speed obtained while

listing programs on an Epson FX-80. Out-

put looks good; no one would ever suspect

that it came from a little VIC.

Paper can be any size that fits the

printer. Pages can be numbered
automatically starting anywhere, and a
header at the top of each page can be in-

cluded. You can select single, double or

triple space. There are no special printer

commands, so you will want to enter any
smart printer commands for double

strike or other options before you bring

HES Writer on.

There Are Limitations

One of Murphy's laws states that every

solution breeds new problems. A pro-

gram designed to fit into a bare VIC will

be different than one requiring memory
expanders. A case in point: this program
doesn't have a disk command structure.

What does that mean? The good news is

that you can read and write to disk just as

easily and much more quickly than you
can using a cassette. The bad news is

that you cannot do disk management
jobs while in the program; you must do
these housekeeping chores before you
turn HES Writer on.

This is OK as long as you keep formatted

disks around to use for word processing,

and you should. The worst effect of this is

that you can't look at disk directories.

You have to know the name of your file

before you start, just like you read your
map before getting on the turnpike. This

will impose more discipline on you as you
graduate from cassette to disk, but you
may be so happy to have the disk that

you won't care!

The editor in HES Writer is line-

oriented, so you won't get the convenient

full-screen editing capability you have
while programming on the VIC. The edit

feature is essentially limited to correc-

tions, so you will find that the entry and
copy commands make the most
straightforward way to handle revisions.

Instruction Manual
The 16-page instruction booklet is suc-

cinct, but relatively complete. All of the

mode and format controls are summarized
on the first two pages, which then
become a quick reference. The remain-
ing pages then elaborate on these one-

line summaries. The first thing to add
would be some examples.

Experienced word processor users will

be able to make things work quickly

because of this direct style. Those in-

terested in word processing for the first

time will have to learn by going through
the functions one at a time.

Summing It Up
You should consider this program for

your word processing needs if you wish
to start with an unexpanded VIC-20 and
a simple printer, especially if you will be
handling documents in the range of two-
ten pages. (Human Engineered Soft-

ware, 2275 East Bayshore Road, Palo

Alto, CA 94303-3269. $39.95.)

Ron Gunn
Livermore, CA
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS Edited by Dan Muse

Business Graphics in Spreadsheet Fashion

A Spreadsheet for Your Timex-Sinclair

Generate Osborne Applications Programs

Another Low-Priced VIC-20 Word Processor

Graph 'n' Calc

Prepare visuals

With ease

For your IBM PC
Graph 'n' Calc, from Desktop Comput-

er Software, approaches the preparation

of business graphics from the data entry

perspective—in the form of a spread-

sheet.

The package is somewhat limited be-

cause the selection of colors and the max-
imum number of data items are limited

by the memory design point.

The package is, however, a competent

tool for the preparation of visuals for on-

screen slide shows, plotted outputs to pa-

per or transparency, and printed output

to a graphics printer or to a normal

printer for data reports.

In the manufacturer's own words,

"Graph 'n' Calc is an integrated system

that provides the capability to easily en-

ter data into an array, prepare color

graphs using the data, perform complex
analysis of the data, and save and re-

trieve data from external storage." The
key word is "easily." It is easy.

Several types of graphs may be pre-

pared: line, side-by-side bar, stacked bar

and pie. You may also prepare hi-low or

close-volume charts; this may be of inter-

est if you follow the stock market. The ap-

proach to building them—a "window"

approach—makes the package one of the

easiest to use.

The tutorial is probably the most posi-

tive feature of this package. It shows edu-

cational orientation as it leads you quick-

ly into successful use of the package. The
tutorial works successfully because of an
internal default system that works with a

base file supplied with the system.

As mentioned, a "window" approach

is taken with this software. Displays used

in the Graph 'n' Calc package are in two

parts: the set-up and the actual picture. If

you are fortunate enough to be able to use

monochrome and color displays, the set-
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up and all text will appear on the former

while the actual pictures appear on the

color monitor.

The package was tested using an Am-
dek Color II monitor and a Plantronics

color board. This achieved excellent re-

sults. It was also used with equal success

on the Compaq Portable Computer
(which has an intrinsic color board).

The set-up screen is made up of three

windows. The top window is used for the

data, in spreadsheet fashion, with appro-

priate headings, for a matrix of ten rows
by 100 columns.

The middle window contains the com-
mand sequences for the various opera-

tions to be performed. The parameters

under which the operations will be per-

formed are displayed in the bottom win-

dow. These include the starting and end-

ing rows and columns, whether or not

there will be a grid placed on the picture,

titles placed on the axes, background col-

or selection and so on.

While Graph 'n' Calc will accept data di-

rectly from the keyboard, its outstanding

features are the ability to obtain data from

Data Interface Files (DIF), produced by
packages such as VisiCalc or SuperCalc,

and to prepare its plot using that data.

The limitation of size (10 x 100) means
that very large spreadsheets cannot be

used, so that must be a consideration.

Graph 'n' Calc will also accept files in a

text format, allowing you to extract data

from a word processing file. The process

works the other way as well. Files may be

produced by Graph 'n' Calc in the DIF for-

mat, allowing the development of data

within the Graph 'n' Calc system to be

used in a spreadsheet package.

The package includes an excellent

step-by-step tutorial. It is well-done and
easy to read, and it assures early success.

Data for Graph 'n' Calc can be easily

formulated to perform certain calcula-

tions within the data window. The pack-

age also contains extensive statistical

functions that are of immediate value for

these persons whose functions require

forecasting. Because of the tool's intrin-

sic statistical functions, the package is

accompanied by an excellent book. Fun-

damentals of Forecasting, by Sullivan

and Claycombe.
The ease of data entry, plotting and

flexibility of the software are this pack-

age's outstanding features. The data is

easily entered and if done using a color

monitor, colors change such that the user

is fully informed as to what is happening.

The package could be improved by let-

ting you move from column to column or

row to row automatically (selectable) af-

ter data has been entered.

Currently, the return key is hit and
then it must be followed by an appropri-

ate arrow key. Movement around the ma-
trix is easily accomplished by an Alter-

nate/Go function. Movement around the

software is by single key selection (for-

ward) and the escape key (backward).

Visual plots, once prepared, may be fil-

ed on disk and recalled for slide-show pre-

sentations. Optional modules for plotting

on the Hewlett-Packard 7470A and
Strobe 100 graphics plotters can be pur-

chased separately. The asynchronous com-
munications adapter costs about $150.

Graphics printers are available from a

variety of sources, as are color boards and
monitors. The software was first tested

using a Plantronics Color Graphics

Adapter ($475) from Frederick Electron-

ics, PO Box 502, Frederick, MD 21701.

The software was marked to be work-

able on the Compaq Portable Computer.

It was also tested there, with comparable

success, though without the enhanced
color. However, if the package is work-

able on the Compaq, which has a 128K
minimum memory, then Desktop should

consider modifying the software to allow

for a larger matrix and removing the con-

cern over the size of the spreadsheet.

A compiled version of the software is

available for an additional $100. There is,

however, a memory requirement of 128K
and a media requirement of at least one
double-sided disk drive or a hard disk.

(Continued on p. 142)



MAX! PROGRAMMING
FOR MICRO-COMPUTERS

Let ALCOR Language Systems
Transform You Into a

Professional Programmer
ALCOR languages can guide you step-

by-step from novice programmer to a

seasoned professional. All of our sys-

tems are easy to use and share a clean,

simple interface. In fact, all systems
require only two commands to com-
pile and execute a program!

Are You Tired Of Struggling
With The Documentation?

No longer will you have to fumble

through poorly written manuals filled

with a peculiar dialect of programese.

Each of our languages come with a com-
plete and well organized documentation

set that includes a special language tuto-

rial for new programmers.

Never again will you have to
figure out whether a problem
is a language bug or a
programming error.

For reliability, all ALCOR language com-
pilers utilize state-of-the-art design tech-

niques. The result is unequaled
reliability and performance.

Mainframe power and
sophistication on micro
computers.

Are you tired of being told that the other

language is a subset of the real thing?

All ALCOR language systems are com-
plete language implementations with all

of the features expected in professional

programming environments.

Compatibility is a reality, not
an advertising gimmick.

All ALCOR languages were designed by
our own highly trained and professional

staff of programmers. Not borrowed or

copied, but exclusively created by us so

that you can develop libraries of rou-

tines in any language that are callable

from any other language.

ALCOR language systems
run on a wide range of

computer and operating
system combinations.

Professional programmers know that the

portability of a program is a crucial fac-

tor in applications. Rewriting applica-

tions every time you change computers

is a waste ofyour valuable time and
unnecessary with ALCOR languages.

If you want to develop
quality software, do it with
the quality language system
from ALCOR.
MULTI-BASIC—A revolutionary

approach to compiler design. MULTI-
BASIC is the first language system to

solve the BASIC compatibility problem.

Not only does it support powerful fea-
tures such as recursion, it compiles both
MBASIC and CBASIC programs!

C—ALCOR C is the perfect tool for sys-

tems programmers. It is a complete C
implementation as described in the

Kernigan and Ritchie book "The C Pro-

gramming Language'.'

PASCAL—A powerful Jensen and
Wirth standard Pascal that is packed
with the features necessary for serious

program development such as random
access files, dynamic strings and sepa-

rate compilation.

These language systems are now
available for most Z-80 based micro-

computers with CP/M or TRSDOS
compatible operating systems. 8086
and 68000 versions soon.

Yours for the asking!

Yes! Please rush via return mail

your information package describing

these new languages now available.

Pascal

D Multi-Basic

C Language.

Name

Address

City

State

FREE information-packed brochure.

Call or write today to:

Systemsl

800 W. Garland Avenue, Suite 204
Garland, TX 75040
Telephone: (214) 494-1316

Dealer, Distributor and OEM Inquiries Invited.

TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Tandy Corporation CPM and
CBASIC are trademarks of Digital Research. MBASIC is a trademark of

Microsoft.

C 1983, ALCOR Systems, Garland, Texas
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Introducing the most logical place to store

Elephant Memory Systems® (or lesser brands
of aisks): The Trunk.
With its alphabetized library index, you can

file or retrieve up to 60 disks, instantly

The Trunk is made of durable molded
plastic with a hinged, one-piece lid, to keep
disks safe from dust, dirt, and other detriments
which disks despise.

And, it's portable. Because the lid doubles
as a carrying handle so your Elephant Memory
Systems® aisks can go anywhere you do.

There's a model for 5V4" and 8" floppies, as

well as a cassette-and-game file and a special

Atari® version.

So if you're looking for the best disk storage
system on the market . .

.

The Trunk is an open-and-shut case.

THE TRUNK. ENDORSED DY ELEPHANTS.
Elephant Memory Systems® Disks

Afull line of top-qualityfloppies, in virtually every 5W and 8' modelfor compatibility vjith virtually every computer on the market.
Guaranteed to meet or exceed every industry standard, certified 100% error-free andproblem-free, and to maintain its qualityfor at least

12 million passes (or over a life-time ofheavy-duty use).

Marketed exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Information Systems and Supplies Division, 55 Providence Highway, Norwood, MA 02062.
Dealers: Call toll-free 1-800-343-8413; or in Massachusetts, call collect {617) 769-8150
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